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CH. VII 

Whatever one may chaos = t; think shout the origin of lan,uages 

at the Tower of Babel, the hand if Providence, one observes, has since 

been little at work in the .an -41ish vocabulary. It is clear than men 

have meinly been left to th-ir own devices, and th.ot p oial iy with 

the writer r.ath -r then the sJcaker of -nc;lish the moment. (if we Tey 

innocu:.)u.ei.y shift the blame ̀, has been careless or ineoronos, often, 

with its suggestions or proposed coinerzcs.'` Preciel)n between meaning 

any° form and essocistions is thus dimmed or l:,et. 

The searcher is again thrown back upsn e Aample s tipper tint ly 

of rare occurrence. we take kin12key, used ':n 1654 f.guri3tively or 

a l i uviv'- ly by a the olo7ian. I t is possibly an '. solated instance, 

a p:Dssibly not. "Isolati::n" sufficiently ,ccouat.s for its ob- 

soleteness with us. Yet, in view of the fe.:t that it may have been 

common enough in the seventeenth century, it is int_ resting to not 

further thr t 'kevston -' lRA5 been distinctive: since 1637--by which is 

meant that the livin - word has enjoyed considerably use because of 

its obvious usefulness and becsuse, metaph3ricelly epenkin,, it 

envisioned adequately th- object in named: hence the imp)rtence of 

images and associations. With the first )f these we shall d-al 

briefly at the close of the ens;i.ine chapter, -with the eec )nd, we 

are considerably concerned In the present chapter. The c->mpound 

form fain key. thus had to bear n burden: 'king' (v;hich word, inci 

dentally, occupies seven and )ne -half columns in the NED) might be 

* It wil-1 p=rheps interest the re eces t) turn ',ere t; ^ remark 
of Pr ofr s ̂ or J. P. Kra)p' e gusted in Ch. X, Use, i'. 421-423 
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"chief," easily enough, but the element ' ke; ,' though capable of much 

semanticall (six and more columns,) does not easily imply or carry with 

it the idea of "stone." This explanation may seem naive or void: ,yet 

it must always be borne in mind that obsolescence is above ill th .n s 

concerned with usage, which includes people cumin- suddenly fece to 

face with .ords and snatching, mentally, at the nearest or predominant 

association. 

And so it is possible t:) turn to almost any page of this study 

(containing obsoletisms,) of of the New ¡nc;lisb Dictionary, and see 

thereby how lame a part association plays in addition -to --and Pion; 

with --other factors.* Whatever else may distinguish the foreignism, 

the affix, the term apparently isolated from its family -¿group, the 

homophone, the form somewhat loosed from its associations because 

Dr its corrupt of clipped appearance, association is always there to 

hlp o, hinder. 

* Cp. esp. pp. 226 and 251. Association in a general way counts for 
much with foreignisms --pp. 165 ff. , 130 ff. , 131, elsewhere. 
Form perhaps more than meaning is what one looks to here. Th': 
associations of affixes was more or less demonstrated in Ch. VI, 
but particular attention may be called to pp. 173 ff. and 223 
of Ch. V (the associations, decisive if not large, of -lana failed 
to keep soraciana alive,) pp. 326 --ism, 1st (op. minerist, mo- 
tionist, nationist, universalist; enthusiasm and fanaticism,) 
and 3+5 --347 and 402 - ßf07( 1ma 1 . ) Remarks on pp. 207-210 (dilly 
and "Finally the word [loo) had.. other associations,) 131, 234; 
pp. 140 -146 (onomatopoeia-- -xampls somewhnt to the contrary?,) 
146 ff. ( homophony--- -words of different derivati:)n as well as 
different associations,) °end 153 (near- homophony ;) pp. 133 --131 
(variants, quinombrom and 'conundrum,' ) 110 (feather-wife,) ) 
113 ff., 234 ff., and esp. 246 ff. (isolation -- association" 
or remote,) 211 --21.2 (and ei.e.ewhere: appellations,) 219 (,ót- 
carrier, corruption, 372-- 3T3(drum, hurricane,) '3813 --- 3s9(word 
more suggestive of the thing -- important, j 384$(conclusion to VIII,) 

313 and 43.3 (cabal) should interest the reader. How large a part 
associations play even in science will be seen in th:: discussion 
of terms in geolo,zy, Ch. IX. 

Forms, . mealings, associations, an usage are inseparable. 
It may be said that it is usage chiefly that makes us retain 
'florist' over floweyLst (pp. 123 --124,) but not irdividuism (123.) 
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Let us take, in paseing, a cesual handful of words.-- Fum- 

i.st offers itself. The literary -mind d reader recalls, :eerhaps, 

"the short tube That fumes beneath his nose" (Cowper, Task, 17'4; ) 

the trsveler or mine aloglst or chemist-divers impressions. Not 

so Frsnklin: " . . chimn'y- doctors a'1d fumists" (1715.) What might 

one -xpect of r'arden -sin, cited in Ch. III, or house -sin? Few words 

hsve had such magnificent associati]ns es 'sin;' and --nd 

'house' commend some respect. It is left to the lexicographer to 

puzzle over con`ext' and elicit '`private or secret sin" and "weed." 

In edacit,L the original or ety!nolo ,ical association is so strong 

(;satin ' edere,' "to eat, ") that the idea of "corrosion" or ,'destructío8 

possibly seems remote. We naturally as ociate fine- 2alated with 

the ossessor, not the possessed. "here ellipsis hinders, association, 

however strn3, hardly saves --five- piece. Cntext alone helps us 

to understand Fielding's flesh- shades in '`Tom Jones " --'finger -mils.' 

Analogy is not e.pparent, at least at once, perhaps, goatrill 

(161, after 'cockerel.' ) With horse- bell,i. in Ch. IX (p.4oz) may be 

compered t71nss- be "_y, "nhere again sse.ociation snd form do not eásily 

betray me ring to the general reader. Particularly 1n- errstin:4 from 

our present view joint alone sr- ' ink -stG nd -dish' and i!tkeetsidish. 

The association of affix's is seen in ses_ry. (glaziers' AorK and 

materials) en offici alr-y (an official post.) words unisonc ity 

(cf. p. 32?) eke shell discuss further presently (predominant essocla- 

tions, below,) but the strong musical asaociati)n of s cognate, ' uni- 

sonous,' 1731 fr., i e worth nottitg. For the obeole t ism as used by 

sterhouse in 6-3 ( "The Lnwes of Nations do affirm the nntture of it 

[sc. ma.rriage 1 to a Vnisoneity, ") numerous sjnonyme, and possibly more 

apprppriate, were it hand -' agreem nt,' ' concord,' 'unanimity' (1436 

ff. ,) and th:- liked., 

The musical assooiati )ns her- are esp. strDn;: cp. ' unisonant' 
1101, unisound 1763, ' sonant .' 'sonorous,' 'Sonority,' &c. 
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The estrangement of form, me-ning, and association is fart'her 

seen in eey -hand , dubiously from =i phrase 'to say (i. e. try) ene' s 

hand,' whence "en Attempt, ex ,eriment," 1712, Friday -f esst (the 

associati.:>n sJmewhat limited even in Christian countries ?,) tom -ax 

(another "portmanteau" word? Bib. 563,) and silver- cooper, an al- 

teration of Dutch zielverkooper, "soul-seller," but English 'kid- 

napper." Henry MODEtS f )ndness for the word intercessation may 

be noted here --a different kind of word, but one in which form 

and meaning combine artlessly. Better terms (more suggestive of 

the thing, e_i. and of the next chapter) exist for square -squar 

(' biqu'drate,' ) shell. -house (1756, 'grotto' 1625 ff. [shells,] 

' cave,' ' oevern,') occurrencer, rernindle ss, and a few others: and 

this le- partly because, n ,; oc ie ions. 

Association, Miss Miller believes,* is by far the largest 

sinele cgJ.se of obsolescence in English words, end she stresses the 

* "Association is a factor which .. works for a change in the 
me' °pings of words. Th. -se meanings, however, m!iy he changed 
to such en extent that for one reeson or another the word is 
finally lost. Trench gives three ste ges in the life of a. word. 
[See Ch. I, p. lg.] . . Sometimes words peso from a specific 
to a more generel meaning, often because the teymoloy or his - 
tory of a word is for Batten and thus its precise Limitations 
are not mown, end it becomes used in n s4.der and more indefi- 
nite sense. 'Yet this is not gain but pure loss. It (the word] 
has lost its place in the disciplined array of words ,end be- 
come one of ^ loose and disorderly mob,' OTrench; cp. also 
Teichert, App. A, his pp. $1 --43. ] " --M±ss Moller, App. A, pp. 
39 ---40 of her Thesis. Elsewhere (p. 316) she writes: 

" . . It will be seen that while the hpon-tic causes had to 
do with the sound of the word, end the etymological -,ith the 
elements of which the word is composed, the semasiologicel 
ceases are concerned with the meening of the word." Generalize - 
tton is the chief if n)t the exclusive rector "defiling f)r the 
most part with change or meaning of words rather thee with their 
actual obsolescence." Miss Miller instances male journey, "day" 
becoming "travel," &o. So mankin, misdoom. isxcessive general- 
ization and wider Association are simil7r; but the following 
statement is onscure, and n.)where else (see the writer's criti- 
cism pp.410- --474 does Miss +filler clarify `,er meening: 
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notion of its wideness.' Unqustionebbly this is a factor workin.°, 

f :;r b t ? increase e.id diminution of power le words. But, i]s `.Tiss 

Miller herself suggests, it is questionable whether wide. ss of 

associstton leads to obsolescence. Before he had the pleaeure of 

reading her thesis, the pre=sent writer came independently, via his 

own reading and work in the New hna.lish Dictionary, to the conclu- 

sion the.t :a-c ly ezed predominant associations and meanings are of 

greater importance because they lead more certainly to actual ob- 

solescence. 'Preposterous' is the paradigm (see p. 17) for the first 

. . . It is not often that these words contain any of 
the isolating elements already discussed, but it is rather 
that it Is a refusal to learn any more new combinations, or 
a desire to have the term associated with something already 
known . . . Lilt is [usua?. 1y) quite clear that a wider associa- 
tion in meaning is desired, often perhaps because the idea 
is not of sufficient importance to bear a specific name. 
The date of many of these words will show that they were 
introduced during the Renaissance. . . " 

Examples of non -assimilated words are: mal -intgn i_:neg, 
en evil -intentioned person; mannerine, trainins in manners; 
manumiss, a freed slave; meg!o graphy, a drawing of pictures 
at large; mimologzr, recitation of mimes; mollificative, 
medicine or applioation that softens; morbosity, the con- 
dition of being morbose; p ropolist, a dealer in ointments or 
perfumery. 

Miss Miller's statistics (footnote, pp. Aloii show that about 
one -sixth of all her examples are classified under "'. ideness 
of Association." The writer now wonders if she had in mind, 
possibly, the wide associations of same of the living rivete 
of the obsoletisms she collected in 'M'? 

* Such a word as album, foreignism, is interesting in its wideness 
of associations and abundGnce of imagery. The second substantive 
in the NED, obs. , seems to suggest the loss of the associe ?taon of 
"w iteneas." So p -r"aps battler, one whe fiats a "bat' or 'battle - 
dore' (but cp. homophony, gi(T Vi.) The ramifications of cad led 
to a degree or obsolescence; but here one is ultimately concerned 
with classes of people (travelers) and with manners and the like. 
Association alone perhaps .aided in the obsolescence of numerous 
sens' -s of dramon: and so almost any word with a history like that 
of drafeon aright be talken. Miss giY.ler gives, among many, musk.inrs, 

the steeping of barns used forr fe-ding pigs; so: macery, macken- 
ba, madhead, megestromency, marial, maronist, melanoohalco. {raoher, 
merry -go- sorrow (mixture of joy and sorrow 1599 --1606; cp. merry - 
_go -down, an ale, 1500- -1599, fading, slang,) mis. ite, moorism, &c., 
&c. , &c. 
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Archbishop Trench points out that it once meant s particuler mind of 

absurdity, 'pra3- ponrr,' putting; the first last and the last first 

( "English Past and Present," pp. 314 ff.) do alimonioue after ' cerc- 

monioue' -- "supplyin :; nourishment or suatenenc-_ (e. limenie. ) 1659 

ff. (contrast ' n'.imeny ,' "allowance in divorce," 1655 ff. It may 

be questioned whether cheapener is known in ¡merise today. and in 

nglend the Teutoni.3 nation, the early etymological association, Is 

gone -- cheap, "t'..) buy." The philolo ?tst is tempted to tarry in 

such happy hunting- ground; but it Is perhaps Ps well to o nclude 
here that In .July a very few of the 75 Examples collected is the 

)bsolescence complete, but that there is in terms like defslcate, 

literary, mortifier ( "bringer of death," nonce, 1667,) tnsenous 

(wholly obsolete,) and the ethers, en inevitsble tendeecy to lose 

early meanings, etynolosieat. and ?_itersl,, in the course of time. 

In some -- mortifier, e. g.-- recollection is . &t werk, and thie perhaps 

sometimes makes the literel use seem the stringer. It w ill-if he no 

easy task to assign specific; r es :)ns, which a.re really what i^ wT rated; 

and generalization is practicsi.ly impossible, unless on- le to venture 

the notion th-.,t Enzlish- s,aeakine,, people, in the nature of their 

language and use of it, drift easily out of re -m ry of whet the £+atin 

said. People, at least, are not welkin' dictions =ries, ana cannot 

be expected to remember that oblirre is from Latin ' ob' -' 1igere' -- 

end so have sincLAer respect unto .,:;ì =, 1 `h "fasten or attach closely? 

(an obsolete of_n,o , 1656, 171'.) 

one's .fe e1in with respect to a few, but relatively only , fe,, 

words like d:ele, duke, emisser , Exotic, rad index, numerous meenin.gs 

end associ -tlons of which are now solet , is thet occesisnelly 

the pr-edominence if one essociátion aver eepther er others :induces 

to obsolescence. Most peop;te w- utd proL:sbly hold, thus, thet the word 
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erotic has, in "L;osin ;," -L-,ined. It has been narrowed in sense and 

perhaps refined in ffel.ing; in its new c tachments it ecru -s the 

critic Red creative artist more efrect ivei.y. A favorttE theme with 

Trench and a few others who whose ta write of words wPe Elevation 

and De ;enerstion; but the present writer h.lds that the student of 

ngtish htst rically ha hiçdvese see clearly the fellacy of mixing 

words end mereis. Refinement am:;ng words as among ppeople is largely 

rn tter of oceesion- -time and circumstance ---and oere)nal.. sensitive- 

ness. Q_?ok.:_-wench ('741- --1111) and ' c ,o<< -rn id' (1654 ff.) illustrate 

this. Unquestienañ?y sole. very picturesque associations have been 

lost to ue snd our words. The quotation is from Pe,ays (3 Sept. 1662: 

"After dilner we met and sold the hulkes, where pleasant to see hew 

beckaerd men are at first to bid; and yet when the candle le goine 

out how they bawl" (so cry 3 b.) Association possibly c)unt- for 

something in 'laboratory' over eperFatoll; it may be seriousl,, quee- 

tioned if the association of to u tree' (1604 ff.) wes ---or le-- -x vi 

termini, stron7er then that of ': eria -tree, 

Occasionally even the lexicographer puzzles over the meaning 

that may be in n word. Usually it is etymology that rives greatest 

bother; but in some hundred examples at hand, neither derivation no: 

form nor c an?ext is mach of a help. it will be seen in the l.is 

Dates 1745 -1762. Miss Miller, App. A, dealing with these tern 
says "Word more suggestive of the thing; Tolu name of place wh 
first found" (U. S. of Columbia- Santiago de Tolu;) and while 
the association has grown strop; --Tolu Lozenges, medicine, per 
turnery, &cc. --, quotations eu.i est that association also lay 
behind the obsolete appellation. Cp. today 'Joshua Tree,' &c. 

Inter -etinT too are Mercurist and Mercurism for the lose of 

the "newspaper" idea (1672, 1693;) Merlin, from Arthurian ass, 
cietions, used as a title of various prophetic almanacs and t' 

like, ca. 1644 into the 19th century; Urquhart's septembral w 

("puree ` eptembrele ; ") Dryden's foot -poet "lacqu(eyïn,3) by th 

side of Virgil" (the critic's sensorium;) Sic. 
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below* that association still plays a large part. The compounds in 

rassi .are psrticu'.:3rly interesting: grass -girl, (doubtfully) "a 

woman of louse chsracter:" "'+hst makes you bave a fair wife at home 

for a grass -girl, or B:)se old homely Joan?" irass- honey, (doubtfully) 

"honey collcte.ö from flowers of grass," Isrss!slail (of cattle.) 

So wash ground in numbers of the "London GgzetLe" esrly in the eigh- 

teenth century, where 'drying ground' looks more lo icsl to us; or 

* In the followi. . list the implication se ems to be that the exact 
m-sning ASS often known only to the writer; it did not ( -s with 
the obsoletisms of the second list belo ;) beCOne excessively 
generslized or indefinite through some semasiolo ic-a1 division.- - 
altif .uatios 1652 an1Ç ?mispr. hand -stuff 1690 some sort of 
amb ly 1651 on'y ?simpleton refuse [ ssr 
antipolliges 1652 'opposing Hussariatû 1760 ?a Hunáarian hus- 

forces; "occult qualities of improprious 1611 only ?lacking a 
actives and passives" -- J:a.ule proper form of its own 

b,arbose 1716 ?bearded; isols.? insective 1134 ?characteristic 
belonser 1674 (truly obs.?) of insects 
rombsl 1659 only le islative 1650 rsomethins ap- 
brask 1674 only ?to graze pointed by legis. enactment 
bustlepate 1652 only ?a bust- life regi seat 1723 ?a regiment 

Lins person of life- suards 
calicüi.ar m. uncer. in Browne l_outardiy 1651 ?lubberly 
carnal 17.. ? a crow love -cadge 1656 
c t -hand 1670 bar of iron --? luggish 1614 ?miserly 
catch -dotterel 1:71. ?cheat lump -love 17.. 

clopping 1665 ? [atone 1 75úr. out- tra,,er 1.660 
cobbin4; -stone 161. ?cobble- 1 over -ruLy 1657 
dishPhited 1641 ?improp: -rly pole -rivet 1707 

hebited or dressed prerogtator 1652 Gau1e only .. 

disobl. igatory quarter -basin 179. -? -- 
driT.Ler 1652 ?one who entices quarter -book 1679 [fgnsm.1 
ener?;ing 1749 .Ally ?powerfully quadro 1711 ?square of tapestry 
acting; back- formation rankum 1693 ?noisy chorus 

entry 1755 ?payins of formal reckly 2c. 1715 only ?rickety 
visits, ''making calls' re;reet 1661 ? retest [action 

erronist 1654 only ?teacher of rEpike 1617 only ?r - percussive 3 
fs Lse doctrine re pub licate 1670 ?rnae popular 

fairess 1674 ?a female fairy reversal 
fi uristian 1710 rock 1612 ?th- shag 
fist-hsu.3 1691 ?sheriff's soapperboiling 1673 ?hotheaded 

office, a roofed shed for scr:awiat.ton 1774 ?disorderly be- 
impouiding animals '-tsvior; 'straw' echoic "hawk" 

fluster 1676, 1716 ?poop .. scuddy 1797 ?turbid 
nail 7b. 1770 ?to crack snitlin 1612 ionly ?trifling; 

glove -dog 1659 venturin. 1704, 1799 

gr.a.vel- stone 1715 ?conglomerate verge -salt, vezon, others ... 
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wr chmeat, where the meaning in the 17te seventeenth century ,9- eith r 

"unsubstantial food" (ep. Ch. V, "L -i.er Issola.ti)n" of meat In the gen- 

eral sense of "food") or "'wash' for swine." Not infrequently one 

word semasiologicall.y influences another -so discluaion in Henry More: 

"The composition rr them and dísclusion vnd various dispo. -.31 31' them," 

"That the continued Shadow of the Earth sho, ld be br oel; by sudden 

miraculous eruptions or disclueiona of light (cp. 'disclose,' v. 

Particularly interesting, in v1e of remarks in Ch. III and Ch. J. to 

come, is Nathaniel Fairfax's statement: r'It cannot tell be eall'd 

motion . . . But 'tis somewhat else that we have no right name for, 

(unless skipping or canting may in a low sort speak It)." The wide 

association of 12int makes Cibber' s use a Litt t= obscare: C..r, , l 

have lost my -nuff-box . . . I'll go to 1' ris, split -Le . . . They 

m<=,.: the joynts in £.ur:Jpe there." Likewise his .rd inaffection. 

"In the just delivery of Poetical Numbers, particularly vhrre the 

1entim -nte are pethetick, it is scarce credible, upon how minute an 

Article of Sound depends their greatest 3e uty or Inaf.fection." 

With P rch- stone, manta ;ar, äa.rsley- vine, &c. , %la.,y be compared similar 

appellations at the end of the next chapter.'' 

It would Simi' arty be possible to find a number of words where- 

in thr m -anLng has become divided or excessively generalized, wh-re 

ass -)ciation have become blurred. Moor's head is possibly a good 

example. It was oa,pable of :n <antng: 1673_1247 ''A representation of 

the head of t3 Moor; "[[ 1677--P44 "The Moor's head is another f )rm of 

* Mios Miller (App. A) submits 12 examples --a figure nicely pro - 
oortiona t.e to the present writer's 14F, or so--- manst, rnantegar,, 

melet,_methium,, misuri, ^.lily (Pliny,) mountroee, muggle, muscado; 
ma e.e r, wrist r a r At a n. 

C( Miss Miller says: "isolation in stem, "In the Mjddle Ages and es 
Late as the 17th e. , the Moors were commonly suppor ed to be mosti 
black or very swarthy, and hence the word was often used fur Negr 
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still that has been used, and Is f)and conVLnient for distillation 

in n sm,17 scale" (th: thins. iinelf;) 1650-1753 "A horse that h-th 

his head darer than his body, called the Moor's head." It is sel- 

dom that on irids e:.ample in Thich dat.---s are s) parallel; and it 

is essentlal thnt they be such IP Se are to attribute this obsolescence 

of a term to diffu4;enese or conf .ict of meaning. Mi.a Ailler also 

suc;.7,osts nester-vein, miracullst, -nd particularly manac4ery (six 

me':nings, all obsol-te;* also homoohony with 'menagerie.--?) nnd 

mountqr (very exca,z5i41 generallzation.) The writer is skeptical 

of examples In his own lists, however-terms 1_1.k- outscout, outl-nd, 

academism, sonoreitv (o. 321,) womanl_showmakep (o."37.54) and others--, 

when.: other factors ore at wirk. SD belike: "to please," "to be 

&pleased with" or "to lik,," to simulate," to resemble." words, 

one is everwhere impr?ssed here, re susceptible to all sorts or 

inte/pretltions. At face Value whit may artificiousll. mean? For 

poole have not -lways time to consult the lexicographer, nor does 

the lexlcorapher alNays satisfy. Thz oosoletism was used in the 

seventeenth century: 16(;2--1611. 'Artfully,' riven 9E1 a synonym 

(1613; 174)4,) may itself mean more thP1 just "cunningly;" 'arti- 

ficially,' riven as another synonym (1541 ff.,) only adds totthe 

confusion. Yct, tempti nl. as som, of these examples are, it is pos- 

sible' that widcness of associ.ltion and growin indefiniteness of 

meanim; hid little to do, 'lct'Aally, wIth their obsolescence. 

* Obs. 1633 to 17: (domestic) 'economy' 3. 1530 ff.; 'husbandry' 
1540 ff.; "art of manaE;ini weepons;" imnnagershio;' "cunning or 

adroit mangement," 'management' 159? ff.; 'husbandry' 1540 ff.; 
'horsemanshlo' 1565 ff. ; 'hylene' 1597 ff. So, in the Mith Ch. 
of this study, mesotyoe, specialized into 'netrolite,"scolerite,' 
'mes:Jlite,"Thomsonite,' all tetw. 1105 and 113. o misordering 
1526-1643--'misrule,"disturtalance,"misconduct' (respectively: 
1399 ff. , 1297 ff. , 1710 ff. ) 

Ottvr interesting examples, posr:ibly, are chagrin, caurse, EM- 

bankmE.nt, ten-grouter (second element,) tour TMT3ny sere gone,) 
disoolnion, naturality (now rare,) affronture, tomyanous, &c. 
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Form and Meaning, it may he just not s-:ß in eoneusion, con- 

tr itute inr.:e para f'.y to t a'_s -.1¡sc,7,nce especially of words of a 

dialectal or colloquial chsr.acter, tß siting words (including', cant 

And popultsr speech and oath l, ; a..d--- c!mewhet persdoxica.11.y --of 

lestrted or pompous gords (see o. 1. 09. ) "I defy the greatest 

divine to produce any l.s.w, either of God or mer., which obliges me 

to comprehend the meaning of omniscience, omnisresençe, biquij, 
attribute., beatific vision, with e thous .nd ethers so frequent in 

pulpits, Any mors then that of `cceitric, Idiosyncrasy, entity, and 

the like' " ( quoted by ur^ p in "The 'Knowledge of un:;lish,' 
D. 246'T .) Thus D r ` :v If t , ones-, in e letter to a noun, clergyman. 

Elsewhere, euphemism is possibly partly resoonsibte for the obso- 

lescence in words-linen- lifter (adulterer, ) mamma -ds;L, matterin 7, and 

mension (from Miss Miller,) Dunk and ?unker. 

Much es theirs was world of words, the lan7usge and voct bu- 

Lary t_.da;y are far from free o. words in which Form, Meaning, And 

Associations (pl` Lsant or unpleasant) are in one convenient vertex. 

And partly because this is so, and partly for :)+her re,-sons, v,- 

cannot alwAys be sure that their failure to cooperate constitutes 

cause of obsolescence in words. The present ch' Ater has tried to 

show, however, the impropriety of isolating causes, which course 

seems ts be necessary in thti surrounding chapters; Arad it 12 only 

by focusl. &Ms light off many causes snd factors together furnish 

on ., =inne obsoletism that we reach soi thing ?.iLte setisf! ction. 
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No perfect line sf division is drawn betswee n thin, s as they ei.- 

ist, in net.)re a d in the mind, yet the present chapte- seeks conven- 

iently to dal vatth material objects and their n emea. For the most 

part, one is concerned here with thins ,s that have disappeared, and it' 

is needle e s say that their variety Is outr ivalle(l and outdone only 

by their number. The followin . classifications accordingly are far 

from coi.pl'-te, but try to 1 àiorte what clan .,s or kinds of thin s 

have, in their loes, wrouTht he most signif ioant changes in our vo- 

cabulary. In this way, only a few choicer exanplee will be offered 

in the main body or vor itin;, t:) ;ether with statistios or statistical 

remarks. it is not always possible to elicit, even from these choicer 

examples, f erther definite causes of obsolescence in words, or facts 

or intimations as to obsolescence In general; but the chapter con - 

cludes with a summary shish attempts to establish or make accessible 

further explanations. 

Th -se obsolete names of things touch upon a.11 kinds of life and 

act i v tt /. They constitute an array in which one is easily lost-- 

devices like the buskbonrd or baldric, the eambren, tH.e ohiragon,_ 

¡ l th p,_17^:C:.;;'.;,;3i,;ic, and the dn7cotCisce (mentioned on p. 79, ) astro- 

* Buckboard 1T57, "a part of the apparatus for hand in_ the clapper 
et' a bell," be1c -tc 4, 142Q--1742, ''leathee gear of a church bell." 
Cambren, dicts. , piece of bent wood or Iron used by butchers to 
hang carcasses on. Chirason 1 '132 ''Ath-n tn," hand -guide for blind 
in writin ,. Also 1151-same magazine. Replaced by some other 
similar device? Polyacoustic 1693, 1704. "Ph1 Los. Tr. " and elsewhere 

-- instrument contrived to multiply sounds. Interestins also are 
the semicuo,lum 1634 --1799, bath for hips only, the ,spout 21n ( ?, 

1713, the besue , baahron (kettle,) cotton eneil, screw- pelican 
(pincers in-dentistry,) cavalet (furnaces,) &©. 
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nom1ca1 instruments an' the like: diplantidian, e ,lipsareon, meRalo- 

scepç, notiometer, ápßí -dial, weatherwieer;* velocipedes: Eedimechan, 

rentoon, vim. 1.oc:iman;if i fireworks: fireeflyeer, fire trunk, our fire, 

swarmer, and weterworm, loco -foco may be added here; ]I watches: f ineer- 

watch, eeuls -watch;(( and many others. 

Coins and their names make e feather nice illustration ob- 

solescence. The doPp (1691,) the car li n (1705-111-),) and the cïobla 

(1929) were once Italian and Bpanisn currency; the e sualine , 1674, 

w,S R Flemish coin, and Or key is cor uptly from the Dutch, 166O-17O. 

* Respectively: a telescope, 1771 -- 1-'07, in which there were two 
images--one direct, one reversed. Globe shewin:;, solar and lunar 
eollpses, 1754 --1167 (toy's) Mesaloscope, 1790-1Q51, a hand tense 
for examining smell but not microscopic objet =; also an endo- 
scope with magn ryine apparatus (1902.) ' icroscope 1656 ff. 
' Endoscope' not given. Notiometer foe meesurine moisture of air; 
see p. 240. 022 -dial 1úg7, sun -dial indicatine time by means of 
a spot. Weatherwíaer- 1667 --1717, instrument for foretelling the 
weather. Here may be added: guspoiee 1611, cimensurator, 
actsewe ieht 1659- -1114 Vie. The writer recalls his visit to the 
Chicago (U. S. A.) planetariue on Lake Michigan, in the circular 
foyer of which many of these instruments and inventions, and ma:y 
more, are arranged in such a sequence astto shoe the proresao-i 
astronomy. They stand more or less priest-like, in çlaas -cases 
or surrounded by railings, facing the planetarium-observatory, 
which, like that at Jena (its first home) is a marvel of science. 
Here, one may say, is obsolescence objectified --and with a .mirel. 

[[ Respectively: 'h kind of velocipede in which the motive power was 
applied by means of as spri ne and ratchet" 1144 "Mech. Mag. " "... 
Sprin:x Propeller." IN form of tricycle formerly in use " -- -1969, 
1ß7O. Velooiman, "A contrivance of the nature of s velocipede, 
but propelled by hand " --11',2 ff. See toys, below, an() transpor-ton 

]) Respectively: "kind of fire -work" 1799; "kind of projectile or 

'fire -work'" 1769; 1765 R. Jones "Fireworks," 'When any of these 
spur -fires are fired singly, they ae celled artificial flower 
pots," Ib.: "Called the spur- fire,..because the sparks it yields 
have a great resemtlence to the rowel of a spar;" reckete --1765 
(Jones again, 1799 ;) water:iorm, :'some kind of explosive used under 
water" 1109; loco -f000: an invented word: "it is not kneen what 
sug_;ested this formation " --- self- i.gnitin:e cigar in U. B. 1939 f 

Eo luoidaree :newly- invented liehtin:; ep earatus 169'7 ff. Other 
ims ;ery and senses for a armer and weterworm exist. 

(( Finger -watch '_610 Butler, 1711 Penn, app. an adjustable watch, 'to 
be set forwards or backwards''&c. Pulse -watch 1706 --1753 Floyer' e 
name for a sand-glass for timing - the pulse. 
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Imagery and allusion are In Elizabeth, "A coin of (eus en Elizabeth," 

mentlened by Steele in a "Matter" issue of 1710, Patrick, an Irish 

coin of small velue, 1673 ff., and lmon ( "Probably a fanciful use of 

the per sore: l name ") 1700 (cant ?) So also the Zcott ish Hi t -mar is , 

16R2, 1907, and the-,Pringle, 16F?3 ff. "ith these, we are more or 

less in the museum. "P,. Sterling," writes someone in 1695, " . . . was 

once called. a Lundreae, beoauee it eae to be Coined only at London." 

Cross -duller, fourteen, and derma -groat perhaps illustrate a multi- 

plicity of terms that came about in time (see especially quotation cf 

1817 under the last- named;) the term half -di-ne was by no means as 

convenient as the popular brtef name ' nickle' in the United Stetee -- 

an instr;.nce of "economic of effort. a Tam is mentioned by Motteu.s. 

Stampees were oount.eefeit coins In the West Indi-s at the end of the 

eighteenth century. It is possible that 'target,' having other fish 

to fry, disappeared as the name 3f a coin (1671.) Teston, finally, 

though proposed towards the close of the seventeenth century (Locke 

r,nd others speak of it, 1691 ff.,) was a * 
t . 

apparently dropped.* 

"It was neither a lounger, nor a dormeuse, nor s Cooper, nor 

a Nelson, nor a ksnearoo." So wrote Maria E -? e:orth in "Helen," 1934. 

So m`an'y books on furniture exists that perhaps th1s mere quotetton will 

* Interestingly, names of stamps were not found in this investigation 
Like 'target' °was'obley' in an obsolete sense, ''pieces of mony [sib] 

havin , the stamp J. H. S."--R Holme 169q. Intrado from the Sp. 
( "formal entry, ineomc," &c.,) intradE (sameTcotton- bonds (1965,) 
and transport -debenture (17 07 ff. " .Jonc?. Graz.") may be added --end 
a croeEs -f eferenue to banks below, p. 

([ Classified I.n ^ ma ;nifice-nt set of books issued by the (U. Z.) 
Library of Congress, consulted by the writer at the Huntington 
Library, California. The writer used extensively only one of 
the amazing books mentioned in these congressional bibliographies 
--a book on Horses, by Huth (Bib. 16, which is possibly a mis- 
placement, and should appear under IV of the Bib.) 
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suffice. But the indication is that articles of furniture either 
chareee less,. or give:, riee t but few obso1etisms. 

"I greatly lace et the leparture of Mr'. Ph...t ii ̂ ree, said lord 

Mansfield, it is she who would have adorned your ornements, ladies; 
and have dressed out dress iteeif, in a sumptuous outré of terms, 

and new cut of phrase." Sc wrote Henry Brooke in his lone story, "The 

Faol Dr G..ual.ity" (Ch, xIi., ) And a 11.ttle way on: 'Among the infi- 
nite veri.et.y or femele fashions, which in terns have been fenteatj- 
cally predominant upon earth, I rememh'r but of one so very obsolete 

as not to have revi.vecr in some distant age or climate. That the mem- 

ory of this same fashion should not be wholly lost., it le recorded by 

St. Pee in his first epistle to Timothy. There he recommends it to 

the iediec, to 'adorn themselves with sobriety and shamefacedness, 

not with broidered hair, or r;olcl. or peeris, or costly array. " 

The Philosophy of Clothes, indeed lies far behind Broome ai d 

even Erare us and poeeibiy St. Paul; but it is sie:ntficant that in 

English sh literature and thou-;ht the echo Via s ceue;ht, caressed, end 

elaborated by Dean Swift end by Carlyle, and even by lesser writers 

like Miss Harriet Monroe in her brill lent little poem "The tiote L. " 

nee Vir ,ifia Woolf, whose book "Orlando" was alluded to very eerty 

in this study (p. 3. ) wrote picturesquely therein (p. 199: ) 

'In one house, the people think themselves happy; in another, 

witty; in e third, profound ;" whence (p. 137,) "there is much to 

support the view that it is clothes thet wear us and not we them; 

* Further investigetion would probably show that meny of the terms 
of furniture, especially more or less proper names, fl.. i3 -usive and 
the like, are marked "Historieal" in the NED. 

A 'ke.maroo Yl 'a z4 ?a kind of chair, so nern d from its shepe; a cis - 
tern "was 'formerly a O rt of the fursitetre of a well appointed 
dining room' " (1667; Pepys ,and others ;) so: cover -fire, 1715 ff., 
quench- fire , 1667 'Evelyn in "Diery; " foot - blast 1779; long -neck; &', 
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we may make them take the mould of arm or breast, bat they mould our 

hearts, our brains, our ton7ues to their 

A "eumptuous outi4 of terms" 13 indeed to be gleaned from the 

o'Aumne of the Oxford Dictionary! It is outrIvaled by no other single 

classification of terms,* snd in2ludes ell kinds of 1?:ords. It is 

interestIng to note how many of these come from the continent, end 

celry alluelons, however slight. Most intresting to the historically 

it *wrench sashoon(tat pal) 16,t7- hip 1710 (part of dress) ____ 
oahut (do-a1no) 1714 nitzchoura 1123 - 9° jerkinet Sc. 1609-1794 
bavaroy (cloak) 1714- Brenish, Ital. mantel (cap.) 1733-96 
calzor,ns (tIcrs)E15-77 Barcelona 17954933 nellard (cloak) 1/4/- 
c ern 11 (01-a' n-mail) 1679- golilla (collar) 150- polonesa 1755-74 
cheat (armory) 1611- centurine 1721 port-onnon 1663- (1ers) 
ohesticorl 1617 lasewhere ramped 1707, 1771 
cordal htring) 1691- brandenburgh 1676- second-mournin 1693 
cosins (bodice) 1727- hulgerlin 1645- (style of dress) 
crotchet 1690-1710 craA 3h 17q7.. semar (coat) 167-91 
dormeuse (hxd) 1737- dicky (petticoat) 1753- s le d o 1719 
ecnel le 1693 chin-cushion 1741 toggy 1742-61 [dress), 
mantoplicee (eIrk)16e cope 1791 trollop 1756 (loose 
pantaloon 1661-1734 garden rein 1722 underslops 1737 
petenla1 r(jaket)1753- half-shirt 1661- wrapping-own 1709-177 
puff-bagged 1653 hand-wrist(cIff)17(7 (night-gown) 

Faa'niDns in hats and the like are sern in: 
Hats, ornaments spider-cap 1790(Ag- feather-peeper 1757 
caoade 1757-1175 1), ute3adaMeeey) flandan 1690-94 
Caroline 167-95 tatisman 1671 01)(4 frisure 1755-90 
CRudebeck 170'1- thrum-cap 1719-(p.21 hi7,h-had 1691 
demicastor 1637-1721 visone 1656-1714 lace-heqd 1724 
dulcimer 1790 watering-can 1q63 settee 161/-94 (pinner) 
flat ng 1695 Head-drass, &c. surpesch 1753-1111 
fore-cock: 1$6q bandore(wieow7-1712-19 tete de mouton 1737-59 
frelan(d 1690 cockernony 171/-1"3 tiff 1703 
kisqing-strings 101D berger rei -n Chas Ii. wig, Veils 

(Scott in "HK. WAL") confident (ein) 1690 csxy 1762; caul 1693- 
kiss-me-quick1152-95 bourFoigne 1.690 1716; caxcn 1756; ehad- 
shrllo 1795-1130 ear-wire 1659-95 drew 1679; last 103 

To which may be added: Fly 7n. patch for foe 1651, b. some kind 
of head-drew 1$/3-1774; gunpuwder Epot, "Fine Gentleman in the 
Boxes, with their Patches, Gunpowder-spots, ati Tooth-picker"--1703 
Loo 1690, velvet mask worn by "fenales" in 17th c. to protect their 
ccmplexions. Weddingzgart,-rs 1663. Manf:kin, alleged name for a 
kind of glove worn by soldiers in 12th c. , 1124. Foot-gloves 1720; 
plodehoe, etrc,n- clurey .'hoe, 7697 Vrnbruh, again 1705; slapzshoe 
,63,0--; vale. bo:t 1676 Chadliell. Soderip.,, ,ip. per name: FOMC kind 
of snuTf, 1.701. Eitock-buoklr 171C, stock-dravers 1676-; sty-bob- 
bin 1775; tighter (Johnson')- yahoitre peading for c.1Du1ders 1134 
nIC Marechal 1676-1952; Peter' 169; red 1 Rther 1650; sweet:124E 
1707 Pndsweetl.powder 1573, 1:709-10: cosmetics, &o. Mocoa 1726 
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minded are terms like Ta lioni (which named a kind of overcoat in use 

in the early nineteenth century-from a family of ballet -dancers,)) 

Teresa, perhaps signifying a 'blight gauze kerchief warn over the 

ladies' head dress about 1786" (''probably free the neme of :impress 

Marie Theresa,") end others. How words and things are often e- 

qually fashionable has been intimated a number of times (see, e. g., 

p. 293 first footnote;) so Pope speaking of bubble -bow -bp, ''a lady's 

tweezer -case,`` very early in that century, in a footnote An The 

Art of c :.inking" (1727.) Pope in the same work wrote, "Then oh: she 

cries, what slaves I round me see? Here a bright iedceat, there e 

smart Toupee;" and similar uses in the "Gentleman's aa7* zine" for 1741, 

in Fielding, al d in Richardson, are cited by the NED. So cr 2, and 

blue apron and other words: most interesting tendency to synecdoche 

which seems to bear out Miss Woolf's thought that clothes wear us. 

Impel 1704 --1709, cenes fashionable in queen Anne's time. Neck - 
atee, lady'shandkerchief, 1752 and later. Oyster- barrel muff 
1703. Singleton, "! cover let of cloth of gold used in creating a 

Knight of the Bath," 1656. Snap 14.9. An ear -rin, fastened with 
a springy-, catch," 1749. 

(Loo, !ingletnne. and seep, at least, refer to other thins. 
But it seems important perenthetioal.ly or informally here to em- 
phasize the point that it is not merely an allusion, use, meaning, 
or the like which has escaped in each of these [cp. Darmesteter, 
Greenough and Kittredge, and others on ramifications in meanings.) 
Symbols andiimages play always too important a part that we shoulc 
dismiss these words under ''Change in Meaning" or some such el96si- 
fícaticn. ) 

It is interesting to note who have preserved these words to us: 
magazines (esp. "Lund. G ̂z.," "Tat.," "Gentleman's ") 29 references 
dictionaries ( "B. E.," Lvelyn' s "Fop," Blount) 15; Evelyn 9; Durf 
5; Scott 4; Steele 4; Holme 5; Richardson, Vanbru h, Delaney,Ett 
redge, 3 each; Gibber, Farhe lt, Fo.,te, Fielding. Sh.edwe ll, Smo 
lett, Sterne, 2 each; Dryden, Mass Berry, Cro ne, Gay, Lady Suf 

folk; Leselis, Howell, Myttau<, ' ycher Ley, Southey, Pepys, "Fr 

Rates," Urquhart, others, 1 or 2 each. 
Some 61 names of kinds of cloth were also collectetl. for thi 

study. 33 or more are mentioned in the pp. of the "Land. OEa 
4 each in Defoe en 1 "Fr. Bk. Rates," 2 in ''Meech. Ware -Ho.," 
others in Delaney, Evelyn, Pepys, "+alpole, "Guardi.en," Congr 
Swift, &c.: qualities of goods of every description, often ;7 

proper names, occasionally indefinite now, coming fr)m all e 

tries; trade -names (Prrincette.,) &c.; caffee esp. interesting 
DD. 20q. 222 footnot.a_ - --- 
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The great Cooks have such a high way of expressing themselves 

thst the poor Girls are a loss [sic] to know what they meen: and in 

all Receipt Books yet printed there are such an odd jumble of Things 

as could quite spoil a good Dish. ' So complained, in her preface, 

Mrs. Hannah Giesse (Bib. 222.) Cook -books date from at least as far 

back as the fifteenth century; and the prefatory sentiments of their 

authors, and the lavish display of dishes in them, are tempting -but 

cannot be elaborated here. It is interesting to note, however, that 

not even Mrs. Glesse escaped, always, "a high way of expressing [her) 

self." Cooks are human; and a culinary work of art possibly deserves 

a meetly artistic term --,uu tons of apples, kickehaws, syllabubs under 

cows. Some 47 names of foods or more have distinctly disappeared 

during the period of eur interest; they range from delicacies like 

* Miss Miller (App. A) draws attention to the two rift-nth century 
cookery books ed. by Thos. Austin (London, 1919, pp. L4 and 22. ) 

In the bibliography (Sect. Ii) will be found some interesting 
notes on cook -books by Mrs. Glasee, Henry Howard (224,) Patrick 
Lamb (225,) and Mrs. Elizabeth Paffald (231.) In addition to 
thes, the writer recalls an excellent article by Arthur Penn, 
on Cooks and Cooking in Literature, in a number of The Bookman." 
Unfortuietety, the pp. (473- -473) were torn out, and no date 
was available; and the writer has not had time to place the date. 

The wonder perhaps is that not more foods (4q names collected 
for this study) ant drinks (22 names coll.ecte ) are obs. --or so 
marked. A few names are: (meats:) biberot 1706 --31, dilligrout 
1662 --1110 (kind of pottage of f errd to kings of Englend on their 
coronation day,) zodwoe 1706 (forcemeat -pie,) lumber -pie (savoury 
pie of meat, fish, or eggs) 1656 --1949, 22upiets 1706 --1921, rou- 
peton 1706- -1775, s j.picon 1726 (veal, mutton,) stufata (stew) 
1771 cmollett "Humph. C1.* "He taught one.. to cook several out - 
lendis!h de ?.icecies, such as oils, pepper -pits, oil?.ows, corys, 
chabobs, and stufatas... ," stump -pie 1695 (meat -pie; J-Tsv,eet- 
meats: ) cream -joy 1719, must.- aalmone Sc. 1922, skuett 1729; (breads, 
cakes, sweets:) biscotin 1727 --1919, 611ar -cake 1746, crumpet 1694 
ei ,°430, LE Y- fraise 1693, duce -dour 1747 (Evelyn's .4olden- d)ucet, 
ruet )655, hottentot Vie, m.dLi.r:g, rattoon, steeple cream, shell 

bread, Aafer- anca.kes 1769, wafer- goer 1719, wafer -work 1719 -1917 
So with fish: °elver 1651 --1 03 esp. interesting,) forGefish 
1741, .ó11ín 1747, poór -Jack 1692 ff. , wea=kfish; eel. a number of 
terms like coffee -powder and remble -berry (indef.) have dis- 
appeared or been replaced ('ground coffee.') 
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kissin, comfits (H. May, 1660) to the plainest stews and meat -pies. 

Of the more than twenty names of drinks that have likewise gone, five 

were of ales, six of wines, two of beers, and one each of brandy and 

of julep. The nave steel -nose, thou;;h indefinite ( 1654,) is pictur- 

esque; rot:gut is not so pleasant. So Northd)Wn (1670,) hoeen mown 

rug (1653-- L663,) and Coke - upgin- Littleton (from the celebrated Legal 

text hbekeby Sir Edward Coke, a Cent name of a mixed drink in the mid - 

eighteenth century.) The name chocolate -house may be appended here, 

an object once familiar in the late seventeenth century. Ante- 

suppers are ne more, though we do have 'hers dSceuvres' --, and likewise 

11p- glasses and porta- assiets belong to the past: they are, unlike 

Nina Fawn's 'huhohy,' which in the way of etiquette stands off apart, 

now ell in the dictionary." 
The truth perhaps is (as will be regmphasized at the close of 

this chapter) that we still. have some of these foods and drinks under 

different names. Distinguishing names of fruits, names of particular 

varieties, graftings, and the like, have net:ab y disapeeared. It is 

rather difficult to believe, e. g., that some 15 or more kinds of 

apples have actually disappeared, though the writer is no position to 

affirm positively that they have not; but this kind of fruit and the 

pear are foremost in showing a kind of "obsolescence." Whatever the 

* "'Lucy, do Five me that hunchy bit,' said Nina. 
"'Hunchy is not in the dictionary,' seid Cecilia. 
"'I went it in my plate, and not in the dictionary,' said Nina." 
-- Anthony Trollope in "Thy- Eustñce Diamonds,'' xv. 

Interesting too, perhaps, are biberae, ".A drink given by way of 
fee," 1617, tea -tong,s., 1797, horse -meal 1760, mazarine (dish, 
use.ai' y of metal) -1673 -- ' 773 (Mss ñi l ler suggests homophony with 
'meeerine,' "a deep rich blue," l616 ff., but unless conflict can 
actually be shown --? see Ch. IV, end,) melrose (preparation of 
powdered rose -leaves, honey, alahol) 1790, intermess 1651 --1741 
(something; between courses at a banquet,) munchin 1666 (' lunch' 

1129 ff. , ' luncheon' 1652 ff. ,) and tucet- -:Ter. Taylor tr. nsla- 
ting, for his serm,en (1653,) from the Latin: "Tacetìm, bubula 
condita spud Gallos Cisalpinos condiment _s cressis oblita et mac 
ate:" ''Cisalpine tuests or gibbets of coedited buts flesh." 
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truth (*Itch must be left t) the horticulturist,) a few of the names 

invite attention. First, preuada, Lemons having ones in their 
bellies, from whence they are Sp denominated" (Boyle in 1691; similar 
notes in CODk a century later. ) It would be interesting to :snow if 
L7.ve lyn had any imagery in nine in speaking, of c.a,prono. No :single other 

layman author (or some whet amateur writer) in our period wrote 4o 

interestingly or expertly aeout fruits. Evelyn got his word from 

the French, and wrote: "Strawberry Plants that have Large Velvet 

Levves, and bear lir e Thitish Straw- berries which. have but a feint 
taste." There was another word cep_Lor wax ch, in English, c= ccording 

to our dictionary, grew obsolete more than s century before the time 

of Evelyn' a interest in strawberries, and signified (after the French) 

s "hood," or even "an impudent fellow"-moire imagery. The p ;D makes 

no connexion between the two terms beyond observing both are French; 

but ai ttre° interest inrg Ly points out (in ,e somewhe t reversed order ) 

how imagery tends to make the two appellations-for strawberry and 

for saucy fellow: --one . And so imagery often figures deftn ite ly in 

thr_ naming of fruits-- Ro:at- peach and palm -pear, and particularly the 

apples cardinal, chestnut, pear- a.oele, roundlinfe, sheep's snout, 

,violet- supple, sneutin.g. :velyn gives notes on five of these: He 

also writes of the v tole t -pear , otherwise termed the "Pe twos th -pear 

[or) Winter- Windsor "--in which one sees, again, a plurality 
of terms (aw?ys a cause of obsolescence,) though not etymologically 

re la..ted. Fina'Ll,y, , we p>> ss from names s to facts in the follcwin g from 

Devy: "The golden pippin, the red streak, e ïd the moil, 30 excellent 

* ?Eve le,n nenie ri in all 7 vex ie t ie e, chiefly of apples. The name of 
":'oriidge (1676, 'Cyder," "Vin.tum Grit. ') else deserves mention - 
v , eleot, ,Nenettturl apple, iginin;e; so also Lioufet and 
9ennét-r 5,) Child (1651, ) and Moe timer (1707. ) Op. pp. 76 ff. 
(Ch. III, ) and Bib. 90. 
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in the beginning o! the last century, are now in the extremeet stage 

of their deoay" (lß13.) It is a touch humorous to reed, ueder 

me_lcton in the NED, the advice of London and Wise: "not worth any 

onè's planting" -- another pons ible cue of obsolescence! 

A few notes were made, a number of pages back, on press; and 

so closely allied are the subjects of Customs and Eehavier, of Sports 

and Entertainments, that we pause over a few of the obseletisms that 

come here to view. 

Customs (speaking quite .gencra.l1y) have disappeared In the loss 

of ress -week and monJoy! Perhaps even more interesting, in this way, 

ere explode in its sense of "clap and hot (a. ploy or player) oft the 

stage," quarter -curtsey,, and tjir--= 'tourin?" Hyde Park in the seventeenth 

century (Duchess )f Nevvcast17, ?epys, and, later, De Foe and Mrs. De- 

laney.) 

In the realm of sports, English people have, in the lest two or 

three centuries, from the evidence there is in words, vastly enjoyed 

themselves. It is inevitable that here to there should be change 

aid loss. Alluring though the subject is, no psychology of gaming and 

gamesters can be attempted here. Such a psychology implies (from a 

historical viewpoint) the pleasant task, though questi.ensb1y useful, 

of canvassing novels and juurnals ane, pamphlets and Indeed all kinds 

of literature for scenes. It is perhaps sufficient to note here that 

the linguistic loss has largely been in the way of names of games 

(some fifty,) of card a:smes in particular (17,) of terma of apart 

(notably fencing,) and of names of dances (1l;) it has also been in 

* Grass -peek, in the inns of Court and Chancery- --cemmJna Of eggs, 
sal.l.dts, green sauce, etc. Ment.ja, "A name by which they pall 
heaps ef stade laid te eth r by pilgrims in which they e tick 
crosses, etc. " 1.653-1,,t27. So aiso cianales in dolt o -v r sNrx -, c-P.3Mb ,A4 ̀ . 
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theyway of cant terms. B. .E." in 1700 recorded many of these cant 

words-eagle ( "tie winntr Gamester, ") niEmenoa ( "a very silly fel- 

low,") nikin ("a very eoft creature, ") and the like. A wri:ter. in 

1711 speaks of "Brethren in iniquity [gamesters] using; Finger - 

shade [action of concealing the mouth with the finxersl, Mouth - 

spirt, or Shoulder- ?.ash. " `' Terms like high -game (a form of cheating 

at cards) have gone too: rook, bubble_, and sour. It is in the 

plays of the ilestoratien dramatists, notably Sh- dwell, in the 

novels of Airs. ;entlivre and Smollett ( &c. ,) in the disries of 

Hrs. Delaney and Hor^ce Valpole (&c.) that tames of games, and 

especially card games, occur. The Same comet, thus, had apparently 

5 ion vogue (1649 -- 1164.) 3o also oenneech. But no game is 

so celebrated as timbre with its forms (auintille, e. g.) and nuxil- 
iary term -3 (Akpdillo, e. g. )Q But today, as Mr. Hearne the critic 

points out, it difficult today to appreciate a poem like Rossetti's 

"The Gard -D -i1 r" or even Pope's "Rape of the mock," for want of 

familiarity with the len,Luage of cards. The candles of the gaming 

house have definitely one out; end new ligh'.a have been lit. ]] 

* Reference may be made here especial ?_y to Fran{ Wadla,igh Ghend- 
ler' s "The Literature -f e query ." 1907, 2 vols.; esp. vol 1, 
chs. 5 and 6; to D. Smith's "Lives Highwaymen" 1714; to Kersey; 
to Grose (Bib. 221,) Rotten (:gib. 2?4,) &c. , &c. interesting 
is coott' s use of sing in ''Guy 1." and ". :; Id Mort." See also 
Head's "Ens;. hogue"7 1665: lib sb. 2 in NAD, e. g. The subject 
is large, obviously; and the field has been fairly well worked. 

[[ See Bib. 305. Other trima in :,robre are: _pent, j'lly, &c. 
Here may be mentioned, als:_,: mesa) (gamoling game, 17(q-- 1833,) 
macham (16g9,) gut, 1° agtra (l.anterlo: )? 1796, esp. Derbyshire 
and etoffordohire ,) sitter, ssept tesm, nttch'en's, spue Lire, tal- 
ly, tom (knave cf trumps in q me oi' gleek, 1.655,) trtole (xeme 
of beast, 169.0, f troll -madat . . . 

]] Bib. 72; see also Bib. 31», Urs. L. B. Gomre' s handsome book. 
:E also Ire:rioh, 

"Ens. Past and Pr. " p. 206, F. Burney' s 
"Cecilia" Ch. I, p. 9, m,.nre -a_l _. 
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Fairly full descriptions exist f)r some of the games, now 

obsolete, played both indoors and out. It is diaficult and amusin; 

to imagine boys using the term ascolinsm in the midst if a ;ame of 

?DX to thy 1.14quhsrL mentiones the games of bumclockdow_se, 

2eck:point (in French called lavergette,) coxbody, Ion tennis; 

Motteux spenks of lude, -thrcdge of 24ebas, Mrs. D.landy of Trench 

fox. Most of the games are--or were-for boys or children (nursery 

games;; a few had other names, some of which are familiar today: 

bub le-th, justice and 'nine holes,' stroke-bias ,nd 'prisoner's 

bssr,' stragler and 'hucklebones,' Portobello (a form of billiards;) 

sec also mast and hazard,) catch po1 . and lon, tennis ('tennis,') 

and camp:ball (160D--17; played, Jessopp notes, In 1'137 or so; 

'football.' ) Until the popularity ,f billiards, ishuffleb).,rd' was 

much pl y-d (1532--L/73, many references; see also Mrs. Anne T. 

Ritchie in the introduction to Mrs. GPskell's "Cranford.") It was 

also kn,wn as elide-rod, shove-groad, shove-board. A form of it 

Is now common on board ships. Unquestionably 9 churchman like 

Archbishop Trencn, cited many times in these pages, would welcome 

the obsolescence of terms Like eclipse, hiEh-ruiner, loder, low - 

runner, Rf..2, and top (subv20)--all terms of foul-play st dice. 

Certain terms oi7 fencing, falconry, and the like h,,ve gone.* In- 

ter.stin.g to the student of language is a word like nall in the 

sense (and imagery) of "a decoy-bird;' for the word was used both 

literally and figuratively (for fi-PurP.tive uses, se- Ch. L) Cpuntry 

* Fscrine, art of fencing, 1652 Urq. "Jewel," escrin,ir 1572; 

fleuret 160--1-05, kind of foil, °sr called because the button 
of the point waa comp. to a flow,F-r-bud;'' strinzere; under-coun- 
tpr (other names, coaaon in L7th c, 1692 .7Ti- Th T.ope-7Fcncing 
ifastet," &c.;) others -- sll fencing. So: qlear-walk (cock 
fighting,) enrvqk (falconry,) fox-court (fox-hlinting,) huski 

(company of hares 1(101,) long ball (cricket,) &c. 
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darces and ball-room stepet have similarly 0:iven Yhay to new modes. 

One of the very intercetinee words of all is teen op-a whipping 

top kept for public use (1670 Evelyn.) 

Penh: -ps the most intereetinc word in the world of the theater 

and entertainments ir, general is drum. The comment of Fielding 

( "Tom Jones," book 17, ch. 6, e_id of chept r -Lora Fella: ar ac- 

comp:rnying Sophia after the epers!) is perhaps well- !rn,wn, but is 

tory importent not to be e;iven once rea.ir:: 

"Ileving in this chapter trice mentioned e drum, a word which 

out postertty, it is hoped, will net understand in the sense it is 

here tapplicd, we shall, notwithsteiding our present haste, stop a 

moment to describe the entertainment here ment and the rather is we 

can in a moment describe it. 

"A: drum, then, is an assembly of we 11- dressed persons of both 

sexes, most of wh:Jm play at carde, ems" the rest do nothiná at all; 

while the mistress of the house performs the _part of the landlady at 

an inn, and like the landlady of en in prides herself in the number 

of her É;eests, th u h she loth not always, like her, get anything 

by it." 

Elsewhere drum -room is mentioned. The or hurricane in the 

sense, "i large and crowded assembly of fashienabl.e pecple,`, &c., 

perhaps comes to mind; and like it-- things of the past --are ambigus 

(16^1--- i753,) antimasgue.rades (l67ß,) smacks (1791 Jane Austen,) 

0, Charmer 1703 (applied to a kind of donee, Farquhar,) cheih.i're- 

round 170 r Farquhar, kind of rough dance, bantie 1662 Pepys, 
r 29;Scott, fleuret, s p in denctng 1677, .ß.eb -horse 1670 -- _1779, 

louvre 1729 --1160 ta. Breo e "Fool of Qual.t deice of the 

newest fashion,") prinkum- prankum 1635- -1691, sedan.: 1651, 1707, 

co'uitry dance, ?,ricotee L559- -170L, lively cenoert dance. 
Tne >v it er recalls,,old Kolb and Dill revues at 9 famous Chlca o 

Music Hall in which dari ea, eer_entially ebsalete, were demon - 
strated.. The evolution of denoinjt n9s. probehly been similarly 
pictu :ed on many stage, of England and Europe. 
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tea -shines (1159 ",ors. Carlyle,) and waigóóses (1613J4-116, printers' 

holiday -entertainments.) 0n "the emancipatien of minor thetres 

from their legal fetters in 1144," burlettas beceme en entertainment 

of the past; end other terms of the theater wFre ' et et i.st (a super- 

numerary actor, i107,) mackninny (? a puppet show, 1734,) ground -stand 

(a standing; piece to the pit of a theater, 1659,) and exodier,Z. 

Te shall have occasion to mention hoòp -.man at the close of the 

ohapter. 

"lading"--or something like it--is rather more characteristic 

of obsoletisms secondarily connected with the world of fashion and 

fun. The word stierr;L has been mentioned (p. 199,) and likewise. 

whigster, a contemptuous appellation. The appellations cantaloon, 

Jobson, monkey.nony and mu,g ite , nun andttumbler are but a few that 

are full of historic quality and allusion; they may be supplemented 

by others given (in appendix A, p.462) by MoKni,ght -- interesting 

synonyms f !'op and the like, and may be compared with ''Emergency 

Words" listed in the next chapter. Mistress as applied to spinsters 

in the days of emollett, and Lisette to French maideervanta in the 

1770e (a letter of Chesterfield's,) disappear; limberham enjoyed, 

apparently, almost a century -long currency, but, at length, Lite 

limpard and tubáter and other terms of ebuee, dieappeeree. These 

words, like interjections and light oatehs,w and like the people 

who use the same, intimate a psychology of fashion. 

* See Bib. 511-- Osmond. D'or went of a better place, a few may 
be appended here: adad 1663, l671- -1763, Kill.igrew, Wycherley, 
Richardson, Siokerstaff, &c.; adod 170 -- 1762; ó'd 1710, e- 
dod 1694, efead, ecod, 1673 --1'6 ; -1cod, i'fads, i'vads 1697 ff.; 
efa.ct 16'O; o 1 95- -1799; ' ourlde 1706; po-dy coax 1693; 
'sbebd, ' sfleah, alidikine, slitter .ins, all ca.-1694--1900; 
turr;yzdurry l612 ----; diAlitre erd ,jerrie, 1751 end 167B . . 

Mr. Oemond's figures and ideas are s igni!'ioant and hardly 
need supplementing. See previous chapter. 3ì6,44t8 and619. 
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'AT..re abl.: to speak up- to -d &t ty of Arts and Trades, no 

doubt our little stream -like vocabularies of obsDletisms in their 

wake would beoome torrents of words. Arthishop Trench to "Fnglish 

Past and Present" speaks particularly of armory, archery, and haw- 

ing; and Professor McKnight in "English ;fiords and their Background" 

(p. 315) end others elsewhere give examples, inc?udïn?;, interestingly, 

surnames from occupations-vestiges, as it were.* 

A preamble to an old act under George II (1731) symbolizes 

the situation. "The Warp and Warp -house by loi , Usage gone to 

Decay . . " De Toe, a decade later, mentioned the building at 

Ilfracombe containing the appasus for hauling vessels. Like 

thin old warp-house vie the chocolat,e houses mentioned a few pages 

back, an the powder shops of the same p'riod, and various types 

o :f banks that perhaps mark the progress of this institution --Loan 

banks (1662,) r isban cs ( "sr t if is i e l banks," 7.731 -'1761,) cantore s 

(office banning houses mentioned by Butler-Dutch?,) p9per -banks 

(1796, a bank issuing, notes.) It might be Tbjected that sometimes 

it is only the name that changes; but Kist. ry will probably ai eye 

show how this is not precisely the truth. Dux modern beauty parlors 

or drug shops (or "stores"--in America) are probably not quite like 

the powder shops of the fete seventeenth centurStes 

In this wM.y s )me forty or more names of trades people hove 

disappeared. Thi.7_a trades and tradesmen of all kinds have come 

and zone, names of humbler trader.Lmen predominate. áo, in brick_- 

* Bib. 406, 506, 57, 379 (Marsh on occupations of a :ganexá- 
t.i_r? age-wool, flax, cloth-maiUrtg farming,) and 316 (Waller 
on the Middle Ages. ; `tsterrcnt., t.s_.ally brief or fragreent;nry, 
will be foupc'i in mayzy like twos. on l,-ngua:ge rtric3 words. 
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laving, upstrik, r and pgene,er- -boys who laid earth upon tahlee an-_' 

cut it out of moulders, and to?k the new bricks up and set them Ln 

wine? -rrws to dry. So the çhi.lde -rider and the usher, pages to the 

seventeenth century se eighteenth. So the week -boy,, distinct from 

the : pprentice, in the Restoration period; the turn- whQel, the 

fuelist (?vc lyn gpe,ales of him,) the fire -spy ( "one set :ut to look 

for fire," 1676.,) the c_osmer (o.r. 'potter,' 1.659,) the fruit -trencher 

(1642 --1113. ) The oouple,- he7gar, from dates in the :)xford Diction- 

ary, 'existed in the first half of the eighteenth century; and the 

last quotation in the Dictionary, concerning him, is possibly sig- 

nificant: This last term a notorious couple beggar . . . was ex- 

com +unionted . . . b y the Vicar -lencral of this diocese, on account 

of his peráisttne in this scandalous trade, which he hsd taken up, 

to the undoing of :Hamy good families. "* Ee long as certain îin;gl.ish 

and. Scottish places have their lamp- lighters, picturesqueness will 

not wholly fade from the streets; but some of this picturesqueness 

tiaete perhaps lost with the passing of the conkle- strewer. and his ,oAd =red 

shells in the Mall. 

Somewhat more official in type were the bottomrer and the 

bul lion-r of the late seventeenth ce °,tory, the chim aey: an, the 

touch- wardgl, and the town- husband (eo1.1ecters all,) the huntsmaeter, 

the timber -taster (a doctcysrd off1oial,) and, in the United States, 

the iá*_. -leyt (1677.) Aronstartee and spicerere (both mid-seven- 

teenth ce tory) gave way in titee to 'druggists' and ' perfnmcrs.' 

The steam -doctor, who treated diseases by meals of vapor baths, 

is gene (11'7>5.) In place of i llinctor we now have the somewhat 

simpler natLve hybrid 'undertaker,' elthough their ceilings lings `i:,d. duties 

possibly 0.11 not be :Mend to be precisely equal. f r tiMaphers 

and tractsto_ s ere anorentiy no Longer needed, ait á.ugh the loss 

:)f thess tw) words sheulíel not signify that we have dispensed with 
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p*Pach..ng alc1 grammar. In wall-r,hei.ker we posGibl;' have en im.pliCa- 

.tion of the begnnine! of a ctuvendeus modern buQineeQ--edvert el.n;. 

Especially intEre'titir.f-° are the words leather-wife (1ß67, see p. 190; 

P. woman who duty it eG.s to prepare feathers for uee, ) coffeew.>.n 

( late seventeenth century and after--notices in the 'London Gr zett.s , ' ) 

chMpwestenEksUrr ' chapr^an' ---a. fe-:nple denier, 1624-1123.) The ob- 

Qoletiem worrane:snoer.ma-ker, r:s remarked in the previous chapter (p.Vsg,) 

is quite. deceptive. 

Duties have, as it were, chcnged abeut in the case of 11- 

brarian, which once sie.r'if'.:ed "scribe, copyist," and again "dealer 

in books." Amental difference, national feelings about words, is 

adroitly pointed by Fbi e Dirnnet 1.n his most readable book, "The Art 

of Thinking," of recent pubtie átion. p. ^ ̂ , in contrasting Atgtinhn 

' csppenter' and Len:.rlish 'joiner,' the latter word in the States 

affectionately and sarcestical_!y standing for som -thin : wholly dif- 

ferent--"preacher, minister." 'Se should rejoice in the loss of 

.rotor wearing e q;:,;ack manufacturer of drugs, one living by 

fraudulent operations," of !111- observers (1673; but though the 

name ie gone, here, the thin; designated is still seen in our midst 

-- people who are eddlcted to reading placards,) of eeteellorarian 

('a derisive appellation for a physicien foi' 04, in e obsolete methods 

of practice," 1651. ) 

A representative list of things, tools and the like, that 

have disappeared in the world of trades, includes two sows (nook- 

and rug- 1.659 and 1797,) a sieve (ratter 1613,) vsrious tools end 

instruments (peragtor-surveying instrument, 1674, 1766; priakal, 

an upholsterer's tool, 1611'; rennet, a farrier's tool for probing 

a hor:ai's hoof, 1725; scsntloneter for rafttere Ace., 19/44; eculpter, 

some kind of ,4;ravin_ tool, 1690 ff. ; tru cals, tong iron instrument 

in glase -ns ing, 1662-1159; t taw, implement for breaking hemp or 
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t 1pA, 1.649- -1079; washer, instrument oì tool for sorinktii, or 

cie,neinp,, 1677,) a basket (plug:basket in orev,ii,, 1743,) two 

engines (ee mtrL _ r . for ploughing, mentioned twice b j N 1,],10, Hind 

ssandiscoos, a machine for al-anïng chimneys, invented by C. wart, 
1125,) a printer's tin .receptacle (stt' naha ll, 1689,) a knife 

(redishina knife, uee by com,- a -d card- makero, 16 0=t.) :4.1111 

pena are for the most part, a thing of the past, and tlx: term 

cradle -k)_E9F (part cut out) is crone (1721.) It is interest inc; 

to note th: numb r. or times Randall Holm',; name (Bib. 126; in 

mentioned und Ar the stove obaole tisms in the Qx;'ord i)ict )nl : y; 

;nd the writer recalls that Robert Plot (Bib. 166) partie alar 

has interesting accounts of trades and the like ía. 1675.# 

Allied to the abaole t ;ems are others more sc Gondar:/ in 

character tex ms like change in surveyins. long ago (1669 --- sticks, 

chains, d,iet: ces) and tenter -grow ld koccupit,d by Lenters for 

stretching cloth, 1714 and 1769 a 3icture by Gray its a letter.) 

Phraser have gone-trade-Idioms. ivre. ,'1.:,zz.i ehplains one: =.zen 

the master brewer toes round to his victuallers once E year, ln 

order to exn l`_ne . . . the stock left ::an the h`Inds of the alehouse- 

keeper, the x.pa.aeiten used in the profession 'i , '.hat he takes 

up his restes.'" (17--explaining Dr. Johns , in a Lettes to 

Mrs. `.thìalc , 1776. ) Needless to er y, these idioms are many.[[ 

* R. mocket.-hea.d in iron vtioräin;. So check-r:el, foot-wharf 
mn?'11,:oZa, Jrii?i, rui.lio!1, sail-fans, 

,.ir,clrt'n, tire, F3ide11-:7L-`'- and Trat'-hinge,' ke. 

4L Esp. 661Z PS folfi:eTly used In bJoEC-keeping to cJrrzct errors 
without di3f l;Llrin;'r orzgi", s of wrl.tir'f8. t>n4re ir, the re- ling of 
y rn--,-a lnr.:ad !-id contrarywwse. n _ç?Le. «-ch: (sec p. 246. --- - e tsri3t'ozy- f.rmer Sc3 itti vh :>ZF th)c1 Df s ri"1, ÿt;.:-1,: documents. 
Lop 1c3 Ia,»!.n? in 1-773. Gabel v. faar:sï .; of sheep 
on ears. Naif 1656--91, 3ew1Ex°' s term for a p: rfe ct diamond. 
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Such terms, in glass- making, as olyerine (calcined ashes of 

a plant from tte Levant, 1662 --- 1753) and tarso (white sìiice_ïut stone 

fnunr' to Italy, nsed in the seventeent.1 ann eiRh6e nt 1 ccnturie ,) are 

grocer and s rosel and sarole -man (1.662) sug:_;est t=;at chalgo in 

trades is universal-- nnmenclature changes in all cnu-,trLea. Ii the 

growt and evol_ut.iontof the more (but not exclusively) native trade 

81d process of printing, interesting terms have come :nd gsne. Most 

of them-1 out or 12 --have to do with type. oyriae -And wr ̀.t inn- t y21 

(kinds of letters,) hook and crotchet (we say. 'br^oketa,') intrr- 

goint and inter stinctive (stops, servin?5 to mar t: off,) ,ar. =.h and 

tonpin (again, letters themse Lves. ; dews -tookn nave gone; the 

adjeotiv prenal (1659, 1670) is disused (op. typn: ra.,hioal' 1593 f".;) 

and ilaY_ ° .nds (pin or wedge for tightening, 1734) and vit.:rnims 

(dvice fo.r:r=_riy used [1659 -- -1770] by compositors .title settii up, 

to tn,d ioite line of copy) have disappeared. Terms in Lining are 

notably numerous.* Thy include not only names of things (2 out, 

a tool, 1349,) snd of specific occupations G7ate-s- :vai-, 15119.) but, 

again, n^rnes given to things,--m' nerSS language, whether technical 

of picturesquely colloquial.; spirit- olatc, fool. -ria, bonny. Thy 

story 1E6 the same with the farmer and the =.,ardener.[[ Terms in 

As remarked in the bibliography, sect. III footnote, thf writer 
has not been able to see iltiar£t Hooeon' S':úinfootnote, Dictionary" 
of 1747, whereiCl 3 of the 17 terms in minLn-; collected for this 
study will be found: terms a ir , cour in thti "z>h.. Tr." for var. 
years, in Dudley, Acts of Parliament, Plot, &ç.: bonny (bEd of 
ore,) çrnot (white soft stnne, ) flue (' ehoot,' ) foutd2ra:aead 
(too?, i=r.ank (soil. ) maxy (in tin mining, ; quartex-çord Tf'or 

2iE? 
.; ü; r i nF,) T° aa ( s Fi n r t for name of chain-puma) Z i1 t(? T; ma 11. 

thread ^f -are,) slawm (joint of stone,) tra3, t: ,.!á..-', fi sP. 

interesting ; 
._ f not. -rie --l6^i, ra.rth-worn. 

[[ See Ch. fli. p. 76. Melt possibly refero to ;., c,tst,lm, now obs. 

ta'=_ing an nbunn nce of t to :d. from sheep. Of ;hing:w 1at, the a 
ir; most .;7..f?riC}`at.Clj.-^:J!`L':C',. for na- ta. " s'..1Tli: F".:ie ,r) ciF3tLiL 

i.*à t,'1r'i. P1404 , 1766. In tjial.`i)e7 l!1°i (see also p. .`_`. )) dian-i'_`. w, 

__:t_rn-lines, and Fepys on c-n3ls may he rL_ntionecl. a37,R±Es of 

ties, like names of animals, change; op. end of chapter. 
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bei1cìin;; and ar©h1tc -oture (now lost) we e, as one might expect, mor 

technical in character. Especial.ly nterestine to the student of 

Language arc ttt cbaeietisms eummering end summer (its back- forina- 

tien---a verb,) qran, relief end encarpá (fore t. ,.niem; 'alto-re- 

lieve' ; e -d most of all eagle and lattice. Neither of the last two 

worc_s obLalEte, but the things designated seem to be completely 

so. her 19 probably a certain amount of cenv- nient borrowin -, 

in -a.ch; 'eagle' le a word with several allusions, dating from the 

fourteenth c "nt:ury on, but as a term of ancient architecture ap- 

p:eri_n In modern writint.e (1622 (2,) 1751,) it is now obsolete- - 

WE say ' esblë' of FJ houee; while 'lattice,' 'structure of Laths" 

&o., egially old in the vocebulery, , is na lon-er a t, rm of thee ter- 

architecture--"The .nt »rtor or the ! _use (c. 1793) formed an eclipse, 

and was divided t: to `hree compartments ---zit, boxes, and lattices, 

which were without, division.'' Moat iris erestin of all are the 

terra, cl.s_sais and tnterciesais (16.5-- -.L16 snd 167q,) designating 

reccese -3 ìr; 1ibrfariee for readers and etudente. A term was and is 

needed here. The ED tnterestin, ly defines cl -;SEAS as a 'stall'-- 

out u 3,r ' et_sll' sb. sense 9 says: iriaoh of a aeries of 'saresr' 

o c t- cases s -t i'ira,ht angles with the walls of a litrary, each 

p.eir f..>r1cLng a bay or alcove. C?bs.- ,-sand give- dnted 

1709 and 1T16. ' say' dates f rom 1325, but the: - is no reference 

to libraries, hooks, or the Like in either the definiti+:ns or the 

quotations ef the Oxford Dictionary. 'Alcove' ' tes from 1,576, 

and seat :.,f the qeotetiene me -tieen beds, a.na nene, bocke. Not - 

withereedi,Zg, a:l1 of these worde Sze ussd st verieue lre lrles th! 

writer h v;.c.it.ed.; lee it mey Inter' et the reader te net 

at Harvard Jell. sry the vole. `cabtc :,' ap,proprietLy ex ina erepriate- 

iy , is the exciuc. ;ive term. 
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In this way, some thirty -odd terms of architecture have gone 

out. A few of them, like gáte- room, interdice, and stucco- paper, 

once referred to actual objects; more, somewhat like those above, 

partook of both the objective and the technical (so to speak;) a 

number appear to have been strictly technical, and without other 

associati ns or possibilities-- dipteríc, cannellate, drift, sub - 

atrature.* The subject is emphasized her precisely becaese of 

these ramifications. We shall note, at the conclusion of the 

present chapter and throughout the ensuing chapter, that technical 

terms and names of concepts are not to be separated from objects, 

physical things, and their names. 

Terms of transportation appropriately and picturesquely have 

changed about. quite a number of pages back (p. 204) the words 

dilly aid diligence were discussed. No fairy godmother's wand has, 

of course, been at work; but the whole scene has changed -taverns 

and inns to tea- shops and road -houses, horses to powerful motors, 

dili;gences to 'eharabanes.'[[ The thirty -odd terme at hand engagingly 

imply a whole history of travel, both overland by wagon or rail, and 

on the sea. At least half of these obsoletisms designated minds 

* Gate -room, "lodge at the gate of an estate," mentioned in a numb 
of the 'jLond. Gaz." for 1702. Interdise 1617 --1703, var. tech. 
works, incl. diet of 1734 (see Bib. III.) Stucs, -paper "? a val 
paper made t', resemble stucco" --1750 Lady Lax.bDrough ,_n let. to 
Shenstone; 1752 Mrs. Delany in Aut,b. and Corresp. So also el- 
.her- tu.;ne l 1655 Fuller, "The device of Cypher Tunnels or mock- 
9himneys merely for unifo m ty of building." It is interesting 
to note the number thf times the names í:ßf Evelyn, Holme, Alberti 
Leoni, Palladio appear: terms Like saillie, substraIure, dip - 
terie ( "that is, inviron' d with a two -fold range of uelumns' -- 
5velyn,) drift (1772, 1q23; se ray 'thrust' ff.,) echomgt y 
(art of meking vaults,0 as to produce artificial echo,) en- 
filade (military association somewhat later: 1705 --1g05 agains 
17796ff. ,) 0- codomice1, Ophiouch, Vaws-cornice, Ventoso, Zooce 

[[ The English "diligence" is gone (Smollett, Wesley, Sheridan, 
Mad. D'Arblay, Macaulay all refer to it;) but not the French. 
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of vehicles, sometimes rather indefinitely, often attraotvely. 

Whether the word was more or less borrowed or not (chair, chariot, 

desobligeant, fly, Germantown, High- flier, telegraph, tub,)* the 

object is always very much obsolete. 'Flies' perhaps are still 

spoken of, but not horse -flies in the sense "A covered carriage" &o. 

Topetrocks were in vogue in the early nineteenth ceitury. Tax -carts 

were an eoonemy- meeeure -- two -whe lied, spr inglesa epsn oarriages, 

used in agriculture and trade et reduced duty- rates. Brydg-s, sal - 

pole, Burke, Chesterfield, end Southey all speak of tim whiskies, 

light one -horse eareíages. Vardo w.Ps cant for "ra gon" (1112.) 

It is all much as a teacherE(of the writer says of an American 

vehicle: "A generation ago a. Studebaker meant a kind of heavy farm 

wagon with high sides, but now the visions called forth by the word 

are not so humble." 

So in early steam travel, steam oarries (1924-1144,) leers 

(''Lifts" on a railway for raising or lowering from one level to an- 

other, 1924 ff.; canal -locks date from 1577, it is interesting to 

note,) and tubs (vulgarly applied, ca. 1159, to seatl= ss carriages- - 

third and fourth classes; a colloquial term.) A name given by the 

Marquess of Worcester to a very early st am engine (1663) is possibly 

as crude as the object is said to have been --fire- water -work. Cat 

and lanohara once npmed v creels (seventt nth century;) so bomtn- 

* The dates for most of these are between 1700 and 19O0 or after; 
not so, however, chariot (1325 -- 1693.) asp. interesting is desob 
ligeant, "A chaise so called in France from its holding but one 

person," 1761 St-rne- -1747. The Germantown took its :lane from 
a suburb of Philadelphia, J. S. A. , 115. A high_ff l ier was a 

_fast stage- coach. Telegr_aoh was a fancy name for some kind of 
ètlegiage , i.910. So trewerne (place or person's name;) leoodge,, 
bouse (prominince for paroles, 1901;) trunk -board, 1191; post - 
stage 1642- -1695; water ins -house 11C Vor horses;) litter v. 

"to carry in a litter" 1713 ff. (p. 192 footnote;) camion; &c. 

G. P. Krapp, "The English I n cage in America" (Bib. 604) i', 14c 
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betch (1693 -- -157, war -vessel.) Lock -pits have disappeared from 

canals (1102.) Particularly Lntelestine; are the words cabin and cabin - 

bed (1591 -- 1769.) Imagery end ref rence have changed in both. 

D1etin-uishing names were needed; but where cabin was used inter- 

changeably with 'hammock' (cc.,) we now speak of 'berths.' De Foe 

in his femeus novel spoke of a cabin -bed. 

In these times of peace -talk and disarmament conferences a 

dietioner;; of war- terms, th:=ugh all of them be obsoletisms, ought 

not to be a popular book. Mile it is not our province to philoso- 

phize over our words, one caniot but notice in these mere names 

,rind of proeress in which the hero's deeth is ev0 made surer, 

sharper, and swifter. Ancient arms like the balist -r , a cross-bow, 

or the thresbel. medieval wea::on described by the antiquary Holme, 

have disappeared; swords, occasionally takine their names from 

persons or places - Ferrara, Sahaßun-- -, have been scabbarded for the 

last time; guns -- firearms of bras > (cassia) key -. stole, and ordi- 

nances of various types (drakes, esclepettes, saltemartinos, smerig- 

lios, mainly seventeenth oeetury) ;wadding (calfin,) cannons -amu- 

settee, cartows, licorne. under- sakers --, and accessories thereto 

(cannon -basket, bu-ïTh ss, derivometer, kó imelion (see p. 213,) deck,) 

and a number of devices, have been improved upon; soldier -types have 

come and gone. ̀ A truly amazing array of terms! 

* 59 terms were thus collected. Amongst the devices: casoan, wells 
to clear mines of water or to carry air to enemies' mines, 1696 -- 
1727; catamaran, fire- cranal (hoop or wreath, brushwood steeped in 

tar &c. 1585, 1755 &c. ,) fire-chemise (same;) for nesu, fornello 
(mines;) gazon (turf for fortifying; sun -trap; quoiner -Twed; e to 

secure a gun, 1669 ;) tortoise-shell (penthou. :e, tustedo;) 
So terms: algarad (hostile incursion, 1649 ;) cassine (farm -house 
manned by soldiers against attack, 1701-20; ) disenfilade; re- 
tirade. Antesignarz, field- depuy, lieutenant- captain, &o. The 
only harmless word of the lot seems to be Uncle Toby' s 
pyroba1 oey ('7r. ,"h." ti_ i,, 
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One of the most interesting words in this study is cabal. We 

shall have occasion to speak of it in the next chapter under "Re- 

ligions;" here we are conceraEd with it in its historical and es- 

pecially its political sigiif.cence. Owen Barfield in his "History 

in English Words" (Bib. 424, ). 59 of Barfield's book) briefly notes 

that this is one of the few Hebrew words in our language, that it 

refenvd to a group f men in Charles II's Vbgh whose names interesting- 

ly spelled the word (Clifford, ArlLngton, Buck'in ~, Ashley, Lauder- 

dale,) and that it was duly superseded by ' cabLnet' --the picture 

faded. But the NED shows that this word was ,such about --that it 

wa=y used to designate any secret or private me Ling, especially of 

intriguers (1649 -- 1122:) and, indeed, the word is poseibly not obso- 

lete in this sense. It has been supplemented since the seventeenth 

century by ' junto,' 'clique,' ' coterie,' 'party,' 'faction;' and, °as 

remarked in a previous chapter (p.246) its light is now dimmed. 

With it, the way of all obsoletisms, have gone cabalist (perhaps 

pronounced [taba. list] ---the NED notes) and Sir Thomas Browne's 

cabbala ( "Pseudodoxia Epidemica"-- speaking of some astrologers.) 

So the phrare six clerk and the word c:) 1nße1 -house -man (1697- - 

17 %5; 'town-councillor' 1950 ff.) have disapoer red, and a few other 

terms in govenment. Mr. Gadde, whose dissertation proved helpful 

in a previous ohepter (see p. 332,) presentes a long list of words 

ending in -ewe signLfyin;r "tax, charge," some of which, Like re- 

árdage, loadag_, mensur_ae, measurage, boothagc, named duties. 

subsidy -book (1663) has gone, and borough -tenure, ? partial transla- 

tion of Anglo -French 'tenure en Burgh Engloys' (1670.) For half a 

century a tax of two e hill.in s per annum wear, 1-vied :)n every fire- 

hearth In England and Wales; but al last Burnet wrote, 1714, "The 

King . . . has been . . . moved to diseherz.e the chimney -money." 
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People in large cities, notebly Chic2 o, mey pity themselves- for 

having to pay for "protection:" they possibly mleht find oonselatien 

in fl lone small obsole t ism, civilityemonk (170/,--1911.)' FDr the 

relegation to limbo ef instrumente, of torture and the like, we should 

be eratef:.tl.[[ 

It is epparent, then, that the vocabulary has sustained its 

greatest losses in the names of obsolete cLothli. (includene, cloth, 

cosmetics, shoes, boots, buckles, canes, &c.,) obsolete foodstuffs 

(including; drinks,) obsolete sports and games, and obsolete occupa- 

tions (including war and offices of government)--a rather obvious 

sort of summery. While the obsol-t1sms here are numerous, and whsle 

more will be added, of a similar kind, in the chapter to follow, the 

Indication is that Meaning does not, strictly s-_oeaking, play so large 

A few other terms are: carotin, ' °A licence by the Lord Mayor of 
London to keep .1 cart" 1720 - - -30; ingressus, inheritance duty, 
1706; intoll, So., payment to bailie, op. 'In-penny' ; 
letter -man, one of Chelsea pensioners entitled to extra pay on 
the ground of a letter from the sovereign, 1724; 11áh -lay, rate 
levid to provide a church yard; mainoort, small tribute commonly 
on breed paid someplaces to the rector of the church, 1664- -1677; 
mensursge, mees&Araí e, duty payable on cargo of ship; Dut -toll 
1512; tide -duty 176ÿ -- shipping; water-gel/el, fishin -rent in old 
times. 
Needless to say these duties and ou.toms ;o back a long way, 

and to the antiquary grow more interesting the farther beck they 
go. They seem, where older-things And names alike -to take on 
A more absolute character where more aged. Affiage, attermínate, 
bind drays, bonat a (?c.,) carcelage, fieffal, Weeldline; London 
ttensure ì especially interestin., ---a "for ,er practice of London 
drapers of allowing something above the standard yard in their 
meeeurements" 1652 f. One thus e` ell.y drifts into the endlose 
realms of feudalism and heraldry. A few of the terms of feudal- 
ism and heraldry which the ,r iter has at hand seem to signify 
that, elth'ou gh some of the words are almost familiar- 1)oatng, 
the detailed concrete imaeery behind them is completely gone. 

[[ The cart, e. ,, was "Formerly used fer conveying convlcte to 

the gallows, nd inste Jf a drop: also for the public exposure 
end chnstise.n-nt of of enders, esp. lewd women," &c. 1612; so: 

ej1 (rope's end for flogging 1663 ff.,) impress, wnternseck; 
so ,fires_- room, log (military,) tower_fel'.oues, catch_ -clock, &c. 
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a part as Form appears to play. The ooncludine chapter of the study, 

however, will try to dhow how the two are inseparable --how words, 

symbols, context, associations, and forms all constitute on vortex. 

The general explanation, "Things disappear," is naively con- 

venient. Ramifications on all sides, as remarked et the beginning 

of this chapter, are not aleays visible. Meaning, as Mr. Richards 

says in one place (cf. Bib. 424) and skilfully demonstrates in 

anather (cf. Bib. 391,) is not a matter of one aspect only --- semantics. 

It is a many -sided subject, and distincti-ens are often blurred. 

The least that, in a general way, can be said seems to be that 

in the disue.e of obsolescent names is implied an intricate and subtly 

varied history or story of the obsolescence of things. But since 

our concern neces arily is with words and words anly, we mey retro- 

spectively note: 

The important part played bJ Imagery. The reader is referred 

(e. g.) to Evelyn and his word c pion (p. 3bs.) Imagery everywhere 

plays a large part. Partly because it is inseparable from Associa- 

tions (see below,) and partly because it varies fr. -gym mind to mind, 

generation to generation, clime to clime (people do not see things 

alike,) it is ever -changing*. When, in the next chapter, we discuss 

some obsoletisms of geology, we shall see how definite a part it 

plays even in science. One man sees size, anther, shape, a third, 

color; other men do not see (as it were) at all, but hear seueda -- 

lausçh -dove. . . . See "Qugeestien" below. 

The improvement (evolution and pro erese) of material things. 

The reader is especially referred to pp. -See -e, and footnote, to p. 

2--the "devoluti'n" of 'shuffleboard'--, and to p.3-iTe, %there the 

terms aromttsries, spicerers, steam- doctor (cc.) aid 'perfumer' 

suggest the importance of what we call "specializatisn "_sPecielize- 
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tion anew. The way in which the vocabulary hes kept pace with 

actual travel is likewise amazing --p. ;so. Yet, m =aerial progress 

in ail its aspects is particularly set about with r._xmificetions; 

and the facts of specialization, progress in occupations, changing; 

hands of trades (&c. , &c. ,) do not precisely explain the obso- 

lescence of week -bóg, usher-, oloemer íp.375 ,) rennet ( &o., p. 3`ss,) 

' takine up restes' (p.-377 and footnote,) and even sendiscope and 

credl2e oe (p. 377.) A little history is latent in each of these 

words; and the obsolescence of e-oh is latent in each history. 

The variety of Assooiations. Assceietions of one kind or 

another are et work, and possibly partly responsible for the ob- 

solescence, in _aF le and lattice (p. 379 ) as well as in underwrite 

(see below.) The situation rarely grows complex where a word is 

susceptible to several meanings, several possibilities (semantically 

speaking) -- cohere images, meanings, :end dates ''overlep." Target. p. 

?Li2, msy be cited; explode, tour, eclipse, and especially drum 

likewise (pp. 10, 12 --14.) The relationship of Meaning and Form 

is obviously imports-It here (Ch. VII .1) Now that dates are available 

(the N D,) symbols and images might be put in order, and the more 

important associations ( &o.) designated -an aid to ulderatandin . 

how, rather than whx, words become obsol:te (cp. Darmesteter' e 

book, Bib. 445: dates not then so elaborately available.) Blue 

äpron, cróp, end toupee (p. bs ) indicate how associations become 

pronounced, exeggeaated (synecdoche.) 

The tendency to indefiniteness in names, associations, and 

the like. The writer collectee some fifty names of animals for 

this study ---25 of birds, 9 of fishes, 3 of horses, (besides a small 

dictionary of other terms pertaining to h_rs °s, culled mainly from 

the pages of the "London Gazette, ") and 13 of other animals--, and 
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no single tendency tew<z rds obsolescence in there is so clearly ap- 

parent ms the effect of (perhaps originally) being ore beeomin. 

indefinite, obscured in reference, image, or association. Thus 

rock., "some species of dog," serch -dog, "some kind of dog" (lute 

seventeenth end early eighteenth centuries;) ola bait (Local for 

some wind of worm used in baiting, 16 ?1 ;) a llopá (fish or serpent;) 

baurel (kind of hawk;) .1.0 Also boekerel --name 'said to be given" &c.; 

chipper, lode, ear-dove, eaeJpy, eires (hawk again,) ;;tut, suinet, 

( " ;.a small bird - -the ? chaffinch;') and many ,ethers: co fishes: 

calcope, coal -perch, nu_f.ish, orb, .POtweifi.s! (hux,h head,) &c.* 

Other causes are unque at ionebly at work amon.; these words --more 

".sug ;restive" synonyms (Lion -cet ?) other associations interferrine 

(orb,) actual extinction ( dronte or 'dod,.' ) Indeed, this ten - 

dency t: indefiniteness works so largely through and in all words, 

that the reader might safety be referred to almost any psge of 

this study. 

The fact of OLers1;ppiy. Pp. .5 - clothes end 9- -- fruits, 

especially violet -peer. 

* In a paper on "The 3bsoleseence of iinglish Fords" written in 

Sept. 1931 for the purpose of (U. `.) copyright, the writer 
remarked how strange it was that dinosaurs should disappear 
from the earth, and their name remain, whipe the names of 
other a nimels, notably birds and fishes, should be lost to us, 
yet the animals theme Ives be in cur midst. One who is versed 
in bird- or fish- lore will perhaps recognize some :f the fol- 
lewing, and be able to confirm the foregoing assertion.-- 
Birds--- bockere1, beure1, bauret, lone;- wined hawk, 1653 Wal- 

ton- -1721; cheverel, ver. of goldfinch, en l ! ed by the London 
bird -catchers a cheverel (cheverel :: "leather" elso cbs.; ) 

Ohipper-- small, " betulla ca .utór -- Browne, 1661; dede, wading 
bird 1616 (poem;) ea -dove, 71two spots on each side of the 
neck :f a dark colour, whence the name;. - -1725; epegx, kind of 
vulture; horn -coot, tr. 1650 -'horn -owl' T.; legopus, bird 
eith a foot like thet of a here, t693 --177?: 'ptarmigan' ff.; 

laugh -dover 1755, ' L..ugheri 1769; newrx 169? (2,) ' tory' 1692 
ft'.--parrot-like bird; oxen -and -pine, local name for sea -fowl; 
stesripl 1769 Cook-the traveler returns with a name; gwaddle- 
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The endless search for the adequate term. The "inevitable- 

ness of the thing rí,ghtL:r" named (op. ) seems not alwsy= to 

have come about. The reader is referred to elsssis &c. p. 

This Last notation leadsus to what, except for the incer- 

tainty that always surrounds words, is one of the most interesting 

)r all possible causes of obsolescence in words -- Suggestiveness. 

Examples which the writer has at hand are by no means patent; but 

39 out of 60 do suggest that people early and late look for the 

picturesque word and, having; found it, are sceptical of using; 

less suggestive term in its pF.-.ce. A few have already been men - 

t Davensnt in his "Play -House" (l661) spoke of Mich jug - 

:;ler s . . . hoop men, And so msny Tom-tumblers"--dates, respectively, 

are 1175 r2. , no date, 'tumbler' 13?0 ff. s`; de should not overlo ?k 

the possibility thst hoop- sa.n designates a species sf entertain 

now "obsolete." `.o lion -c t, 17724, where, perhaps mindful of s town 

in Asia -Minor, we speak of 'Angoras' (1139 ff.) Indeed, names of 

animsis and flowers figure large hers-velvet-runner and ' ws.ter -rail' 

or ' water-fowl' (1671- -1706, 1655. ff'., 1300 ff.,) want -louse ( 1655 re) 

and wiglouse (l65=' ff.) and 'bed -bud {' (1? 13 ff.,) spurderr (1756- - 

1102) and 'Stormy Petrel' (1776 ff. and fig. uses,) l.u1ula (1651 --- 

16ß7) and 'wood sorrel' (1595, Esglishins of 'sorrel de boys' --from 

th.- sour taste of the leave,) mariet and 'r)snterbury Bell' (reminis- 

cent of Chaucer;) especially interesting are ' chil.d- t ;1rd' and 'pen- 

guin' (see note under istter in NED. ) 

bill; tiger ---the insect; upioper, 'pouter' . . . 

So with fish; esp. under -swordfish and 'half-beak' 1641 and 
n90; 0; ur chin (2e tranaf. ;) viper-mouth 1743 

Some 34 terme concernina?, horses are no obs. , risming_, kinds of 
bits and bridles, gallops .and other p .ces (Canterbury e. g. , ) 

ailments &o. (crag. -winded,) coat Cissters feaths r,) types of 

tails (fese, )flip, tools (horse-twitchers,) esddles, &o., &e. 
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"How people cen bring themselves t_ use india- rubber ringa, 

which are s sort of ditfioation of string, as lightly as they do, 

I cannot imagine." Thus Miss Mary Smith voiced a foible in Mrs. 

GaekelL's delightful "Cranford" (ch. 5. ) It would be pleseant to 

think that both names 9nd things have improved together, and that 

the selection of the inevitably to lling word is some times conscious. 

Yet, although a great many obsoletisms here sug;est thernaeIves,* 

examples to the contr =pry s.re not wanting,[( and, in one wey or 

another we trend here on insecure ground. For sugeestivenes< -" in 

words is lergely -gin arbitrary and personaL matter; as Locke ob- 

serves (pp. 29 -30, ) people see things differently, each man appeals 

to different stenderds in nature. There is nothing historically te 

show that people amenably exchanged tie-dog for guard -dam, and guerrc1- 

deg for ' watch -dog' (1610 ff. ) Neverthe lees, some interesting 

possibilities (hobidy- booby, north - shine, paper -char, sea -artists, 

sidefly,, side- school_, tea -chest, whispering- place) will prhape be 

se en in the examples submitted be low. 

* sreann.s 1753- red-ch.slk 956 
d.. i,e -ç l,a e e t ó726 wazd -rapes 1734 
fece-bene 1101 cheek- 1120 
five-faot 1706 star -nib 1531 

(so five-finger 1676) 
hsnrl-muff 1114 toxYar,gr,bve 1R75 
horiai-bo 1720 ecmvmevv 1592 
hor se-e ur s ing 176+ IT 1654 
inf ormetor 7661 tesoher 13.. 
myl zr, l`E11: -1753 plant ein -free 1055 
morfer 1706 puffin 1337 
-5-o plutdEn'17,9d 1676 ) 

mtr io- 1799-1145 chioro- 15 loro- 

north-shine 1731 Aurora 1413 
(see note co!at sy!a.,nyms: 

merry -d .. ncer s, et_svamre, 'îcc.) 

notist 167:? aranota for 1663 

out -cost 1614, 1760 over- 114e 
ossperepier 1133 -43 cigarette 1142 
pass ion -day 1672 saints day 1450 
re ndulum -bs knee 1610 assoc. s) 
roller 1714 go -cart 1619 (other ) 
sea- artists 1669 navigators 1590 
seen- watches 1767 chronometer 1715 
sidef lï, (p. 69) h_hrse -fly 1315 

side- schools Sc. 1163 dariot- 11.. 

soap- _nrth 1696 -stone 1611 
suckïns-oum2 1660 air- 1660 
sue r -men 11 conf atiuner 1591 

Tadhette 16'1 stud 14.. (fgnsrn. ) 

tea-chest 1740- -s ddy 1137 
tbbecco --room 1656 sate:sin, - 1619 
whleperins place 1746 laery 1700 
wind- breeoh 1653 -1702 tleysiztv 1749 

Q Cp. p. ;._ -- kangaroo (name of chair. ) Mee ning from f,;rm is ,hot 

now cleer in d'v-nijht (a letter dispatched by night past, 1766)aß 

time half -enter tsiae 1 racing y "cht, 1194,) but-. it is a matter 

of view pint, context, &c. whether sea -watch is "b tt r" than 
'chronometer', ' free sch ::ler' than town -child, &c. 
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Almost needl cs tp spy, translatpr and traveler h -ve brou?ht 

home many of these w;:rds and many more like them. The traveler will 

always be brinr,ing home words. " trange as his ter ms na:flinc, remote 

things sometimes are--the lure of the distant --, thcy hardly rival 

the occasional word of the imaginative writer. Esomeric is but 

one of these, yet peculiarly appropriate 3 mirror havi < the 

singular power of representinx, th.nge end pers)ns In future tines." 
Things, Tike names, have sometimes b g-en feigned. 

Nor shall we be done with thn7s in th next chapter, ghich 

is a kind of co:,penion- chapter t:, the present. `"offence imps ov in, 

upon her names of things and concepts is inseparable from in ter ial 

r.dvance vent in ,Nhich new words are always being evolved and oldhon: s 

discnrdea. 
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Marvellous as the mind of man is, it cannot do without words - 
and sometimes unexpressed. It seeks to name and rename not only 

things, but concepts; philosophers and scholars from time to time 

have shown how the mind struggles after names because, if accurate 

thinking is to be done, names are wholly indispensable. In this 

way, there has been at least a respectable amount of trial and 

error; and the student of language and of semantics has been tempted 

more than once to think of words as being, in a way, treacherous, 

to characterize them as being, as it were, the prison- keepers of 
e T 

the mind: words as both aids and hindrances. Only an,omniscient 

a-c- h- s:l4er, perhaps, would undertake to prove this true especially 

of names in science--or the whole field of knowledge-, and of con- 

cepts; yet Sven a brief and fragmentary and, relatively speaking, 

superficial treatment of certain ebsoletisms in this chapter points 

to some such conclusion --a degree of perfection through error and 

occasionally serious imperfection. The inevitableness- of the scien- 

tific object or philosophic concept rightly nar d is sometimes, in 

th- memorable phrase of an English king, en unconscionable time a- 

coming; and the theme of the present chapter would accordingly seem 

to be Science improves upon herself and her names but slowly. 

Partly because of his own vast want of knowledge about most 

sciences, and partly because of the availability and usefuln?ss of 

terms in geology, the writer has grouped and considered rather care- 

* Ogden and Richards, "The Meaning of Meening," Ch. li. Locke 
(pp. 29 fr. of this study) may also be instanced--and Wilkins, 
Urquhart, and others in the bibliography (footnote to VI. ) 
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fully some ninety obsoletisms most of which, it will be seen from 

the list below, named, ss might be expected, rocks. Aost of these 

rocks nre et ill lying about; but the zealous hammer 3f the geoloe;ist 

has been Pt work, and his laboratory is now full of specimens. Their 

names have been considerably changed aboutl, often by common consent, 

* This Rlohabetionl list merely seeks to establish the fnct of 
obsoletism and to give the living synonym and datea itelics omitted:) 
ac tinote 171 024 , 1752 adAncithe 1753f. intrite 1911 
sbestinite 1796 nmphibas !3l ke f fe kill l74-l2)7 fgn sm. 

baroselenite 496 - tar itr: 1799 ? klaprothine 1111-52 lazalite 1207 
calmey 1756 calamine 1601 klingstone 1203-11 clink- 1911 
chamite 1799, 1111 limbelite 1137-65 chrysolite 1300 
chslonite 1151 ech nites 1695 lobolte 1216-37 ve suv ¡snits 1111 
chiltonite 1262 pre hnite 1795 manganolite 14-96 rhodonite 1923 
daourite 1102- rube Ilite 1796 or rose manganese 1121 
delphinite 1104 epidote 1202 maranite 1114 chisstolite 1111 

(see tha lite ) meandrite 1202-19 coral c. 1305 
deterration 1616 erosion ? menRcane 1103 me na chfin it e 1795 
dingonite 1144 breveterlite 143 me sotype 1204-52 nstrolite 1905, 
di-decahedral 1235 scolcite 1123, mesolite 1922, 
di-dodecandrn1 1105 Thomsonite 1920. 
dihexehedral 1105 miagite 1111 (1922 
( di-hexrqledr on 1121 not obs.) oak-tree clay 1216 Tesldan ol5y? ) 

d i-oc tR he dra 1 1',J5 ochroite 1166-72 cerite 19 04 

ditetrahedrn1 1105 (see ferrics lc ite ) 

drive 1672 banabese 1147-96 tetrahedrite 1261. 

dross 7b. 1111 volcanic scoria petr inite 1111-96 laminar felsite 
epizootic 1799- 1794 9 nd aikinite 1137-93 
euchysider ite 1123 augite 1716 peer 1-m'Lca 1910 margnrite 1123 

or 104, pyroxene 100 (1260 corundellite 1161 pearl-glimmer 
exile 1 ite 1141- vnlentlnite 1190 
fare i 1 ite 1799 pddIng-efone 1753 pe 1iom 1220 17ntter1T5I or 1110 
ferr1cictte 1794 cer ite 1.04 pilse n It e 1161 Kehr1ite ? 

(also celled false tungsten ) pyrost ibite kerme site 1123 
ferrific 1671 (NE) pyrotechnite thenerdite 
ferrilite 1799-. Rowley Rag ? id pyrantimonite , &c. , &c. 

fore-stone 1621 raze ( tinner ' s term) 1727 
fulminate 3. 1727 killer nd. delvin nd. 
fungite 1691 foe il corgi 1 rhenite 1130 pseudomalschite 1935 
fusette P02 wernerite 1911 saturnite 1724-1196 

11 It zinite 1101 nigrine 1114 say ite 1152 natrolite 1105-5 ff. 
gradustory 1691 schorlite 1791 pyrenite 1902 

Brunet ine 1796 grane ln 1799 saber ite 1102-61 rube 111te 1796 
grunste in 1796- greenstone 19(Z ( see daourit ) 

hornslate 1791-9 hornstone 17 2' silicite 1943-50 Labrador ite 1114 

humboldtite 1123 datolite 1206 siliquastre 1701 shele 
hysterolite 1799- fossil shell s ope stone 1621 
Iceberg 1774-1121 glacier sinapite 1611T 1111 species of 

iceblink 1796 oolite 1795, 1.202 ff. 

ice hill 1694 iceberg 1._?23 slelckstone 1613 form Df slag 
ice island soap-c ley 1704 
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frequently beoause of further analysis, ocoasional!y because of ob- 

scurities arising, or becauf_e of confusing duplications, and not 

rarely from courtesies extended to men and to localities. 

Further analysis and refleotion, thus, were in part resp,nsible 

for the obsolescence of ferricalcite, eaturnite, tetraphyline, 

tubulite, end quite a number of other terms (see below.) The first 

is a combinative sort of word (Latin elements) which was replaced 

by 'c-rite.' :only the geologist is in a position to confirm the 

thought that possibly one syllable was the doom of this word. In 

any event, the object indicated wes duly shown to be no ' calx' or 

oxide of iron. The term ' eerite ,' the Oxford Dictionary shows, 

vies sDmewhet arbitrary, end hes an interesting history- 'cerite,' 

'cerium' (chemistry,) 'Ceres: "Whose discovery (1 101) was then one 

of the mast striking facts in physical science. . . Klaproth, in 

1107, changed the names to cererium and cererite ' lest they should 

sodaite 1130y46 nephelite 1161, 
wernerite lall 

sommite 1905 -37 nephelite 1161 
specketone 1794 soapstone 
spinthere 1705-36 sphe ne 1915 
strahlite 1123 actinolite lß33 
sugar-plumb (tra nsf.) 1611 

(kind of fossil) [t'octite 

syntrochite 16"1 entrochite 
tangent 1X23 -51 
tsre. ;mite l "57 -59 
tautol.ite l42' -61 allanite no 
terrean 1704 
terreous 1646 [1136 
t e tr aphy l ine 1136-96 tr iphylite ) 
tha1l.ite 1102 -61 epidote 1701 

titenitic 1796 ilmenite 1161, 
1194, rutil: 

tombazite 1131, 1150, ger der - 
ffite 

tophose 1752, tophous 1634 -1756 
(oleo obs.) calcareous 1634 - 

tubulite 1751 -1934 
tungstenite 1796 tungsten 
undigenous 1799 (not obs.) 
unigeneus 1799 
voraulite 1140, 1952 lazulite 

1107 (see klaprothine ) 

wacken 1796, 1102- wacke 1103 
warnett 161' 

gallttzinite 1124 -61 goslarite 

Dates are, for the most part, cloee. A count shows that in 27 

instances the obs. form was earlier (often only slightly,) in 21 

the living form was earlier, while in 7 dates are identical. 

Ca.pit ̂ ls hove not been kept. The unity of the whop: subject is 

nicely de^lonstrated in the dates; specialization in the names 

' eolo y,' 'mineralogy,' ' crystalloßrephy ,' ' petrology,' ' lith.ol- 

ogy,' ' petrography,' Sec. Hatay and Klaproth app:_ -ar to have named 

the moot nom=s; also important are the names Kirwan, Dana, Finkel 

ton, 7. Phillips, ''att, Chester, Thomsen, Allan, Grew (1617,) 

and "Philos:oph .cal Transactions." Even the " .dinburgh review" 

was intere -tedi 
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appear to be derived from sera, . . . "wax ",' but the chance was not 

accepted (Dana. )°' still a third end fourth term Plc available -- 

' fe lse tungsten' and ochroite (so named in 1104 by Klaproth, ) which 

again illustrates a cause of obsolescence in cords -- plurality of 

terms. Z turnite was a "name given to a furnace product . . . at 

first considered a simple mineral." Gesner, in the mid -eighteenth 

century, "specified the tubular shell of the ship -worm [and others,) 

. . 911 then regarded as 'worms'. But as these were the shells 

of different animals, the word (tubulite ) was not permanently used." 

And so with tautolite, from the German, in which a suppósed axial 

relation (Cheater) is referred to: the honorary synonym 'Allanite' 

of somewhat later date has survived. Kirwan erroneously applied 

the appellation titanite in 1796 to a mineral now called ' rutile' . 

Tetraphyline is a somewhat contrary example to the above. Alth_:ugh 

a fourth base was discovered in the object designated, the old ne.m =s 

were retained-- 'triphyline' 1134 ff. and 'triphylite' 1136 ff. 

If one were se eaine for a confirmation or elaboration of an 

assertion from Locke, quoted a number of chapters back (pp. 29-30 

--a statement which seems to be of growing importance in this study,) 

one could hardly do better than turn to mineralogy and its terms. 

The standards in nature which may be appealed to arr numerous and 

often equally attractive or convincing. In this way, apparently, 

the came rock w9s occasionally, in one place ane at one time, given 

one name, but in another place and by someone else at another time, 

given another name; and where one appealed (so t o speak.) to color, 

another scholar conceived in terms of size, shape, composition, 

or other characteristic. One notes with interest that this dupli- 

cating of names came about (see preceding footnote) "in the begin- 

ning" of geology aE we know it today -the late A.ehteenth and the 
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early nineteenth centuries. 

The most interesting example is thallite. In 1102 Bournon in 

the '`Philosophical Transactions" spoke of "The substance called 

thallite (the epidote of the Abbe Haüy ). " Half a century later 

(1161) Dans wrote: "Thallite was rejected because it was based on a 

varying character, color." Haüy in 1101 chose'eoidote' (French as 

if from the Greek, "euperadd ") as a suitable name -- "denoting a 

great. , dditíonel length in the base of the crystal ss compared with 

that of certain allied minerals with which it was previously con- 

fused "- -''qui a recu un accroisse ent," said Haily. 

While we have no equally enlightening statements for a number 

of others, few may be presented.-- In 2 jtom (1120 or before) 

"versus" ' iolite' ([1751,7 1110 ff.,) we have color "versus" Dolor: 

the obsoletism comes from the Greek, "livid spot, in reference to 

the greyish blue color;" the Living term comes (immediately) from 

the German (Werner, 1101,) (ultimately) from the Greek, "violet" and 

° stone , °o actinote,'sctinolite,' and atrahlite-- Greek 'ray' and 

'stone' and German 'sunbeam' am ' stone' ---date against date, use 

(familiarness and custom) against use, lan¡euage (and expressiveness) 

against language: In ochroite and 'cerite' (above) there is some- 

thing like color versus event or oircumstance-- 'ochre,' pale yellow, 

and Ceres, newly discovered. In Voraulite and 'lazulite' we have 

place (see below for other examples; Vorau Ln Styria, the object 

named in 106) and color. In asbestinite and 'amphibole' charac- 

teristic behavior is set against c ompos it on and appearance (the 

living term named by Haüy in 1101 "in allusion to the protean variety 

in composition and appearance . . . "a) So the names baroselenite 

and ohelonite and euchysiderite came about; the first was possibly 

given up for a more systematic name, the second and its successor 
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(which hï ppens also to have been its prcdreee;sor, ' echinites' ) in- 

volve interestin_, iraa ,ry ( "tortotse" and "hedgehog, Uea- .urchin," 

respectively,) th third, a variety of variety, sont, -iris an 

allusion to n property-Greek 'well' and ' me itin,' (`aroxene named 

by I 3a'1y it 1796; he thought of it as "' - stranger in the domain of 

fire,' or alien to igneous rocks." 'Au ite,' from Pliny, 'rre_:k 'lustre,' 

was distin uLshed by Werner an, D nna from':pyroxene.' ) 

It would possibly be difncult for even a geolor1st to d -- 

termine whether the e)re appropriate term has always beelehosen. 

One is rernind_d of a discussion of words suggestive of things, dude 

nt the close of the last chapter. Miss Miller (Appendix A) points 

to the names maiîranJlite and 'rhoduriite' and 'manganese,' * #,ranite 

and ' cht stoLite,' rn-nacane and 'menachantte,' and under each pair 

states, sim oly , "`Nord more suggestive Dî the thing." Tb is Ls more 

than conceivably true of one-- rnaranite; but word- .ftírrns are the tes' 

unler menacnne, while it might be doubt s iI° 'rhodontt.. ,' for all its 

allusion t , color, is n more potent sort of synonym than manganolite 

with its assooiattons, albeit a. little remote, with the Philosopher's 

Stone and alchemy. 

Not a few of the ninety -odd obsoletisms of geoloiy allud, to 

places. Ca1rn1 was preceded and superseded by 'calamine;' daourite 

(from a place in biberia, where found) was needles where an earlier 

synonym, alluding to color, was at band -- rubellite; so delohinite 

and ' epidote' (see above;) limbe lite, named by H. 3. de 3ausspre in 

1794 fr n Lambur , Its loea lity , had in 'chrysolite' an ancient if 

inexact synonym (but the Nl±D s`îoAs how the synonym beo!arn "fixed" by 

1790 ;) t entre (Kenngott, 1'.53) and'wehrlite' (appar,,ntly not given 

in the NrD) but ca. 1 .135 ? ) illustrate how a name honorins a man 

replaced a name honorin7 a. place, and contrast nicely with Loboite 
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(named by J. B. Berzeliu9 in 1.115 after it first describer) qnd 

' vesuvianite' (of mach later da t.e ;) siber Lte wan Another synonym 

for 'rubellite' (see daourit_ above;) sommite (from Mt. Somme, near 

Naples,) though eonside-rably Earlier than ' nephelite' (for all dates, 

please set footnote, pp. 3f- -393,) was given up (' naphelite' sug- 

gests the cloudy behavior or the mineral in nitric acid;) voraulite 

and ' 1Qzulite' have been named; and miágite (from M.Lage, name of .a 

glacier near It. 31anc, discov_rec, say°: -. Pinkerton (1111,3 by E'aus- 

sure) has no synonym (see below.) 

Ten of the names collected are or were after geologists; only 

three, apparently, have survived. Althou. h rìmmOns did Dr. Chilton 

the honor or naming a certain silicate after him, the substance ap- 

pa_rantly had alr °ady been named in honor of Colonel von Prehn, who 

brouaht it from the Cape of Good Hope (hence ' pr =! nite.') ' Nigrin ' 

(ob+vL..ausly namina the color -- .Allan) and g' 1itzinite (after Prince 

Gallitzin, who discovered the mineral) are of the same date. A 

similar case Is ' lazulite' and kla rarothine, after a pr: fessor in 

úerit Laboit4 h s been cited. The name 2trinite, after R. . . 

Pntrin, was possibly given up because of indefiniteness: 'laminar 

feisite' and 'ail inite' (anther honorary name) beina synonymous. 

So, finally, aevite , from Profe s - or Levi, and ' natrol ite' ('natron,' 

'nitre,' 9sodi-4C The names ' prehnite,' ' 

a ikLnite ,' 'brews terite,' 

'valentinite,' and ' wernerite' survive. 

Somewhat like patrinite were a half -dozen other terms In 

early geology. The most interesting is mesat;ype, a name given in 

1ro1 by Hady to a crystal whose form was "Intermediate betwe n those 

of analcite and atil)lite." .But the name designated four minerals 

which, in time, had to be diati nguished- -(chranolo,gicaliy) ' natrolit 

' thomeonite,' ' meso1.ite,' ' sooleoite.' Humboidtite was a synonym of 
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both ' hurnk oldtilite' (1125 ff. , another honorary name) and ' detolite.' 

Sodaite was a variety of 'nephelite' or ' .errerite,' and illustrates 

th- effect of a plurality of names (see sommite at the top of the 

previous pa;.) T rr3,lAt was an alleged namm- of a variety of building 

stone. fyntroc ìitE, ' ntrochite and 'trochite' (Greek 'in' and 

'wheel' ) further 11'.ustrate confus i )n arisLng from plurality. 

In one way or antther, distinguishing names were not always 

needed; and this in part may eccount for the obsoletism of chamite, 

fungte, ránatine, hornet. to ( "A schistous form of hornstone,r' e. g.,) 

hgsterolite, intrite, eoeandri.te ('coral,' ) miagite (see preceding 

page, top,) oinapite , sleckston' (a form of slag, Pettus, 16 ?3, ) 

soap -9121 (indefinite?,) and perhaps others. In oak -tree clay 

and ' S'.e lden clay' and in ptar 1 mica we have more confusing plurality 

as well as the entrance of colloquialism. Grunstein was duly 

replaced by ' greenstone;' klingstone, a partial trane1. tian of the 

German, by ' clinkstone.' ?arcilite, ferrilite, and siliquastre gave 

*ay to names possibly more colloquial in character --' pud6in g stone,' 

'rowley rag,' and 'sppe stone.' Diagonite, .xitelite, and fusette 

were (perhaps politely) given up 'LT) favor of honorary names, or, in 

the case of the second, the name of an alleged medieval alchemist. 

Geology from the viewpoint of thelUsnguage and its vocabulary 

is then interestingly lllustr =tive. The adjustments --words and 

images --oß 'iceberg,' ice hill, iceb link, 'glacier,' ice island, words 

of a more obvious or general quality, might furnish material for 

an interesting little essay. Perhaps no other science furnishes 

for language -study such an abundance of material that is not remote. 

That seems to be true of terms-- obsoletisme and living forms -- 

in geology is not, of course, true quite in the same way of terms in 
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other sciences. The writer is told by friends in i dinburgh, students 

of anatomy, pathology, .end medicine generally, that professors and 

doctors ere daily simplifying the old terminology. Some of it dates 

beck seven hundred years; much (if not most) of it Is, of course, 

Latin. The least that text books do is to parallel the old and the 

new. The reason is obvious even to the leyma.n. Not even the medical 

practitioner cen escape living in a speedy world. 

Unquestionably, therefore, the two dozen obsolettesins of anatomy 

and pathology which the writer found could now be greatly supplemented. 

An example Is forebow-.e --part of a horse's belly (1674;) lianery and 

'Ilene!' recall the affixes of Ch. VI (dates 1624 end 1?'c79 respective- 

ly;) while most of the terms are like ; reare o:,, Q foreignism, and 

belong to the late seventeenth end eighteenth centuries. Uccestonally 

a term loses a special sense; and sag tone rey ?oeeibly say) could 

not serve two masters-anatomy and astronomy, both. 

More than TalghltIf terms in medicine have gone out since the mice 

seventeenth century, almost half of them of rarest occurrence, and 

a quarter of them recalling the old theory of the Pow aumors, 

universal medicines- paneoeas or cure-alls-, Paeacetaus, and the 

stare. Twenty or thirty are .adjectives which have been disuarded- 

causitioal, di.cqustie, leptvntiç, and the like. A few are terms 

so general in meenin.g that they proved useles=s-- cgcopathy, cream - 

wa.ter. In some, perhaps, form end meaning make misfits (see Ch. VII) 

---dead palsy; new facts have possibly been responsible for the ob- 

solescence of carrlimelech, "A supposed vital principle in the heart," 

n;:!nsn, eptan, quertane.ry, viperal- 22lyohrest; elsewhere f reignisms 

have been dropped ---c toche, comzeluehe, diod xis, disonol, enbole, 

perioarpium, scabbedo. Particularly i.nte_ esting to the historically 

minded student is the term cagastric(al,) "Used, after Paracelaus, 
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to describe some supposed ciasT of diseases . . 
I or the terms 
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cscochymist, eluires, inter cipient, uanchyma óu (s, or -In certain 
senses-cambium, deconcoct, disaster, div ,r-s ion, sublime. , an(9 the like. 

Fifty terms or more in hotsn;ÿ hav likewise disappeared. 

Th::se include., occasionally, some special sense -- capillary, e. K., 

or pendant (L664, t anther' 1551 ff.) More often than not, the ob- 

solete form or word seems to be earlier. Occasionally, however, 

the object has an old colloquial name ---' butter bur' ( 1549 f ". , ) 

' pestilence -wort' (l579 ff. , ) petasite ( 1771. ) 

In chemistry, again, the loss has been great - -perhaps a hundred 

terms. A few of these have apparently gone out because suppositt .ns 

nd assumptions have proven false -- acetite, e. 77. , or dimriate 
("The he old name for a (supooseñ ) compound of one atom of hydro- 

chloric acid with two of a base, ") mercuriate, ros.acic, salso -acid, 

trisnitrate. As in geology, so here, a number of name s have, on 

one ground or another, been rejected. Co important is the name 

Davy here- that a brief representative list Is submitted just as it 
was rude in the course of this study.* For scientific purposes 

and convenience -- international convenience -- there has been a con- 

siderable ad justïnr; of affixes: -tine, -ure , -ic, -ium, -un, -ate, a-et 

becoming ' -ic,' -pus,' ' -um, ' ' -ide,' -ine,' ' -is,' ' -on,.! and th- 

1_ike. 

* Nam_, df3te 
arga 1790 
argertarr 19, 12 
b oraciun 1101 
calcan_ 1912 
calcia 1912 
E upyr inn . . 

ferraneI.1912 
f erra nea 
:;azity 1799 
perlate 17'x9 

Proposer nyn2ny:2n 
Black srci 1 1530 
Davy ar -ntic d11r1de 
Davy boron 1412 
Davy (see below.. 
Davy lime 
Hertner (physics` ?) 

Davy ( see below) 
Davy Tr rt 

Davy gaseity 152 
Bergman acid a sxliun 

dame , date Proposer Synonyl 
1tmsne 1912 Davy 

Davy brr -lead 1653 
DIvy 
Davy 

terebarr 1439 two men 
:Ha n ium ?0 -12 Davy magnesium 
va ly 1 .... Corbe t butyl. 1967 

te try 1 

guar ty 1 

plumes 1912 
strona.ne 1212 
te lesia 1912 
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Calcane, ferrane, mangesane, end ma {gniu:n may be particularized. 

All are ,avy's terms (about 1112.) As time passed, workers in the 

field real. ized that they were less and less isolated, and more and 

more dependent on symbols qnd names that should be wholly accurate 

and should represent true substances. And so -as is now obvious- - 

q system of symbols was evolved; and 'Ca 012' took on meaning for the 

chemist in Germany which Sir H. Davy's csalcane (under the circum- 

stances) could never have taken on. So with ferrane: " . . . 2 com- 

pounds of iron and chlorin. . . . I have called . . . ferranea . . . 

The other . . . may be named ferr.ane." But today chemists are coo- 

C1 -. pelted to distinguish between 'Fe Clz' --- 'ferrous chloride' (Fe ) 

Ol- 
and and fTerric chloride' (Fe' --- Cl - ) In thert, as the NED explains, 

C l.- 

-ane was an arbitrary encing proposed by Davy for names of mono - 

chlorides, now obsolete; and analogy has changed all -and inter - 

nat _onal agre,ments. Aagntum, applied to the metal in 1401, was 

withdrawn in 1112. 'Magnesium' dates from 19,21.* 

Other names in chemistry have insvarying ways become obsolete. 

Septite is one-, which once designated, indefinitely, ' nitrite' or 

'nitrate' ('nitrous' HNO? and 'nitric' HNO3.) So, possibly, cadmia, 

calamy, furs te. Terms of older chemistry often had other a- socia- 

tions- concentre (v.,) empyreal, fixation, fix- dness, habitude. 

Elayl is perhaps an example of an unneeded synonym (' tthylene.' ) 

Simplification seems to have taken place in ohoaphoramide (l966) 

an ' phosphamide' (n. d.) and seleniet(ical) (1755, 1131,) 'sele- 

niuret' (1111, now rare,) 'selenide' (1149 ff.) and thorinic (1161,) 

' thor ic' (l'90.) : upyrions and .,lass- helmets have dis.9ppeared 

(invention and thine.) It is perhaps too much to suggest that 

.* So boracium, de ]4 gate, disolut ion... The acquiring, by Anglish 
scholars, of an international phonetic alphabet, is analogous 
to all of the sbove. 
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horse bell, an "old name for a retort or alembic of some kind," in- 

sults the dignity of science. A translator of Paracelsus in 1660 

perhaps had in mind the image of the anatomical stomach- -not the ex- 

terior form known to the layman, snd hardly suggestive in its shape 

of the object named. Old chemistry --or alchemy or pre -scientific 

chemistry -seems to have drawn largely on the general colloquial 

vocabulary; and special senses of depart, exalt, element, principle, 

unspeeificate, and the like, seem more numerously to be obsolete than 

whole terms--- dephlemm, salsature, &c. 

And so it would be possible to enumerate other categories: 

twenty -odd terms in surgery (including farriery,) dating from the 

days when barbers operated, naming (chiefly) instruments and (oc- 

casionally) methods in operating an the like -crotchet, gamma, 

suturate; a few scientific terms In tntymology, all of the nineteenth 

century; still more from zoölogy, often of relatively ancient date, 

and often widely used, or uniquely interesting- putveratrioious, 

zodipgraoher. 

Astronormergh instruments, now out of use, were named at the 

beginnigg of the last chapter. These instruments and their names, 

and still others,* belong, of course, as much to the realm of concepts 

as of things --the whole world of science. Terms like parallex, 

2janetograoh and uranognpsy ( "that branch of Topography . . . which 

remains after the subtraction of Geography be designated,") plant.i- 

* P. ; so field -ber 17171; heliometer P75. eom.ples form of portable 
sun -dial used for ascertain' -n; solar time, latitude; iconantidyptb 
1774, applied to a kind of telesc1pe: so diplantidian 10,O7 sr. 

'against' and 'form' --app! ied by Jeaürat in 177q to a form of 

telescepp giving two ima..es, -ne direct, one reversed; node 1665- - 
1164; "small bal].. representing a planet en the Ptolemaic sphere" 
1674. . . 

Other terms that may be added t.: these above: evectton; dissili- 
tion; dodecatemory; deeir4inate; conversion; deviation-chiefly 
special senses, all ca. 1700 ff. 
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senpus, subin ress, vi intile have proven needless. Most interestingly 

words in urano- have gone: uranoscope (but 'uranoscopus,') uranies, 

uranologer, uranonsncy., uranometrical . . . It is perhaps worth 

noticing, in passing, that the prefix from the qre ek bears reference 

not only to the heavens, but to fish, to mineralogy, to the roof of 

the mouth: put of which essocieti pns difficulties might arise. More 

than a dozen terms of netrolo-gy disappe erec during the period of Jur 

interest; and to terms of divination submitted at the end of Ch. VI 

may be added spatulary. (''kind of divining by the Toulder- blades," ) 

mantolo7y (art or practice of divination, )4 uroseou (divination by 

inspection of w tse-- uromanna, ' urinomnncy; ) soorpionist ('bne born 

under the sign of Scorpio,") oraculist, and telesiur3io --all chiefly 

of the seventeenth century. 

At least half of the terms (now obsolete) of physics were more 

or less consciously rejected, trms like dam ('proposed by Dr. 

Whewell, as expressive of a eeued Dr- ether unit, in estimating the 

effect of mechanical labour," 1947,) gnamide ("A generic term pro - 

p. sed by Berzelius to include the 'imponderables' , caloric, light, 

electricity, and magnetism, in sutstitution for fluid," l913,) electric 

fire (Franklin's term for 'el' ctris fluid,' ) electrograph ( "The in- 

struments themselves [for producing electrotypes] should be called 

' e leotrographs,' ") en3,ineery (used by Smeaton, 1793, for the 'science 

of engineering' [1129 ff.,]) leasting (Nathaniel Fairfax's word for 

'atom)([ ,psssa &e- thermometer (Sir B. Thompson explains his term,) 

i Vise Miller says "Isolation in stem," &e. (App. A;) but the NET) 

under 'man -' seems to ssy this cannot be so-too many 'manus' 
( "hand ") words: R. H. Benson's "The Necromancers " 1910, 
was inadver t ly not alluded to in Ch. VI, end. 

Q Bib. 91 . end 249; PP. 11, 14, 226, 272, &c. 
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safe-lsmp (Davy,) and telegrephene (correct firm learned.) In 

disdrom(e) the thin,, again, has disappeared. For such terms as 

äden and frecelo (forei=-,nisms,) suhin ression and vortician, no 

permanent need exiFted. Phillips in his edition of Kersey (1706) 

spoke of , dark tent ''to take the Prospect of any BuildinT, Forti- 

fication, Landski.p, etc." Photography has here improved upon 

the name as well as the t:hin7; contrast ' da,ruerreotype.' 

Almost sixty terme in branches of mathematics have been 

lost since the lid- seventeenth century. They may be roughly di- 

vided into two classes -obsolete uses (words haven; other associa- 

tions, 23 in number) and obsolete furniture (some 35 distinct 

terms.) In 'both, the science o+ rid of .s considerable Old ..n of 

the Sea. It is interestin:7 to note, thou h, that even afte- the 

word ' alt,ebra' (1551) was in the vocabulary, too writers ( 1673 and 

1Y52) supplemented it -x:ith universal mathematics. There was no 

nerd for both myria ;on (a geometrical fiure havin; 10,3)0 sides) 

and 'polygon' (1674 Mniy and 1571 ff., respectively,) for both 

trapezia .and 'trapezium' (1631--176C,; 1570 ff.;) and names of 

powers, f figure e , multiply ings, and the like are now intere et, in 

only ns showin., how the minds of metheraticians once wor sed - ,guarmac§- 
rate (1674,) 2u-tuordeénn7le (167,1 guotuple, octuplication, seede- 

cu ll e, aexcuple, tricube, tri- he)octahedron: :mostly seventeenth 

century, rare, and from Jeake, Leybourn, ( " Aclid. ") 

An anonym)us translator of Barrow begs pardon for hi,, w)rd inter - 

pfl lity (see Ch. III, p. 66.) ':e have today the word ' arith- 

me-ticize' (probably rare ; but the conjecture that nritMmr-tize , 

if it Vas used extensive iy at ä t1. , ?ave way to more specific terms. 

' ^dd 'subtract,' 'mal_tiply,' lc., or as lost in e multiplicity of 

terms, 'fi'_,ure ,' ' cipher ,' &c., l . perhaps not rash. 
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Particularly intersting, to the student of lnnguage are cer- 

tain obsoletis-is of Grammar. No doubt some people, not meanly edu- 

cated, believe we still have th field of rhetoric too many te!m- 

like charientism, and p1plectic, subcontInuntion, 

and ta:hTical. h writer in the "1-lritish Apollo" defined th first 

as "that species of nn irony which couches P Disngreenhl- srls,: under 

Agreeabl, Txpr-ssions"--Geek "gracefulness of styL-." For the next 

two, n word, perhaps introduced by Putienham, nlreny existed--ea- 

syndeton.' Th, last word is especially interesting both for its 

derivation (Hebrew) nnd dates (169/, 1733, 1159.) Fine distinction 

intent in nomnal, "verb formed from a n)un," on(' nomLnnlize likrwirc 

was not wanted. For h1î-member (1762) much more definite term 

existed--'s,mi-colon' ("At a CDMM8, stop n . . At P semi- 

colon, somewhat more"--Hodges in 1644; the descriptive qlotntions 

In the N'E are particularly lLnteresting h re.) The writer believs 

that. R study is much nrrded--he knows of none now to be had-Ahich 

whpuld such adjustments PS took place between interjection 

1671, interruption, 9nd 'parenthesis' in oneo5f its early !sens-s-- 

"an explanatory ward, phrase, or clause: &c.; comma, colon, and 21rio 

in th,-Ir early ,-nsc-s (not quite obsolet: now) of "stop" or "ppuse" 

--a mntter of desree; rift (1654) and 'nominativ,' (1327 ff.) The 

vision of Greek prosody has somewhat waned; etymola;ical meanin7s h 

been dimmed; names snd definite objects--t, ! e ? -hi ben bro 

toether. OblIquita, reduolic-tIve, technol ELand a few others, 

have other associerLons. In runer and rutitan the thtrp is rûne. 

Form, perhaps, does not easily betray the turnin7 in oaragram; an( 

s foreignism, 12rathesis, W9S n11 but lost to us through a dlViSL 

in meaning and confusion 'parentheeLE.' In all this there w 
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no doubt, much serious experimenting. There may alse have been, 

especially in Puttenha.m' s day, some levity --some pla.yboying with 

words. The student of phonetics veil'. be attracted to otsoletisms 

like incrassatlon (166? Wilkins, "(F) . . . seems to be such an 

incrassattora of the Letter (P) are (V) is of (B)") and ,plateasm 

(1656, 1727 "Art of Spe^aing," [1753) -- over- b'rosdness in tens, fault 

in speech.) 

The si nificance, then, of obscletisms of science to us in 

this st idy of obsolescence should not be allowed to overshadow a 

thing of greater sirniftcanee. Although the writer took the trouble 

to collect some 19 "re jected rnme s" in chemistry, some 15 in geology, 

3 in botany, 9 in physics (including mechanics,) and 1 in astronomy, 

he finds that very few indeed, perhaps only helf -a- dozen, were 

eonecious ty, rejected. The others, and a great many more ne ees of 

processes, ideas, concepts, and the like, were not rejected at all, 

and (important; cp. the final chapter) did not "die." They fell 

wholly naturally into disuse, were the victims not so much of mess 

productl.?n and improvement as in the midst of it. One might suppose 

that notably in the realm of science deliberation over terms, con - 

sciousness of them, is very real; and so it is; but it le principally 

active where new terms are coming into view. 

Science actively dispelled superstitions of all kinds; she is 

always correcting and improving upon knowledge.* Concepts and things 

X. See Sir Thomas Browne, ''Pseudodoxia hpidemien" (1646.) See 
Teo. H. McKnight " codern anglish" pp. 211- -21,3. 
Words i1»ustratAg the point, precisely, are: melenegoTue (a 

medicine sup oecd to expel "black bile," 1657 -- 1737; S unconeoction; 
lunific; aascipous (witchcraft, 1666;) natural line (palm.stry; ) 

fiseinal -Tamuet, 1652;) acidule (springs considered quid, 
16 ?1 -- 1765 ;) anatiferous (populer superstition- -Sir T. Browns ;) &c. 

Also cardirnelec , ::eiido y, mercariate. 
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are her first concern, but lenguaç,e ie se close to the as to demend 

ettentlon elee. eince the mid -s_v :ìte nth century thé 

march of science has been sweeping; her tight has dimmed others.* 

Conscious of their faults, she hes improved upon her language end 

to rminolo :;y not so much by de liberat ly discerdin.g as by continuous 

improvement, by directing her attention to the new and unknown-- inee d 

the only legitimate way of improvem nt. 

Obsoletisms like un, -Latin grid Unletined and seto and sera, 

like Hárr -- eph, 'Fall- lectures, çremmar- co11.ege, working- sahaol,]j 

AEA suggestive of other changes that have taken place in the whole 

educntionel system-- eutlboks, customs, types or of s-es of people, 

things. The >eherel edv'-'.nCe of refinement is briefly commented upon 

by Archbishop trench.(( We turn our attentionffor n few pages to 

one of the Arts --Vu ie. -- 

"'I sit lonesome as an Attic owl who ties be -n thrust out of the 
companionship of other birds; while clasp: -s in Meturel Soi -nce 
ere full:" Quoted by Geo. H. McKnight in "Modern English" p. 

212 from C. E. Duncan, "Neer rel. and the 17ng. Lang." pp. 30-34. 
See also pp. 417 --41' of McKnight. See Curry, "Med Sol." 
and Max IeAller, "Wortkritik °" p. 64. 

a Richard F. Jones (Bib. 36Q) mey be compared with what Motinight 
-nd others have to say of writers, especially those in the 
Royal `society, and their en< savor to rake cheete the scientific 
language of their dsy. Pp. 14 ff., e. g. of this study invite 
attention. It seems reasonebl.y to think, however, thet all the 
rigid curtailin ; and pruning ( &c.:) by itself would have m ent 
little; one nedd only turn the pp. of the "Philosophicel Trans - 
ecti ns" to see clear'y what chiefly ley behind the 'ñev style." 

]3 E. G.: °cio st Oxford vas "the formal testimony, by e member 
of the faculty, to th- fitne.s of ' cendidate for a degree.. 
Also, e ersen who gives this testimony." 1664 'Jed, al so l61. 
S.r , -- -a boy late to school. Torkins c'Z ßál: Jur 'industrial 
school,' &c. 

(( "Then too the .e vence of refinement causes words to be foregone, 
which ere felt to sp ek t plainly" ("inc, n' st , Prey." Iii.) 
Only ree,oldar and erttar in a footn.ete are offered; Cicero to 
Feetus Fam. ix, 22,73T-we subtle and interesting disquieltion on 
forbidden cords, e :d their philosophy," is cited. 
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Apparently Vusio is, from the viewpoint of lenguage, ,n.e of the 

most interesting, of arts -- perhaps the most interesting.* The writer's 

inve stigst ien of the New inglish Dictionary was, tátmit,hetfnding his 

devotion to music end his modest knowledge of the pleno in particular, 

unprejudiced; it wa:, moreover, thorough -going; 911 the arte were 

riven a chance of preducing obsoletisms. It is significant, theref.re, 

that four, words(( belonging to the fine art of eintin end possibly 

r very few to Architecture, but 70 musical terra, were found. : ther 

arts are not represented. 

Most of the obsoletisms are purely technìcsl in 3heraoter; and 

o., the 47 terms helf or more hsve other .associations, aometimee rather 

pressin:e. It is interestine to note that most of these tschtieal 

terms have to de with intervals -- deuce, disdispa.son, ditonean, tetra - 

diapeson, triediapa ;on, and the like; others have to do with tones-- - 

a- mi -la, feint-tone, flat (semi -tones,) sy.ntone --, or with notes, 

harmony, and the Like-- harmon1cien, canonic, concert, diseolut.ion, 

detolametion (technique of nin rings) ,spi er (a grace note,) m2hon- 

ia2. Bef.'re the tern nentachord denoted a musicel instrument (1721- - 

1g25,) it meant "en interval of a fifth" ( 1694 -n ?.y, rt. Holder "Har- 

mony.") It also once meant "a system of five notes:" considerable 

division in meaning: (but the difference in dates is imoertent. ) 

Çabe11, entree, loure, spirit, symphony were all naves of airs or 

types of music; ooncertenr and barbitist, of musiotans. 

* Bib. 295, 526 (Pulver,) 519 (Padelford;) 269 (3ekker,) 272 (Busby,) 
27R (Dunstan,) 292 (PLayford,) 294 (Pratt.) Unseen: 423 (Bannerd) 
d 4-c ttchett.) Also, infre, others. 

Q Namely, de=graustion 1794 J. Barry in Let. (2:) mn. 'foreshorten 
ins'? 'degradation' 1706 ff. Fantastical: of colors, ' emphatica. 
--but both obs. 1666, 1704 aid 1746 - -T7- reap. xruppó, fgnsm. 
used both in music (1674 Pledford) and painting (1616, 1611.) 
Lay -man 161- -1796; 'lay-figure' 1795 ff. engraving and paintin=:. 
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The terms forte -olano (tee App A, pp. 443 --174) end held 
3 2( 

Co,' 
4, A9 

I t nW v` 

( n / 

1 

see p. 23. ),, The first, exo'ains Grove in hiss dictionary of 

music (1179,) "was the natur al Italian name for the new instrument 

which could ,give both loud and soft so;nds, instead of loud 

only, as was the cese with the harpsichord." Nyrop shows how 

even the obsoletism, Ps also the somewhat more living ' piano - 

for t ' (1767 ff. against 1769 -1179 for the obsoletism,) was 

the reeu1t of ellipsis--economy of effort. 'Forte' in music 

dates from 1724; 'piano' (the instrument) from 11J3. T3da, 

whatever the reáson for the ultimate ellipsis,* !piano-forte,' 

the "full" form (as it is often called,) is either effected or 

is br 5uht out only on elegant occasions -- musicales and programmes. 

The New English Dictionary is probably incorrect in marking hold 

as used in Music "obsolete." Professor Tovey in adinburgh writes 

uncertainly of its use in England; but it is the commonly accepted 

name for n in America (the States.) Pulver, citing Pláyford and 

Christopher Simpson, says "17th c. t rm for .:a P¡use," and gives 

S somewhat different sign: F.1 . But Dunstan, 3ekker, , `yld in his 

new (1932) dictionary, end others do not call this yiee obsolete; 

and indeed the writer knows from fsirly side expe rience that it IA' 

simply is not, and was surprized to find it marked obsolete in the 

Oxford Dictionary.[[ 

* The homophony of 'fort' ('tor tifieat ion ") and 'forte' it obvious 
enough; but it is probably too much to suggest that homophony 
(Ch. VI) is much of a cause of obsolescence here, since the 

"worlds" of fighting and Susie are wide apsrt, nd since there 
is always context to help. what, though, of the musicalness 
(or euphony) of 'piano'--was this word more or Less selected 
for "us" by the Italian ear? 

[[ synonyms are: ' fermats,' 'pause,' 'stay' (then- last two perh. 

obs.; 1667 C. t:'impson .. "This Mark or Arch . . is also set 

. . over cert in particular Notes in the middle of Songs, when 

(for humour) we are to insist or stay 9 lit le upon the said 
Notes; end thereupon it is tailed a Flay, or Hold." Cp. s so 

'arch' and 'rest' ('rest' would be very much e misnomer.) 



More import,nt, how-ver, may be the simplification that is 

taking place in the technology of music as in science. Not, ever, 

that the need for accuracy is passing; that need is greater than 

ever in fields where tones, volume, expression, end the like, count 

for so much -- phonetics, music. "'Common time'" (says H. F. Hemy, , 

court pianist end professor at Durham) "is spoken of as 'semi- 

breve time';" "any other name is improper." Nevertheless, terms 

like 'semiquaver' (,) 'demisemiquaver' (i,) and ' semidemisemi- 

quaver' (j --a '64th note,' sre proving inconvenient in certain 

musical circles today. The reason is obvious. 

Equally interesting are the names of musical instruments 

which have disappeared. Jeffrey Pulver's most readable "Dictionary 

of Old 'nc;l.ish Music -nd Musical .nstruments" may be referred to 

here; and the reader will find the articles under harp -lute, 

harpsichord (most costly instrummnt, and prized, during three 

centuries, "till dethroned by the grand piano" ca. 1733 --the time 

of the highest development of the harpsichord,) it (small stringed 

instrummnt much used by dancing mansters of the eighteenth century,) 

lute (a long history,) _lyons, jra -viol, oroh.erion, and stump 

particularly interesting. Of positive Mr. Pulver says: "A term 

once in use to designate an organ in a fixed position, to distinguish 

it from the smaller and lighter portstive, which coulá bE carried from 

piece to place. Later on, the word was applies to one of the manuals 

of the church organ to keep it distinct from the accompanying, or 

choir, organ. In spite of these two specific uses of the word, it 

* So also the rests:btreve, or two bars rest; 'semibreve;' 'minim;' 
'crotchet rest' (r,)'quaver rest' (`-,) 'semiquaver rest' (r, ) 

'demisemiquaver rest' ( ,) ' semidemisemiquaver rest' M) 
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was often employed loosely to any organ for chamber use that was too 

Large to be called s Portative." The New Jinplish Dictionary markes 

few if any of these and other similar terms "Obs. ," although twelve 

names of obsolete instruments, collected independently from it, are 

submitted below.* 

Perhaps no music commands such appreciation today, in Lngland 

if not elsewhere, es the music of Handel. There was one musical 

instrument, now obsolete, which Handel disliked -the serpent. When 

introduced to lt, he said, "Dat is not de serptnt dat tempted Eve, I 

am sure;" yet he made a place for It in his famous "Firework Music." 

The reader will oos:ibly be interested in a note, in conclusion, 

from Felix .Borowski for the Chicago Symphony Orchestra: 

"The serpent has had an interesting history. It is said to 

have been invented by Edmé Guillaume, a canon of Ausxrre, in the 

last decade of the sixteenth century. The serpent was realty a member 

of the old cornetti, or, as the Germans call them, linken. Originally 

the serpent r,es a wooden tube curled up within itself, and, as its 

* An. elìgue a species of guitar, ' angelot' (167', 11.63 Browning) 
1660 Pepys "D." "He showed me..an instrument he dalled an An;ge- 
lique. " Barbiton many-stringed instrument, kind of lyre or lute 
1545 --1042, so barbitist 1656 Blount, 1693. Celestinette 1774 H. 
Walpole "Lett." t heard a new instrument yesterday.. It is a 

copulation of a harpsichnd and a violin; on hand strikes the keys 
end the other draws the bow.. The instrument is so small it stands 
on a table and is called a Ce1-cstinette." Foot -bass INattlitent 
played by the feet 1746. Lyrichord kind of harpsichord 1741- - 
1R13 "...strung with wire and catgut, made in the sostinente 
principle, and actuated by mavinz sheels instead of usin.L the usual 
quills, so that the bow of the violin and th -= organ were imitated" 
Melodion, a musteel instrument oonsistin : of a series of metal 
rods, actuated by beinc; pressed against a rotetin , cylinder, 113). 
Distinct from 'melodeon,' 'melodion' --wind instrument furnished 
with a key-board." Orphion, Thomas Pilkin.gton' s musical instru. 
1660. Ctri.n -stram rude stringed instrument of the guitar kind, 
1730, 1771; so strimstrum 1697, 1721, like a cittern -- sailors' 
term, somewhat amiss. Triangle 2 t. Pe -Dys again. Tube -marine 
1694. Wire -bell 1664 metal Wire instrument 1654W ,3d. 

Co also: ,ong -poniz (obs. name rather than obs. instrunent? ) 

povilion, Ilexi- chronometer (for timing beats,) lion st.rin` ;, hand- 
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n 3me suggests, somewhat resembling a snake. At first it was played 

by stoppt holes which had b- en bored in the tube, but towerd the 

end of the eighteenth century two keys were added. ('}Forge II, King 

of England, was attraAed to the instrument, and introduced it into 

the bands of the army. The serpent had Ions been used in French 

churches, r nd in 7n-.,land it es s a recognized member of th" little 

bands which provided the instrumental accompaniment to the psalms, 

hymns, etc. , in the v11lesee churches. The tone of the instrument was 

raucous and unpleaeent --- Berlioz referred to its ' frigid and abomin- 

able blaring' in his tre=atise _en Instrumentation --and although it 

held on to existe nee until the nineteenth century, the serpent was 

suppl -anted in orchestras by the ophieleide, which in its turn was 

succeeded by the bass tuba. It is worth mentioning that the serpent 

found a place in a number of imeortant scores. Handel used it in 

his ' ' Ire werk Iusic. ' Beethoven employed it at 1Fast once --in a 

march for military band --and th -re is a part fer it In Mendel - 

ssohn's overture 'Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage,' as we11 as in 

his oratorio ' St. Paul.' Luber used the instrument in his ' Mass niel- 

lo,' and Rossini in his ' Siege of ;or inth.' Nor should the' e be for - 

gotten the music for the serpent written by 7ichard Wagn.-r ,_n is 

' Rienzi' and in his ' Des Liebe smahl der Aapbste1,' and by Verdi in 

' I Vesori 3sitiani.' " 

rnould,°an apparatus for holding hands in correct position for 
piano- forte pl yin ;," lß19, others. 

L. Hearne in a note on Rossetti, "The Blessed Damoze1," 
comments on citherns and citoles - -"lons obsolete kinds of 

stringed instruments used during the twelfth, thirteenth, 
end fourteenth centuries" ( "Pre -Rephmlite ... " p. 32. ) 

The writer also looked into books by ''m. Harris Hubbard (cp. 

° free -fantasia,') W. Z. B. Mathews, W. L. Hubbard (very in- 

teresting comment on serpent, and other words,) end others. 
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And so in other fields, notably law, philosophy, Ind reli -,ion, 

words have passed from use. The 2q law terms - ors letisms -- -collected 

Name old clstoms (abbroehment, land_peeraj,) pr °ctices (devest, ) 

abuses (a ]tor,) fees (damage- cleere, censer,) and the like. r, 

few are over -seas words -- felon- de -se, innotesci:nusi t1 'er or 

mainor-rnor. ín philosophy, the terms tableitz and cuopeity have 

already been cited (p. 327.) Schools, creeds, theories aid theorists 

have on in attractionist, incorruntarian, paternalist, rihilarian, 

partieularian, ideist, triarchist, experimentarian-- urnet, Berkeley, 

Cudworth, rsoyle; In acousmate (Stanley, foreignism,) antiproba ilism, 

fanttsticism, homineitz, nubbilism; in ition ('going,') and poly - 

characteristic (d'scti ,n of philosophy,) and in the desitive sod 

disquiparoncy of logic. Interesting would be a stud, of the way 

mind has struggled with words: rthericit,y f)r our 'Electricity; (note 

in the NrD,) scopolo? y (a suggested nam for thecae_ cjf the "ends" 

of human conduct,) streetology (London streets;) mastozoolor/, 

me stoloa, mazol o y (o ll enr ly nineteenth century: ' rnammalogy;' ) 

pneumatic philosophy and pneumatolo.7ic and meumatist . . . The 

story hardly knows an end: 

The word cabal, cited some pages back, h ̂ d also a reli -,ious 

sense, now lost ("J wish trait can as to interpretation of the Jld 

Testament; ") 9nd from this Henry gore drrived e verb -- cabbalize, 

to speak mystically." So deuteroy -- "a ' traditl :n of the elders' 

among the Jewes " --in Bp. Montagu and Trapp. Systems and sects 

have come and gon -, °nd religion from the viewpoint of obsolete 

names --some thirty of them --* it, philosophically speaking, dis- 

9t Acephalist 1659 ff. (acknowledges no head or superior;))demonian- 
isrn 1741-62 Warburton; essentialist 1719 (material in the Second 
75r71/ar Rnn14.! 1 RiiAa1 inn 174f- -tRII. follow =r of Jno. Biddle íd. 
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appol.nting. Particul rly interesting are fruits -oulne (Stryp in 

1709) and hat_wor::hio (1742, th early 4uakers;) holding candle 

to Ihe devil is no 1m1:;-í done -or at least not eO lividly; nd 

for chenge- church we probably have equivalent terms t ;('!9y. Th- 

N D does not record 'Black protestent; Iri h- Catholic phrase, and 

so doestnot s ,y whether it le ebusive--or w ̂ s. Perheps enly the 

term has disappeared in the case of fore- 91l_x, the passage, in a 

meeting-house, in fr Jnt Jf the desk (1716) and of faldistory, the 

Beat or throne of e bishop within the chance 1, 1675 ff. tur ä e, 

e l lowance , "has gone; likewise choruiscepe chr ter i st , cathedra l- 

ist. It is interesting t.) find the Old ÿnglish word for idol, afgod, 

appearing as late as 1793 in the "Gentleman's Magazine ;" áfgpdness, 

' idolatr.:. ,' is in some dictioneries --- skinner and Coles, -but has not 

been used, according to them, since 1100. 

Litz le by little, ministers too sought linguistic purity. 

The scientists of the "Phiioseehical Transactions" (Bib. 361 and 

pp. Q4 --15, &c.) wire not alone in their movement towards e better 

English language. Nathaniel Fairfax (see Bib. 91) has been cited 

1662) styled father of the Unitarians; eternalist 1694 Burnet 
(2) and dictionaries; 7entilist 1726; imputarian 166' Penn, 
".. Satisfectionists and Imoutariens of our time " -"One who holds 
the theological doctrine of imputed righteousness," coined after 
'Trinitarian ,' 'Unitarian;' includents 1670; indulgencer 1647; 
indulgential 1674; Inigist, follower o° Ignatius Loyola, 1696 
tr. and 174T tr., see Biddelian above, 'Jesuit' 1559 ff.; 
Lessian after Leonard Lessi-us (d. 1623,) 1655 --95, severe 
dieters; manifestarian 1647 --19; merianity 1677, system based 
upon the cultus of th- Virgin Mary; materi-nian 167°, applied 
to heretics why believed in the eternity ef matter; mortalian 
and mortelist, 1647 and 1646-- 1757resp., mortalism 1646, be- 
lief that the soul is mortal; .lieu and Oxfordism 1136 --49; 
pecul.iarisrn, nickname in Oxford for ' .vang lical' 1136 ff.; 
quadrageaimarien observer of Lent 1655 Fuller; repaptist 1651 
-172, ne who.baptizes again, cp. 'Anebaptist;' relapsarian 
1700; repetitioner 1662; reprobatarian 1657, 1676; scriptuaartan 
1679 -ff. one who makes the Holy Scriptures the sole authority; 
squadromist; suburbraquia.n; ubiquitary, (ab.) Cp. Bib. 207. 
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for his words seveza1 times; but he was not atop: in the coining of 

such: iishop Oxford, for another, could not r_fraL' from supplementing 

ì'',neity" with "Breadish,ess." Yet Fairf .x's throw -backs to Jld 

or Native -nglish, and the bishops term, were relatively siml : , 

undt'rstandable. Cotton Mather it was who, like Joseph Olavvitl (p. 

11 &.,) wrote camplainin.. ly of "A sort of harangue fin _ ly laced 

and guilded with such phalarate duff . . . as plainly discovers the 

vanity of them thRt jingle with it." Perhaps he too had in :wind 

--in tipite of his own obsoletism phalarate-- -such offenders as 

foetant for 'fruitful,' fungify, pravitoned, hausture, and dozens 

of -fords in in- and lm-. No one, as h. ̂.s be' - n intimated, beyond More 

was steeped in his words; some we can forgive, but not Iaripóphism 

for "error or date." Full -r spoke of e me one plausibirizing himself 

among the clergy -' ingratiatin .' The w-ters in which th- D-vil 

loved to fish were perchance not rolled by dark deeds alone. 

History,: it is,, that embraces all.. Mr. Owen Barfield's 

entertaining and instructive book, "History in anglish Words," has 

been somewhat elaborated in the notes (Bib. 424,) and i perhaps 

well -known. The Oxford Dictionary marks many words "Obs. exc. Hist. ", 

id occasionally the term so marked is pregnant with historic l 

allusions, pictures. Such a one is club -riser or 'clubman' (sense 2) 

from the English Civil Wars, and another is -or was-- Camisard, a 

"Name given to Calvinistic insurgents of the Cevennes, during the 

persecution which fol'owed the revocation of the edict of Nantes" 

(1703, 1710 "Tatlr''io. 257.) The fact that some of these "emergency 

words"* axe recognizable today 't PNds to show that they are not wholly 

* This descriptive phrase is from Miss Miller (App. A,) who does 
not say where she got it. She cites Brander Matthews' S. P. E. 
tract, 1921, "French Words in the- rn -flash Language," before the 
writer now (cp. esp. pp. 6--7 of the tract;) but Matthews app. 
does not use the phrase. Its appropriateness is obvious. 
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obsolete --Geor ite, Hnnoverienize, Jacobite, Proteetorian (era of 

the Commonwealth and Cromwell,) Retoerlcy (system, early in the 

lest centur;;, of Rotten Borroughs,) tentivy and tentivism (n4cknarnes 

in the Post -Restoration period.) They cone, obviously, from _eolitic91 

and rcli sous circles chiefly, and imply e whole history c their 

time: Angloman, n partisan or "r'_end of nnglish interests in America; 

carberr , verb, "to defeat, get he better of "-from the scene of 

Queen Mnry's final defeat; defacto -man, reign of William and after; 

eastee-man, eame; fifth m :nerch, "Christ as head of the 'fifth monar- 

chy;'" loan -recusant, in a writing of L'Estranges; mantler, a poor 

Irishman of the fifteenth to seventeenth centuries, with only a 

single mantlç or plaid; maratism, after Marat, 1793 ff.; methuen, 

jocularly applied to Portuguese wines --a commercial treaty, 1753 ff.; 

octaronian, a dissenting congregation in ;_siverpo1l, ca. 1113; so 

pAntilt; Perkin-- Pcr'rin ¡'arbeck, and Perkinite --Sir `m. Perkins, 

executed in 1696 because of a plot to murdl=r '11119rn III; Pestilen- 

tial Doctors, a humorous apel.lstion of those doctors of divinity 

so created at Oxford ciurin s the visitation of the Plegu. , ca. 1654; 

Protectordom and Protectortan 1659.16'2; oroc ---a kin:? of 'gymer °envy" 

abbreviation, perhaps, for 'proclamation money,' 1755-1776; and 

others. Interesting to the literary student is Volpone. lee72 to 

1710, for "a ounntng schmer. The versatility of -nglish and energy 

in the way of pictures and allusions coi1d be nicety illustrated 

from a List of verbs like Vcliffize (1655 Fuller,) or 'Alexander' 

(nonce.) Like mantler above were blue apron (cited in the last 

chapter, p.365) and aproneer, especially as used contemptuously 

of the Parliamentary Party during the Civil Wars. Whigland belongs 

to History and the Past. But for th, French especially ' Septembrr- 

ist' (&c.) is much alive; chile 'Waterloo' as defined end illus- 
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tra ted (simply and combinative ly) in the Oxford Dictionary is an 

interestin7 if short monograph in itself. A complete documentation 

would of course include- the critic's emergency word--'Philistine,' 

e. g., in the =arty nineteenth century and after --, or the poet' s -- 

perh<.aps 'Philomela.' ' La.odicean.' But it sh.uld be pointed out, 

in CJnclusi.an, that this clU.ssification does not ex Klein the ob- 

solescence of its kind of words. The explanation lies always within 

ánd around th- word itself. The only general explanation possible 

beneath the cl ;s ificatlon would seem to be that if the cause 

(usually historical or biographical) isshort -lived, or if it is 

lacking in importînce or in vividness, or if its imagery or partial 

imagery in the word is based on something especially ephemeral, 

cause or word is forgotten. 

The materials and explanations of the above two chapters 

(VIII and IX) are so diverse and somewhat unrelated as to call at 

least for a word of apoloy. It is hoped, however, that the 

examples have nottbeen too inappropriately grouped, and that at 

least some of then: have spoken adequately for themselves. Words 

in the realm of knowledge and scientific improvement are being 

turned over with especial repddity in our own times. The dictionary 

-the lexicographer ---not only is in no positi:n to tie in his race 

with the vocabulary, hut, essentially a definer, is not always in 

a position. to cope with meanings. He dors his best with 'death,' 

'hibernate,' an, ' magnetixm; * but in that best only disappoints his 

* It wí l.? be (like1;) no co.nsoletion to the reader te learn that 
'death' is (scientifically) merely "a minimum stege of life" and 

does not Le=ad wholly to 'decay' (cp. 'decomposition' in its 

scientific use.) Some 10 columns are given in the 1V.iD to this 
word. (including compounds;) but the above notion is not sit forth. 
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most critical reader, his scholarly peruser. Amazing, again, is man's 

all- but -eternal dependency uoDn words. naturel1y seeks to improve 

upon whatever he can, includtn - -eery much-these names am aids to 

the irate LLect. The ,:xplanation here of Obsolescence might accordingly 
seem alluringly simple; but precisely because men do not or c nnot 

RI:ways sue everywhere see alltthings alike, because improvement is 
seldom a m=atter of simplification only, because, sometimes -- perhaps 

quite often-, of s much -acknowledged tyranny the t words exercise 
and go on exercising over intellect, and because ;f other causes 

if one will take: patience to seek them, the explanation is really 
not easy of' attainment.. 
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Usage--if we may once more isolate our topic ---has been a much - 

discussed ^nd somewhat harrassed subject. The writer, in the course 

of considerable reading, came time and again upon books, articles, or 

remarks concerned with the "use" and "abuse" of words. The remarkable 

thin; about most of these is that there is much smoke and little fire. 

The his- )ric- minded student tarns back to the lexicographers, "gram- 

marians" (or philosophers,) .and men -or- letters of early Modern English 

times, and the story there is pretty mach the sam- as in the present. 

Let us simplify matters by looking, briefly, st a number of writers, 

and what they said, from a number of snle s. 

John Dryd °n, one of the few .great figures of our eras, most 

happily furnishes us with a few comments: Unlike some early Eliza- 

bethans, who perhaps had some wause to be ill at ease about th- 

l.'= ne.ua7e, Dryden is fairly secure in his opinions of ''the En,Jish of 

"the Last s" and of his own; in various dedicatory epistles, essays, 

:refaces, 1664 --1697. he feels en uncouthness in the older writers, 

wishes thst Eniish did not have to borrow so much,jj favors coina,geI 

so it be correct,(( is against trifling)) and hes much to say of "dignity," 

* Bib. 614 and references there. A helpful orientation or treatment 
is given by professor vyld in his "History of Modern Colloquial 
Inglish," 1920, Ch. V, pp. 154 --151. 

[[ Ker, i 5.21, 12.21 (see Sib. 614.) 

D Ker, i 17.2.5, 51, 170.7; ii 2.71.1, 234.11 ff. (see Bib. 614.) 

( Ker, i 246.1D-11 2nd elsewhere (see Bib. 614.) 

Ker, 1 31.1_ ( "clenches;" see Bib. 614.) 



"Ease," +'Sinificancy," and "soundingness. "á But Dryd,,n to tk.he 

historic -minded student is particularly interEstin here as else- 

where on accountoof his shifting, hedging, or incertitude. In 

166x) he r:rote: "I rim apt to believe the English langua e in them 

[Shakespeare end his contemporaries] arrived to its hi!-,hest per- 

fection: what words have since been taken in, are rether super- 

fluous than ornamental;" but only f.uur years later this aptitude 

disappeared.: "I was speaking of their sense and language; end I 

dare almost challenge any man to show me e page together which is 

correct in b.'th." 

In this way, it is not precis_1y necessary, tbhu h it is 

helpful in the ray of confirmation, to turn to Dean swift, who 

at least was fearless in expressin; his judgment. As Pr )fess)r 

Wyld makes clear,[ what Dryden commended, ;:swift condemned: men 

or really remar&hle vision -as vision amongst us goes --, unable 

to gee it all in the same iiht. 

What is perhaps most si"nificant Is a lack of examples - 

theory supported, made concrete. ;.;uch smoke and no fire. John 

Locke (p. 30 --Ch. I) submitted e number- of examples; so also Bishop 

Wilkins (p. 2?,) Colman and Thornton, for a magazine (typical; sib. 

241:) but nowhere does abuse (..)r Imperfect understandin.; and saare 

of words) seem to lead to obsolescence. Johnson s;pe.ekinf for the 

lexicographers was pictured early in this study (Ch. II.) ")pinion 

* Ker, i 15--17, 35.15, 52, 21, 164; ii 234.11 f r. and 266.22 
( See Bib. 614.) 

[ "History of Modern Colloquial ;nglish" 1920, Ch. V. p. 161. 

The writer found this entire chapter valusble-- Dry n's view 
or obsoletisms es "infer;ar" (p.1.57,) the meaninglessness of 

Swift's examples in his letter to th Lord Treasurer (p. 160,) 

n'. many other points. 
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everywhere (in short) seems to hsve been highly personal; occasionally 

causes of abuse are touched upon, or the effect of wide use is elabora- 

ted; more recently, writers and scholars have come to see what a vast 

and complicated subject the usa e of words is. Thus, Jespersen (Bib. 

367,) Csoir (Bib. 379.) and Orage (sib. 510) -no doubt there are others 

--emphasize the notion that words in reality never stand alone. r, 

soteted words' (says Jespersen) "are sbstreetions," and "have little 

to do with real living speech." .)rage carries the matter further, and 

there is perhaps e nice or subtle intimation in what he says: "Needless 

to say . . . 9_n so far as words ere oroperle used they do not,. . . rank 

with things, nor are they even 'imperfect representations of things,' 

but they stand for the rr s let ions between things.`' Use leading to 

rinds of economy is given new treatment by Leopold (Bib. 376.) Henry 

Bradley (Bib. 346) and others stress the wear of words-- "outwornness." 

The wenderin;s of words ere elmost made visible by Barfield (Bib. 424,) 

Batchelder (425,) CAton (442,, ,x`e< -kley (556,) and others; principles 

involved are adroitly set forth by \le.ndryec (Bib. 401, his Ch. II.) 

The detailing of similar opinions would be an endless task.'` Although 

more examples are submitted, usually, where "use" (rather than "abuse") 

is discussed, it is fairly evident that we still need more hiet orical 

evidence, end need to look at it when it is available. Usage in its 

multiple aspects does lead to obsolescence --it is the one, greet thing 

thet does; the subject and discussi n of "abuse " --where to locate the 

blame ---is still confused. 

* ?ffurisan (Bib. 317) stresses the important point of values gaining 
femitiarity -which obviously leads t; obsolescence; Grcentugh and 
Kittredge (Bib. 470) in the=ir Ch. XIX loek at almost the same thine 
from e different angle --- speaker -hearer, subject } ve -.objective, &c. 

Usage is touched upon in Bib. 236, 237, 24D. 241, 245, 247, 5005, 

261 (Templd.,) 250, 251, 259, 26.' ( wift;) 449, 491, 504, 574, 510. 
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If we turn away from theory and opinion to historical evidence, 

we are perhaps amazed to see how few of Dryden's words and senses, e. 

g., are today obsolete or unfamiliar. Partly st the sugnestion of 

Professor w. F. Bryan of Northwestern University and of Dr of3eorge 

Kitchin in Edinburgh, the writer carefully went through Ker's edition, 

and a few more than a dozen terms needing to be explained in the 

editor's neto s, or to be referred to the NED --a handful of obsolete 

or obsolescent (somewhct obsolete or distant) words in 554 full pages 

of print: Quotation from Dryden to illustrate this study is therefore 

out of the question. And what is true of Dryden is true of Swift, 

Pope, Johnson, De Foe, Richardson, and other rent names. The infor- 

motive lists of the second section of the biblio.grephy are by no means 

complete, but are fairly representative; and they seem to indicate 

that the livin= language chiefly stirred within !'ire. Sehn, Congreve, 

Crowne, Fs,rquhnr and all the playwrights, within L' strange, Pepys, 

even an antiquarian like Plot, and most of the others. Time has helped 

to make fi ures like Browne, Eulwer, Faiffax, Gaule, Gayton, .lanvill, 

possibly John Evelyn, and a few others, exceptional, less approachable, 

antique. They are not the less interesting; but, 1inguisticelly 

speaking; obsoletisms have slowly accreted to them. Professor Spingarn 

has disposed of the divines (note, Bib. 39.) The lenguage and diction 

of the politics] pamphi;ets (Bib. 95, 12 /4, 237, !cc.) and the like are 

possibly still easier to understand. 

Yet the existence of even one writer like Robert Burton, Sir 

Thomas Browne, or Henry More so complicates matters as to make as 

clay lincuistic escape impossible even for the man in the street. 

Writers like the above have at least helped to make us conscious of 

th= infinite poosibilites of ngl ish. Professor Krapp of Columbia 
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explains De Z,uincey: "the literary habit of mind is likely to prove 

dangerous for a language . . . because it so often leads a speaker 

or writer to distrust natural and unconscious habit, even when it is 

right, and to pat in its stead some conscious theory of literary pro- 

priety. Such a tendency, however, is directly opposed to the true 

feeling for idiomatic English. It destrpys the sense of security, 

the assura ice of perfect c)n_- ,rusty between th),Tht and Expression, 

which the unliterary and unacademic speaker and writer often has, and 

which, with both literary and usliterary, is the basis for all expres- 

sive use pt' lan3ua3e" (Modern English.) Professor Marsh pointed out 

long ago (Bib. 379, date 1159) the fact about it all -- "On the other 

hand, the less celebrated authars of the same period, including; Mil- 

ton himself as a prove writer, empliyr not hundreds, but thousands of 

words, utterly unknown to all save the few .,ho occupy themselves rith 

the study of the earlier literature of England." 

It is obvious t) anyone who turns even a few leaves of the NED 

that the same le <,F celebrated auth )rs also employed thousands of words 

in senses or meanings likewise utterly unknown, &e. In this way usage 

.,cite often tends towards obsolescence. Just where, always, to draw 

the line between ''use" and "abuse," it is most often im )ossib le to to l':. 

Th- ensuing; section ̂, nevertheless, contain a number of examples, some 

of nhích Ern y clafify us as to "abuse," "use," -nd the importance of 

idioms. 

%= T -:day we are very definitely able to mike this verb past tense. 
Brief reference may also be made here to 3arfield's remark 

about the stream of words flowing fast ca. 1600 (Bib. 424) and to 

Wm. Mathews' observatiJn (Bib. 504) as to how 17th c. books wrire 

perhaps read- -rand written to be read. The historical viewpoint is 

at least as important AA nnra 
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It is perhaps sufficient and valuable . in looking briefly at 

the first of th -se topics--"abuse"--, to he-r whet the texicobreoher 

ha^: said, r.nd to look at what hr submits. Ch. II tried to discover 

(or rediscover) how interestinci; Dr. - Johnson's poinion often was, thougt 

not always reliable. Rare!_y the NED cites or quotes Johnson, her witf 

someth'tns tike historical censure, there with commendation; and an 

example 14 clog, the verb, in the sense to load." Johnson's remark 

(the NFE states) wary: "In the followinn pegs ,e it is improper, for 

its mraninû; always includes hindrance;" and the posse e is from Ray 

(''Creati:)n," 1691: ) "Though the teieth of the wheels . . . be never so 

smooth . . . yet if they be not oyt'd will hardly move, th, , h you 

clog them with never so much wei hht." 

No doubt it w)uld be possible to find quite a :number of Like 

examples. The writer discovered some t?enty in the course of his 

qu^ st: e cee ntr is misused in writin:;s of 1633, 1652, and 101 for 

" " 
r ' h -vine; no cc°ter; eruscat.i:n i;n.rantly used r cor:.scrtion 

(1653;) Luil ±_in a sermon (169D) by Tillotson: " &uilt being nOthin3 

else but trouble arising in our grinds, from e circumstance of hsvins 

done contr r,y" ( &c. -the NU corrects to 'sense of built;') inexoli- 

cote used "llose ly or erroneously for ' extol. isete ,' v.;" nevar chye 

apparently misused. for 'ship- buildin;' Lantile 'erroneously applied 

to flat Dutch or Flemish paving tiles, and so the Parade at. Tunbride 

"ells v,hieh was paved with these tiles" (1774, 1784 H. Walpole, 1505 

and 1506 ;) laohon ''applied erroneolsly to a Rater scout"-- Purchas 

in 165, and Goldsmith in 1774: "1 am at e loss whether we ought to 

reckon these spout- called typhons; 7,hich are some- times seen at Land, 

of the some kind with t hoa- so often described by mariners, at sea." 
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The attitudes :)f writers to words was t )uched upon in Ch. 

(p. 69 e. ,) - nd occasionally one does come upon comments Lilo 

E.wift' s -- "Those monstrous producti)ns, ,;hich ulcer the name )f trips, 

spies, amusements, and other conceited apoelations, have over -run us 

for some ye -rs past" (the Letter concerning English, 1712.) 

Ve can perhaps perdin the poet or the translator for sometimes 

takinrr his word as a kind of short -cut; but it is not so easy to 

excuse the prose writer who, doing likewise, leaves us (if he did not 

also leave his c)ntemp3rary reader) confused. Thus Chandler, speaking 

of 1:hr orifice or mouth of the stomach, for the Latin ''infernu: vero 

ejus exitus" has "uttera .ce beneath" ace. Keats' use of dmdal is not 

clear. G. Daniel speaks of Ficherd "urne[dY" et length "like a Kin-." 

But the use of cheract Lstoic for 'distinctive name or appellation,' 

of demolishment for 'demolished ruins,' of paragraph (verb) for 'to 

treat of a matter in a paragraph,' is perhaps npt quite excusable. 

Human laziness is possibly behind the failure to distinguish between 

forms and meanings-- deplorable and 'deplorate' (both now obsolete,/ 

diffusive and 'diffuse,' and a great many others. The accent of 

disoonc rt as a substantive was roossibty lost. ?1urals used as 

sin ulere, EXcreme lts, P. 7., redundancy (see idioms below,) and 

ind= finiten -s and indifrerence all ptay a part in the use made of 

our vocabulary. Ir. Murison (Bib. 397) speaks of "fami!.iar values," 

Pnd, ae he suggests, people do accept words at th- i, most familiar 

vela -s. The least that accirdii ly can be said is that the reader 

is to be or.rdoned if h- misi.nderstands a use like disband for 'dis- 

solve,' like fabricate for 'to produce fectit,ously,' like u) ermost 

for 'that which is highest, most predominant,' or 'the up )er hr,nd; -- 

'superiority,' 'dominion.' A list of perhaps even better Examples 
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is given belpw." It might be much extended. 

A number of excellent treatments on Change in Meening, Radia- 

tion, Trensference, 7peciatlzatien, Degeneration or Lleveti gin, exist, 

though perhaps as full a treatment as is obtainable is in 1-reenough 

and Kittredge' s "Words and their Ways" (1901 or 1902. Thre is little 

need therefore to present new or different meterisl, elt.h u- ~h the writer 

c oL le cte;? upwards of 400 examples showing how Large the ver ie ty of 

usa7,e is- -uses (as the NHD says) "quasi" adverb, substantive, prepo- 

sitien, obsolete concrete or abstract uses, obsolete uses like con- 

A- The lack of rer and for associations, precision in meaning, care- 
fulness in form, is everywhere evident in this list. Remsrks on 
pp. 311 and 319 bear points of comparison and contrast.- - 
current, course of river pinion, quill of a feather 
decline, abandon, forsake politician, politique 
demonstretivety, conclusively pore, peer 
haul, overhaul portable, portly [hand 
immemorable , im:lemorial precaution, caveat given before - 
imol.ant, engraft preferable, preferential 
inotdinanc,;. in ordinacy prevaricate, pervert 
investiture, investment prevaricator, eerverter 
onion, bunion reserve, secret 
onion, union, pearl, shade, silhouette 
optimate , o Jtirns t s,purnin,,, spurring 
;parallelism (loose use, c. ! string, cord or chain ... wstch 
pettypan, pasty in sm. an subtilize, sublimate 
peculiarity, partiality surreptiti.)usiy, spuriously 
pendant, pendulum tautological, identical (loose) 
pendulous, dependent toothless, tasteless (loose use) 
permission, abandonment trental, elegy, dirge ( " " ) 

And so many more, if one cares for such searching. even Johnson 
could speak if serin;; the "visibilities of Paris." Some of the 

following are marked "loosely used" or "casual" (or the like) in 

the Oxford Dictionary: large, easy (of circumstances) 
answer to, cause to corres )ond neat, (of a language: ) pure 

or agree to, Swift (2) oblige, ;ratify, attract, charm 
call, errand so, equally 
capricorn, ? chamois vacancy, vocation 
cashier, "loosely used for ' mom- 
dealer" 1643 

celebration, celebrity, renown 
demonstrate, by a military man 
dog -star , 'humorously applied to 

a comet" 1712 swift 
gap, used to render L. 'hiatus' 
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temptible for ' contempttle person' (that is, absolute uses,) al- 
lusive uses tike huzza for "One given to noisy or riotous conduct," 
'rake,' 'gallant,' like lib:rty -boy,, bharol by Howell, Frenchman in 

Vir ̂ inia tobacco-raising; attributives (cockle, 'whimsical,' culm- 

de'aler, ward- dagger, und:ercraft.. waltham [fin allusion to the disguise 

adopted by the poachers called ' Waltham Blacks 1"-N7i.D;1) causitives 
(lov3in;, casing to ;low," stagger, succeed, vary., ) intransitives 
(some 27 examples like carnalize , to act carnally" [&c. 1 defile-, 

"to become foul or unclean," launch, "Or a. ship: to he launched," and 

the like, ) and transitives (ful.rrin.ate, "to strike with lightning," 
&e. -13 examples. 

Particularly' interesting are the elliptical, figurative, and 

transferred uses of words. The first have been touched upon (pp. 15, 

131 --132, 207- --212, and Bib. 310 and elsewhere,) and the reader will 

perhaps recall uses like pope for ' pope -day cel -brr tion,' fi tett fat 

' oi?tailyd monkery,' or turkey for ' turkey -fly' (all p. 21.2. ) It 
would he difficult indeed to divine the meaning of exuberance ( "an 

abundance of good things ") or diary ('diary- fever' ) without. context /. 

Yet obsolete examples do not seem to be numerous here. 

Figurative uses are more numerous; the writer bras 69 at hand. 

They are not always entirely happy - -- antarctic, 'antipodean;' coat, 

' cloth' -garb as indicating; profs 8 ion; canal, medium of communica- 

tion, 'channel;' dot-trot, ' habit ,' ' way,' ' j o -trot' (1756 a 71.ne. - 

16r:)`) for obsoletism; ) dorado (variety of images;) emunge, 'chest;' 

.Brat, 'smutty;' ''an adroit manoeuvre;" sorinx, 'artifice;' 
tall., 'match;' and so others. Excursion was once frequently used 

thus -- "An outburst (of feeling); a sally (of wit) . . a fY ,7a k . . 

vagary . . escapade" (1662 H. More, 1610 Burnet, 1701 Swift, 1711 Ad- 

dison 
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disn. 1779 De Foe, 1715 Cowper, 1793 Burke: ) an)ther contribution t) 

the _plurality of forms and uses already several times cited; As e rule 

context helps considerably; but occasionally even it fails to counter- 

act (as it were) the force of literalism - -"Yet A will npt wil.lin,;,ly 

leave an '1))fe of the British Honour behind" (Fuller, 1655.) The 

figurative sense of transcribe is inaccurate -'copy ,' ' imitste.' 

Against the well- est°=blished'traces' (1400 ff.,) track (1652 and 

after) perhaps had little chance. For unravel in e figurative sense 

numerous synonyms, main, existed. Especially interef,tinl is 

de7uerre otypeeas ». figurative verb - -"to represent or describ _ with 

minute exactitude' (1 139, 1261)- for it susests h1w quickly and 

(se one might say) sensitivelÿ a figurative use preceds the concrete 

on the way to limbo, where scientific pro ;Tess is in the background. 

The word may be likened to outworn servant. 

literal and transferred senses that hour become obsolete are 

somewhat more numerous. Concerning; the latter, we may note two thin-s: 

dates an;3 nolber of uses. Obviously, there clan, a a rule, be no 

transferred sense--tornado and salamander and Landscaoe are p articulsrly 

interesting; examples -until there is a well -established primary sense 

Dr the like. Then, what Mr. Mur is _ n has snit"; again comes to mind- - 

universal tendency to accept worts st most famili -r values. And so 

rk- ntransfrrred sense of tornado, ''The season At which sash storms 

zevAil," was known in the seventeenth century (t634 to 1691) only to 

seamen. and was "broryht back" by travelers -- Herbert, Fryer, and others. 

"The Tornadoes," as seamen said. There is nothirre difficult al-:out this 

meani ng, to be sure; but with dozens (or, if one wishes, hundreds) of 

exam,oles at hand, it is more than possible to see how, if to. much of a 

semasiolo, scat burden a put upon words, if contexts, al lusi;ne, situa- 
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tions, and the like are Lost sight of, ,orris inevit- 1y Lose 

certain meanings and even some of their power. "ihe transferred, 

rare, and specific senses of words that have been lost since ca. 

L65") are, h)wrver, not numerous if one hss in mind the whole- of 

t.h tish v)cabulary. The writer discovered in R falriy thorough 

re dIne thro.=, of the Oxford Dictionary It examples of "Literal 

sense lost," 59 of "obsolete transferred senses." and more than 2J0 

ex-amól.es of "specific, rare , or an sued (incluc?in technical) senses 

disused:" at most, 3)3 words. 

Illustrative of the latter is the w)rc candour in its seven - 

ternth- eiahteenth century sense of "Ere dory from malice, favorable 

disc ,si`ion, kindlinessweetness >f temper" (Johnson.) Behind 

it was 1.,stin "ehiteness, brilltanc,, in:îoccncy, purity, sincerity"- - 

"wa s" (:n- is tempted to say) becsusr, this primary sense was lost 

to Ìin3lish in the seventeenth century. Th ')...ford Dicti .nary -s- 

signs two livin =; menninzs, both modern: "freedom from mental bias" 

( &c.) snd "openness o1 mind" ( &c.) It is accordin ly not difficult 

to see how, Coe 'relton, 1Lryde -è, Iohnson (two cítst.i_ns,) nd others, 

the word for a time had, not so much e different sense ss s différent 

tone: 'ralt)n begging his reader to brine "candor" t:) the author's 

hook, Dryden be ;gin., "candour" in pardonincç err)rs, Johnson comment- 

in"; on one who showed "himself sincere, but without candour." 

Dates here are important. They are approximately identical for all 

denses save the 5th in the N4D, "openness of mind," where the date 

is 1769 ff. They seem to su -lest that ther was not, precisely 

speakine,, n sense -development ( hat is often so-called.)--at lea. t 

no conveniently ordered sense -development. 

This brina,s us, in conddudin,'e this section, to a kind of 
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caution-Ty-how it is that English does n.)t keep her h,us- in or 'er 

quite es men does. %` few pages back a. well- kn:)wn and instructive 

tittle American study v,as referred to-- "Nords end their gays," by 

Ereenoue,h and Kitlred ge. The book is typical of its kind. In Ch. 

XVIII, "Special .Proceses in t,'-e Development of Meeein3: Radiation, 

;Ito.," reference is made to Darmesteter, and explanations similar 

to the Frenchman's are given. But Ventrye s, writing some 39 years 

later then D±rmesteter (see Bib. 401 and 445.) points ä possible 

fallacy: "The defect of Dorm: st,ter' s ho )k is that it inculcates a 

belief in a sort of internal to :ic which g ; verras the semantic trans - 

formations of words "- --3ce. Thy= same f l-'eec seems (to the present 

writer) to be in "Words and their Ways" and at leeet a few similar 

books --both in the manner (the way in which things are set forth) and 

in the matter (actual examples--now that we have the N .D at hand, 

complete.) If the reader will take the trouble, as the writer did, 

to compare treacle as explained in 'xreenough and Kittredge, pp. 266 -- 

267, .i i h treacle in the Oxford Dicti:)nary , he will see that a )- 

parently two senses given by the Harvard sch)Lars are entirely 

w.entine, in English ---l. and 4. in the Harvard book. Number of senses 

and uses and dates every here under this ward in the NED sut Best 

--end thie is imoòrtent- --that Nature is not as convenient or orderly 

'3s -ven the lexicographEr is, let alone the philologist. in actual- 

ity the sense- development of words is probably almost always con- 

fused, with much overlapping of dates and entanglement of ideas. 

The treatment accorded words by scholars is perhaps occasionally 

:; onvenient and always scholarly, but somewhat. deceptive. 

We turn to one of the most interesting of all kinds of words 

---the Idiom. 
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Idioms, at least, have an advantage over a great number of 

obsoletisms discussed in this study, in that, almost without exception, 

they are --or were -- widely known end widely used. The writer collected 

262 obsolete idiomatic phrases or uses, snd only one -fifth are marked 

"rare" in the New En°lish Dictionary. Many show wear. It would be 

interesting, to know what proportion of more or less ancient idioms 

have survived. But it would also be difficult if not impossibl to 

discover. One would have difficulty at the outset in defining 'idiom' 

if not also 'survived.' 

Yet th very interesting chapter on the subject afforded by 

Professor ' yld In his "History of Modern Colloquial iin ;lash, " referred 

to several times, possibly makes clear that idioms do come and ;o 

raoidl .. Literature preserve to us relatively few (quotation from 

Henry Bradley in `'yld, p. 361;) these are recognizable in print (pp. 

360, 362 ff., especially-for this study --- 369 -- -371, 379, 319, &c.,) 

but, were we suddenly to try to use them, would sound bewildering 

in our own ears (p. 360. ) Those of us who recall Peter in "Berkeley 

Square" (looking backwards) or Zoo -mind the ilderly Gentleman in 

"Back to Methuselah " (Bib. 56?) will possibly concluded, after reading 

Professor ' +`:yld's remakiKs, that Mr. Balderston and Mr. Thaw were too 

conveniently kind tot heir ch.erecters and audiences. 

In general., idioms become obsolete much in the same way that 

words do, and for the same reasons or from the same causes. They are 

exceptional in this, however: their "life" depends even more on 

allusions, images, pictures, walk of life, what is bro záht into 

colorful relief in the mind of man, &c. , than dos the "life" of words. 

Idioms, as it were, speak out very def.ini'e1v foY their ,=ra and If t'ho 
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society they keep ---or once kept. 

An attempted classification has proved to the -triter that idioms 

are especially defiant. But it has suggested to him, first, that whet 

appears in the NED to be an ob~ol ate idiom or idiomatic use is n)t 

always such, that what no doubt su=ms grammeticelly acceptable in 

one man's view is not socially acceptable elsewhere, that, out of 

their contexts, not 9 few iñiomatio phrases are inc)mprehensibLe 

because elliptical to form, that an idiom may not easily viol =ate 

"laws" of to ,ic ---and survive, that the learned or sophisticated idiom 

has little chance against the homely, that rival idioms qr,_ occasionally 

more poignant, and so succeed, and that ä division or unoerteinty in 

sense brings about disuse. We look to these briefly in order.- - 

The phrase all to the w.r ld is possibly a good example of the 

first. Fielding used it in "Tom Jones," 1749, "the 3astard . . . bred 

_;p . . . all to the world like any Gentleman." 3ut an equivalent 

idiom had Long been in existence, and much-used--'for all the world' 

(1330 ff.) Aasimiletion accounts for abstract from (169 -1765) and 

the past partLcilbial form; 'on .account of' is perhaps simpler than 

upon . . . The phrase to beat e (or the) berFrain, seventeenth century, 

was lost to English. The l_ ss suggests that emphatic; ways of saying; 

things necessarily come and go. We have equally emphatic ways with us 

t.day ---but difr'erent. To us, some of the old idioms may seem ''queer" 

or awkward --bias to do, demand to do a thine, deposit to, derive upon, 

discard of, empower over, exclusive to, prepossess of or eith, to 

suit to or for, sum into - -, and it is just possible that ''corr-ctness" 

changed around some of the prepositions. One notes with interest the 

dates: of 24 idioms or phrases, including the above, only two obsolete 

ones come after. 1750 or earlier. Indeed, except for two or three in 



the writings of Richardson, De Foe, Swift, and Pope, or perhaps a 

few more in each, all are late seventeenth century. Particularly 

intc rE stin?; 1 to debauch to, to do a thin, used by Pepys, Gold- 

smith, aurae, and others, between 1667 and 1797; for, anide from 

form, the whole notion of "seducing from allegiance, duty, &c., 

into son'thinEg wicked" (1595 -- -1100) has gone, and a less complex 

though equally forceful meaning; remains: "reduce from morality ?n'. vir- 

tue;' 1603 ff. Prepositions, almost needless to say, play a large 

part in expression and the mouldin,, of thoaght; their occurrence in 

phrases like the above invites attention still, alth_:ugh some very 

interesting comments apropos the grammaticalnes ., to -tic, and syntax 

of phrases like averse frc,m, etween you and I, make choiceobf, re- 

duce to their power, &c. , is given in Leonard (Bib. 375, his sectiJnn 

Glossary 16.1 and 16.2, Ch. VII.n, X.ß, an reference to Mcniht, 

"Modern English" p. 41;3.) Also Bib. 34g.) In this way, oerhaps, we 

have lost a number of phrases: Endish out, o in with ('so alonz 

look unr'er, , run out of, show-away, touch ìu n (' t ouch up,' turn 11, 

and others.'' 

* In Tder: "plain English, true hn_g'.ìsh,'' 1659 Scott in Burton 
Diary, "That is English out." 1725 ':odr:ow Cor. ''I heartily *,o 

in with your Lordship's observations" &c. , 1/16, r19. 170;0 

Dryden "Thus pondering, he ' o.oked under with his eyes." 1710 
Tatler "Havin° exeus d himself for riinning out of his Estate," 
1747 Mrs. S. Fielding, "This Gentleman had run out of a good 
Fortune when young"--a picturesque idiom which we still retain, 
but for another use or sense. 1759 Goldsmith "Bee" "The French 
player..begine to show away by talking n:.n..enáe ," 1760 Brooke 
"Fool of Qual. ," 1770. 1675 Bentley "If a great Master have 
but touch'd upon an ordinary; Piece, he makes it of Value," 1762 -- 

1771 H. "'al.pole, "A French painter who wa.' suffered to alter and 
touch upon his pictures." 1705 Hearne, "..when h sto_:d for 

orders the] was turn' d by for Deficiency," 1103 'Turn down,' 

. So also: unconoern.in j to, unore oe r ed of, unresolved of, 

vacant from, vacate from. The force is gone fy :om the preposition 

(po sibly) in to wash up,, 1756 ('to wash out' 1176, not quite the 

se m,7 m ' 
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;t least 20 of the 262 idiomatic expressi_'ns c)llected 

show decided ellipses: phraaes tikeeto declare for ( "to decl':.re 

Ones -lf a candidate for," ''make a bid for "- Pepys, Wotton, Gold- 

smith,) to dodge into ( "to in--.inuate into by a dodge," l67 R. 

L' Estrange ,) to 7e4 La the edge ( "to . e t (informat1 ri) indirecti, or 

imperfect!_y, ") finger out, fall <<.hort. ` "f ̂ tl short of finding,'') 

to fell along ('1 -,''J (a man; at full Length,") and many others.* 

Sore, li'.ie fell shat, are more obviously elliptical than others; 

but, remembering that words do not stand atone. one does not mean 

to imply th.st ellipticrilness leads to obscurity. Context always 

helps. Yst, to be c-7nscioue of an idiom PE'. such, sn idiom standin- 

talon- , we must have at least a fair noti :n of its meanings and its 

assoeiatians as well. It must come n turali.y; contexts for it can - 

nt be artificially made. Thta s how the use of all idioms is 

limited, and one way in which they are ephemeral -and especially 

those idioms which, in and because of their ellipticity, require (as 

it were) special surroundings, the ri-ht occasion. 

The part that grammar might be found to play here was touched 

upon above; but, before turning from Form to Meaning, w may just cite 

a few idioms in which r rammatIcai construction is obviously arresting. 

Most numerous is the class of verb plus clause or the like -"The King 

* 3o nonce -idioms liF.e to desk it, to fur u, galaxy. unto; axioms 
to be found u der la :coed and pot -- where, however, imagery .also 

counts for much. The aphesis of elapse into, th ph)netic el- 
lipsis of Rod -a- thank, r.,nd the redundancy of to beat a bargain 
may also be noted. Other iossible examples of elltases will 
he found under card, cast, draw up, estrange, P.nish, gem, 
impatience, lead, lie abroad, one, outmost, set up, truck to. 

Th, idioms enter bond, ,lay out, tie down, tis all narrow, ne plus 

ultra, ,top, trench a t, upon party, mss f 1sß, and warm the filed 
are technial -- ohiefly military. 
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dissembled that his Coat of Mayl was not fit f ;r him;" so enumerate 

enumerating how businesses" &c., prepossess, "to oreppssess the 

Reader, . . that [this] is no contemptible . . inquiry;" so uses under 

subiect, submit, subs:rvient, suspect, and engage ( "The author %itch 

gave him most plea -ire, and mort en4aged his imitation, ") evidence, 

exclude, onconcernincr. The intransitive uses or _r-,xcullbate, 

shine throw -h, may be mentioned here, the garand with lie, prepossess 

of or with ---a reflexive use. 

Ir 'ny extensive accountoof idioms, it would probably become 

clear that meaning, and form are not always happily wedded This is 

particular ì.y true or idioms 'hich are made up ,f adverbs, prepositions, 

-nd the lik_, only --to gain in, a somewhAt, in a succession, pa a timç, 

to and a_ain, well tcc ether, u:jrirht to, for-, or in which 4 diversity 

of meanings ha; .,nee visible --.) í.t, fall upon, fall in, fall out upon,. 

cell over, and the Li e. Par t tcui_< rly amazing arc the take idioms. 

We pass over tak ,ft:r, of C, Jut; and "take up" take up. )ne cannot 

but smil- st the number of the a.se in the N .D: 90. u (b.) But 90.0 (b.) 

is but one obsolete use of take uo as recorded in the Oxford Diction - 

arIc At Least si.'. uses or constructions have become obsolete since 

the seventrenth century --- patch 'up, "make up temporarily;" "make 

good;" "en7,17e or hire (a lodíin,, for purpose of oecupyi ,g it;" 

"l ,dge; " "use up, consume;" "interest on,- .self in ;" "tolerate;' f' ?o 

to bed." Said a Swiss visitor to England, "'I shell to 11. time Swiss 

people a new way to speak English. I shall tell them that they must 

use "up" to everything. Everything is up. I am knocker u -D in the 

morning. I wake. up. I get. up. I button up my waistcoat. '.hy "up "? 

I button it down. Then I eat up my breakfast. I drink up my coffee. 

And then somebody washes up the pats and cleans up the h)use. I pick 
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up my umbrella and go out ef tie h_)ese , and when I see a friend in 

front, ï catch up with him. How cen I catch un with him? It is 

ridiculous. It is all up. You lie up when yau ere sick, and you 

save up for e rainy day. Your inglish 1an:`,uage is very funny "' (from 

a newspaper item, signed Percy e. Prior...) Little words do indeed 

bear big burdens in En ;lish, and it is not bo be wondered at if their 

faculty fat soins places and acc empl` ehing thins is occasionally 

worn out. 

How intimately associations are tied to modes of speech is 

seen everywhere. One is almost at a loes to pick an example--candle 

over, rate ly candl -end (euctloneering, see p.369) out the change 

upon, dance bernaby. AsscciatL:;n`, moreover, chiefly make the idiom 

a homely manner of speech. We ado not say 112 vicissitudes, and could 

not (Ind be n = turai,) but by turns. ° So :?erheps half n dozen other 

le e nature) idioms. Words end idioms may become figurative in 

character, but the association is there-bias to do, careen Q wig, 

bring to staFe, cut e bosh, set uP for, set horses together. Rarely 

ene finds an idiom which seems illo?ical, kind of contradiction in 

terms--tad satisfaction. Finell.y, it would net be difficult to find. 

for it least many of the 262 obsolete idiom col'ect:d for this stud,, 

e s many syn:)ny mous expressions, and this is per ticular ly true for 

to take check, hen after, clod out, 7ive etretch to, strike in, and 

under the thumb. For the' l}tt ,r we have n number of synonyms, e. g.-- 

'on the q. t. ,' `sub rosa,' &J., 4co. (see Roget section 52g and else- 

where.) 

This chepter may be closed somewhat apologetically for having 

indeed been attempted at all. For the subject of Change in Meaning 
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(8cc.) in so vest and intricate that it requires something beyond 

437 

"special treatment," even.* It bears, tut bears perhqpi indirectly, 

on the study of obsolescence. fihe , in brief, the chapter has tried 

to emphasize is this: that opinions, however interestin --.and 

esp-s &ally where they show human attitude to words, and most 

especially wide- spread attitudes-, if unsupported by historical 

evidence in the course of time, are often of no real v.1ue; that, 

generally, in the ever -growing multiplicity and complexity of our 

vocabulary, words, phre es, and idioms are neces.;: rily lost - -- neither 

men In their minds nor wrds in isolation can or will bear too much 

of e burden; that loss in the way of meanings, images, associations, 

and the like is, from another viewpoint, often Rain; that, indeed, 

viewing; obsolete words with. the questin in mind, Thu, is tut one 

way of lookin:?, at the vocabulary; that., in a c'- n7inn world, words 

will always have new duties to perform, and so, oic ones to discard. 

ng'.ish of necessity must ever be "en.low,=d with an innate energy for 

getting; along, going int.) strange places }n strange errands, but never 

quite 1.os _ng its sense of identity. " I 

At hand, at the time of writing this is ?rofess.or MflcKnight' s 

careful review of "Meaning and Change of Meaning with Special 
Reference to the English Langua.ge:p" by Gustaf $tern (Goeteborg, 
1931, xiii, 456 pp.) The review will be found in JEW} July 1932 

pp. 417- --423. The writer has not had the opportunity of seeimg 

Stern's study. 

Ij Harry Morgan Pyre e (Bib. 7143.) 
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CH. XI 

Ctuite a number of months ago an eminent Professor of Litera- 

ture in Edinburgh questioned the possibilities of the subject of 

this study. He seemed momentarily doubtful as to the presence of 

obsoletisrns in English. At the time, the writer had arranged 

a fifth or more of the 52,000 -odd obsolete words in the New :English 

Dictionary: the Professor's remarks, accordingly, were at least a 

little disconcerting. Since then, however, it has been borne in 

upon the writer that there vas, perhaps not consciously, something 

valid about these doubts; he suw, retrospectively, that the genuine 

obsoletism ^ag apparently a rare thing indeed in our vocabulary, 

difficult to ascertain, difficult to describe, and difficult to 

deal with. This final chapter, beyond the usual recspitulations 

and summary, seeks to say 'One Word More' respecting these diffi- 

culties --- to attempt, that is, a synthetic view. 

Interest in the disuse of words is very old. Obsolescence 

is an aspect of death. The reader will recall (Ch. II and else - 

where) Horace's picture in the Ars Poetics, 60 ff.; Thomas Blount 

in his quaint Glossogrsphia of 1656 also quoted Chaucer ( "I know 

that in form of speech is change ") and Tacitus; indeed, all the 

more important lexicogrsohers from Cotgrsve to Johnson at least 

touched upon life and decay in language, though none had as much 

to say, and to say eloquently, as the great Doctor (Ch. II;) and 

from the time of the Elizabethans, in sundry places, man has ex- 

pressed a growing interest in the life histories of words, singly 

and collectively. Yet it is true that his interest has been 
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casual and fragmentary; it is an interest beset with obstacles. 

Some of these, as Miss Wardale remarked in the Nineteenth Century 

for January, 1929 (the year of the completion of the New English 

Dictio_ nor,) were removed by this monument (pp. 2 -e, footnote.) 

As is pointed out elsewhere in the dissertation, one -fifth 

or more of the "main words" in the NED are marked ''obsolete;" and, 

by a count made for this study, one -third of these, 19,60C of 

52,464, were in all probability used but once in writing. This 

recalls the fact that critics have thought of the New English 

Dictionary as being "chiefly literary," as speaking of and for, 

in the main, the written word (Miss Graham, Bib. 14: ) one writer 

(anonymous, see Bib. 609` goes so far as to say: ''The N. E. D. is 

inevitably a dictionary not of snoken English, nor even of written 

English, but of printed English, and the printed is not always a 

faithful reproduction of the written word." A11 of which, if 

true, Is somewhat dangerously true, and especially for the student 

who has in mind Miss Wardale's plan -- the plan of this study. 

It follows that the NED must be used with care, and 'n.. ̂ y not be 

L Joked to exclusively at any time. 

Nevertheless, it furnishes us adequately with dates, the 

basis of a chronology that is not uninteresting (see Appendix B.) 

A count made in the more representative portions of our vocabulary 

shows that 7 per cent of alt the obsoletisms are Old English, 20 

ner cent are Middle English (1100 to 1400,) and 73 per cent are 

Modern English. The fifteenth century of transition is by no means 

neli4ible. Approximately 10 raer cent of alt the obsólete words 

in the NED fall isolatedly in it. About 50 per cent belong to the 

Tudor and early Stuart eras. 
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Dates al.e) reveal that four times in five the livin? synonym 

antecedes the obsoletism -- often by a century or more. The writer 

compared for their years more than 4000 words, obsolete and livin:;; 

and the results are particularly gratify in_; where the words are 

- or were - etymolro ;ie'lly related; the obsolete form here vhas 

earlier 499 times, the 1 ivin; , 1407 times. Time alone plays a 

great dart in estranging; us from words. 

It renders our oldest obsoletisms especially problematic. 

Neither of the terms cited by Miss °ardale is completely obsolete. 

Southri&ht is (in the ND; ïsol7ted, but we still Insseas its 

components, and the phrases 'due south' and rri ht south' con- 

ceivably answer to the OR word. ';';a.nhooe, according to the :17D, 

is archaic; it has a pecul.iarl_,1 interesting history , 1297 --- 1994. 

'Despair,' 7,;hich dates from 1325, has -- and had - strong 
family ties; how strong its associations were at any time, or now 

are, must be left to personal feeling and judgment. But it is 

possible (reverting to Miss 'ardal.e's thoughts) that the emotion 

(1) -- words etymoloicslly related; (2) - words not etymologi- 
cally related. 

Obs. ear'ier Living word earlier 
to 5Oyrs Over b 5., yre 50-400 1OJ-2 JO 233plus 

Ch. IV (1) 1.9 17 36 25 37 37 
(2) 2 1 3 2 2 9 

Ch. V (1) 76 45 145 102 60 76 

(2', 11 12 30 37 39 139 

Ch.Vi (1) 201 199 395 2 '5 217 252 

(2) 4 6 6 5 0 11 

Ch. VIII (2) 7 6 3 3 4 7 

Ch. Is (1) 7 3 3 2 2 

(2 19 4 2,-, 6 2 2 

Counts elsewhere are unimportant. The cunt for Oh. VIII 
is based 

: n o. 319; terms in geolo?y furnished totals for 
Oh. IX (2,) terms el se 'here being too !_ewe or too scattered, and 

too uncertain in value. Totals for obs. words not ety. rela- 

ted: 24 times; living synonyms earlier: 242 times. 
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of despair did continue to use wanhope - but not, with the intro- 

duction of another expressive word, exclusively. Professor 

Meiklejohn in 1902 lamented the loss of wanhope And learning - knight 

and other "good old vigorous ?nd iindly words" (Bib. 591; but 

Professor Murison, ' s has been pointed out (p. 62, believes 

that English is not culpable for hpving gotten rid of such 

compounds. 

Some twenty years a?o four students of Professor Holthausen 

at Kiel tackled the problem of our oldest obsolete words;(Bib. 620 

and Appendix A.) They conceived causes of two kinds, cultural and 

purely linguistic. They detailed, with that orderliness for which 

German scholarship is famous, the Christian, Scandinavian, and 

French influences -- the disappearance of 0E words Like aid, bæ1, 

eal.h, hearg, middanleard, metod, orcneas, wiglun,g, like fsáu, eam, 

modrir'e; they saw in the adoption of Scandinavian law words and 

French terms generally two great Linguistic turn -overs --- maele, 

m5e1u, m5eling against 'noble' ( &c.,) boda and 'messenger,' æder 

and 'vein,' 'artery,' cumbol and 'banner,' par, Byrne, hlence 

(arms,) fnmd, wloh (dress,) and many more. They marked the fate 

of words insignificant in sound: :mow ('.law,' 'custom,' 'marriage,') 

cane, ea, nit, ner; of homophones: adl-- addle, antra-- ancar, 

bera--bere; of onomatops: nlmtt and 'smack;' of voc?bles lacking 

euphony: m r rag nalstr; of isolated words: æ$m, hnifol, offend. 

While the causes of obsolescence here are complex, it is 

not difficult to see, in the large, what became of much of the OE 

vocabulary. It is rather ätoublesome to estimate the size of the 

AS vocabulary; roughly, Clark Hall has at least 35,000 terms, and 

Bosworth (1/91) 57,000 -odd, to which Toller has Added many. Re- 
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search is always adding. Research is always refining our knowledge 

or these oldest words, too; and in H'11's second and third editions, 

1.916 and 1931, the reader will find especially helpful lids and 

cross- references to the New ûnEitíshh Dictionarly which assist in 

determining the status of each, word, the de.gree of obeoleseence 

in it. In another piece and et another time it will perhaps seem 

feRsibl.e, working in Sweet, ostorth- Totter, Hall., no the NT-TD, 

to err,enee the words in some such pettern as follows: examples 

of direct descent (bee an, be ian, oeninw. sceflo, &o.;) examples 

like driorium5d and geoeu5h7ad, like forscieolean and rice - in- 
stances, t`ost is, of words n)t remotely obsolete, of archaism, 

of terms whose component parts are familiar; examples of 'the lemmata 

of Anglo-Saxon words' (mfeneol.l.e tio, Reterionn, also efgerefa, 

nfterrine, Lfremedun - examples and, if possible, totals. 

Unquestionably, much of the 0E vocebulsry is obsolete. Possi- 

bly we shall never have a very satiefeinn idea ne to how ouch, e,ince 

it is .e difficult thing to know just what we mean by 'obsolete."[1. 

"If [quotation market enclose Latin words, they indicate the 
Lemmata of Angle -Saxon words In glosses or gloss-rice etc. , or 

the TJettn equivalent of such words in the Latin texte from 
which thrry ere trenel.ated. The satin is especially so given 
when the !gs. word seems to be mere1 j e blindly mechanical and 
literal equivalent." -- Hell, 1916 ed. NED word : which Dr. Hall 
outs within brackets are often archaic, or have a medieval.ly- 

fsmil.ier look: see his Pre face. 

Professor Holthausen, e. g. , takes 2S a kind of test the opening 
lines of Beowulf, "Heset . . . ell.en fremedon:" True, only four 

or five of the thirteen words here have "come down" to us: hwa;t, 

we, in, hu, Via; but in one way or another LesrdaEum, heodeyninEE, 
and mbelingas are not wholly or remotely obsolete -- uireco ;ni - 

table. If today we wished to "test" the voc-- =bulary for "obso- 

leteness," should we take lines of poetry? The writer believes 

a much fairer sort or test would be to take massages from the Old 

English Chronicle, or -possibly the AS Gospels. Counts in the 

dictionaries, ual..l and N7D, would give estimates. 
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Nor ought we, however impressive statistics become, to lose sight of 

t1-1, fact that much, if not ell, that ens indisoenc ebte in the Ab 

vocabulary, is still -- indispensable. The writer recently went 

thrpueh the "strong" verbs of 0 , and was amazed to see how few, 

efter a'L, have been "lost.'' I1ow one chooses to "test- the vocebul.ayy 

for "obsoleteness" is itself 9 delicate matter. 

From our viewpoint, many of the DE terms ere ,honetical.ly un- 

impressive or are dit'r icult , full of "fringe sounds and consonant 

combinations laCKinx accord; and in the deluge of 1200 ff. our an- 

cestors variously caught up "new' terms from "new" stocks, attractive 

in their associations, their continental and foreign associations, 

and interestinfs for their possibilities in sn1 nd. Oá ár is one 

example of !navy. Even in its own day there were rivals --- etne, 

duguá, giein, *uldor. True, different sorts of feelings attached 

to each of these words. " tre ngth," even in AS times, was not one 

thin-;; its essoc`:.nttons were many. ter had four or five distinct 

meanings. It. '.as replaced, between '97 and 1516, by many more words, 

some oossibLy more oreeise -- 'help,' 'privilege,' 'dignity,' 'grace,' 

'worth,' 'honor,' ' ,lory,' ace. The reader will find, in 9 list 

in Appendix J, several other words situated as nr is - or was --- 

situated: bismer, bld, duuuc , _1.1en, rad, s earf . . It is 

possible that numerous compounds contributed to the obsolescence of 

earfoue (23 or more,) brim, fr etwa , here, Vim, sand many .}ore. 

Lie especially well illustrates the unsetisfectoriness -- to us --- 

of OE compounds; one cannot imeeine a return to such combinations 

es licbura, l.icrest, l.icstow, lictun, licóruh, , iooytt, and 1.icleo 

ene 
l icsan ,, now thqt we possess 'cemetery' (1460,) 'burying olace' 

(L33g2,`. 'tomb' (L257,) 'sepulchre' (120e,) 'sercbph33us' (1601,) and 
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'dirge' (1225.) Perhaps a similar spirit of compromise worked in 

the ma ktn7 out of licwis;l ung, dwotermft , drycrft , wlcyrise , 

hleahtorsmi8, dweom-rcret, 3edwtmmer (contrast pp. 345 ff.) The 

'thing" here is stir sith us; it wns very much with us in the 

period of this study --- the seventeenth een1..ury; but these old 

word -devices served their day and were lost. It .must be obvious, 

from these compounds (0i is very lergel.y e language of compounds,) 

that men and writers in those days were, from our viewpoint, 

pecullerl.y handicapped; the materials of English were with them 

limited, occásionnily cumbr:oue, often Halve. 

It should not he supposed, of oourse, that only the manner 

has :;one. n,glish still manes ohvi,us sorts of aor pounds. In a 

word like neorxnawIng (Bib. 627) it is not .just form that has gsne, 

but a concept of some consequc nce. Ima,;ery counts for so much 

in Angl.o- ßaxon. -- but the ootnt need not be fageln Labored. 's 

Professor Kra:>p points out in his edition of ¡näreas (1 9 "6, not s, 

line 372,) óandel "to the f,n lo- ̂ axon mind must have connoted 

di. 7n.ifie ' ideas" -- but its ecclesiasticism has left it. New things 

rind n wW wad, 8 of looking nt them make 'c?ndl.e' a ver i diff zre nt sort 

of r'ard today. Vast changes in commercial relationshiss, as well 

as a desire for ')honct.te accord, stand between Oà feoh and MnE 'fee.' 

3o with the associations and imaF,ery of 0E here any L.ttn 'host.' 

The reader ,rill find numerous examplks with comments -- 

ties'' - in A;. endix G, which is Intended as only a kind of be- 

;inning; or the whole subject. It is interesting to see how few, 

rel^tively, of our terms ens erin to the 0E are derived hence, and 

to note the rich diversity in forms and thou3ht , as well 98 the 

frequency of thirteenth and fsarteenth century dates. 
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It would be interesting to Know how the Anglo -Saxon mind felt 

about its own 'word-hoard" - shout terms like learning- knizht end 

leo3eeore end fleshtorsm13; and it w.)uld be eseeciall.y interesting 

to knoe if --- and where end how and when -- these or others were 

ever consciously drooped. For men's attitudes to his speech sre 

alwaye interesting, end may go fer in exelaininz the uttirn'te 

causes of chen e or disuse. Certainly there is not much ;comfort 

in it ß-1.l for us today. As Professor Merch lone a ;o remarked (Bib. 

625,) it hes all chán.ed --- thought, mode, vocebular-y. Individual 

obsol.etisms like the much -discussed werden (see Bib. 613 end 623) 

are indeed problematic, the more so when isolated; end where the 

scene is so distant snd the facts ere so obscure, it is hard to 

be sure of anything: 

Recent obsoletIms, hoeever, are more te'_linr: they pre al- 

most of our speech, they are very numerous, end WE sre more abun- 

dantly informed concerning them.* There would seem, indeed, to be 

only one difficulty - the difficulty of avoiding, st every turn, 

the rare: or esoteric obsol.etism. There is sommuch of it throu-'hout 

the Tudor- Stuart erse. 

How, eeoecially in the way of forms, n,Tlish was increased 

end not enriched before, Burin;, end after the Restoration, we have 

ee,- n In tection II (Ohs. IV to VI.) Obsolete words like sc nsive, 

Shortly before this study Was conceived, a frie nd of the 

writer's at Columbia University, Feiss yschel Hi :,z,ins, was 

intent upon Elizabethan words end ohsoletisms - esoeci.elly 
those of Bacon, Sidney, Spenser, She kspere. in deference to 

her, the writer undertook a later period. Mies Higgins was 

forced to give up her study three years ego. The writer round 

that he had .snchbundance of material in 'hie own" period, =end 
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rffund, conceotibl.e, exyánsed, invector gpiek 1in uisticelly of and 

for their dey. As remerked in Ch. V, it seems sometimes ss if 

words and forms, Latin and French notably, had raced to get across 

the Channel first. Man was not particular; hove and why s'eould he 

be? It was naturally end inevitably an age of trial and effect 

-- ceruleated, ceruleal, ceruleous, cerulous, ceru' ific - 'cerulean.' 

Fashion for a time kept alive terms like bub, crit, fan, and fuss, 

scrib, lid; then fashion, being fashion, waned, the objects denoted 

lost importance or disappeared, and certainly (es Professor Leopold 

shows, Bib. 376) there was nothing in the economy of form to preserve 

these and other shortenings, to recommend them fps b tng useful or 

clever. Fashion prominently speaks out in crop, doodle, dappv, 

fortune, toupee -- interesting and important because probably widely 

used, once ( see Bib. 310 and p.4627..) 

Man is perhaps more particular today with respect to corrupt 

forms, but English still has many, and there is no arguing from this 

angle the obsolescence of words in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries unless one sees in it all a confused multiplicity - 
anothergulse, futiiit:_sus, toreu'.ent, -got- carrier; ablemost, neroensive, 

chylifaction, le;riformal: -/1- no wonder Dr. Johnson entered a com- 

plaint against words drawing ''that attention on themselves which they 

should transmit to things ": 

that it was neither necessary nor expedient to resort to 

the Elizebethen period. He preferred steeping himself, at 

the Huntington Librery and elsewhere, in the history and 

literature of the Restorstton and early lRth century. As 

Miss Higgins recently wrote him, "It is more than a one men's 

job -- you were right st that." Recently, however, in going 

through the more representative sections of the NFDD (see App. 

B,) the writer give attention to .xiarly Mn ling obsotetisms, end 

collected a number. It seems evident that these are very 

similar in kind to those submitted in this study. It is not 
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Four-fifths of all the isolated words and forms collected 

for this study occur but once or twice. Only a few belong; to word- 

groups of any size. Most are le srnedly from the Latin or Greek. 

Often a simple native word anteceded the " obsoletism:" 'milky' 

(thirteenth century) and lactesce, lactaceous, lectific 

seventeenth century. ) 

To ascribe the obsolescence of many if not most of these 

words and forms to any one cause is not satisfying. If any one 

cause is to be singled out, it is, possibly, as remarked at the 

beginning or Ch. IX, the reformation effected in part by Science 

- facts and things against words, and a new attitude. The im- 

nortsnce of this effect of Science upon "English prose style" 

Tqs elaborated by MJr. R. F. Jones in an article, or r tither articles, 

of recent date (Bib. 369 and 629. ) 

The significant thing is that we have these rare or exotic 

words in the seventeenth century. They help to make it what it was. 

Some are written large; even he who must run, today, may enjoy 

Burton or Browne, and certainly a large part o° Burton or Brown is 

- words. For such, "there is no obsolescence in literature." 

Possibly we cannot have enrichment without such increase. 

Certainly this seventeenth -century "world of words" intensifies 

the whole situation, and puts us at ever -increasing distances from 

the "old words" (so redòl.ent of our first lexicographers) in Beowulf, 

Chaucer, and even Shakespere. It defies us with our classifying 

spirit, but cannot escape being an index to the intriguing life and 

letters of those times. 

probable that these early modern obsoletisms would discover 

new causes, altho shining examples might be discovered among 

them. 
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Affixes have f=allen into disuse much in the same way as 

words have, and, falling, have taken words end forms with them. 

The most significant loss here -- by far -- has been in the way of 

forms with similar suffixes -- semasiologicatly similar. ?ore than 

three -fifths of the examples given in Ch. VI (1611 of the total 

2456) fell ieto disuse partly or wholly because of the plurality and 

opposition of (chiefly adjectival (1253 exam:DlE ) and substantive . 

(423 examples) suffixes and ,refixes.* For the most part, these 

affixes ( chiefly suffixes` rivalled one-another: de- and dis -, 

in- and un -, super-and suore -; -ic end -ical, -ose and -ous, -al 

end --ic, -ous, -an, &c. -- to mention no more; but only occasionally 

is there anthing, beyond dates, numbers of rival forms, and numbers 

of times used, to indicate how, from ithin, or through man's lin- 

guistic feelings and sense, certain combinations went out of vogue, 

were felt to be incorrect or awkward. One should carefully observe, 

here, that the linguistic feelings and aptitudes belong to man, 

not to his words and forms; they nevertheless brou;ht abou interesting; 
adjustments between -able and -Ible (see pp. 239- -293,) .acy and 

-ion ( &c. ,pp. 294- -295,) in- and un- (pp. 305 --309,) -iç and -teal 

(pp. 314- -317,) and -!ge (p. 332) and -ment (p. 336.) 

Roughly, some 250 forms fell out because, in part or wholly, 

of isolated, overworked, or outworn ffffixes. Most significant here 

-re the feminine suffixes -ess, -trice and -trix, -drice, One sees, 

in the obsolescence of these distinctions, how trades have changed 

hanfs, how the masculine in language has ever been prior to the 

* See Áp p. D SuffixeE here are more numerous than prefixes. 

Prefixes are limited to e few like e -, be -, super-, supra -, 

and the negatives de -, dis -, in -, un-. The examples with 

adjectival suf :'fixes total 359; with neg ('adj.) prefixes, 399; 

pers. endings (sbs. ,) 95; sb. suffixes, 323. 
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feminine, how attitudes towards womaîkind -- woman's attitude as well 

es mcn's -- has been ever- ch,,ngin . Dr. Priestly in 1761 and Miss 

Mil_lay in the 192O's thou h --like about poetess. Unquestionably 

from Caxton's time thr ugh the eighteenth century, or until our own, 

the vogue and po )u1 rity of feminine endings has waxed and waned; 

but it would s : em to ay that, aside from nonce-forms. English l i' tle 

more than tolerates these endings unless they fill a real need -- 
'aviätrix.' They have been overworked. 

Dialectal and diminutive suffixes lie -ouk and -kie and -bie 

and -kin (pp. 266 --267, 275- -271, 210 --213; show, in their use and 

familiarity, the effect of geographic isolation. Obsolete ones are 

not numerous. The emotions of love and disd' =in in particul2r keep 

these interesting suffixe& alive. But they ere, in one way or 

another, isolated in time and place, and they occasionally lend, 

in a diminutive or localism, an obsolete look. 

The obsolescence of sre, for- and um -, of -red and -rick was 

veri)usly brogght about, but time alone has sealed the fate of all. 

These affixes in the course of centuries lost force and distinction. 

We have seen (p. 265 how -red and -rick especially were worn down 

from independent nouns. 

In a rather impressive number of exvmp les (134) affixes have 

proven superfï>lious. As we see it today, -21, -ate, -fI, in -, -ize, 

and -ous especially offended. Th;l.ish has unquestionably done well 

in getting rid of forms both awkw rd (adsrticui tion, inf scinate, 

disesi) and strangely redundant (unfathomless, undauntless. ) 

But, as remarked at the close of Ch. VI, sfrixes will always 

be with us. The assiduous way in which inglish picked up its affixes 

everywhere betw en the twelfth and fi teent'l , %no the VsEe 

it rut thEIL t09 fe_1 t]t-ilLcey i_ti i ierEwt anu ïÑ, oi':.:nce the story 
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of their obsolescence. In any large flew, indeed. this phase of their 

development cannot be isolated: weakenings , isuE e of the superfluous, 

isolations, and rivalries general and specific. .io us is giver the 

vision of it all: what haJoened to ) refixes, words forms and suf- 

fixes in the sixteenth r nd seventeenth century hap ened inevitably 

a result of linguistic growth, development, and ex7erine :ltaticn 

between rl1liarn the Lon7,.ueror's time ^nd xue en Elizabeth's. Of late, 

the coati unity of literature has been mach insiEted u ,)n: how .mach 

more must the continuity of language be looked to 
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From another viewpoint -- Sound - the story of words living 

and obsolete is not less interesting but is more difficult. Ch. 

IV sought to discover a possible lack of accord or euphony in 

floerist as against 'florist,' &o., but, despite .dues, it is 

difficult to know if floa;erist was on men's lips. Cacophony in 

magnes- _stone , missucceeding, and other words, was seen by an 

American student. Words insignificant in sound, it has been 

thought, often grow obsolete; an while this is -possible, it seems 

seldom probable, since so many contrary examples can be found - 
always. The lists of homophones presented by Dr. Bridges and Miss 

Miller are interesting but not convincing; homophony does not 

seem, to the present writer, to be an exact or complete sort of 

cause of obsolescence in words. The human mind has been particularly 

inventive with onomatopoeic words, imitative combinations, and the 

like. It still is inventive. We shall probably never wont for 

such kinds of words. One has only to look through Mr. Wheatley's 

dictionary (Bib. 617) or the NED, or Urquhart's amplification of 

Rabelais (Bib. 601,) to see thet we have, here, much more than we 

can use. Loss here was merely natural.. Nevertheless, as remarked 

et the close of Ch. IV, the story of English sounds constitutes an 

amazingly interesting chapter in the history of our language, and 

further study might show that in the older periods e relatively 

large number of words were lost to us because of sound- changes or 

sound -losses. The subject, though intriguing, is still in the 

conjectural. stage. 

The pattern of our study is still large and complex when we 

come upon words whose loss is to be attributed tore or less directly 

to things and ideas. The variety of things which (being lost) 
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wrought significant changes in our vocabulary has, it is trusted, 

been abundantly illustrated in Ch. VIII. So in the following 

chapter (IX,) where names in Science, the Arts, and History have 

been treated. It seems obvious that the student of languáge and 

literature is here rather out of his field; but no-study of ob- 

solete words would be complete without some consideration of these 

obsoletisms. While many of the losses here ere simple enough to 

explain, others indicate, as Mr. Richards holds, that meaning; is 

not a matter of semantics only; that imagery and association every- 

where play l.ar?e partsi that the human tendency to indefiniteness 

contributes considerably to the disuse and abuse of words; that - 
once more - we often have too many names for things, conflicting 

and obscuring, in place of the inevitably right and sufficient 

name. 

To summarize -- numerically, the causes in order of im- 

portance are:" rivalries of affixes; isolation of single words 

and word- families; change and advancement in Science, the Arts, 

and History; disuse of material things; isolation in affixes; 

oversupply of foreignisms; lack of euphony; discarding .and cor- 

recting of corruptions; homophony; superfluous affixes; form 

adjustments and stems (oversupply;) oversupply of phonetic 

variants; tendency to indefiniteness in meaning; oversupply IA 

the way of onomatopoeic words; change in speech- fashions; obsolete 

customs; power of suggestion (words more suggestive of things;) 

loss of recognition for clipped forms; sound -insignificance; ad- 

justments in the way of orthography, back- formations, and compounds. 

* Tables giving actual figures will be found in Appendix F. 
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It will be seen from the lists and figures submitted in 

Appendix F that, from the viewpoint of numbers, Form is by far 

the largest factor in the study of obsolete words. Affixes, in 

one wy or another, effected or helped to effect the obsolescence 

of 2456 words -- or more. The total for the figures under 

"Sound" - 69q - is perhaps impressive, but not especially 

significant. It is interesting to note that hundreds of things 

(660 is the count) have been lost, and have taken their names 

with them; upwards of 400 or 500 names in the realms of Science, 

the Arts, and History, have disappeared. 

From another viewpoint, some of these figures must surely 

lose in importance. The figure for Euphony, for example, or for 

Homophony, does not "mean" much. So also for "words insignificant 

in sound." It may appear discouraging, but we are on surest 

ground when we deal with the obsolete names of things and ideas. 

One feels definite ground in dealing with Affixes, Also; and the 

figures here are undeniably handsome, and their significance 

directly apparent. "Form adjustments" --- phonetic, orthographical, 

qnd otherwise -- covers such a multitude of matters that figures 

alone fail completely to tell the story. Figures for "Isolation" 

are similar in meanin?; or significance to figures (see App. B) for 

rare and nonce terms in the ND. 

We return, in drawing to an end, to some remarks made 

early in this study -- pages 119 to 121, footnote. The writer 

observed here that it would have been an easier task to have 

taken a handful of obsolete terms (as has often been done) or 

a much more limited number than has been taken (vide Miss Miller 
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or Teichert [both Appendix Al and the other German scholars [Bib. 

6200 end discussed there. But it was doubted whether this would 

he en adequete answer to the question, Thy do words grow obsolete? 

The answer to this question does not come wholly and satis- 

fyingly in documented form. If the documentation of men's thoughts 

on the subject of obsolescence, end the c1e ssifying of meny obsolete 

words in the New English Dictionary_ in this study help to show 

enything, it is precisely this. Both emphasize the need of e 

sense, always, of the dioramic, the changeless, in lenguage. Obso- 

lete words may not be considered. as things apart. If considered as 

things apart, if isolated, their individual values sre obscured, 

and the mystery, or seeming mystery, of their obsolescence becomes 

more mystified. A group of words on pp. 169 -169 (Ch. V) indicates 

as much: cerule (possibly poetic rether than obsolete,) ceruieal 

snd cer.ul.eated (both in Herbert's Travels of 1634,) ceruleous, 

cerulous, cerui.ific, end the surviving 'cerulean.' These words 

appear between Soenser's day end the very early eighteenth century 

(1701.) Most appear in the seventeenth century. They come commonly 

from one Latin word. There is nothing to indicate why various 

suffixes were added, either in the eerliest quotations in the NED 

or the later. There is nothing; to indicate in the later why most 

of these forms were disused. The interesting thing is that Spenser, 

long before "the others," was aware of the Latin and es interested 

- possibly - in the potentiel.ities of an English ' cerule,' tapered 

to suit his Muse. It is not difficult to see how the others, in 

their scientific searches, their artistic interests, their commercial 

dealings, their travel, "came by" cerul.eal, cerulested, &c. We may 

today think 'cerul.esn' phonetically more pleasing than the others; 
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but use has made it so. It is not likely that anyone in the 

seventeenth century - someone with an ear for music in words - 
proposed that 'cerulean' should be the term to survive. The notable 

thing is that so many forms appeared in the seventeenth ce.;tury. 

The need of Fnßlish has been adequately met in one; as Whitney 

remarks (Bib. 414,) one wined currency and assumed the office of 

all.. Here, probably, is the distinction between increase and en- 

richment. And herF, too, is the notion that enrichment is sometimes 

based on increase - suoerabundant increase. But it is enrichment 

that English wants. Obsolescence would seem to be one of her ways, 

perhaps her most notable way, of enrichment. 

Let us take, almost at random, one more difficult obsoletism, 

doleance, much in use between 1429 end 1656 -- according to the New 

English Dictionary. Its usage vias somewhat elegant. It appealed to 

Caxton, Spottiswood, Strype. They used it, they and others, in 

slightly varying senses. '?honetical.ly (presuming that it was used 

in speech) it is as pleasing as many words we have from the French 

today. Yet it is just possible that the Ln,lish ear was attuned 

to another form, a shade more rr tive , and a form which had the 

advantage of time over doleance, our present word 'dolefulness' 

(1450.) We have besides, obviously, many synonymous terms - 

'sorrow,' 'grief,' 'complaint,' 3cc. One notes with interest 

the rare form 'dolence' (1'6t) in the NED. Dol.eance and ' dolence' 

appealed in widely varying times to the individual; but with the 

masses they gained no currency. This opposition or "polarity" (as 

Mr. Leopold might say, Bib. 376) will always be with us; here is 

one of the earmarks of literary end linguistic individuality, one 

of the things which make literature literature, and, conceivably, 
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another wsy of looking at "enrichment." 

Many of the obsoletisms in this study do not offer as much 

difficulty 9s do ceruteáted and doleance. Most of the obsolete 

words in Chapters VI, VIII, and IX do not. Some offer more diffi- 

culty, especially the older obsoletisms of our language, the Old 

and Middle ngl ish words, which appear to have been, once uaon a 

time, in wide circulation, and indispensable. Even when we bring 

together 31l possible information and apply tests, we cannot always 

get satisfactory answers.to the question, Why did this word become 

obsolete? Nevertheless, without a willingness to look at the 

obsol.etism from ?1.1. sides, it is clear that no ground can be gained. 

Yet it is in this way that words, including obsolete words, 

often assume undue importance. It is clear that words fall into 

disuse - sometimes, interesting and valuable words. In general, 

however, does English lose what is essential? It would be paradoxical 

and contrary to fact to maintain that English loses what is 

essential. Occasionally the replacements and compensations are 

slow in coming; sometimes there seems to be a hiatus. 3ut English 

never mourns a loss; she is too active and resourceful for that. 

Obsolescence, from still another viewpoint, is a study of the agility 

of the English. mind. We cannot perhaps account to our full satis- 

faction for every loss; but we cannot fail to see, upon looking 

cereful?y, where English has mended or - better still - found 

or supplied something choicer. How, indeed, could it be otherwise? 

For - turning partly from words to things and ideas --- no 

one can deny that there has been material benefit in the last few 

centuries in the world. It.is to the credit of English that she 

has adapted and invented and otherwise supplied here with particular 
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felicity and facility. If there hes been more of trial_ and error 

elsewhere - in the realms of Science and Ethics, as is sometimes 

maintained -, certainly, on the side of "words," there is nothing 

ignoble In the failure to achieve at once the inevitably right 

term or name. This seems to be one of the things which those 

52,000 -odd obsoletisms in the Oxford Dictionary make clear. 

Theirs was indeed a "world of words." Some of the seven- 

teenth century wr.iters.ánd thinkers were proud of this world, and 

some were annoyed -+-a-rxt' it. 10 one , fortunately, had his way -- 

quite. Practically all the lexicographers, from dotgrave through 

Johnson, felt they had "something to say" and said it. Others 

who s9w, or thought they saw, varying truths aboút the -"ell_ were 

Hobbes, Evelyn to Sir Peter d yche in 1665, Sprat in l669, Wilkins, 

slanvill censoring Fairfax in 1679, Dryden UT oughout his career, 

Locke, Swift. It would be an interesting and entertaining task 
q. 

to attempt -rams sect -of reconciliation of it 911. But the vocabulary 

of English makes it clear that no single "reformist" or even group 

of writers and thinkers responsibly kept the Well pure. The Well 

took care of itself. 

It would possibly be enlightening to go at the subject 

so to sneak, through the mind of man. Yet, ae e teacher 

of the ixriterb remarks somewhere , even the bold professional 

psychologist would hesitate to track this mind in all. its changeful 

environment. It is as natural for the mind to forget as to remember. 

And forgetfulness surely plays a part in the story of obsolescence- 

There have been many attempts aiming to estimate how many words 

man carries and can carry about. But whether it is 9 few hundred, 

or a few thousand, or many thousand, it is clear that, from 
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Teneration to generation, he loses some. A certain human caprice 

and frailty (to speak as gods :) attaches to the process of tinuistic 

change. 

"Yes, the wind was with us all the way." So says Peter 

in John Balderston's Berkeley Sguare (1929, act i, se. 3.) "We 

must have almost beat the record." - "Record ?" (Kate.) - 
"Oh," (Peter) "that 's an American word. I 'm .afraid you '11 

find that I use a Lot of strange phrases. We 're developing a 

new language over there." 

This is Looking back - 1794. 
"Zoo. Well, thoughts die sooner than languages. I under- 

stand your language; but I do not always understand your thought." 

G. B. Shaw: Back to Methuselah Tragedy. of an Elderly Gentleman, 

1921, p. 152. 

This is looking forward - 3000 A. D. 

Or, once again, it may be as the Heroine in Barrett's 

delightful novel of 1910 says: "As I studied elegance of attitude 

before I knew the world, my graces were original, and all my own 

creation; so that if I had not the temporary mannerisms of a 

marchioness, I had, at least, the immortal movements of a seraph. 

'.ords may become obsolete, but the language of gesture is universal 

and eternal." 

* The diversity of opinion and facts alike is reflected in 

items 373, footnote (p. ,) 379, 403, 576, 610, 611, 612, 

and 626 of the Bibliography. Important is Vendryes' point 
that a writer's vocabulary ought not to be confused with h 
Lexicon of his writings. The complete isolation in books of 

learned words is stressed by Marsh. The "average vocabulary" 

has been set more than once at 3-5000 words, but -- 
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It may seem too paradoxical to observe that the New linElish 

Dictionary gives new lease on life to the very obsbl.etisms it 

records: yet one does begin to wonder if anything, indeed, can 

tru'._y be obsolete so ton;; as the human mind is not. 
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Note 

It was not P.1 ?ys ooseible in the bibs ioo.r ̂  ̂ 0hy to :m n' i fy 

e fully as desired. The three fritinge criticized in 

A are representative, are especi ',11v meritorious, end are (hein_ 

from the nents of en American, ^ Frenchmen, ánd a Gçrmnn) inter - 

estingly different from the tngl_ish anoroach and rttitude. 

Appendix C was published, with slight variations, in 

"Modern Language Notes ", April 1.932. 

For reasons given in .Crie "Acknowledgements," Appendix E 

is not as full `S itwas ^nticinated it would be when this study 

WFS begun, and merely takes core of some overf .ows. 

As explained in the final. chapter, Appendix G is only 

the beginning of a much larger study, and represents, for 

contrnsts' sake, some after -thoughts. 
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Miller (31b. 509 ) 

Acting upon prefactory statements by Dr. Henry Bradley for 

the letter "í, "* Miss Mi!_1er considers and classifies, under the 

causes of obsolescence in them, 1,233 nouns. he chooses nouns as 

being most interesting. 

The first chapter presents much that has been thought and 

written about the coming and going of English words. At least 

three great historical events brought about vast linguistic 

changes; and the author with pleasing economy cite:. Bede of old, 

and modern scholars like Gummere, Teichert, Jesperse.l, Bödtker, 

and Hempl, in showing general and specific effects of the intro- 

duction of Christianity, the Scandinavian invasions, and the 

Norman Conquest upon the English vocabulary. Illustrations and 

remarks from Lounsbury, Meiklejohn, McKnight, and Barfield help 

to make a case for the lavish Elizabethans; and the Purist Re- 

action is manifest (to give one example only) in certain biblical 

innovations made by Sir John Cheke. From here on the story of 

words becomes increasingly rich and chngeful. Brander Matthews 

on Emergency Words, and McKnight copiously concerning plant- and 

animal -names, and changes like those in relic -sous faiths and 

dress, are quoted. 

Usage changes or obliterates wor;s. Further opinions and 

illustrat. ions, espe.:ially from magazine articles aryl lectures by 

Oertel, Hull, Trench, Le Gallienne, Dr. E.cwi.n nosson and others, 

"htymolog.ic911y considered, the words beginning 

with ' ' form a typical portion of the anglish vocabulary, 

every one of the many 'sources of our composite language 

being represented, while none is overwhelmingly pre- 

dominant." For figures, see App. B. 
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are skeptical of er price alone es a force working in words, and em- 

phasize the unhappy fate of trite words and slang. Slang, to be 

care, has been one of the most talked -of kinds of speech; but a 

characterization of McKnight's of men of fashion 9s heving been, 

in course of time, trigs, blonds, mecarnnis, bucks, incryabls, 

dandies, dudee, swells, and toffs, artfully points an interesting 

relationship between people and words. Miss :filler quotes L. P. 

-mith spropoe the inclination to archaism in words growing ancient. 

Certain native words that were driven out by foreign competitors 

piss review (Greenough and Kittredge, `.hitey, and others;) the 

regrets of Brander Matthews over 'revue' for 'review,' 'resume' for 

'summery' (&c.,) are cited; and Jespersen, Marsh, and Oertel 

on later forms of teen words and on meaning -suggestiveness in new 

terms end old, are adduced. 

A second group of causes offers, perhaps, more difficulty. 

Purely linguistic causes of change in words are phonetic, etymologi- 

cal, or semasiological. Here again Miss Miller gives the opinions 

of '':eekley, Trench, Jespersen, and Champneys, who agree that ease 

in pronunciation is a fector for careful consideration; Teichert, 

in a somewhat opposite direction, points the disadvantage of sound - 

insigni :licence. Yet undeniably, on the colloquial level of. spech, 

there has been a. great predilection for clipped forms ( °eekley. ) 

words are re- borrowed, or de- assimilated: 'depot,' 'naivete,' 'role' 

(L. P. Smith;) pedantic or poetic feeling sometimes is exhibited in 

spa llin,s: ' med itval,' ' primmval,' ' pxony ;' and the lesser effects 

of euphony and onomatopoeia, and the greater effect of homophony 

are ileustrated. Robert Bridges in a tract (Bib. X134) has much to 

say of homophones and their tendency to obsolescence; Jeepersen 
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thinL:E that the context will usually prevent misunderstsnding, and 
that the chance for obsaiescence here is slight. 

Etymological isolation of one Kind or another is often re- 
soonsible for the disappearance of a word. Miss sillier cites Teichert, 
who lists four kinds: when no other words, or but few, are connected; 

apparent isolation (because of Q vowel -change, a word may not be 

recognized in its family;) later isolation (certain meanings of a 

word bec sming obsolete, compounds of the word in question pass out of 

use;) rare suffixes. Trench calls it "almost unaccountable caprice" 

that certain negative forms should go: ' unbold,' ' unsed,' ' unhonest' 

(1c.;) but he also points to ne7ative words ,,hose positive forms 

are obsolete - -or never existed: ' uncouth,' ' unwieldy ,' ' inevitable.' 

Certain suffixes likewise show a tendency to isolation: '-some,' 

' -ard,' ' -ess,' and '-en.' (Bib.550.) Diminutives ll ewise, Miss 

Miller states (without citation,) are fast disappearing: '-ling,' 

' -let,' ' -'.sin,' ' -eck;' and Louise Pound on the vogues of affixes 

is cited in detail (Bib.525, ) 

The third kind of linguistic cause for obsolescence in English 

words is semasiological, and association and analogy here play large 

parts. Well -known illustrations ('cows' for ' ky,' OE. ' modor' :. 

'inE. 'mother' from form -association with 'brother,' &c.) are taken 

from `yid and Champ.neys; and the statement is extracted from Trench 

that words commonly pass through three stages: first, a word is 

used in a sense consistent with its root; then another me:nirag creeps 

in; and finally a. new word thrusts the old one out. Specialization 

('preposterous' is an example) and generalization in meaning are 

often discussed (Trench, Teichert, Woolbert, Greenough and Kittredge, 

McKnight, and others.) Meaning and form work together to obscure 
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words and their relationshipst 'cousin' 
, nd 'to cozen,' ' aingdom' 

and 'deem,' ' lor-n.' Trench is particuli;rly interested in etymons 
that have degenerated or become elevated in their ideas and associa- 
tions. De 7eneration leads to ruphem1 m, which is not a modern 
tendency, but common to all er,.s (Greenough and Kittredge.) Oertel 
has it ".E ",phemisr is rooted in superstition, which lads to 
th- '?voidance of un )l.eassnt words because of e sup;J)sed essential 
connection between a name and a thing named' (Lectires, pp. 265 -- 

273, . lso 304.) H. L. Mencken has (The American Lan; iage, p. 152) 

intclesttng posib1Ltty resuLtin7 from the passim7 of the 

Comstoc, {. Post' -A1 Act, 1473. Meaning- suggestiveness ( Trench cites 

'annanas' vErsus 'pineapole') and hunan 1ìziness (Kluge on terms 

of human relationships --' oheim,' 'vetter;' ' avuncuLus,' ' patruus' ) 

are two further factors often má- ins; for the obLiteration of words. 

Mies Miller's second chapter is very long: "An Investiga- 

tion of the Obsolete Nouns Under '""" (pp. 53- -202,) '`Unsuccessful 

Clndid rtes for Admission inta the Language (209--240,) and "Ar- 

c' sic "'ords'' (241- -253,) with the " ":ords Und, -r Each Cause" (254 -- 

274) to conclude. Since many of her examples are included in my 

own study, I shall submit only a few specimens of earlier date.-- 

Mïddencr d (introduction of Christianity, 'world;') maaìzer, , mass - 

creed, masser (the Reformation;) Mantler, Maratism, methuen (_mer- 

c*eicy %ords;) mare, rnendoza (obsolete occupations and processes;) 

mewer. . mounty_ (sports;) melanazógue, melancholian, mixar, mountant 

(certain sciences giving way to new ones;) mancon, master -root, 

menow weed, meroplf, morecr 2 (adaption of technical terms;) 

mau?h,merda,ille, rnimmE'rkin, morwyngift ('1th many others, "dying 
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out of local dialects. )* Obsolete things: madrean, meacoci., mete, 

:noccenig, m9r31ay; customs: maidenhead, merlin, mocket- head; dress: 

I submit a "facsimile" of p. 53 of Miss Miller's thesis: 

CHAPTER II 

Al INV`;:STI xATION OF OBSOL5TE NOUNS UNDER "M" 

OB."OLE TE 
WORDS 

Mab 

Macao 

Mr ocarib 

Maaery 

Mac he's 

Machina- 
ment 

^úf' AN INC3 

L A slattern; 
a woman of 
loose character 

2. A mop 

A gambling 
game at carde 

Caribou 

The functions 
of a rn cer 

The plant 
corn salad 

A contrivance; 

engine, machine, 

vehicle 

I1 ST AND 
LAST DATE 

1557 -1725 

1623 

1779-1993 

1672 

15145 

1693-1719 

1413-1727 
1674 
current 
use 

CAUSE OF 
OBSOLC'MC 7 

Word insigni- 
ficant in sound 
Homophony with 

(4ueen Mab ''of 

whom Shakes- 
peare has given 
a famous de- 
scription in 
Romeo and 
Julie t(''`ebster ) 

Economy of ef- 
fort 

Euphony 

Wider associ- 
ation 

Word more sug- 
gestive of the 

thing, "found 
wild in corn 
fields and cul- 

tivated as an 

early salad" 

Economy of ef- 

fort 

F:áPLACED 
BY 

Slattern 
1639- 

Macco 
1$109- 

?obs. 

Caribou 
1672- 

Corn 
salad 
1597- 

CDntri- 
vance 
1697- 
Machine 
1549 
Vehicle 
1615- 
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mahoitr' -., , a:naki , mandill, manteau- esker, mockedo, morelia; food: 
malasade, miser, moyee,, urr ; games: meek, move-911; ships: mar - 

mort (candle,) melodlon (musical instrument,) monotroch 
(vehicle.) k "orda are shown to have their fashions also, and 
the effect of pseudo - learning is manifest in ma.r, er,y- grater, maund, 

_r:_unc-'erer, methuen, metreza, migniard, mißniardise, mundungus, 

and mutinado. Miss Miller's list of 18 slang terms is particularly 

interesting from the fact that only 5 were more or less definitely 

re solaced: Max by 'gin,' mill by ' miltken,' mill -doll by ' br idwe ll,' 

mungo by ' sw _ il' (a person of position; inevitable re1i1?cement. ) 

and mutton_monser by 'whore -monger.' The .thers-- ma%ioganite, 

mere -ßo -down (ale,) monkeyrony, mouldy- chaps, mobb -fubbles, 

?cc. , &c.--utterly fade. Fashion sometimes favors foreign words, 

and. 37 words be- ginning with "m" were driven out: ma me , malsheve , 

ratanlikeed, m nnish, ma.n2ualm, urarm- stone, methe, mid; ern, maidlyice, 

midtholing, mi ;kiting, inilce, minchen, midbode, mosal, muneclif. . . 

Words, according.- to Miss Miller's lists and statistics 

(below,) chiefly die because of linguistic characteristics and 

irregularities. fsb, mad, masquin, martin, mehe, meli, mene, mes, 

mixt , rn ohe , m.onen, monit, thus, are 'Words insignificant in 

&ound." >,ha.i.ntr in, .pant, ran,.. mild were lost to us 'by the addition 

of suf rixes;" and ""Ample words lost by the formation of compounds' 

are mire, mousing, mongster, mole. An amazing list of 132 etymons 

follows, obsolete because people follow paths of least resistance 

t. ") macao, maclineme.nt, maakerele e, ma.gade, 
("Economy oP Tff rt: .._._.__. - 
mag7,strom.ancy,, magisteriality., maxi. terìalness, mahomerL, rmein- 

izen, makeado, 

r 
maladventure, ,a.Ldiçency, . . . marianolatry, 
.,.- -- 

. mundific-tive 
. . moderner, mon.adL, mono aómacnist, . . . 
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Because certain foreign pronunci=ations were restored, merant, mareeme, 

mauaple, medissti2e, 
[ emerand, netamorehJBL, mete, mnarn, and morisk 

became obsolete; and maccarib, medoeck, mehornery, meintain :rent, 

marjuisess, meeop, medr snacks, meustick, muitangle, lac :ing euphony, 

"died." 

The greatest of all causes are etymological: :.idness of 

aae.oci tion end iso1r tion. Miss Miiler' eLliste here are simply 

staggering (there are literally hundreds of examples,) and sugeeet 

above 911 things a cereless abundance, a labored Latinism (or at 

least foreignism), in our written ianfua.ge. It must ever be re- 

membered that these words are culled from a dictionary besed ex- 

clusively on written records. Words like mediation, rnackerelafe, 

:venison, mentor, , meronture, mesnnge, and .nirebilist stood either 

utterly alone in the vocabulary, or but feebly supported by one or 

other words from the same root. 

example of "Apearent Isolation." And "Latei Isolation" was et lust 

a contributing cause in the demise of r, agestrornanar, masneliy, 

maidhead, In'' lcontentednese, mashfat, meatgiver, missaw, and many, 

many others. It is only fair to note, however, th:t Miss Miller 

at least occasionally gives, in her columns, more detailed explana- 

tions than "later Isolation." 

and ' dis -' are happily described es '°r ivels," and the 

obsoletisms rniecotnfort, misfavor, miLguise, mishonor, misieving, .' &c., 

are given. 'Ill-' replaced truss -' in misentreating end rnissucceeding. 

Maddock, rna.niinl,, meriet, martinet, miriietelic, modulet, 

morhwell, mountlet., mul.tto, and mulling (else others) ilLustrete, 

Miss Miller thinks, a disuse of diminutive suffixes. And martrix, 

mod retress, motiid, and rnalatta (:&c.) similarly su,g -est the passing 
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of feminine distinctions. A miscelianey of "disuses" follows: of 

'-head' in madheed, msnyhead, meei {head, ickle'le d (&O.;) of ' -lotler' 

in meteorelo,er; of ' -logisn' in n stmt1 sr word; of '-red' in Tnanred; 

of ' -ane' in 11als-inesáne; of ' -shiÿ' for f erming nourie from ad,jec- 

tives --m dsh12, meeksh12, mildehip; of ' -ne s' in manness, m- ndnis, 

mountenesse, mastenese; of ' -ium' Except to form names for metal- 

. 11c elements: morphium; of '-acy' end ' -ance' in certsin nouns of 

action: +no.ereoy, moderanee, mol- stance; Of ' -Lo e' in mensie e; 

of '-ester' as being; a pertteuseriy suf7lx-- militsster; 

and -- others. 

One of the most interestin thoughts in Miss Miller's study 

is concerned with homophony as a cause for obsolescence in linglish 

wards. F.he cites, in her first chapter, a difference of opínien 

(or wht seems such) between Professor jespersen and Robert Bridges. 

and suggests thst it will be interesting to see who is "right. ° 

Professor Lounsbury in perttcui.ar ve tur e the opinion thst if 

the spe Aker exáresses ?,imseif properly, no confusion from homophones 

Is possible. Mile " Homophony" is the fourth most numerous cause 

in the total of 35 (150 examples beins given,) Miss 4iller states 

thet in about one -third of the exemples, other cruses of obsolescence 

ere present. Accordingly, "Its. felt th -t t':e strongest evi- 

dence for the obsolescence of a word bec.euse of homophony, is 

presented when both words Are of the same part of speech, which in 

this case is nouns. However, in some cases, especially when no 

other _vidence seems to present its if, homophony with other parts 

of speech is given s a passible ceus for the obsolescence of 

words." Because of my own statements, of the matter, i hsve pre- 

sented Miss Miller's Interest-1-17 List elsewhere (CI_l', p- 1c31_`, 
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Of maid, mandá lor;Le, mertiloge, millenscle, modwall, moyoe, 

and musser, the correct forms were learned. 

Analogy, app,erently. may be held reponsible for both the 

appearance and disappearance of words like manufaction, meethelp, 

Mohammedism, muén?e, and a:ultipliant; excessive gensralization 

killed manager, mesota , mounture and others; while through undue 

wideness of association macery, mackeaboy., m =igastr irnc;j, marial, 

melanochaicographer, merrgr --o- sorrow, and 212 others, became 

obsolete. The human element enters into the canes of mauYh, 

moms, and mows, which disappeared becáuse of people's Laziness in 

differentiating. Through euphemism marnmaday, mattering ?, and :pension 

were lost. Melet, methium, mason, mist', mug`le, mascado either 

were or became indefinite in meaning, and so fell out. Machos, 

rnaidenweed, maidweed, makeado, mattagess, Mediterrane ( -any, ) 

and numerous other terms were replaced by words more suggestive 

of the things sign3.fied, while medbrain, maladvent ire, ,u: ns_on- 

place, mediciran, mixtil, mouldure, and !nuckhill are, Miss Miller 

thinks, something of a puz71e: she puts them under "Arbitrary 

Choice of Synonyms." 

A nugther of "Unsuccessful Candidates for Admission to the 

Language" are listed separately - -words which the NED. Labels 

"Rare.--0" or "Obs. Rare.--1" (: &c.) These number 205. 56 arc'isic 

nouns are similarly treated -- mass.- monger, marurn, mantua- raker, 

mughouse, :nounseer, medietner, middle- earth, &c.--as being on the 

road to limbo (my criticism belon) 

The third chapter (0p. 275-329) bears the title, The 

Problem )f Obsolescence Reviewed in the Light of the Foregoing 
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Investigation." The author here supplements from her Lists in II 

the examples given in I; she occasioned1y dif. er : from the opinions 

of the scholars and í:riters she has cited; and, drawing on histori- 

cal materials (Shakespeare, bacon, Evelyn, M_no. L' Arblay, others,) 

and. the encyclopedias, she treats -nor- fuLlÿ of words like memzer, 

Maser, Meratism, 
' ontler, methuen, me langogu:e, me ).ancholian, manicon, 

and others. 

At len, -'th (pp. 329-.337') she concludes: . . 1 Indeed the 

writer ha.á experienced that the more the words _,re studie,' the more 

do ,lif ferent possibilities arise, often quite un=x;?ectedly . . . 

[and] causes which often present themselves at first sre round upon 

further lnve st igeLion not to be npoliceb Le. " 

A bibliography in two parts, chronologics l Ly arr. ,:nged , com- 

plets the study. 

Except for the kindly concern of a former colleague of mine 

at the University of Missouri,-my friend Professor 11bur :xilman, 

I suspect I should never have seen this helpful work. I have 

Professor Robert Ramsay also to thank for suggestions and hearty 

interest. ,Aiss Miller was a greduate student under Lr. :]a-:say at 

the above school. 

.* The causes of obsolescence in Kn7iish words thus are; wider 
association (219 examples,) later isolation (213,) few words 
from the same root (151,) homophony (150,) economy of effort (132) 
isolation in affixes (112,) dying out of local dialects (56,) 
word more suggestive of the thing (42,) fashion (3g,) native 
ode driven out by foreign (37,) euphony (23,) obsolete cus- 

toms (22,) slang (19.,) obsolete things (22,) words insigni- 
ficant in sound (17,) analogy (1 ?,) effect of pseudo- learned 
(13,) word became indefinite (12,) restoration of foreign 
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A few details may be briefly looked at. Miss. Miller includes 

archaisms "because they are now in the process of ÿ esea ing from the 

lenguage." But are they? The very word "árchaism" has implications 

and associations which, I think, would seem to contradict such a 

thought.t. Poets of all periods have occasionally cultivated archaism. 

Co long as certain beautiful poetry and books are remembered and 

read, so Long will archaisms remain archaic. 

Again, "The name spir*a has made great progrese in over- 

coming a rather long list of names applied to th different species 

as 'dropwort,' 'meadow- sweet,' 'queen -of- the -meadows,' 'steeple - 

bush,' 'hardhack,' 'queen -of -the -prairies,' 'goat's beard,' 

'Italian May,' 'Ct. Peter's wreath,' and 'bridal wreath.'" The 

list is imposing; but at least half of these names were recently 

-- perhaps still are --in use.* In the middle West of the United 

" tates, 'bridal Breath' was an especially popular name in my boy- 

hood. 'Meadow sweet' also seems to be well- known. 

Miss Miller speaks of the "wider association" of even "un- 

successful candidates." But how can nonce words like mortifer, 

moversh12, and mulism, and words used but once, like mutator, 

mutuetitial, :nusist, and motherdom, and words apparently never used 

pronunciation (I1,) adoption of technical names (10,) 
clipped words (10,) correct form learned (9,) arbitrary 
choice of synonyms (9,) apparent isolation (6,) excessive 
generalization (5,) reformation (4,) simple word lost by 
addition of suffix (4,) by formation of compounds (4,) 
old sciences and new (4,) euphemism (3,) human laziness (3,) 
Emergency words (3,) occupations (2,) sports (2,) Christisnìty (1.) 

* The Nr -D gives the following dates: 'dropwort,' 1531- -1979; 
'meadow -sweet,' 1530 --056; 'steeple-bush,' 1447; 'hard- 
heck,' 1451, 1466; 'goat's beard,' 1571- -1942. The EDD 

defines ' Queen -of- the -meadow s' es 'meadow-sweet,' with 
quotations dated l996, 1943. 
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at all (that is, "dictionery" words,) like moremsntie, mirit icence 

mirmiilon, mimologer, 
, and inantry, , be said to have died because of 

ider association' Miss Miller defines essocietion e.s "a lector 

which . . ieerks for change in the meanings or words," and in- 

cludes under it generalization end specializati)i in meaning. But 

words must be used before they cen become generlized or specialized 

in meaning, or can have wideness of essoc1atien. Of menuporter 

no actual use is known; yet Miss Miller assigns as the cause of its 

disappear once "Economy D" effort." 

I hive tried to show elsewhere (ff. z4b Mthat "Later Isolation" 

is no first -cease, but at most only :9 contributing cease, in the 

obsole sence of words. 

Miss Miller mikes frank ec nowledgement of her use of in- 

f erns )tien and ideas supplied by writers end scholars. She dees this, 

and constructs e careful p1sn, in Chapter I. She holds to the plan 

throughout, with much repetition, to be sure, but sis: v;ith some 

interesting developments. And in her conclusion she writes: "A few 

of the causes .given have only slight evidence '_n their favor, and 

have been mer -ly sug ested bec use, fter e sidcreble study, no 

other possible causes presented themselveti. 

Her pork is obviously a uiec of pioneering, and is to be 

co-nmended. I a.m much indebted to it. 
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Nyrop (Bib. 5' 5) 

Interesting indeed, I think, in both matter and style are some 

of the observations of this French scholar on the forms, sounds, and 

meanings of words. 

Nyrop speaks at length of terminations. "La confusion des 

finsles amene constamment des incertitudes et des hésitations dans 

les derives" (iii. 52.) Examples are amply given of the addition, 

changing, and suppression of consonants (pp. 54 --63,) together with 

examples of regular and arbitrrary orthographic alterations (63 ff. ) 

"La vitslite d'un suffixe dépend surtout de la fréquence de son em- 

ploi. Plus un suffixe est em:loyé, plus 11 est cspable d'extensions 

analogiques." (p. 73) Thus has '-ans' really overcome ' -(i)ens,' and 

' -abilis' / ' -ibilts,' ' -arnentum' / '4rnentum,' with the conclusion 

drawn: "Cette victoire constante du suffixe le plus employe s'observe 

de le Latin vulgaire jusqu' a nos jourc. " Because of analogy, the 

"model" of other forms, rare suffixes are in particular danger, and 

-ell :. -ei; -enc :. 4an, and, sin; -er :. Tier; -let :. -ier. 

By simple analogy, ' escargol' :. 'escargot' through the influence of 

' escarbot.'' Finally, color, energy, expressiveness have a part in 

suffixes, and ' écolätre' and ' rnultre' for ';colt' and 'mulct' are 

cited. Prefixes are similarly dealt with (iii. 204 ff. ,) and de- 

composition is described (241 ff. ) 

In volume iv, Nyrop is concerned with :phonetics and meanings. 

Under homonyms (p. 36) he includes words of identical origin but dif- 

ferent senses. Of elliptical expressions, "11 est curieux d'observer 

avec quelle rapidité une expression elliptique cesse d'étre sentie 

contre telle" (p. 59.) The reader will perhsps recall an explanation 

hazarded earlier in this study (1.4U' :) "Un autre exemple curieux 
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nous eat of "ert par piano. Cet instrument est une amélioration de 

l' encien clevecin; l'invention du marteau _;our frapper les cordes 

permit de faire des forte et des _aiáno; ces clavecins furent donc, 

se 1s,-, Littre' appoles cl_vpcins afcrte et piano. Par l'ellipse 

du determine on arriva a dire un torte - tano ou un piano- forte, et 

en abre eant toujours; un forte ou un piano; c'est cette derniere 

Forme qui l'a emporté." C. 59. ) 

The science of phonetics is a fairly sure sort of thing, Nyrop 

observes (p. 79;) "I1 en est touL autrement de i' Evolution sémantique; 

ici les conditions qui dter.minent les changements sont tellement 

rnuiti¡.,ies et tellement complexes, que les risuitats défient eon- 

stamment toute prevision et offrent les plus rerandes su_;rises. es 
hasard6, de la vie publique ^t priveF, LeÚ fantaisies de la penses, 

lea associations de similitude et de conti- wits, la disposition fortuit 

de L'esprit et les élans du coeur, ce sont fa autant de facteurs im- 

possibles pre`v;ir, et qui modifient 3 tout moment le sens des 

mots. Il faut aussi tenir compte de l'usage frequent dee vocab Les; 

la repetition constante d'une idée finit facilement par l'estomper et 

la banaliser, et c'est ainsi qu'une m- taohore ces: -e d'ire vivante, 

cesse d''tre une circonlocution et devient ie rom direct de la chose 

sans l'intermédiaire d' une comparaison." Four aspects are submitted: 

we seek for explanations as to changes in meanings of words either in 

things, or social groupings, or persons themselves (' :Les dispositions 

d'.me de celui qui parle ou de celui qui 4'coute , ') or the word itself 

("soit dans scm emploi, sett dans ss forme. ") (P. O. ) 

The author examines with care the eft'ect of re iu tionshLps be- 

tween things (pp. 10 --q4; 'chemin de fer,' ' co- edie,' ' oauvr- ,' 

'riche;') and his pointed critique on change in things ( "d'evolution 
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passive," p. 94) and his example of chateaux of barons in the middle 

ages and of wealthy men of affairs tsday, are especially pleasing. 

Again, while the same words Serve two or more soc1 1 groupe of people, 

they do so in different senses, and with varying associations. One 

notes with interest the citin7 of Brest here (p. 17.) The parts 

that sorrow, irony, Indignation, and the like, play in words is 

illustrated under "La. Di ±pDsition :'s] cholcgique" in examples like 

'merite' and ' bl- esonner' coming, through irony, to imply th ,r opposite, 

The development of the word ' romant ique' is detailed (pp. t79 -- 

lqo,) and is intere: t.in;r.; in camp rison with L. P. Fmith's rem'rks in 

"Four romantic rorde. " Nyrop crows remtnl :$cent to,,:ards the end of 

his work, and recalls certain "r, assuring" rern-arks by Fort- ì ;oyal 

(p. 445) Flaubert, Bergson, Täine, ant others, apropos the insuffie 

ciency of words (the Englishman will ne reminded of his Francis 

Bacon,) the unap:aroechsblen ?ss of ideas; and reluctantly t:ak.es Leave 

of his ritìng with an apotheosis. 

Unquestionably, some of the meterisls and thoughts of 1. Nyrop 

may seem obvious, but it is (if I may use the word 'reassuring' ar,e in) 

it is reassuring to see so many pointe of eimil d ity between not only 

the French and English tongues themselves, but also the usage of these 

lngua; s and attitudes towards them. I have not cited the hearten- 

ing remarks (pp. 11 -12, vol. iii) about Malh.erbe. Vaugel as, and 

others, the min c tom g furore grammarians fall into when new words 

come to view; nor Is there sp ce to discuss French ono etopoeia e, be- 

yond the passin7 obser-vstion that (23 ff.) French appears to have no 

ord which echoee the elephant's rasping; noise (v.0-6.) 
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Teichort (Bib. 547 & 620) 

Friedrich Teichert's dissertation h-s to do with ui.te ancient 

changes in our language. The author conceives two main causes at 

work, one upon l?nglage-- nore or less extrinsic influences, the other 

within, labelled, respectively, uttarg- schichtliche edinrungen" 

and -:;,,rac'lgeschichliche Bedingungen." 

Under the first, or extrinsic, causes, he details the Christen, 

candinevian, and Prench influences. Thus words like midc e.n- .3eard, 

metod, orcneas, wiglung were doomed along :F,ith heathen associations 

and magic.* Again (p. 11,) "Drückte das fremde ".`ort ine Begriffs- 

schattierung oder einen 3efü!uIsA -rt aus, die in dem heimischen :Fort 

nicht Tut Geltung; .a;nen, so bedeatete die rWfnahme des neuen Tortes 

eint vertvolLe 3ereicherun7 der ¶preche. Bei v'3Llig synonymen 

6rtern sus beiden Sprechen aber trat notwendig der r.onKurrenz- 

ka.mpf ;ßín, der die Beseitgung des einen von beiden zur Folge haben 

s ,uszte.`' Teichert sees, particularly in the adoption of Scandinavian 

law terms and of French terms gen -rally --two greet linguistic turn- 

overs, as it were - -, e cert ?in cultural eminence of the English 

manifesting itself (p. 12.) Numerous words 'rim the r.eelms of law, 

army , church, ,nedicin: , MUS13 (4J.,) are cited. 

* Teichert cites H. S. Macaillivray's well-known study. 
Albert Keiser's University of Il1_nJis study, limited to po- 
etry, is seven years later than Teichert's dissertation; and 
Professor J. T. Rankin's elaborate classification of AS. ken- 

nings in P".i,A, in two parts, appeared only a few years ago, 
and is there ore not listed in Kennedy (index 1, and items 

24053 ff. [Bib. 19. 3) Teicher's bïbliogra ;hy has 17 items, and 

includes books and studies by BjSrk :man, Bödt':.er (Trench words, ) 

Bradley, Larmesteter, Eckhardt (As. diminutives,) Greenough 
and Kittredge, Grimm, Hemken, Hempl (Lang.iage Rivalry,) Jes- 

persen ( "Growth and Structure;') Nyrop, Paul, and others; and 

the titles suggest, once again, horn rich th.e yield has been 

in this field Since c. 1175 and even c. 1900. 
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The second chapter discusses in turn the phonolo ;ical, ety- 

mological, and semasiological conditions of words, and sound con- 

vergences, euphemism, and learned loan- and new words, with a post- 

script on poetical words. Morl2r re oLac in -, morb c. 1400, 'mist,' 

'gloom,' end 'darkness' replacing gen12, later ni2 about the seme 

time, and 'safety,' 'r:_fuge' replacing gener,_ner, are submitted 

to suggest the fate of words insignificant in sound (pp. 30 --31. ) 

In similar ways compounds end phrases replace sirn2le forms: AS. 

piri ç and Mn:.. 'pear-tree,' prutian and 'to be(come) proud.' 

'Gent' ...nd 'gentle' (p. 33) are interesting examples, and the ways 

in which words sometimes disobey phonoio ,ical orers (or laws) is 

illustrated in :)E. mean :. not *meath [mi 'b, ] but appearing only in 

MnE. "aftermath,' ' lattermath,' 'daymath.' Finally, if vowels 

drop out and consonants heap together (.).,E. garbra and palstr, e. ,) 

Nords may be entirely replaced .: 'murder' plus 

'-er,' and 'spike,' p. 34.) 

Under "Etymologische Bedin_rungen" (pp. 35 --40,) the author 

emphasizes and illustrates four Kinds of isolation in words: "Es 

scheint, als ob ein Wort, dss sonst keinen Anhalt in der Sprache 

heat, auch wenn es richtig perzipiert wird, schlecht im led'ächtnis 

haftet. . . Oft ist die Isolierun'; erst sekundár. . libenso tritt 

die Isolierung eines Wortes oft erst durch drs Aussterben anderer, 

mit ihm in etymologischen 3eziehungen ste'lender ';`r)rter ein. 3nd- 

lich scheinen such seltene £uffixbildungen öfter die Wir.:ung ge- 

habt zu haben, ein wort den nachfolgenden Generationen zu ent- 

fremden" (p. 36. )* The most interesting ex'mnple riven, in my judgment, 

Zee notes on Miss Miller's thesis above, p:?. 
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is OE. offend, replaced by the Latin loanword 'camel.' 

Generalization, loss of original meanings, and the relation of 

sound and sense in words is discus -eduurder "Semasiologische Beding- 

ungen." Gemet ( "after Sweet ") is given as an example of the first 

operation: "'act or measuring; quantity (in the abstract); apparatus 

for measuring; a certain quantit;, e measure (of wheat); metre; dis- 

tance; boundary; limits (te avarice), self- restraint, moderation; 

regulation, law; capacity.'" Of the second: "Dem ae. naeft . . . 

(zu nebban :: ne habban) sah man seine Herkunft nur noch schwer en. 

An seine Stelle tritt in me. Zeit das deutlichere frz. Lehnwort 

poverty." The third is still more interesting, I think: "=in in- 

teres -enter Kampf entsinnt sich zwischen dem lautmalenden ae. 

plaget m. 'Schlag mit der flachen Hand, Klaps', dem zu;ehrigen 

vb. 2láettan 'schlagen' einerseits und dem im Me. aufgenommenen 

syn. skandinavischen Lehnwert smeck sb. u. vb. andrerseits." (Pp. 41x) 

A glossary, apparently, takes the place of a summery.* 

.s Pp. 62 --73, classified (nouns, verbs; Scandinavian and 
wrench words; poetical words.) So interesting, it seems to 
me, are some of the examples, that I submit them here. In place 
of p. numbers, I shall give causes.- - 

Insiß iificant in sound: meld f., [n. d.,j proclamation; mitta, 
dial. mit, measure of mesi; nip, abyss; not, mark; robe, o. 1250, 
fog. "Artikulatorische ;Schwierigkeiten:" marufie f., 1607 marrube, 
horehound; oretta m., insult; preowt -hwil f. , moment; pyretre f., 
pellitory; rysel, rysl m. , -e f. , fat; ruxlan, make a noise. (It 
would be interesting here to apply Mrs. Ai(cen' s "accord" ideas 
[Bib. .J) Isolation: meld P., melda m., pr)olematton, nerrätor; 
menen f., female servant; (ge)ner n., refuge, safety; nop, bold- 
ness; nytt f. , c. 1205 nuttes (obi.) use; oden f. , threshing; 
floor, yard; pudoc, wen, wart. . . "Leutlicher Zusammenfall:" 
mire n., arch. u. dial. mere, mear, boundary; amp f., c. 1450 
methe, measure; mare f., silverwee -d; pusa, posa m., 1144 pose? 

bag, wallet; racu f., narrative , bed of stream. 
The spirit in which this piece of reseerch was conducted is 

thus expressed (p. 7:) "Die Gewelt einer Eerache ist, nicht, dasz 
sie des Fremde abweist, sondern dasz sic es verschlingt. teethe: 
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Statistical 

when the New 'English Dictionary vias complete), in 1921, some 

impressive figures were at last forthcoming. Tteitictics had been 

mÄde , letter by letter, fox main and subordinate wards and special 

co;nt &naa.ti)ns, for alien and obsolete as against current (or Living) 

vocebles, and for all entriez, including illustrative material. 

The prefaces gave not only detáiled accounts of their letters and 

words thereunder, but elao figures for other dictionaries an,1 ex- 

planations for seettne discrepancies. The work was all d7nä with 

precision. 

The total,. of 1929 are not just impressive; they are stagger - 

ing. A brief reminder is t'lerefore n.:cez ary as to their men.* 
The tot:als do not speak for the :.anguege; they scarcely even speak 

for whet we sometimes loozel.y call Four vocabulary;" they speak only 

for NID. And the WED, it must :always be carefully remembered, 

is ''on Historical Principles," and he most of its mnterinls from 

what we broadly term "literature ;'" Literatures üf many ages. 

In the following table (.a farther statistical refinement of 

two ?reet dictteneries,) figures from the Oxford Dictionary or based 

an other figures therein are asterisked. I do not claim accuracy 

for my own numbers, but they hill not be found much inaccurate. I 

have in "W token over 274 words from Miss Miller's thesis (CL; App. F..) 

* Bib. 2-4ß and 14; also 2Z-. The totals fur the following columns 
are: Dr. Johnson, 41,43 words in a all; 1\1D, Current: 177,970, 
Alien; 9,131, Obsolete: 52,464, Dictionary (obi,.:) 2567, Obs. Rare.: 

16,029, this Study: 10,317, exclusive of almost all dictionary 
words (1ibted separately.) The NED also submits totals for: 
Mein `cords: 240, 165, Special Combinations: 47,P00, Subordinate 
fiords: 67,105, Obvious Combinations: 59,755, Total Number of Words 
414,B25. 
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Dr. Johnson 
Ltrg Obs. 

New English Dictionary 
Diet, Rare Nonce) 

493 

Study 
Current Alien Obsolete: i.=.c1. Diet. 

A 2929 ß0 1194* 550* 3449* 309 1120 15 535 

13 2351 35 7196* 320* 2533* 57 599 17 362 

4236 75 15952* 921T- 4F15* 206 1319 60 700 

D 2627* 57 10033* 399* 3046* 256 779 56 1E01 

E 1690* 36 6521* 319* 24 09.. 159 19 1 10 781 
, 1159 43 6760* 215* 2364: 93 601 12 511 

!'á' 1272* 40 5712* 239* 1601* 61 433 7 305 

H 1519e 15 7061 376* 1463>* 32 203 14 242 

I 1974* 31 7947* 170* 3333* 256 1162 25 707 

J 293* 6 1361Y* 96* 2ß0* 10 79 1 50 

K 203* 2 1091* 212* 267* 5 93 6 32 

L 1257* 29 4774i1' 330* 194 57-'è 125 356 11 335 

4 2038* 52 9214* 166.* 2939.K 153 607 23 274 C[ 

N 639Y* 24 2251* 147* 1079* 54 409 5 196 

o 22 5347* 265* 1506;= 59 397 23 257 
4352* 

P 105 17773* 1570* 3829* 175 1356 77 797 

Q 233* 12 1191* 56* 399* 114 179 3 65 

7 MO* 91 7701* 258* 2475* 125 1398 19 413 

s 4432* 112 21362* 10s30* 5497* 233 20'27 .. 1172 

T 1989-k 39 11165* 923;: 2469* 97 778 49 723 

U 11029* 73.. 2063* 14 375 0 419 
2538-* 57 

V 2981* 257;* 1074;; 90 507 7 242 

':A' 974* 50 4265* 42* 1790* 15 345 16 157 

X 0 0 0 5 0 2 

Y 92.* 4 1311°>* 141's 270* 0 12 0 6 

Z 31* 0 0 11 2 7 
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The following table attempts to establish a kind of chr) ology. 

The writer cannot claim that the results are either wholly satis- 

factory or ole.agin7ly ncirntific; but one thin7, is indisputably evi- 

(lent: that about three- fourths of the obsoletiams in our language 

fall within the modern period. 

As in the fore oing table, totals from the "fiD ere asterisked, 

and inclusive page numbers are given. 01: to about L100, 11 1130- - 

1400, EMnIi (!:arty Modern .?.nglish: ) 143.- 165::, i. E: (Later godern 

n711= ;h:) 1650 --. `.ome may object to the date_ ;iven for thr_ i E 

period; but Trofessor Wyld and others point out thc imperfections 

or such divisione anyway, and the writer felt thvt the ab )v6 dares 

made far n evener distribution, and fairly rrpr,?sentr;tive. Between 

3 and 14 per cant, with an average of 10 per cent for a column of 

six :fi ;ures, of all obsol'tiams fall .. isolatedl.;; in the 15th ;,cnt.ury. 

It is by no means a. negligible period from our view -oint. 

dome 16,')l9 obsoletisms ere therefore in this table: OE, 1126; 

MR: 3005; EMn 7 , 3612; I. i;nE, 3275. Calculations are b.,s, -d on two kinds 

of counts: (1) of all, or almost nll, ohsole tier^ on the first fifty 

or hundred pa7es of es.ch letter (except Q, R. T, s, Y, Z, but in- 

ctudin? a few po. of 'In-;') (2) of all bold -face main-word obsoletisms 

in those portions of our vocabulary Which the editors of the NED 

say are especially or fairly repr2sent.ntivc (say: various orefaees: ) 

D- --Dea, Dit- ---Dz, n (all,) (a11,) H (alt,) L (all,) M (91.1, see App. 

A, first fo)tnote,) 0 (all,) Ra, RI---Ry (end of R,) S --S raffito, and 

T (a11.) Results in thr form of ;percentages are: 

OE ME L +Mnÿ L4nE (Ma) 

ñor reorE sentative portions 1% 21, 52 13% 70% 
For other counts 6 13 54 27 31 

ñor total counts 7 2D 54 19 73 

See also Tit6. 631. 
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New Tin,_;l.ish Dictionary 
OtgioLt 

This Study 

4 92 

Letters Page s Main '"ids. OF % ME % EM nE. % LM nil 

A 1---5 0 --- 11 39 106 67 

H 6 C4 -654 --.- 2 29 108 35 -- 

0 1-1 00 2 42 199 129 -. 

D 1-100 11 37 177 49 -_.- --- 

D--De a 1-76 -- 9 7 29 22 76 59 19 14 -- 

Dit-Dz 54 0-740 --- 25 6 91 22 25 0 6 J 5 0 12 - 
E 1--100 - 46 43 215 133 --- 

F 1--621 9339* 2364 r 2 00 9 417 18 1110 49 506 24 

G 1--532 7551* 1601- 62 5 237 22 679 51 297 22 

H 1--516 9900* 1463* 122 '3 240 25 459 47 153 15 

I i-50 45 27 74 51 

In 131-140 3 1 65 23 -.- --- 

J 531-59 0 0 15 59 19 --- - 
K 647-696 --- 6 22 52 14 _-- 

L 1---529 7049' 1945* 39 7 29 0 21 599 46 336 26 

M 1-12 J 12991* 2131* 96 4 434 1S 1302 54 596 24 

N 1--50 --- 13 30 54 29 -- 

0 1---356 4691* 1916* 96 10 209 22 433 51 156 17 

P 06 0 9 14 0 72 357-4 --- 

Ra 11--416 --- 9 6 29 19 96 54 36 22 -- 

Ht-Ry 637-936 23 4 134 24 3 09 52 12 0 2 :0 --- 

r--Sg 1--513 ---- 41 4 157 11 717 55 429 30 --__ 

T 1--969 14457* 2469* 146 13 299 25 551 49 166 14 

0thvrs[[ ---- 64 216 669 213 

rr The first fifty pages of F, G, H, L, M, U, and V; the first hundred 

of 77-- counts ineiudin'p ptictically all obsoletisms (see explanattom 
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Some 'Nords Not in the NOD, &L. 

Chiefly through the courtesy of Miss Edyth- N. Backus, ruder 

at the Huntington Library in San M=erino, California, and Miss M. I. 

Fry of the same institution, I am able to present an interesting list 

of words, some of which are not in the New ingiish Diati,inary, to- 

gether with a few notes on words that are in it. 

A3RODI +TICAL 1693 George Powell, A Van Good -:` ife , 4.2 Mrs. Sneak. 

Good lack a day, what pity 'tis such an abrodietical Person should 

want wher4 with to aecrew. 

The NED gives this as a dictionary word -- "drobably never used." 

ADAGY a. lß34 S. T. Coleridge Marginalia in Fuller's 'worthies (1011; 

N& 7th s. vi. 501 -2) [Coleridge prefer:: Fuller's version of a 

Line from Raleigh's poetry] as more quippish and adagy. 

This word is in the NED, but the dates for it are ail early- - 

1549 to á. 1670, with Milton, Jeremy Taylor, and others, cited. 

APPROPERATE 1699 Robert] W'[ildj, The Benefice, A Comedy. Act 4 

(p. 40; a letter is being read) As I was Equitat ins in these 

Rural Dimensions . . . I did a.pproperate to your resplendent 

Habitation. 

The Oxford Dictionary cites Cockeram and Johnson. 

A,RTICKE 1669 Howard, The Usurper (Recto A3) No less Articke seems 

to many, the wresting in of Dances. 

Misprint for ' Anticke' ? Not in the ND. 

BUSIL -SC 161,2 Margaret Cavendish, Duchess of Newo stle, The PubliquF 

wooing, I. xvii (p. 396, line 2) (Prudence speaking] . . . for 

Nature bath made women and children to have restless spirits, un- 

quiet minds, bustlers active, and such voluble tongues. 

The NED has 'busyless' as a conjectural reading for a line in 
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Shakespeare. 

B JNDLEMENT 1776 Henry Brooke, Fool of ,ua Lity,, ed icst íonfP [The 

Public ää':ßs the °,uthor where'-he got to;;ether] such pn old fashioned 

bundlerent of scientific balderdash? 

CADETTDLO 1667 Thomas Jordan, Money is an ese (p. 5) Feminiá. Are 

you ,3 -,deed Lo. Credit. I dare not take that Oath, unless I Knew 

the meaning. Fem. Oh me do you not know the meaning of Dadeedlo. 

Cred. No i' 1 assure you. Fem. I'/ tell you then, it that one 

word Cadeedlo, to concluded, all the Oaths man can invent. 

A made -up word? 

CARILLION 1711 Hor+ce ra' a _,1e, Common -Place Book (1927) 71 When 

the 1 to DAke of York was in Holland he had a. mind to her the 

CarilltIns in the great Church. 

For this use the NED has as the earliest date 1936. In view 

of the date for carillonneur (1772,) I think the above interesting. 

CHARTOPHYLPTIUM o. 1704 John Evelyn, Memoirs for a Grand -ß,ón (1926) 

52 Next the library, should be c refully inspected the Chartophy- 

latium of your pamphlets and unbound Books and Loose papers, wich 

[sic.] would require a.n a.ccurste Visitation aryl to be put in proper 

Method. 

COW HEROEC 1690 The Royal Voyage 1.2 -re these the Champions, these 

the út11 -Gcvu Heroes . . . 

A term of abuse (Irish.) 

LEGENEROU 1691 The Brpgadocio 3.2 Bravado. Alas Madam, ' t is too 

degenerous a Trophy, only your Commands will gloss it. 

Apparently not in the NI12 in the sense of "ungenerous" 

OELICATC 1671 Edw. Howard, The Man of Newmarket 3 (pp.29 --30) The Lo,: 

[sung by a fop] By the Lilies of thy Che r Ke, and the Roses of mine 
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. . My fineness I'll yield to delight thee, And should thou clip 

more refine Then French or Englisn when the) twine My Delteass 

thou't prove sublime. 

DIPCM Obs. nonce V. in NED; spelLing of Const.ntinople in qu_)t. , 

DERECTITUDIF 1692 N. Tate, The Ingratitude Act 4 (p. 41, lines 20 

ff.) Servent. 
. . . Thich Friends Sir, as it were, duret not 

(look you Sir) shew themselv-1 (n we .ny) hie Fri-nds whilst he 

w.s in Derectitude. 2 Serv. Derectitude, what's that? Serv. 

Ahy? that is . . Derectitud but when they shall lee his Credit 

up again, and the Ian in Blood . . . 

EAR'IGMAKUI a. 1934 7. T. Coleridge Marginalia to Beaumont and 

Fletcher's The Prophetess (114 F. Taylor's Critical Annotations, 

1199, p. 16) . . . no Interest Lin the play) (for a vulgar curios- 

1t3 abJut--not what is to hapoen next--but about what s itch will 

do next, hether Thunder or a Brimstone ,The Devil, Earwigmaker 

caniot be cailtd Interest)-- . 

Taylor thinks this "n pi ely Colerldgian word," ,id cites 

Halliwell .nd Nares. 

A1471,11-7NTALITY Omission in NED of quot. mark. 

EqUIPOTENCY Is not JePnes the author here of the quot. given? Else- 

where, in going through the NED, I hove noticed that seldom if ever 

is James Heath named as tie author of Flagellum, or Oliver Cromwell, 

and Nathaniel Aard, instead of "B,",as the author of Disoolliminium. 

FLUX sb. 11. Reference to Fllss sb2 td.pographic-1 error. 

1692 N. Tate, The Inqratit,ide ":pist. Ded. Pardon m, Lord 

this Ctart, for the Subject is scrrce to be thought Jn without 

transport. 

For in the sense of "but. 
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G ©GNOSTICO- GEOWGIG AL a. 1/34 S. T. Coleridge, Marginalia in H. 

Steffins' Anthropolo7ie (i122) [C. p..rplexed over S.'s 

"geognostico- geologicai" esssys. See T, M. Raysor in MLN 

142 ff. , and H. Zimmern in Blackwoods 131: 107.1 

GLAGGA-::f) 1690 The Royal Voyage 6 . . . yet grown by their late 

Freedom Glaggard ?nd Wild, Unruly, Careless, Vain . . . 

GLAZER Misprint of date. The Paston letter (no. 727) is of 5th 

July 1473, not 1743. 

GLEBE 1679 Edw. Howard, The Man of Newmarket 4 Luce. What a fer- 

tile Glebe of love have some illegal beliefs: 

If this means "crop," it is very rare, ucording to NED 

á. v_. 1 b. 

HEROICK1FC ES 1662 M. Cavendish, Lu. Newcastle, Bell in Cam Pt. 1, 

Sc. 9 Laì Victoria [heading a body of women bound for war] 

Noble Heroickesses, I am glad to hear you speak (c.) 

HOLP 1663 Thomas Killigrew, The Pilgrim 4.7 Nerdinando. 'Tis visible 

enough in thy impudence; . . this is a secret of the camps, Sir, 

that holp to bring one of them . . . 

See dates in NED. 

HUNCKISH l60ß Thos. ,ralkington, Salomons eweete Harpe 47 [Abigail] 

then told [Nabal her husband] . . of his fault [drue enness] and 

hunckish demeanour. 

I!A.MINISH 1692 N. Tate, The Ingratitude 5, se. at Rome. Valeria. 

And I swear, 'Madam, 'tie the greatest comfort in nature to have 

'em take after their Ancestors; for when they degenerate, they 

do ?s it were recede, decline, imminish . . . 

The dates for this obsolete word in the NED are 14.. , 1562, 

and 1565--73. 
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INTE "N ? 1660 Life of Mother c hipton (p. 42, last line) To forsake 

the intern love of a Parent. 

"Internal"? or "eternal "? If "eternal," not in the NED with 

this meaning. 

INTEP'.^t.AVES 1662 M. Cavendish, Du. Newcastle, The Comical Hash so. 13 

Lady. Examination. Come let us go abroad, for I love to refresh my 

self in the serene Ayr, taking the pleasure of every Season, as 

when the returning dun spins Golden Beams; which interwaves into 

the thinner Ayr, as Golden Thread: with softer Silk, making it 

like a 'llentie, Rich and warm [ &c. , &o.) . . . so in the Summer 

when lifferous winds do fan the sultry heat . . . 

KNIFED 1662 M. Cavendish, The Unnatural Traveler 4.25 And you, 

Fa.ntler, muet have . . . the Na 7,kins finely kn 1p' d and perfum'd, 

and that the Li,mone, Orenges, Bread, Salt Dec.) . . be set and 

placed after the newest Node. 

LIFFEROUS see INTE?AVES above. 

LUXATIONS 1603 T. Wa,lkington, Salomone Sweete Hare 69 [inter - 

locutor speaking of how Lucifer has= come to possess men's hearts 

and tongues, &c. ;) . . . witness some of our audacious theatres, 

now made as spanish strappados for luxations, like Pityocamptes 

his bending pine -trees to recite the best good names, persons of 

state, and Vniuersities withail [°cc. ) 

MACULATED 1676 T. Jordan, London's Triumph (p. 6, 1. 2) (Arithmetic, 

a character in a pageant) Earobed with Cloth of Gold; a white 

Sarsnet Vail, maculated with divers Figures . . . 

The NED apparently has this word only in the sense of "blem- 

ish" or ''unpleasantly spotted;" also one scientific use. 

MARTINGALE 1620 T. tea lkington , Rabboni 52 . . 
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For ' martinge le' as a transitive verb in this sense, the N7D 

has as the earltest example a quotation dated 141,2. 

MATRON. SW 1662 TA. Cavendish, The Female Academy Ea. 4 [stage di- 

rection, italtcs omitted] Enter the .Aoedem of Ladies, and the 

Grave Matronesse 

MY1130EOLIT',Wi 1671 The ReLigious- Rebell 1.2 Must none arrive to 

heaven without his leave, Mor yet possess the earth in any quiet? 

Would he be Metropolitene of b:)th? 

'Metropolit- in' is in the ::i; meanings? 

NINGL 1664 T. Jordan, Money_ ie_ an esse (p. 2) °J1oney_. Mingle 

Credit, dolt thou know this fellow. Credit. '-ßìy do you injure me 

so, N ingle Money. 

Later example. 

OTFIC:ERS 1661 Howard, The Usurper (). l4) CLeom officers to .3 off. 

Cur Lous mistake for 'offers.' 

OPINIA7TRE:L':aNT 1664 epy s, r iary June 4 ( ]3raybrook: ,eemoirs 

1425, 2 vols. , vol. 1. p. 297) For the 11-'-ter, he [gar. Coventry] 

brought as an instance General Wilkie, who, in defending of Taunton 

and Lime for the rarLianent, did through his sober sort of valour 

defend it the most opinieetrement that ever any man did any thing .. 

The N D does have 'opiniestre' (Obs. rare -1) 

OYL 1641 Rojnes Follies "Ued." [The author refuses to magnify his 

parton] as it is against my Temper to dip my pen in such fashion- 

able oyl. 

PARAWYJICY a. 1434 S. T. Coleridge, Marginalia in Wig: land' s 

Comische 1 rz 'hLüngen (ed. of 1705? See L. L. MackalL in MLF xix, 

344 -6) ',et I will hazard ane observation . . . that "lelend's 

r = nark on the paremoancy and predominance of beauty in the mind 
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of women in their preference of lovers, is reall, a calumny. 

PHILLIEIN2 1691 The Broadocio 1.1 Flush. You shall. have . . . a 

young brerding pair oennin-,, Madrigals on his Bed-'n9 er, 31 PhIllis- 

ing the Ikull's D ughter. 

NED: only dat- is 1699. 

PLUMBE-M 1696 T. Isyns, A Fatal Ilstako '.1 . . DuLl pLunbeols Brain 

11D: 1571--166 

PROP7W::q 1697 Jordan, London in Lustre (p. 11, 11. 37 ff.) His Lord- 

ship being in a propense rissture of axpectation . . . 

The NEE refcrence surest for this word a mental rather than a 

physical attitade. 

PRINTURE 1/14 Llarrett, The Her)ine (1901) L24 Nor think the printure 

of my lip . . . 

QUIPPIF,!H see ADAGY above. 

ROAGE 1696 Geo. Powell, The Cornish Come d2 3.2 3 3 litre. ALDn Long 

with him, roage him lon, he shalt to prispn immeiateLy. 

This word is in the NED, but in this sense? 

SHAH 1676 Jordan, London Triumphant (p. 9, 1. 1) [Tamberlain's 

habit described] a purple silk hash about his waste. 

N-L gives later date: 1611, &s. 

SaDEMENTARY 1696 Geo. Powell, The Cornish Uomedx 4.1 Froth Lto 

f',wash) Would ,you have it like the sedementary Ale, thick, heavy, 

fulsom, phlegmatic, nasty stuff . . . ? 

The NED has much later dates for this -djeotive. 

F,HABD 1661 Howard, The Usur er (p. 3e) The People! Hang the 

shabbed multitude. 

This may mean "shabby," in Ahiell event it is wr,ly an earlier 

use than the uses cited in N, ; but the contExt strongly suggests 
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scebby," "covered with scabs." 

90 

T:ypograohicqi. error in Nn; brecKets. 

SULL see PHILLISING above. 

Fr.4,U7IAH 1661 Thos. Jordan, Monet L esse (p. 29, i. 5) 'Clutch. 

Thou sqlest true ile 3Lt, lie call, they will be gone ere an 

moderateLi go down stqires. Cailumney. Call, fy leap 21r--'tis 

but a squelch I have Kinsman an excelLent bone setter. 

STPIT3N 1671 Thos. 7hipman, eienr/ III of France (p. 40, 1. 1) Here 

at r:t. 01DU we'l straiten so the Town 'TwiLl either femisht be, 

or yielded soon. [Next sc.:] Ki2s. Now. rchant, now my 

thol-Wits have room to move: Streiten'd with b.,s'ness, n)w I turn 

to Love. 

Akin to Ger. "streiten"? 

_177--0T.,:1) 1676 Jordan, London's Triumph (p. =, 1. lq; description of 

first eeeeent) 2. Lo71cK. In Purple -obe semened with Stars of 

Gold; . . . red Busein2 laced gnu surfled with Gold 2ibbon. 

TOTTERDAS ? 1660 Lafe of other '..hipton (p. 33, 1. 1) She was a 

Totterdas slut of fifteen. 

TREDOULLE, TR-D3iLLING 1671 Ildw. Howard, womens Con4uest First 

Prologue Lrecto C 3, LI. 29 and 31) Oissnslina. ?..hs11 tt be with 

my fqce, feet, and hends, tredoudline thus? °runes. 'Tis very 

correct enfi well. Cheng. i'le wirr-,nt jia, I' Le tredoudle it 

so, tht it shell tike to purpose. 

Apparently the reader of this pLay for ND recJrded 'grimasks' 

a pqz,e berore, but missed this interesing verb of motion. Miss 

e fellow-student of min- under Professor Krapp at Columbia 

University three years ego, recorded exactly 3300 verbs of motion 

of the feet, which number must now be spoiled: 
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T 
`,Y!K 1691 [John Smyth] "Tin her (p. 2, 1. 2') _,f Kittle I' le twin k 

in the chorus. 

Earliest date in N`D to 1711. 

TYN'Y' D 1691 [myth) Win her (p. 37, I. 23) F Lore ll. You .gr ;ce me 

with your favours; -nd dazzle me with all this bravery;-- Ïou're ex- 

trearnly proper, really - ir;-- Tynsy'd Ass [abide.] 

TYPOGRAFEiY lb. in NÑD. Can 166ü be the correct date? 

UDSNrAKE 1691 [-myth] yin her, 4.1 Dulihead. EParew-11 to you 

Udanea= s, if you go to th -t. 

WAIDROPIAN 1662 M. Cavendish, Du. Newcastle, The Unnatural Tr-3ged, 

iv. 25 (line 2) , 5.tew:ard. My Master and our new Lady are coming 

home; wherefore you must get the House very clean and fine: you 

Wardropian, you must lay the best Carpets on the Table, and set 

out the best Chairs kndtools . . 

w3zILL 1664 I.i11igrew, Cicilia and CLor Lndes Pt. 2, act 5 (p. 302 

of Words) Souldier. Hold your preting, or I shall cut your wezill. 

The WED dates are earlier. 

WHInET,ING2 1696 Geo. Powell' s version of Beaumont's Bonduca 3.2 

Your 'Nhimmrrings, and your Lame Petitions . . 

Misprint for ' whimperings' ? 

Addenda 

CUSTOMABUT 2. Thos. Ravenscroft, A Brief Discourse ... (1614) 

2 
(recto, p. 11, I. 3) 0 moat Vnoroportionate Customable Comporitiors, 

whose Art serves them not so much as to dLstinguish Prolutlon from 

Fr opertiors: 

SNOOKS 1691 [John Cmyth ;l din her and tabe her (p. 11, 1. 26) 

waspish. What again? $noons ; ;rant me patience, Devil incarnate, 
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what do you mean L&c.] 

The plays of this period fairly swarm with oaths, light, fanci- 

ful, and otherwise; and probably not 111 .cre caught by r5-r for 

the NED. 

1"1AT:--C-IFURAL a. 1134 T. Coleridge, Marginalia in H. Brooke' s 

VD I of ..4uality . In editin; this material for Hunt:A.17ton Libr9ry 

Bul,ctin No. II (irv--re5 Pre(ca, ov. 197-1,) I came across numerous 

interesting Coleridge words. Most of them are in the D. I regret 

that I do not have the quotation by me, but I remember the word 

occurs in the 37th criticism. 
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Dr. Johnson's Di ctienarz. 

The story of Dr. Johnson and his Dictienery has been often told, 

and not always, it would seem, quite correetL; . Tie have not, and we 

never shall have, all the details. We know of hip: indebtedness to 

tfleinner, Junius, Bailey, Ainsworth, Phillips, nc ethers; to the ser- 

mons of South, sprat, Atterbury, Bentley, Ro ere, the medical writings 

of Quincy, Arbuthnot, Wiseman, Sherpe, Hervey, Yloyer, , gheyne , the 

mathematical treatise of Bishee Wilkins, the legal works of Cowell and 

%i Boswell's account is confused, end Percy eve; "He began his task 
(as he himself expr .issiy described to me) by devotine his first 
care to a diligent perusal or all such english writers as were 
most ;orrect in their Lan3ua e, and under every sentence which he 
meant to quote, he drew a line, and notes in the mer3,in the first 
letter u.nde1 which It was to occur. He then delivered theee books 
to his clerks, who transcribed each ;entenc_ en a a:parete slip of 
papee, encl errenged same under the word referred to. By these 
means he collected the several wordy and the different signifi- 
cetions; and v,hen the whole arrangement wms alphabetically formed 
he gave the definitions their meanings, end co1Leoted their ety rno4a logice f e ::sinner, Junius, and other writers on the subject.` 
lllibone , 975. ) 

See: the ''encyclopedia 8rittanice," vol. vii, pp. 333- -339, 1929. 
Aeetir, 4liibone , Thtctiona.ry of Authors," vol. 1, pp. 99, 972, 

974 --975; Philadelphia, 1904. Leslie Stephen, "7,amuel Johnson," 
New York, 1/97, pp 37 ff. J3hn Kerr :'Mittel, ''Contemporary 
Criticism of Doctor Samuel Johnson,' New York, 1923, pp. 24, 56 -- 
5'T. " *9Qw PiAio:aory of the inglish c,a.nguage, Cot Lier, 1925, pp. 
xii --xvii (also prefaces to nuxnerouo other dictieneries, e. g. 

' ebster't, Therein the a.oceunte are similar.) "The New Preetieal 
Reference Library," vol. ii, Chicago, New York, p. 51. "The Cumu- 
lstivc Loose-Leaf Xnoyelopedia," vol. vi. Boswell, "Life" end 
"Note 13)0k.1" Raleigh, "Six essays on Johnson,'; Clarendon Press, 
).927, pp. 21, 2f, 31, 33, 75, 92. 2acauley, "Life of Johnson," 
New York, 1929, pp. 17 --11, 23 - -25. S. C. > oberts, "An Eighteenth 
Century Ce nt1emen and ether 1ssays," MJ ctni L1an, 1930, p. 41. Wm. 

Courtney and David Nichol smith, ''A 3iblizere_ by of wamuei John- 
son," C f 44 --45 eon, Lai e:on, 19, PP. ; --+, . 

In these Nritings, the critical eye is often upon words like 

'network,' 'gene ado,' 'tax,' 'excise,' ' Whtg,' ' Tory,' ànd the 
mranditog.vnt aad involved explanations under them. Nevertheless 
aritioism has often been kind, and esneciatly respecting the ex- 

celLenct of the definitions as against no advancement beyrnd Bailey 
in phonetics and often wretched etymologies. 
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Ay liffe; to the books on gardening and husbandry of Phillip Mi lleo 

and John Mortimer, the science of .Hewn, Boyle, Grew ('' Cosmologia 

Sacra,") Glanvill ('`Ñcepais Scientifica,") Woodward and Moxon, Sir 

Isaac Newton (',Opticke.") The list in reality is tremendous, and 

includes above all other names those of Shakespeare, Fpenser, Sid- 

ney, Milton, Dryden. 

Thus his dictionary is undeniably literary and learned in 

oharaeter. Evidence for this statement is found not alone in the 

inevitable materials, but in the attitude of the author all along; 

it is found likewise in the use made by many of the dictionary, to 

increase their vocabulary, and in such an encomium as Car ly le' e. 

It was a very human piece of work in which the aim was complex. The 

famous letter to uhesterfield and all it symbolizes is too well known 

for comment, but is always deeply interesting.. Johnson did "hook 

Leviathan,"LL but he also furnished a sense of standard in usage: 

indeed, he was governed by such. 

Dr. Johnson's comments on words, both living and obsolete, 

were often casual and sometimes not: we cannot elweye be sure of 

thele apieit. But we can be sure that the lexicographer in Johnson 

always shared honors with the critic of words and their uses. Did 

the critic speak for a multitude of minds? certainly not. Did he 

voice the opinion of the literati and thinkers of his day? probably 

+* ";rom the authors which rose in the time of 1:liraa.beth, a speech 
might be formed eaequate to pli the purposes of gr. ece and ele- 
gance. if the language of theology ,',ere ee.trected from 'Hooker 

and the translation of the Bible; the terms of natural knowledge 
from Baoon; the phrases of poiioy, war end nevig tiors from Ra- 
leigh; the dialect of poetry end fiction from Spencer and. Sidney; 
and the diutien of common Life from Shakespeare, few idene would 
be lost to mankind for went of .. words .. '+ 

1 Bib. 361 and Appendix m. 
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not. For whom did he sneak9 

o fnr rs this study is cDncrrne( , it is no matter of great 

moment. One can i_solnte neither Johnson nor hie Dictionary. They 

are at least of their age. '1het.;ier "typical of" or not cannot be 

said here. Johnson wrote and wrote nt lens th; and hts attitude to 

worm is Exceedingly human. It its the kind of attitude we are all 

likely to have at times. We cannot precisely isolate either man, 

work, or attitude; but WT can believe that whatever else the attitude 

was, it we intensely personal. it e. very Joh.nsontan. It is Im- 

portant because attitude4 are often iriterestin and imp2: tint, es- 

pecially whan at work suhcon ;; lous.ly amon; many people: but re can- 

not capture aubaonsca.ious attitudes thus at 1 ork, Ps a Yule, and look 

where ne will ,ne can seldom find one who committed himself so heertily 

and unstintingly and humanly as the great doctor. 

It -rust be remembered, finally, that Johnson died not frown on 

all words. Though words to him a.s "the daughters of earth Tiers not 

as beautiful, quite, as things, the sons of heaven, he osr^d enough 

for them to augment much the vocabulary. Li :e hts predecessors, he 

admitted obsolete words when he found them ''1.n authors not obsolete, 

or when thw :y Thad] any force or beauty that m1.c;ht ] deserve revival." 

He sought them, because he ''ruct," t here they 'were uae.L He often 

found then leading bare but not unintere3tin existences. 71.se- 

where he wrote, "When the mind 19 unchained from necessity, it will 

range after convenience; when it is left at lar -,e in the f'ield3 of 

speculation, it will shift opinions; as any custom is disused, the 

words that expres,e,ä it rust perish with it, as any opinion crows 

popular, it will innovate speech in the seine proportion ee it al- 

ters practice." 01.41 , Ch. II.) 



 ddy 
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Some 1013 obsoletisms and obatlete uses arc recorded by Jehn- 

son (tee App. B.) Vest of them arc- In the folleeing fists, which atm 

oanvren'ently to c7.assIfy, but not perfectly, nccording to possible 

C 3U2 3 of ob eele'eeence. The emphett_ throe- tout is not on the order 

and heath r.ge (the order !night -e heave been elphebetic ̂ 1, except 

thot :gore ep ce would thon hove been required,) but elwatrs on Johnson's 

op^rgente, hie attitu6e. -- 

FONM 

Phueetic j 

(Abbreviet ed? ) 

Dit. Pu. ditty, .. tune. w,. 

from Spenser: "No song; but 
did oor:tein e lovel} lit." 

V tit. rr'. V3.1.lege. "Little in 
use." Hale q. 

(Aphetic? ) 

Mission. Lat. 3. dismise on. 
,'á,.3t in u3e. In Cel e' 
[sic] army, somewhat the 
s.)ldÿ "rs could eve heel, yet 
only demanded r-r mission or 

d Behar e .. whexeepen with 
one cry they asked gassier. 
Ba on' o A peehti]. " 

To Noie. va. - -. to envoy, "An 
old word disused:" Tusser q. 

Noter. [from note] one who an- 
noys. "An old word in dis- 
use. The north is s noter to 
gr ee cf aJ.J. ee1te The eest 
a destroyer to herbs to to 

fruits. Tuseer: Husbandry." 

Pp E: I ou` . It. hu.r t f u l, &c. Obso- 
lescent. 3 qs. fr. Spencer. 

To Tend. Lat. 4 [from attend] 
to erit , 

teOut, of use." ;Z.. 

from Brmlet. 

á . __ , `rF;sv:l(: ) 

Gempannbleness. Pr.. scci^ble- 
ne ss; "a Tord not now in use" 
Sidney, b. i1. q. 

Dubiosity. Lr.t. a thing doubt- 
ful. "A t erd not used." Brown, 
Vu1, ,. Err. q 

To Improlificate. to Impregnate; 
to feoandete. "A word not 
used." q. sa above. 

To Possession. Lat. Fr. to in- 
vest with property. `'Jb:rolctc-'' 

Carew q. [Sb. used as v.?) 

Shine. Sax. 2. Brightness; lus- 
tre. Pope q. "It is a word, 
though not unanalogtcal, yet 
ungeaceful, and little used." 

SightfulnEE,a. i,,ax. peropicui_ty .. 
"Not in use." Sidney q. 

Uncertained. Let. 'r. evade un- 
certain. '' :A word not used." 
Ra 1eir?h q. 

Unfortunsteness. L.T ill luck. 
"Not in use." Sidney q. L - 

cono y of effort in spoken 
änglish ?J 

Unleieuredness. went of time. 
Boyle q. 

Unminglesble. not susceptive of 
mixture. Not used." Boyle q. 
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'r-ishedly. a.ocorcing to desire. 
"Not used." 'nol1F s q. 

Youngth. Sax. youth. "Obsolete" 
Spenser q. 

Youthly. Sax. early in life. 
'Obsolete." F. queene. 

(Effort ?) 

Oursorary. Lat. cursory; hasty; 
careless. "A word, I believe, 
only found in the following 
line. I have, but with a cur - 
sore.j eye O' erglanc' d the 
articles. Shak. Hen. V." 

Periculous. Lat. dangerous; 
jeoperdous; hasserdous. A word 
not in use." Brown q. 

Preambulary, -ous. Fr. previous. 
"Not in use." Brown q. 

Reguerdon. reward. Shak. q. 

To Reguerdon. fr. the noun. "The 
verb end noun are both obso- 

Shak. q. 

Rubious. Lat. ruddy; red. "Not 
used." Shak. 12th V. q 

tJnition. Fr. act or power of u- 
niting. "A word proper, but 
little used." Wiseman q. 

(Homophony?) 

Fear. Sax. a companion. 'Obso- 
lete." F. q. 

JOt. .Sax. Du. 3. a y^rd. "Obso- 
lete." Tusser ;. 

Mount. Lat. Fr. 3. a pub Lick 
treesure; a bank. "Now obso- 
lete." " .. to banks or 

mounts of perpetuity Bacon 

Patch. It. 5. a paltry fellow. 
"Obsolete." Shak. q. [In- 

teresting derivation. Trans- 
ferred sense ?) 
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Air. 5. "To make nests. In this 
sense it is derived from mu, 
a nest. It is now out of 
use." Carew q. 

(Phonetic variation?) 

Frowy. - -. "musty, mossy. This 
word is not now used; but in- 
stead of it frowzy." Spens. 
Past. q. LI could not find 
'frowzy' in J thnson. J 

Lash. 3. a leash .. a snare 
"Out of us." Tusser q. 

Plaintiff. Fr. complaining. "A 
word not in usci' Prior q. 

To Van. Lat. Fr. to fan; to win- 
now. "Not in use." Bacon. 

(Pronunciation) 

Sheen, -y. "[This was prob. only 
the pronunciation of shine.] 
Bright; glittering; she wy. A 
word now not in use.' Fa. 
Hub. Shak., '4ilton. 
[Sheet-3, n., not marled obs. 1 

F ty mo l os[ , &c. 

(Oversupply--Form Likenesses) 

Conditional. Fr. ns. e limita- 
tion. "A word not now in use 
Bacon q. 

Journal. E'r. It. adj. d'.i1y; 
quotidian. "Out of use:' F. ., 
Shak. Specialize. in meaning) 

Parable. L. adj. easily pro- 
cured. "Not in usa" Brown q. 

Sudden. Fr. Sax. ns. 1. any un- 
expected occurrence; surprise. 
"Not in use." Wotton q. 

Triumphal. L. a token of victory. 
"Not in use." Milton, P. R. 

Universal. L. ns. the whole ; the 
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the gen. cyst. of the univ. 
"Not in use." Raleigh q. 

Upward. ns. the tap. ''Out of 
use." Shak. q. 

To Hence. Sax. fr. the adv. 
to send off; to dispatch at 
a distance. "Obsolete." Sid- 
ney q.., "his dog he bend' d. " 

(v. .:. adj.) 

To False. va. L. L. violate by 
failure of veracity. F.9, q. 
2. to deceive. 3. to defeat. 
F. . (both.) 4. `'This word 
Is now out of use." 

To Gentle. va. L. ms ke gentle; 
raise from vuiser. "Obsolete 
Shak. Hen. V. q. 

To Infirm. L. to weaken, en- 
feeble. "Not in use." Ra- 
leigh and 3rown q. 

To Intricate. L. to perplex; 
to darken. "Not proper, nor 
in use." "Alterations of sir- 
names have so intricated,or 
rather obscured, the truth of 

our pedigrees, that .. " 

Camden. 

Long. vn. --. by the fault, by 
the failure. "A word'now out 
of use, but truly English. 

so it be not lone of them. 
.. Hookver. " Also Shak (2,) 
Gla.nvil. 

To Slow. vs. to omit by dila- 
toriness; to delay; to pro- 
crastinate. "Not in use" 
Shak. q. 

To Tender. va. Fr. 3. fr. adj. 

to regard with kindness. "Not 
in use." Shak. q. 

To Worse. va. Sax. fr. adj. to 

put to disadvantage. "This 
word, though analogical e- 

nough, is not now used." Mil- 
ton q. 

To Worthy. va. C ̂ x. fr. adj. to 
render worthy; .. to exalt. 
"Not used." "And put upon him 
such a deal of man, that wor- 
thied him .. Shaka_apeaarre.7r 

( v. .. ab.) 

Attain. Fr. Lat. attineo. the 
thing attained. word not 
in use.' Glanvill's Scf2sis 
q., "Crowns and diadems, the 
most splendid terrene attains, 
are akin" &c. 

To Attorney. Low L., Fr. fr. n. 

"The verb is not not in use." 
S t?a k. ,W . T. and Meas. f. Me aa q. 

To Chariot. va. Fr. It. fr. n. 

to convey in a chariot. "This 
word is rarely used." Milton. 

To Climate. Gr. to inhabit. "Only 

in S na. k. . . Tr. T." 

Commend. na. fr. v. commenda- 
tion. "not now in use." Shall. 

Rich. II. 

To Compassion. va. fr. n. b-'r. to 
pity; to compassionate; "a woe 
scarcely used." Sha k. q. 

To Craft. vn. Sax. fr. n. to pp1î 
tricks, practice artifice. 'now 
out of use." Shale q. 

To Dark. va. F.ax.. fr. n. to dar- 
ken, abscure: ''obsolete." pen 

Deem. na. Sax. &c. judgment, 
surmise, opinion. "Not now in 
use." Shak. q. 

To Defect. vn. L. to be defi- 
cient; to fall short of; fail. 
"Obsolete." "Some lost them- 
selves in attempts above hu- 
manity, yet the enquiries of 
most defected by the way, and 
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tired within the sober circum- 
stat to of knowledge." Brown. 

To Dirke. va. Earse. fr. n. to 
spoil; to ruin. "Obsolete" Sp. 

To Disciple. va. L. fr. n. to 
punish; to discipline. "This 
word is not in use." F. . q 

To Displeasure. to displease .. 
"A. word not elegant, nor now 
in use." Bacon q. 

Dispose ns. fr. v. [Johnson marks 
only the 3d and 4th uses obs. 
1: power; disposal. 2: distri- 
bution.] 3. disposition; cast 
of behavior. "Obsolete." Shak. 
Othello q. 4. disposition; cast 
of mind; inclination. "Obso- 
lete." Shak. q. 

To Flax. va. fr. n. Sax. [ 1. to 
break; crack (so today.) ] 2. 

to break; to volate. "Out of 
use." Stink. Hen. VIII. q. 

To Ghost. vn. Sax. fr. n. to 
yield up the ghost, die. 'Not 
in use. buryalue taking 
leave of Lucretia, precipib- 
ted her into such a love -fit, 
that within a few hours she 
ghosted .. Sidney,." Also: to 
haunt with apparitions of de- 
parted men. "Obsolete." Shale. 

Gird. ns. Sax.? fr. v. a twitch; 
a pang .. "This word is now 
seldom used." Shak., Tillotson- 

To Gloom. wax. to shine obscure- 
ly, as the twilight. "This Bene 
is not now in use." Spenser q. 

To Hearld. va. fr. n. to introd. 
as an heaald. "A word not used 

Shak." [Used today, sp. 

' herald.' ] 

Impose. ns. fr. v. command, in- 

junction. "Not in use. " Shalt. q. 

" .. your ladyship's imoose .." 

Implore. ns. fr. v. act of beE- 
gin:r; solicitation. "Not in 
use." F. al. q. 

To Justice. va. fr. n. to ad- 
minister justice .. "A word mt 
in use." Bacon, Hayward. 

To Malice. vs. to regard with ill 

will. "Obsolete" Spenser p. 

To Medicine. va. fr. n. to o- 
perate as physick. "Not used." 
°hak. q. 

To Monster. va. fr. n. to put 
out of the common order of 
things. "Not in use." Shak., 
King Lear and Ccriolnnus q. 

To Oracle. fr. n. Fr. to utter 
oracles. "4 word not received:' 
Paradise Regained, bk. i., q. 

To Passion. vn. to be extremely 
agitsted; to express great coat 

motion of mind. "Obsolete." 
Shale. q. 

Perjure. ns. Lat. a perjured or 
forsworn person. "A word not 
in use." Shak. K. Lear q. 

Prepare. na. fr. v. :W. prepara- 
tion .. "Not in use." Fh.s k. 

To Coeitta.nce. va. fr. n. to re- 
pay; to recompense. "\ word 
not used." :.hale. q. 

To Rampart. To Rampire . va. fr. 
n. to fortify with ramparts. 
"Not in use." Shak. and Hay- 
ward q. " .. rampart the gates: 

and ru3tnous places of the w.11s." 

To Ray. v~. Fr. to streak; to 
mark in long lines. "An old 
word." Fa. ;u., Shak. . q. 

GI. i. today: unit rays, issue 
as rays, radiate.] 

Read. ns. sax. L. counsel. Stern 
hold q. 2. saying; saw. "This 
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word is in both senses obso- 
lete.'` Epenser o. 

Recite. na. fr. v. recital. ''Not 
in use." Temple q., "This added 
to all. former recites or ob- 
servations of long -liv'd races 
makes it easy to conclude .. " 

Repeal. ns. fr. v. 1. recall fr. 
exile. "Not in use.' rhak, q. 
v. in this sense obs. today.] 

Repress. na. fr. v. repression; 
act of crushing. "Not in use" 
Pamphlet q. 

Retire. ne. fr. v. [ 1. retreat.. 
Shak., Bacon q.) 2. retirement; 
place of privacy. " -Aot in use" 
Milton q. [meter.] 

Revile. ne. fr. v. Lat. repr. oadi "Not 
used, but elegant." Mil- 

ton q: " - -to whom The gracious 
judge, without revile, re- 
plied." 

To Rival. vn. to be compe ti tour s. 
"Out of use." Shak. 'J. t. to- 
day; v. i., to be in rivalry, is 
archaic. ] 

To Ruffian. vn. fr. n. to rs 3e ; 

to raise tumults; to play the 
ruffian. "Not in use." Shak. 

To Salve. vä. Lat. to salute. 
"Obsolete" Fa. iu. 

To Servant. va. fr. n. to sap jeot. 
"Not in use." Shak. q. 

To shore. va. Du. [1. to prop, 
sup -ort. Knolles, d otton q. A- 
live today as v. t.] 2. to set 
on short. "Not in use." $hi k. 

To Sine. va. fr. n. Sax. to 

knit Ps by sinews. "Not in 

use." Shak. H. VI. q. 

-pare. ns. fr. v. parcimony; 
frugal use; hus andry. "Not in 
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use." Bacon q. 

To Strength. vs. fr. n. Sax. to 
strengthen. "mot used." Daniel 

uspe ct. ns. Lat. suspicion. 'ob- 
solete." SLdney , 'yak., Bacon q 

Others ... 

Zwinge. ns. Eax. fr. v. a sway; 
a sweep of anything in mo- 
tion. "Not in use." 'Nal ler q. 

To Syllable. va. sr. ?r. to ut- 
ter; .. articulate. "Not in 
use." 'Milton. 

To Testimony. vs. to witness. "A 

word not used." Shak. 

To Token. va. Sax. &o. to make 
known. "Not in use." Shak. q. 

To Trifle. va. fr. n. to maned 
of no importance. "Not in 
use." Shak. q. [vn. not obs.: 
I. to talk of act without dig- 
nity. 2. mock, play the fool. 
3. to indulge in light amuse- 
ment. 4. to be of noimpor- 
tance. ] 

To Trunk. VR. Lat. to truncate; 
to main; to lop. "Obsolete" 
Fairy [pple. adj.? "Large 
streams of blood out of the 
trunked. stock Forth gushed .:%].. 

To Uproar. va. fr, ri. to throw 
into confusion. "Not used." 
Shak. Macb. q. 

Vary. na. fr. s. Lat. change, al- 

teration. "Not in use." S'hak. 

(Others. ) 

Toppingly. adj. Sax. &c. fine; 
gay; l ie nt ; chewy. 'An ob- 
solete word." Tusser <.i. 

the sign of adv. here.] 

Ambassade. Tr. embassy; "a word 
now out of use." Shak q. Eregls. ' 
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To Appose. L. put questions to. 
"This word Is not now in use, 
except that, in some schools, 
to put granmaticl questions 
to :a boy is called, to nose 
him;" Bacon q. [aphetic, Cf. 
'oppose;' near f -Likeness. ] 

Becoming. Ens.] behavior; "a 
word not now in use." -hak. 

Olean. adv. Sax. quits, per- 
fectly.. "This sense is now 
Little used." Hooker,Shak. 

Defenst. part. pees. defended. 
"Obsolete" Fairfax 1. [gr. 
change; analogy, vo.] 

Holp. old pret. of 'help.' 
Shak., Bacon. Also Holpen. 

[ought. might. 'bbsol-ete." n.q. 

ruook. pret. of quake "Obsol 
lete" Cpanser. 

Sprang. pret. saran . 'Obso- 
lete" Hooker. 

Wan. old prêt. of win. Spen- 
ser, ea con. 

Whereas. adv. 2. at which 
place. "Obsolete" i?. . and 
Sh ak. [conj. ] 

Which, Sax. 2. It was frrmer ly 
used for who, and related 
likewise to persone: as In 

the first words of the Lord's 
prayer." Shak. q. 

Without. conj. Sax. unless; if 

not; except. "Not in use." 
Sidney. (2,) Spenser (' with - 
oute n. ' ) 

Noft. part. passive of to livaft 

"Obs." Çhak. q. -_ 

Wox. pret of wex.. became. "Ob- 
solete." Hubbard, Spens. 
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(Forms etymologically related) 

To Conduces vs. to conduct .. 

"In this sense I have found 
it only in the following pas - 
sge. He was sent to conêuce 

hither the prir_ceea Henrietta - 
Maria. Wotton." 

Liapase. "r. a chord including 
all tones. "The old word for 
disp'son. " ÿpeneer q. 3 times. 

Diffieil. L. not easy. "Little 
used." Glanv. and iudibras 
q. [yet ' D1f °icilness; diffi- 
culty to be persuaded, not 
marked obs. or little used.] 

Distilment. L. . distillation. 
"A word formerly used, but 
now Obsolete." Hamlet q. 

[adjust:sent of suffixes; see 
below.] 

iimeery. L. empire. `'A word out 
of use.'' L+hakt (2 quote.) 
(so many other poetical fe.) 

indisn. adj. 2 brin gang indig- 
nity. "This is a word not in 

use." Shak q. 

Influxious. influential. "Not 
used." Howel q. (2 roots.) 

Ingenj. L. genious, wit. "sot in 
use." Boyle q. 

D Leese. va. to lose. "Ln old 
word.'' Tus-er, Jonson, /donne. 

To Lust. vn. 3. r_0 List; to 
lige. "Out of use." Peal. q. 

Misery. no. 3. ::ovetousness; 
av&rice. "Sot in use. " Shak. 
Wotton. [two specializations 
in meaning of miser-.1 

To Reverb. vs. L. to reverber- 
ate. ":Not in use." Chak. q. 

[ar_a.1o8y7. poetic; meter'? ] 
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Revokement. ns. revocation; re- 
peal; recall. "Little in use." 
;-hen.. q. [guest1on of of fixes, 
phonetic accord, plurality of 
synonyms, and actual appear- 
ance or use of word.3 

To Still. vn. L. to drop; to i.11 
in drops. "Out of use."' Chap- 
man and Craehaw. ['distill'? 
addn. of prefix. 

Tortion. as. torment; pain. Not 
in use." Bacon: " .. tortion 
in the stomach and belly. 
['contortion' ] 

TwInk. ns. Sax. the motion cr the 
eye; a moment. ''Not in use." 

.. in a twink she won me to 
her love. Shak. " [' twinale ,' 
'twinkìltg.' Meter? 1 

Unbarbed. efl. L. not shaven. 
"Out of use." ,hak. ' unoer- 
bered' 

Var.ous. ad j. L. wandering; un- 
settled. in use." ".. e 

vaRoue. lust . lliffe." 
['vagary ,' 'vagrant,' 'vag- 
rom' ( humorous corrupt ion; ) 

homophony with vavus (eo -olo- 
gy send e na. t omy ;1-ad j ustm. of 
suffixes, below. 3 

Whatso. "Not now Ln use.." Suenï. 
['whatsoever' is formal and 
intensive form of ' whatever' ] 

Whiles. "Now out of use. '' Shea. 
[' .0h, Le' is the common form; 
' whilst' is rarer, poetical, 
or affected. j 

(Others. Use.) 

Z .even. vn. fr. n. Sax. to be 

equal to. "Noe disused." 
.. e redoubled numbering ne- 

ver evenetai with the first" 
Carew. 7v. e. today) 

To Glow. va. fax. to make hot so 

as to shine. ''Not in use." 
"To slow the delic" to cheeks 
which they did coot' ek. 
[ v. i. today] 

To Perish. va. Fr. to destroy, 
to decay. "Not in use." [v. i. 

today as a rule; but cf. 
"perish the thon. ht: " 

To Relent. vn. Fr. 1. to slack- 
en; to remit. "Obsolete" 2. to 
soften; to mollify. ".)beelête" 
Both ms. used by Spenser. 
[ v. t. today] 

To tteplerish. vn. to be stocked. 
"Not in use" Bacon q. [v. t. 

today. 

To Eoisce. vn. Fr. It. L. to 
take comfort. "The nettral 
sense is obsolete." Shea. (3) 
[ v. t. today. 

Inconceptible. inconceivable. "A 
word not used." Hele (1. [ inf. 
f. vs. pa. pole. f. 

3 affluence; abundance 
"This sense is obsolete." 
Eandys. [meaning from form. I 

(Foreignism. ) 

Ale. Du. also .. "a w::ß.:,3 now out 
of use." F. . 

Arriere. Fr. last of body of ar- 
my. "We now use rear." Sir J. 
Hayward q. 

To Avale. Fr. to let fall, make 
abject; "a word out of use" 
,cotton . . . 

To Jaigne. Tr. to drench, to 
?oak; "a' word out of use." 
"The women forelow not to 
baigne them, unless they plead 
their heels .. " Carew ... 

Belamie. Fr. a friend. "This 
word is out of use." 'iTe E. q 
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Belamour. Fr gallant; consort; 
obsolete. '; F. S, q. 

t?e lgard. Fr. soft .;lance; "an 
old word, now wholt disused." 
F. w. 

9e l lib one . Pr. women g ood and 
beautiful. "A word now out 
of use." Spenser. [m fr. f21 

Bias. [where, in ak., confor- 
mab le to Fr.) 

To Bruit. Fr. to report. "Nei- 
ther noun nor verb now much 
In use." áFlak., Releirh. 

To Buff. Fr. strike. "It is a 
word not in use.' johf,on 

Caute 1. ns. L. caution; scruple; 
"a. word disused," Hamlet q. 

Certes. adv. Fr. certainly; in 
sooth: "an old word." F. j,., 

Bhak., Hud. 

Che v isanee . ns. Fr. enterpr ize ; 

atchievement. ''A word now not 
in use." F. áj. 2.9.9. 

Grievance. ns. Fr. tr.aff'ick, in 
which money is extorted; as 
discount. "Now obsolete." Ba- 
con, Hen. VII. 

To Compt. Fr. fr. L. to compute, 
number. ".':e now use To Count" 
[no quotation] 

County. Fr., L. 3. a count; a 

lord: "noia wh=olly obsolete. 
Romeo and Juli ?t. 

Deubry. Fr. Du. ",fin old word 

for anything ai tful." `.hai:. 

M. ' '. N. q. [tn. fr. f.] 

Dsfailance. Fr. failure; mis- 
carriage: "a word not in use" 

Glanv. Scens. q. 

Defeasance. Fr. 4. a defeat; 

conquest .. "Obsolete." F. 

I. [many ms.] 

Devoir. Fr. ns. 1. service. °'L 

senee now not used. To re- 
store again the kirodom of 
the Vamadukes, he offered him 
their utmost devoir and ser- 
vice. Knoi.le' s 'list." [2. act 
of civility .. Pope q.] 

Displfa.sance. Fr.? anger, dis- 
content. ''Obsolete' F. j. 

Effraiable. adj. Lá 'r. dr :a.dful; 
terrible. ".A word not used." 
Harvey. 

To Fl.oigne. Fr. put at a dis- 
tance. "Now disused." F. 

Donne. 

t'aitour. ns. Fr. P scoundrel .. 

"An old wod now obsolete.' 
F. ii; i. iv. 47. 

Fourbe. ns. Fr. e chest; a 

tricking fellow. "Not in use.' 
Denham. - 

Foy. ns. Fr. faith; allegiance. 
F. So 

Frorne. Du. froeen: "Ob olete.'' 
Sen7ne. Prie. 

Frore. Du. adj. frozen. "This 
word is not used since the tirs 

of Milton." P. L. q. 

Guidon. ns. Fr. standard or 

standardbearer. °Obsolete." 
[no quotation) 

Hazardry. Tr. temerity; .. rash 
adventurousneg`. "Obsolete." 
F. %. 

H};h. Du. a hill; .. eliff. "Ob- 
solete." F. S. 

To Metempsychose. Gr. to trans- 
late from body to body. "A 
word not received. The souls 
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of usurers after their death, 
Lucian affirms Lo be me tem- 
peychosßd , or translated into 
the bodies of asses. end there 
to remain oertein years .. 
Pe_arhem on Blazoning." [x etem- 
psichosin not marked obs.] 

lure. ns. Fr., L. e. wall. Not 
in use." $hak. q.. [ To Mure, 
enclose In walle, not marked 
obs.; 

Mutine. ns. Fr. a mutineer; 
mover of insurr.ecttDn. Not in 
use. ' Ham., K. John. 

Moues. ns. Old Fr. the marriage 
knot. "Out of use.'' Creshsw. 
['plowed' not marked obs.) 

Ophiophe.gous. Gr. serpentent ing. 
"Not used." Brown. 

Semb1..snt. Fr. like; resembling. 
"Little used." Prior q. 

Pr-: iliardise. Fr. whoring. "Obso- 
lete." [no q.1 

r ,., rnel. dim. of etrorae la. a 
punk; e slut. Öbsolete." Skin- 
ner. 

Peregnl. Fr. equal. "Obsolete. 
penser. 

To Prime. 2. Fr. to Lay the first 

colors on in painting. "A Gal- 
licism." [no quotation) 

Reglement. Fr. regulation. "Not 
used.' Bacon's Ess. 

To Remercie. va. Fr. to thank. 
`Obsolete." 

Retreict. ns. Fr. 1. retreat. 
2. a cast of the countenance. 
Both obs. Bacon, Fa. la. 

Rivage. ns. Fr. a bank, a coast. 

"Not in use." dha.k.., Hen. V. 

°.ern'--1ent. ns. Fr. show; fig- 
ure .. "Not In age." Fa. Sa. 

,äimpesC., ns. Lr. simplicity; 
stillness; folly. "An obso- 
lete word." Steens. Pest. 

eoLn. ne. Fr. shoulder. "Out of 

use." Fairfax. 

Seial. ns. Fr. a spy; a scout; 
watcher. "Obsolete. His 

ears be as Ipials, alarum to 
crie. Tusser's Husbandry." Al; 
so Fa. cu. 

Suffisance. Fr. excess; plenty. 
"Obsolete Spenser. 

$uíLlage. !r. drain of filth. 
"Obsolete" "Jetten. 

Travers. edv. Fr. athwart; a- 
cross. "Not used.' Shak. 
['Traverse' used by Bacon, 
Hei srd others ... ] 

Voiture. Fr. carriage; trans- 
portation. "Not in use." 
Arbuthnot. 

(Latin meanings and Lctinism) 

To Compere. va. L. 4. "To com- 
22re is, in Spenser, -used af- 
ter the Latin comparo, for to 
get, to procure riches to 
compere. F. t." 

To ;6xegitete. va. L. L 1. to 
shake) 2. to reproach. "This 
Sense 1:; now disused, being 
purely Latin." Hooker q. 
[' :xsgitation' a diet. wd. ) 

To Pretend.va. 1. to hold out; 
to stretch forward. "This is 
-Here Tanti.nity, , -end not used. 
Lucagus, to lash his horses, 
bends Prone to the wheels, and 
h.is left foot pretends. Dry- 
den.' _1.53 Milton 
le other senses. 
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Pretension. ne. Lat. Fr. 2. Fic- 
titious appearance. `A Latin 
phrase or sense." ; Bacon: "This 
was but an inventian and_pre- 
tension given out by the Spen- 
iards 

To Prevent. vn. to cane be'ore 
the time. "A Latinism." , scon: 
"Strawberries wat.ereä with 
water, [I] wherein hath been 
steeped sheep': dune;, wall pre - 
vent and come early." 

Principal. Fr. Lat. 1. princely. 
"A sense found only in Spenser. 
A- Latinism." "But walk'd at 
will, .and wandred to and .fro, 

In the pride of his freedom 
principal." 

To Profligate. va. to drive away. 
"A word borrowed frog) th:? Latin 
without alteration of the sense, 
but not used. Leva.tories, to 
wash the temples, hands, wrists, 
and jugulars, do patently pro - 
fl.ig to and keep of the venom. 
Harv. " 

To ;defect. va. to refresh; to re- 
store after hunger or fatigue. 
"Not in use." Brown's Vulg. l 

To Subminister, , -trate. va. Lat. 

to supply; to afford. "A word 
not much in use .. even the in- 

ferior animals have subminis- 
tered unto man the invention 
many things. Ha le' s Orig. of 
tank. Nothing subrr.inistrra to a 

s tter matter to be converted 
into pestilent seminaries, than 
steams of nasty folks. Harvey.' 

To Superannuate. L. to last be- 
yond the year. 'Not in use. The 
dying of the mots of plants 
that are annual, is by the over - 
expense of the sap into stalk 
and leaves, which be ink; pre- 
vented, they will superannuate. 
Badon's Nat. fistory." 

Vital. adj. L. 5. so disposed 
as to live. "Little used, and 

rather Latin than J nglish." 
Brown: "Pythagoras and riippo- 
crates not only affirm the 
birth of the seventh month to 
be vital, that of the eighth 
mortal.; but ... `' 

Clarly Senses, &c. ) 

Awful. Saï:. 2, worshipful; in 
authority; invested with dig - 
nity. "This sense is now obso- 
lete." Weak. 2 Gent. Ver. q. 

3. struck with swe; timorous. 
'This sense occurs but rarely' 
Watt q.: Improvement of Wind. 

Extravagant. adj. L. 1. wander- 
ing out of his bounds. 'This 
is the prirnogeneal sense, but 
not now in use. The extrava- 
gant =end erring spirit hies. 
Hamlet." 

Recordation. ns. L. remembrance. 
"Not in use." Hen. IV (also 

other 
Wotton. 5.,. _cor , curdle. 

Reduce. 1. to bring back. "Obso- 
lete.'' Shak.: ''Abate the edge 
of traitoxe, gracious lordi 
That would reduce these bloody 
days :.gain." [flee close to 
Latin here. So many others, 
tho' not elways obs.. in Shak.j 

St bitm=ißas. Say. L. place. "Obso- 
lete." F. g. (3.) [today in 
c ompd s . } 

Success. ns. L. 2. succession. 
"Ob so .le te . " [neutral, pr imary 
notion. i Spenser q. 

To Toll. va. L. 3. to take a- 
way. "ObsoLete." Bacon. 

[Othe rs. I 

(Adjustments in Form: Ans logy, 
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Drivel. ns. Sax. fr. v. 2. a 
fool; an ideat; a driveller. 
"This sense is now out of 
use. : "'hat fool am I, to 
mingle that drivel's speech- 
es among my noble thaurhts. 
Sidney. b. i1." One ether. 
Tr.--likeness w. vb. ] 

To Feeble. Fr. to weaken. "Not 
in use." _F. t1., Shak. 
[see ' semblant,' 'still,' 
'tortion' and others above. 
Also adj-v. form-likeness.] 

Perplex. adj. fr. v. intricate; 
difficult. "Perplexed is the 
word in use. How the soul 
directs the spirits for the 
motion of the body, .. is per 
plex in the theory. Gla.n- 
vi1Le' s Scept." 

Revolt. ns. Fr. from the v. 2. 

a revolter; one who changes 
sides. "Not in use." Shak. 

To Sou/p. va. L. to carve; to 
engrave. "A word not in use." 
Sandys. [abbrev. form?) 
"Oh, that the tenor of my 
just complaint Were sculpt 
with steel on rocks of ada- 
mant:" 

(Others) 

Necessitied. adj. L. in a state 
of want. "Not used." Shak. to 

All's 'we l l: "I bad her, if her 
fortunes ever stood Necessi- 
tied to help, that by this to- 
ken [a ring] I would relieve 
her." [form fr. n. and f. fr. 

v. ] 

(Affixes) 

Abacke. backwards. "Obsolete. 
But when they came where thou 
thy skill didst show, They 
drew abacke .. Spens. Past." 

To Abrook. Sax. "A word not in 

use." Johnson felt the "a" to be 
superabundant." Brook, bear, 

endure. "Sweet Nell, ill can thy 

noble mind abrook The abject 
people gazing on thy face .. 

Shak. Hen. VI pt. ii." 

Accend. L. kindle, set. on fire. 
"A word very rarely used." De- 
cay of Piety. [ .In. E. 'Incendi- 
ary' &c.--often with literarl 
sense obs. ] 

To Aocoil. vn. fr. 'coil' to 
crowd, to keep a coil about, 
to bustle, be in a hurry; "a 
word now out of use. " "About 
the cauldron many cooks ac- 
coil' d ','l'lth hooks and ladles .. 

P'. 

.To Accourage. va. to animate. 
"Obsolete. But that same fro- 
ward twain would ancourage, And 
of her plenty add unto her need. 
N ." [Mn. T. 'encourage.'] 

To Accourt. Low Lat., Fr. enter- 
tain with courtship. Not now in 
use." Fa. ,,u. 

To Addeem. fr. 'deem' Sax. &c. es- 
teem; account. "This word is now 
out of use. She sor.ne to be ad- 
deem'd so worthless -base .. Dan- 
iel: Civil Wars." 

Adread. Sax. [J. calla attention 
to 'aside,' 'athirst,' 'asleep' ] 

"Now obsolete." Sidney q.: "And 
thinking to make all men adread 
to such a one an enemy." 

Affright. ns. Sax. fr. 'fright.' 
(v.) terrour, fear. "This word 
is chiefly poetical." Spenser 
and Dryden q. 

To Agaze. fr. 'gaze,' Sax.; cf. 

amaze, amuse. strike with amaze- 
ment. "Now out of use." :pens. q, 

To Agrace. L. grant favor to; "a 
word not now in use." F. G¡. 
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To Asides. Y ,,re ss, adorn, deck. 
'r.. word Little used.`' . : 

"Cvmetimes her h, ä' 

could agui se. " 

To Amate. L.? accempsny, entertain 
as e eompani:an. "It Is now oeee- 
late..'' F. ie . 1i. 

To Amove. L. 2. remove, alter: "r 
sense now out of use.' F. G. 

To Aesot. ?+'r.. to inf=atuate; tote- 
sot; "a word oat of use. But 
Nhence they spruee, or how they 
were begot Unceth ie to assure. 
uneath to Neene That monstrous 
errour which loth cone asset. 

To Bespe k. 4. to spe:iic to; e- 
dress. "This sense is chiefly 
poetical." F. . , Dryden ;1. 

Circumvention. [1. fraud, im- 
pesture ] 2. prevention; pre - 
aocuptition: "this sense is now 
out of use." "..ere Rome Had 
circumvention. eeak. Cori oL." 

Diswiti-.ed. dis and wit. deprived 
of the wits; mad;listracted. 
".4 word not in use. áhe ran 
away alone; 'rhtch when they heard, 
there was net Ale But halted 
ter to be gone As she had been 
diswi.tted. Drayton's N,ymphid." 
['unwitted.T-Obs. in use only; 
meanin - is °lee.r. Vrany others 
like this in poetry.] 

To Illighten. in, lighten. to en- 
.Liehten, to illuminate. "A word, 
I believe, only in Raleigh: 
Corporeal light caneot be, be- 
cause then it would not pierce 
the air, .. and yet every day 
we see the air i ilightened. " 

To Inpaint. Fr.? to pkint, deco- 
rate with colors. Not in use." 
Shae. H. VI. i. 

To Inanimate. L. va.. te animate; 
to quicken. "This word is not 

in use. There is a kind of 
word remaining still, Though 
She v;hich did inanirn :te and 
fill `!.'ee wer lc be 7, ne . Dbnné' 

lntiiv;.nity. ns. Te.? wane of 
div ine por. ''Not in ase." 
Brc,en, V:.lis. err.. "tie+v o- 
pone' eid the orscle betray 
his Wndevinity." [ap,,aarently 
no call for a ne_;ative form] 

Inhabitable. L. 2. ino pat7Le of 
inhfahitents; uninhabitable. 
"Not in use." :hak. Rich II. 
[based DO ' habit.able' ? ]_- 

'Aisproud. vitiously proud. "Ob- 
solete." Chak.: "Now I fail, 
Thy tau h commixtures melt, 

HEnry, streneth'ning 
misercud York.." [lost in- 
terìsivee I 

Observant. ns. "[ac:,ent-ed on 
first syllable in Shekespearex' 
a staveeh etteneent. '''Vet in 

To eurview. va. 02r. to over- 
look; to have in view. "Not 
in use. That turret's frame 
. , f Lifted high above 
this earthly mess, Which it 
survie,:w Bees hills do lower 
ground." Fn. ;iu. 

Adorement. fr. 'adorn,' L. ador- 
ation; "a }rd ec'rcely used." 
Brown, Yule. Err.: "The priests 
of e ld :rti.tles .. won their 
credueLties to the literal and 
d oe nr _ ;'r;' ador e ee nt o f cats, 
lizards, and beetles' (i. 3.) 

Ambushmeet. ns. Fr. surprise: "a 
word cet no ur e'l. Spenser, 
utopotomos. 

Cheriehment. ne. encouragement, 
support, comfort. It te now 
obsolete." Spenser, Tesrs of 
the Mueee, .. nith 'icb 
bounty and dear cheristnment .." 
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Climature. Gr.? climete, "not in 
use." Shak. 

Despairful. L. hopeless. "Obso- 
lete." Sidney, b. is "That 
sweat but sour desjeirful care:' 

To Divertise. va. to please; to 
divert. "A word now not much in 
use.'' Dryden. 

Feeteous. Fr. fr. 'feat' neat; 
dexterous. "Obsolete." [no q. 
'Feet,' 'fea.teousiy,' 'featly,' 
' featne ss' all alive.] 

Foolherdise. Fr. foolh-erdiness; 
adventurousness without judg- 
ment. "Obsolete." F. C4u. 

Gayness. ns. gayety; finery. 
'Not much in use." [no q.] 

Importless. Of no moment or con - 
sequence. "This tiara word not 
in use; but not inelegant." 
Shak. 

Informal. L. accusing; offer- 
ing information. word not 
used. These poor informal 
women 9re no more But instru- 
ments of some mibgti mightier 
member That se t stbhem on. 
Shak." ['informing' vs. 'in- 
formal' fr. 'formal' today.] 

Knightless. $ax. unbecoming a 

knight. "Obsolete" $pens. 

Lovesome. lovely. "A word not 

used." Dryden q. [today?) 

Masterdom. ns. dominion; rule. 
"Not in use. Give solely sov- 
ereign sway and masterdom. 
^hak. lacb." w 

To Narrify. fr. ' narro,' L. to 

relate; to give an account 
of; "not in use." Shak. 

Oathable. ad j. fr. 'oath. "A 

word not used." Cloth. Sax. 

capable of having an oath ad- 
ministered. "You 're not oath - 
able, Altho' I know you '11 
swear ... '' Shak. 

Offerture. ne. Fr. offer; pro- 
posal of Kindness. "A word not 
in use." "Thou hast prevented 
us with o"ferturee of thy 
love, even when we were thine 
enemies. ins Charles." " ar les. 

To Ferfectionc te. va. Fr. to make 
perfect; to advance to per- 
fection. "This is a word pro- 
posed by DrL2en, but not re- 
ceived nor worthy of reception 
Painters and sculptors .. per - 
fectilnate the idea. . . He 
has founded an academy for the 
progress and perfectionating 
of painting." 

Plausive. 2. plausible. "A word 
not in use." Soak. 

P1= asureful. Fr. pleasant; de- 
lightful. "Obsolete. .. a very 
commodious and pleasureful 
country. Abbot's Descr. of the 

`or ld. 

Praiseful. Du. laudable; com- 
mendable. "Not now in use." 
Sidney, Chapman. 

Preordinance. ns. antecedent 
decree; first decree. "Not in 
use.' rhak. 

Prolixious. fr. 'prolix' Fr. 
dilatory; tedious. "A word of 
Shakspere' sccoining. " 

Prompture. ns. fr. 'prompt,' Fr, 

suggestion, notion _given by 
another; instigation. "A word 
not used." Shak. 

Pronity. ns. fr. 'prone' prone- 
ness. "A word not used.' 
More. 

Remediate. L. medicinal; af- 
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fording a remedy. "Not in use 
Shak. ['remedial,' &c.] 

Reputeless. adj. L. disreputable; 
disgraceful. ''A word not in- 
elegant, but out of use." Shak. 
Hen. V. 

Resend. va. to send back; to send 
again.. "Not in use." Shak. 

Re staff. Fr. Ital. 2. being at 
rest; being Less in motion. 
"Not used.." Brown. 

To Ruinate. va. fr. 'ruin.' "This 
word is now obsolete. 1. to 
subvert, to demolish. 2. to 
bring to meanness or misery 
irrecoverable. 

Serenitude. ns. Fr. calmneee , 

coolness et mind. "Not in 
use." 7otton. 

Chepherdish. Sax. resembling a 

shepherd; suiting .. ; rus - 
tick. "Not in use." Sidney 
(2 times.) 

Sophister. ns. Fr. a sophist. 
"This sense is antiquated." 
Hooker q. 

Sternage. ns. the steerage or 

stern. "Not used." $hakl 

Successive. adj. Fr. 2. in- 
herited by succession. "Not 
in use." Shak., Raleigh. 
[' successi anal. ti 

3upsortanee, -stion. ns. Fr. 

support. "Both these words 
are obsolete. Shak, Bacon 

Burling. na. wax. a sour, mor- 
ose fellow. "Not used." Cam- 
den: "These four sur ttnçs ate 

to be commended to sieur 
aulard." 

Titleless. 0Fr. Lat. wanting a 
name. "Not in use." Shak. 
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Trustless. ns. unfaithful; un 
constant "A word elegant, 
but out of use." Cpenser o. 

Tyrranous. ed j. L. &e. tyrran- 
Leal; despotical .. "Not in 
use.''"_idney, `:penser, Shak., 
Milton, Temple. [not obs. 
today; see below. 1 

Jnmeritable. having no desert. 
"Not in use." Shak. [today ?] 

Unpartial. equal; honest. "Not 
in use." .`Anderson. ['impar- 
tial') 

Unseasoned. Fr. 1. unseason- 
able; untimely; ill -timed "Out 
of use." Shak. (2.) Lother lvg 
uses.] 

To Unseen. va. not to seem. "Not 
in use." Shak. 

Unsmooth. rough; not even .. 

"Not used." Milton. 

Vaultage. ns. Fr. &c. arched 
cellar. "Not in use." Shak. 
['vaulting' and indef. m.] 

Verbal. L. [1. spoken, 2. oral, 
3. mere words] 4. verbose; 
full of words. "Out of Ua e." 
D ha k. 

Widowhood. Sax. 2. estte set- 
tled on 9 widow. "Not in use : 
Shak. [semasiology of '-hood'] 

woolward. in wool. "Not used." 
Shak.: "I have no shirt: I go 
woolwnrd for pensnce." [isola. 
e sp. in '-ward'?] 

(Corrupt Forms.) 

Accessary. A corruption, "it 
seems,' of ecce. sur, ; yet more 
used than ,accessory. 

Chirographist. ns. "This word is 
used in the following passage, 
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I think improperly, for one 
that tells fortunes, by exam- 
ining the hand: the true word 
le chirosoohist, or chiroman- 
cer Arbuth. and Pope.- 17EIr- 
ämeneer used by Dryden, Chir- 
os phhist not recorded. J 

iodyeld, Godyield. corrupted 
from God shield or protect. Sax. 
term of thanks. "Not now used' 
S ha k. Maab. 

Goll. Sax. corrupted from 211? 
pol ? -- Skinner. hands, paws. 
"Used in contempt, and obso- 
lete." s idney, b. ii. 

Importance. Fr. 4. importuntty. 
"An improper use peculiar to 
Shakspere." Also Imp)rtant 
3. importunate, "corrupt use" 
ha k. 

To Leave, va. to levy; to raise 
'a corrupt word, made, I be- 
lieve, by Spenser, for a 
rhyme." 

Mow. nw. "[probably corrupted 
from mouth; French moue) Wry 
moath; distorted face. This 
word is now out of use, but 
retained in Scotland." Ps. 
Shalt. Cymb. 

Nys. "[A corruption of ne is) 
Non! is; not is. Obsolete." 
Spenser. 

To Pond. via. L. to ponder "A 

corrupt obsolete word." 
Spencer. [clipped form?) 

Utis. ne. "A Word which pro- 
bably is corrupted, at least, 
is not now understood.. Then 
here will be old ttis: it 

will be an excellen streta- 
em. Shale. Hen. IV." 

Visnomy. ne. "[corrupted from 
physiognomy. J" face.; couitee 
nance. Not in use." Spenser. 
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(Isolation.) 

To Overpeer. vs. to over-look; 
to hover above. "It is now out 
of use. The oe(7en over -;Deering 
of his list... S ak. Nam. A- 
so ciprio1. and elsewhere. San- 
d. y s ; 

- - ---- 
Noble se. ns. Fr. 1. nobiLity. 

This word is not now used in 
any sense." F. . 2. dignity, 
greatnees,. 3. noblemen col- 
lectively. lacv. ma.) 

Etirp. ns. L. race; family, gen - 
erstion. "Not uced." Spenser; 
Bacon (2.) 

á urcle. ns. L. a shoot; a twig; 
a sucker. 'Not in general use" 
Brown (2. ) 

Çurquedry. ne. NFr. over -ween- 
ing pride; insolence "Obso- 
lete." F. go, Donne. 

Tort. ns. Fr. mischief; injury; 
"Obsolete." Spenser (2,) Fair- 
fax (both poetry.) 

Turm. ns. L. a troop. "Not in 
uae. " Milton: "Legions and co- 
horts, turms of horse and 
wings." 

Ure. ns. practice; usei habit. 
"Obsolete." Hooker: Is the 
warrant sufficient for any 
men's conscience to build such 
proceedings upon, as are and 
have been put in ure for the 
establishment of that cause ?" 
L' xiatrange: "He would keep hais 
hand in ure with somewhat 
greater value, till he was 
brought to justice." 

(Others. ) 

Al sates. adv. 'all gate' Skin- 
ner. "on any terma. " Now 
obsolete." Fairfax: " .. thee 
must he algates dwell." 
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All. Sax. 4. altho. "Teutonick, 
but now obsolete. Spe ;s. ('on. 
xxxii: "Do you not think the 
ecoo-nplishment of it Suffi- 
cient work for one men's sim- 
ple head All were it is the 
rest but simply writ. 

Jump. edv. Du. exactly, nicely. 
"Obsolete." Hooker, Shek. (2) 

To Repercuss. va. L. to beat 
beck; tc drive back; to re- 
bound. ''Not incuse." Bacon. 

(Ftymolo,eically obscure. ) 

To Awhape. va. "This word I 
have met with only in cen- 
ser, nor can I discover whence 
it is derived, but imagine, 
that the Teutonick language 
had sncieotly waxen, to strike, 
or some such word, from which 
weaaona, or of:'enslve arms, 
took their denomination." 
to strike, to confound. ''Ah: 

my dear gossip, answered. then 
the ape, Deeply sad 
words my wits awhape. Spens. 
Hub. Tale." 

To Poupe. va. -- to drive with 
sudden impetuosity. word 
out of use." Camden q. 

Disard. ns. Sax. 'fool.' a 

prattler. "This word is in- 
serted both by Skinner and 
Juniusi but I do not remem- 
ber it. " [No q.] 

To Toot. vn. "[Of this word, in 

this sense, I know not the 
derivation: perhaps .. Saxon, 
.. to know or exemi.ie. ]" to 

pry; to peep; to search narrüw- 
ly and slily. "It is still 
used in the provinces, otheri 
wise obsolete." Spenser. 

Tufty. adj. Fr. adorned with 
tufts. "A word of no author- 
ity. Let me strip thee of thy 
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tuft/ coat, Spread thy am- 
bròeial stores. Thomson's 
Summer." 

MEA.F,IIN:T': 

( Form .and Meening.. ) 

Chit. 3. a freckle. "Ifí .t:hie, . 

sense it iz e_:idom used." 
[Derives it from 'chick - 
pease.' Homoph. ?) 

Colourable. specious; plausible 
"It is now little used.' Spen- 
ser, Hooker, K. Ches., Brown. 

Dislike. ms. [1: disinclination.] 
2. disoord diseention, disa- 
greement. 'This sen:.e is not 
now in use.' Fairf .x. 

Disloyal. Fr. [l. not true to 
allegiance.) 2. dishonest; 
perfidious. ''Obsolete." Shak. 
0th. 3. not true to the 
marriage -bed. Shak. 4. false 
in love. "The three latter 
senses are now obsolete." 
[divided meaning; word tend- 
ing to become indefinite?) 

ñxpressure. L. "Nov: disused." 
1. expression; utterance. 
2. form, likeness represented 
3. mark, impression 
Shak. q. for all three (suf- 
fix?) 

Faithed. Fr. honest; sincere. "A 
word not in use." Shak.. K. L. 
[m. not quite obvious] 

To Formalize. Fr. 1. to model; 
to modify. "A word not now in 
use." Hooker. [2 to be fond 
of ceremony. ) 

Leisure. 3. want of leisure. 
"Not used." Shak. Rich. III. 
"More than I have said, loving 
countrymen; the leisure and 
enforcement of the time For- 
bids to dwell on." 
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To Man. va. fr. n. 6. to direct 
in hostility; to point; to 
aim. 'fin obsolete word.' Sha',:,. 

0th. "Man but a rush against 
Othello' s breast, And he re- 
tires." 

M,ßostwhat. Sax. for the most 
part. "Ubsolete." Ha:r:.rond. 

Niifiper. na. a satirist. ''Out of 
use. Ready backbiters, sore 
nippera, and spiteful repor- 
ters privily of good men. 
Ascham." 

Nationality. na. empty, un- 
grounded opinion. "A word not 
in use." " .. empty and talka- 
tive notionality. Clanv. to 

To Pass. vn. 9. to .go beyond 
bounds. "Obsolete." Shak. 

Patahery. botchery; bunglin,. 
work. Forgery. "Not in use." 
Shak. [m.. :. divided; imagery 
in Simple wc?. 'patch.'] 

To Patient. va. Fr. to compos 
one's self to behave with 
patience. 'Obsolete." ''Pa- 

tient yourself, madam, end 
pardon me. Shakes." [v.. 

adj., sb. f.-likeness.] 

Pernlcieus. L. 2. quick. "^,n 

use which I have found only 
in Milton, rind which, as it 
produces an ambiguity, ought 
not to be imitated. Part 
incentive reed Provide, ,fr- 
nicioue with one touch of 
fire." 

Perpcn:,ion. ns. L. considera- 
tion. °Not in use." Brown. 

Po Llen ger. na. brushwood "This 
seems to be the meaning of 
this obsolete word." Tusser. 

Razourable. fit to he shaved. 

"Not in use." Shak. 

Repasture. is. entertsinment.. 
"Not in use. .. Food for his 
rase, reQs sture for his den. 
Sha kee. 

To sauce. 2. to gratify with 
rich tastes. "Obsolete." -hek. 

Mate. ns. L. [15 senses.] 13. 

a person of high rank. "Obso- 
lete." Latymer. [diversity of 
meaning; synecdoche.) 

[others. ] 

Quaint. 6. eff ested; foppish. 
"This is not the true idea of 
the word, which Swift seems 
not to have well understood.}" 
(see quotation in Ch. II. ) 

Vicety. na. "[Of this word I know 
not well the meaning or origi- 
nal: a nice thins le now cal- 
ed in vulgar language, point 
vice, from the French per- 

,point de whence 
the barbarous ,cord vicets, may 
be derive S.] Nioety, , esactne ss 
A word not used." B. Jonson q. 

(Interjections.) 

rramercy. :rah. ? "An obsolete ex- 
pression of surprise. " F. 

Shak. [contraction, 'grant -me- 
mercy' ] 

Tíli.y fatty, Tilly valley. "[A 
word used f ormer Ly when any 
thing said was rejected as 
trifling or impertinent.1' Shaw 
(2.) 

Twsng. "[A word formed from the 
sound.] r-. word ma.king a quick 
action, accompanied with a 
sharp sound. Little used, and 
lit Gle deserving to be used. 
There's one, the best in all 
my quiver, Twang: thro' his 
very heart and Liver. _arior." 
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Weal. interj. away, eles. "Ob- 
solete." Spenser-. 

(Better ey n onyms? ) 

Commotioner. ns. L. one that 
causes commotion; a distur- 
ber of the peace. "A word 
not in use." Hayward. 

Consonancy, -nce. 3. agree- 
ment; concord; friendship. 
'A sense not now used." 
Hammond. [div. ms.) 

Dividant. L. separate; dif- 
ferent. "A word not in use:' 
Shak. 

Exclaim. ns. clamor; outcry. 
'Mow disused. Shsk. [v. /:. 
eh. f.-likeness.] 

Float. na. fr. v. 1. the act 
of flowing; the flux; the 
contrary of the ebb. "A 
sense now out of use." 
Hooker and Bacon. [v. .:. 

sb. f. -li keneas. 1 

To Flush. Du. 4. to shine. 
"Obsolete." Spenser. 
[other senses; div. m.] 

Laborant. ns. L. a chemist. 
"Not in use." Boyle. 
[assn. of ideas: 'chemist' 
-- 'chemistry,' ' laborant' 
--'laboratory'?) 

Troublous. tumultuous; con- 
fused; disordered "Lin 

elegant word, but disused.`' 
Spenser, Hub. T., Fa.. 
i and ii, Shak. Daniel. 

[and so many others.] 

(Doubtful Sense.) 

correctioner. one that has 
been in a house of correct- 
ion; a jaylbird. "This seems 

to be the meaning in Shake- 
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apeare. You filthy famished 
correctioner. Hen.ISB/'' 

Extendlessness. ns. unlimited 
extension. "In this sense it 

is once found; but, I think, 
with little propriety." Hale. 

Grievance. Fr. 1. a state of un- 
easiness. "Out of use." [no 
q.] [2. csuee of uneasiness.) 
[suffixes-- semasiology. ] 

Guardian. ns. Fr. [1. one that 
cares for an orphan. . ] 3. 
e reposit )ry or storehouse. 
"Not used." Shak. Macb. 

Memory. 5. reflection; atten- 
tion. "Not in use. " Shak. 
Macb. [div. mj J 

To Fecriminete. va. to accuse 
in return. "Unusual" F puth. 

Requiem. ns. L. [ 1. hymn.] 2. 
rest; quiet; peace. Not in 
use." Sandys. 

Servant. na. L. 2. one is a 

state of subjection. "Unusual" 
Shalt. Mach.. 

Tendance. ns. L. 2. person; at- 
tendant. "Out of use." Shak. 

To Transcend. vn. to climb. "Not 
in use." Brown. 

To Underbear. va. 2. to line; 
to guard. "Out of use." Shalt. 

To Undergo. va. 2. to sup2ort; 
to hazard. "Not in use. Shalt. 

Daniel. 

Unwary. Sax. 2. unexpected. "Ob- 
solete." ra. ru. 

Weighty. Sax. [1. heavy. 2. im- 
portant.] 3. rigorous; severe 
"Not in use." Shalt. 

[and so many others.] 
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(Specialisation.) 

Cider. ns. 1. all kinds of strong 
liquors, except wine. "This sense 
is now sholly obsolete." [no q.] 

To Pawn. va. to pledge .. "It is 
now seldom used but of pledges 
given for money.' :hak. Hen. VI, 
I. T., M. I4. w., , Dryden, shift. 

Remonstrance. ns. Fr. i. show; 
discovery. "Not in use. You may 
marvel, why I would not rather 
make rash remonstrance of my 
hidden power, than let him be 
so lost. Shak. M. for M." 

Ruff. ns. 3. a state of roughness. 
"Obsolete. As fields set ail 
their bristles up; in such a 
ruff sert thou. Chapman's Ili- 
eds." [ homoph. w. 'rough.' L- 

To Semble. va. Fr. to represent; 
to make a likeness. "Little 
used." Prior. [ :. law term.) 

To Starve. vn. Sax. &c. to per- 
ish; to be destroyed. Obs. 
Fairfax. 

Taste. ns. Fr. an essay; a trial; 
an experiment. "Not in use." 
Shak. [v. . :. sb. ; ramifica- 
tion in meaning. ] 

[others. 1 

(Other Obsolete Senses.) 

Advisement. Fr. 1. counsel, infor- 
mation. Fa. u. 2. likewise, 
"in old writers," prudence, 
oircumspecticn. ''It is now, in 

both senses, antiquated." [no q.) 

[See poetic uses, below. ] 

Concordance. 3. a concord in 

grammar; one of the three chief 
relations in speech. 'It is not 

now in use in this sense.' 
Asoham, Scholem. 

Core. Fr. 5. .. used by Bacon 
for a body or collection .. he 
was in a core of people. 
Fier,.' VII.IT-[E'r. corps; speLng 
pronunciation?) 

Cornet. Fr. [1. musical instru- 
ment.] 2. n company of troop 
of horse; perhaps as many as 
had - cornet belonging to 
them. "This sense is now dis- 
used. These noblemen sere 
appointe,, with some cornets 
of horse and bands of foot, 
to put themselves beyond the 
hill... Bacon. Seventy great 
horses lay dead in the field, 
and one cornet was taken. - 

w: rd. " [extended use; assn. of 
ideas`:) Another use b; 

Clarendon is cited; and the 
5th sense, though net !larked 
obsolete, is obviously such. 

Declaration. L. [1. a proclama- 
tion.) 2. an explaeation of . 
something doubtful. "Obsolete" 
[no quot. ) 

To Deduct. va. L. [I. subtract) 
2. to separate; to dispart; to 
divide. "Now not In use." 
Spenser q. 

To Drape. vn. Fr., low L. [ 1. to 
make cloth.) 2. to jeer, or 
satirize. [drapper, Fr.) "It 
is used in this sense by the 
innovator Tempe, whom nobody 
has imitated.' [no quot.) 

Effectual. Fr. [ i. productive of 

effects) 2. veracious; ex- 
pressive of facts. "A sense 
not in use. Reprove, if you 
can; Or else c,ondiude my words 
effectual. Shak. Hen. VI." 
[poetic user 

To Elevate. va. L. 5. to lessen 
by detraction. "This sense, 
tho' legitimately deduced from 
the Latin, is not now in use." 
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Hooker. [senses 1 to 4: "ex- 
alt, raise'] 

Entertainment. Fr. Ll. conver- 
aation. 2. treatment. 3. hos- 
pitable recepti )n. ¿I. ad- 
mission. 5. state of being in 
payyas soldiers.) 6. paynent 
of soldiers or servants. ''Now 
obsolete. The entertainment 
of the genera.l.. t o -but six 
shilìinps and eight pense. 
Davies on Ireland." Others. 

To Equalise. L. 2. to be equal 
to; 'b sense not used." Di °by 
and Waller. 

Fee.. ns. Sax. 6. portion; pit- 
tance; share. "Obsolete." 
Tusser q. 

Forfeit.Fr. 2. a person obnox- 
ious to punishment; one whose 
life is forfeited by his of- 
fense. "Now obsolete." ShaK. 
tai. for M. 

fine fellow; 
active dance. "Obsolete in 

both senses." Shak., Bacon, 
Cleveland. 

General. 2. the public. 3. the 
vulgar. Shak. 0th., Ham. 
"Not in use." 

Gentleness. 3. kindness, bene- 
volence. "Obsolete." Shak. 
[better synonym?) 

Gentry. 3. civility; complaisance 
"Obsolete." Hamlet. 

Gig. [ 1. anything .. whirled .a- 
round in play.) 2. [..Islandick) 
a fiddle. "Now out of use." [no 
quot. ] 

Governance. Fr. 3. behavior, man- 
ners. "Obsolete." Ï no q.) 

Government. Fr. 6. management of 
the limbs or body. "Obsolete." 
Fe. gu. 

To Grave. va. pax. 4. to en- 
tomb. "Not in use." Shak. 
[ homoph. with other fs. and 
ms.; see Ch. II, pp. 25, 29) 

Grave. a. Fr. L. , [1. solemn] 
2. of wiight; not futile; 
credible. "Little used." 
Grew' s Cosmol. ¿ac. iii. c. 3 
[above.)_ 

To Greet. va. L. 6 To meet, as 
those who go to pay congratu- 
lations. "Not much in use." 
Shak. , Pope. [kind of ex- 
tended use? added idea ?] 

To Impeach. va. Fr. J. to hinder; 
to impede. "This sense is 
little in use." [2. to accuse 
by pub iic k authority.) 
So also Impeachment, 1. hin- 
drance; let [interesting from 
our viewpoint:) impediment, &Q 

Improbably. 2. in a rn9nner not 
to be approved. "Obsolete." 
Boyle. [ obvious meanings and 
not obvious. J 

Influx. L. 3. influence, power. 
"In this sense it is not now 
used. .. any such tre ns:nission 
and influx of immateriate w 

writers .. Bacon: Nat. Hist. 
Adam .. might have held, 
the continued influx of the 
divine will and power, a state 
of imortal.tÿ. Hale." (An- 
other from Fia le. 

Likelihood, Likeliness. 1. ap- 
pearance; chew. "Obsolete." 
Shak. 2. resemblance; like- 
ness. "Obsolete." Shak. , Ra- 
leigh. 

Lurcher. 2. a glutton; a gor- 
mandizer [Lat. Lurco ] "Not 
used." [no quotation.] 
[me,:nin6 today: one who 
lurches, lies in wait. Two 
associations; one obsolete.) 

Measure. na. L. 10. a stately 
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Bence. "This sense is, I be- 
lieve, obsolete." Shak. 

Misr.ion. ns. 4. faction, party 
Not in use." Shakes.. 

To "Nourish. vn. to ggin nour- 
ishment. "Unusual.' "Fruit 
trees grow full of moss .. 

whereby the parts nourish 
less. Bacon Nat.. H1;17. 

,-- 

Nurture. ns. 2. education, in- 
stitution. "Little used." 
Ssens. , Shak.. 

Onset. ne, 2.. something added 
by way of ornamental appendage 
"This sense, says Nicholson, 
is still retained in North- 
umberland, where onset means 
a tuft." Shak. 

Origin. ns. 3. first copy; 
archetype .. "In this sense 
origin is not used." 

To Parse. va. L. to resolve a 

sentence into the elements or 

parts of speech. "It is a word 
only used in gfa,nmar schools." 
Ascham and Watt. [specialize.] 

To Partake. vn. 5. to combine 
to enter into some design. `An 
unusual sense." Hale. 

Passnb1e. 4. popular; well re- 
ceived. "This is a sense less 
usual." Bacon (2. ) 

Needless. Sax. 2. not wanting; 
but of use." Shak. [obvious 
meanings and not obvious.] 

To Passionate. L. "An old word. 
Obsolete." 1. to affect with 
passion. Fa. &u. 2. to express 
passionately. Shak.. 

Perfect. ad j. L. 3. pure; blame- 

less; immaculate. "This is a 

sense chiefly theological" 
Shak. 

To POesonate. 6. to make a repre- 

sentative of, as in a pic- 
ture. "Out of use." Sha k. 
6. to describe. '`Jut of use." 
â ha k. (2. ) 

To Persuade. L. 4. to treat by 
persuasion. "A mode of speech 
not in use.'' Shak. 

Plausibly. F . 2. with app] use. 
"Not in use." Brown. 

To Poach. va. ter. 2. to begin 
without completing (from the 
practice of boi Lin ;'; eggs 
lightly." Bacon. [form and 
meaning; anal lus ion lost.] 

Pregnant. Fr. 4. evident; plain; 
olesr; ful i. "An obsolete 
sense." Shak. 6. free; kind. 
"Obeol:te." 

Shake.. 

Prest. 1. ready; not dilatory. 
"This is said to have been the 
original sense of the word 
Erest men; men, not forced into 
the service, as we not under- 
stand it, but men, for a cer- 
tain sum received, prest or 
ready to march at comand." 
Fairfax, fusser. G,Prest, ns., 
a Loan, not obs. ] 

To Profess. 2. to declare 
friendship. ''Not in use." Shale 

Prolix. Fr. 2. cp long dura- 
tion. ''This is a very rare 
sense. ̀' Ay Liffe, Digby. 

To Property. vs. fr. n. 1. to 
invest with qualities. Shak. 
2. to seize or retain as some- 
thing owned, or in which one 
has a right; to appropriate; 
to hold. "This word is not now 
used in either meaning." Shak. 
(3. ) 

To Protest. va. Fr. L. 1. to 
prove; to show; to give evi- 
dence of. "Not used." Cha k. 
Macb. 

quarter. ns. Fr. ^. friendship; 
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amity; concord. "Not new in 
use." Shak. 

question. ns. L. 9. endeavor; 
search. "Not in use." Shak. 

Realty. ns. Fr. "[A word pe- 
culiar, I believe, to Miltonj' 
... loyalty; for the Italian 
Dictionary explains the ad- 
jective reale by loyal. 

Regiment. na. OFr. . I. estab- 
lished government; polity. 
"Not in use." Hooker (2. ) 

To Relesse. va. .Fr. 5. to re- 
lax; to slacken. "Not in 
use." Hooker. 

Remembrance. ns. 3. Fr. honour- 
able memory. "Out of use." 
Shak. 

Respective. L. 3. worthy of 
reverence. "Not in use." 
Shak. , Hooker, Raleigh. 

'Respectively. 3. partially; 
with respect to privste 
views. ''Obsolete . " Hooker, 
Shak. 

To Reverse. ve. ';a. 7. to re- 
call; to renew. 

":Obe.otete." 

Fa. Au. 

3sy. ns. Lax. [1. speech.1:;2. 
from assay: sample. 3. trial 
by a sample (Boyle, Sidney, 
Shak.)) 4. [soie, Fr. J silk 
"Obsolete." [no quot. ) 

Snuff. ns. Du. 1. enot. "In 

this sense it is not used." 
[no quot. ] 

Sore. Sax. 4. crieioal. "Jut of 

use." Shak. 

Sort. ns. Fr. L. 7. a lot. "Out 
of use. '" Shsk. 

Speculation. ns. Fr. 6. power of 

li;ht. "Not in use." Shak. 

Usage. ns. dr. [1, treatment, 
2. custom] 3. manners; be- 
havior. "Obsolete." pens. 

To Use. Fr. 5. to behave. 'hak. 

(Literal en^&7 s ) 

Connivance. L. 1. the sot of 
winking: '`not in uee." [no 
q. The v. "to eink`' in use.] 

To Premise. va. 2. to send be- 
fore the time. "Not in use. 
Shak., Hen. VI. 

(Others. ) 

Napkin. It. naperia. 2. a Fiend- 
kerchief. -7rs-7iiët." whake 
f.todey is obs. or Scottish.] 

NepheL. ns. L. 2. the grandson. 
"Out of use." Hooker, Va. 64. 

Pendant. n. Fr. a pendulum. "Ob- 
solete." Digby. 

Perverseness. Fr.. 2. perversion; 
corruption. "Not in use." Ba- 
con. [the semantics of affix- 
es.] 

Popinjay. Du. pan. 2. a wood- 
peeker. "So it seems to be 
used here." Peacham. [wd. tore 
sus:- estive of the object ?] 

Preferment. Fr. L. 3. prefer- 
ence; act of preferring. "Not 
in use." Brown. 

Replication. ns. L. 1. rebound;' 
repereus ,ion. "Not in use." 
Shak. 

Servitor. ns. Fr. 1. servant; 
attendant. "fil word obsolete." 
Hooker, Shak. (4,) Davies. 

Truss. ns. Fr. 3. trouse; breech- 
es. "Obsolete." [no quot.] 

(Others.) 
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( The Poets. ) 

"ffectioned. L. onceitecá. "This 
sense is now - 

J 
.., Jte. 

2tru.ek with the ague: 
,bord little used." Eha'a.. 

1 ; erovance. eo probation: 'a word 
not mue') used." Thomson. 

Ìrdeur. L. the person ardent or 
bright. "Used only by Milton, 
P. L., bk. 5 Thousand ce tes- 
tial ardours .. 

To Avize. F. "^ word now out of 
use." 1. to counsel. 2. to be- 
think himself. 3, c::,nsid_r. 
Spenser (3. ) 

Attaint. n. & v. Fr. a thing in- 
jurious, as illness, enes. ; 
'This sense is now obsolete." 
Sha k. Hen. V. 

To Bestir. va. 1. to _.u' into 
vigorous action. It is seido,: 

used otherwise tan eith th 
reciprocal pronoun." `::h.ak. 

' .. bestirred your val cur.'' 

To B'tai e. 1. to take; to seize: 
"en obsolete sense." Fa. . 

Capable. Fr. 1. hollow. '"This 

sense is not now in use." Sha.e. 

To Co-r ̂ ils.. va. L. 3. to contain; 
to comprise: not -rn use. tipens. 

To Compound. Y .,. vn. 4. to de termtn . 
"This is not in use." ha e. 

To Comproeise. L va. 2. "in Ehak.- 

spere it mean_ , unusually, tu 
accord, to agree." Mercj. Ven. 

Conjecture. ne. L. 2. Idea; notion; 
cbncepti oe: not now in use." 
Shak. Hen. V. 

Conjunctive. a. L. 1. closely uni- 
ted: "a sense not to use." Steak. 

Hen. I : 21. i. 

To Conjure. va. L. 2. to con- 
spire; to bind r,:.sny by an 
otth to some come= dFsi,=n. 
"This sense is ráre." Milt. 

To . 
ry 
,on ei7n. nn. L. L. yield, 

submit, reuie:,. "This is not 
now in uee. " `'hak. Uymb. 
2. to sie-,n; to consent. to. 
"Obsolete." Eha k. 

Continent. na. L. 2. ;hat 
which contai°; e =inytinr3. 
"This s-nsE i p-rhaps only 
in "ehaKsp-=re. " deer,. 

To Ut)!ner l.'7G. Pr. va. 2. to 
wear ""eut or use." F.1. 

Convenable. Fr. 1. consistent 
with; RgrE _ab1_ to; accord- 
ant to. Not now in use." 
`:pens. 

Convince. va. L. 21. to over- 
power; to surmount. "phis 
sens_ 1G no< obsolete:" Shae. 
Gßacb.: " ., their malady con - 
vin.: . The great essay of art 
Another; Othello. 

To Convive. L. to entertain, 
feast. "Used only b,, Sh=... 

spere. " Tróil. & Cree. 

To Depose. 5. to e Rrnine any or 

on his oath. "Not now in use" 
Shak. Rich. III. 

Degavation. L. 3. defamation; 
censure: ''a sense not now in 
use. Shak. 

Despatch. ns. 2. conduct; man- 
agement. nt. bsol^te . " 

To Dts cure. va. to discover; to 
reveal." , word perhaps pe- 
culiar to Spenser." Fa. mau. 

,-isloyalty. Fr. 2. want of fi- 
delity inllovF. "A sense noe 
obsolete." Shak. 
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To Dispute. ts va. 3. to dis- 
cuss; to think on: "9 sense 
not in use." Shak. 

Testasy. 4. excessive grief or 
anxiety. "This is not now 
used. Chak. 5. madness, 
distraction. "This ens is 
not now in use." Hemiet. 

:naunter. "An obsolete. word 
explained by Spenser him:. Lf 
to mean lest that." 

Endurance. L. 3. delay; pro- 
crastination. "3bsolete." 
Ehek. Hen. VIII . 

To Enforce. Fr. vs. 7. to 
press with a cherge. ".Lit- 
tle used." Shak. 

To Enbnnce.. va. Fr.. 1.. to lift 
up, raise en ht h. "A sense 

t nos obsolete." Fa. 

^stall, ns. Fr. ?. engrrver' 
work; inlay. "Obsolete.' Hen. 

u. Al.o the va. "to cut,' 
Obsol =te." Fe. gu. 

TD Enterprise. va. Fr. 2. to 
rFeeive; to entertain. "Obso- 
lete." Fa. ;u. 

Excerpt. L. 4. cut off from. 
"Disused." Shak. 

Favournble. 5. beautiful; well 
f$squred, featured. "Obsolete" 
Spenser. 

To Feign. '-t. to dissemble, een- 
ce'al. "Not obsolete." Fa. Çu. 

Goodly. .ax. excellently. "Ob- 
solete." çoeiaer. Also good- 
ly h. o od . 

To Grapple. va. 1. to Pasten, fix, 

join indissolubly. "Nos obso- 
lete." Shak. (2.) 

To Grasp. va. 2. to struggle, 
strive, grapple. "Not now in 

use." Shak. 

Importable. a. un-upportsble; 
not to be endured. IS word pe- 
culiar to enser, and eeeen- 
ted by him on the first sylla- 
ble." :. 

Incontinently. L. immediate lit 
at once. "An obsolete sent :e. " 
Spenser [no q. ] ïiay erd. 
Ad.). also obs. Fa. mau. , Shak. 

Ingenious. L. 2. cnentel; in- 
tellectual. "Not in use." 
Sleek. 

Inevident. not plain; obscure. 
"Not in use." Brown. 

To Ineuire. Fr. 2. to call, naire 

"Obsolete." F. . 

Instance, -y. 2 motive, influ 
ente, pressing ar , eurent. "Not 
now in use." Shak. 

To Instste. 2. to invest. 'Obso- 
lete." k'hak: "we do instate 
and widow you withal." 

To Lift. 2. to beer; to support 
"Not in use." Fa. emu, : 'So down 
he fell, that th' earth hire 

underneath Did grown as 
feeble so great load to Lift." 

To Like. va. 3. to .lease; to 
be agreeable to. "Nos dis- 
used.' Spenser (2,) Baon, 
Deut. xxiii, 6; Milton. 

To Linger. ve. to protract, to 
draw :out to length. 'Jut of 
usa." :ha;.. (3.) 

L-.:culent. L. 1. clear; trans- 
parent; lucid. "Mks word i 
perhsps not used in this sense 
by any other writer." Thomsen: 
' and euculent slens The 
purer rivers flow. .. ' inter 
L. 715." 

Me jority. :. L. 5. first rank. 
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'Obsolete." Ehak. Hen. IV. tion. "Obsclete. " Fá. 
ehak. 

Mercantant. It. "Seems to sig- 
nify, in Sha;.eesne ere . a 

fereige trader.' 

Terciable. fr. 'rn rcy.' "This 
word in Spenser signifies 
merciful. 

'Morn. :ex. .. " .. not used 
but by the poets.' 

'"ot:e for. might "obsolete." 
tma . Qu. 

Vunificence. 2. "In denser 
it is used, as itsT =ms, 
for fortification, or 
strength, flora munitiones 
facere." Fa. u. bk. ii h td head against them 
make, and strong nun ificene 

Notion. ns. Fr. 3. sense, 
understanding; intellect- 
ual power. "This sense is 
frequent in Shakspere, but 
not in use." Also Milton. 

Obstruction. L. 4. In 
Shaksp:.re it once signifies 
somethin ° heaped together." 
Me as. for. Meas.: "To lie in 

cold ob truction, and to rot" 

Of. prep. Sax. 7. By. "This 
sense w. s once very frequent 
but is not now in use." 
Thak. , Sandys. [26 other Ivg. 

uses in J.3 

Ostent. ns. L. 2. show; token. 
"These senses are peculiar to 

Shakspere . " 

To Overcome. 3. to erme over 

ueon; to invade sud'enly. 
' ?3ot in use." w hak. 2eacb. 

Paly. adj. "Used only in po- 

etry." ehak. , Gay. 

To Partake. va. 2. to a:Th it to 

part; to extend pa.rticipa- 

To Partialize. Tr. to make 
partial. 'A word, perhaps, 
pecul.i :r to ehaks :ere , and not 
worthy or general use." 

Presage. ns. Fr. 4. the state of 
decay. "Not in use. " Sha'k. 

To Post. va. "r. fr. n. 4. to 
delay. "Obsol -te." wha k. 

Practic,e. 2. ''in Soenser, it s-en 
to signif; sly , artful. " Fa. 
ju.: ' he used hath the 
prectick pain. . His practice 
wit, and '-is fair filed 
tongue." 

Prease. ns. press, crowd. 'Spen- 
ser' s word." Chapman. Spens. ' ;reasing.' 

Preparation. L. 6. - -3ccomplish- 
ment; qualification. ''Out of 

use." ebrie.: "sir John, you 
-ire a gentlemen of excellent 
breeding, authentic& in your 
place and person, generally 
allowed for your early 
courtiike n. learned prepar 
etions." 

To Present. ve. lo;': L. 9. to 
lntxerduce by something ex- 
hibited to the view or notice. 
"Not in use. `pens. 

To Prick. vn. 2. to come upon 
the spur. "This seems to be 
the sense in Spenser. Hay - 
ward, jilton, Dryden. 

Primal. L. first. "A word not 
in use, but very commodious 
for poetry." Ehak. 

To Progress. vn. L. to move 
forward; to pass. Not used." 
Shakes. 

Promisebreech. ns. violation of 

promise. Not in use." ehak. 
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Promont. "Promont I have ob- 
served only in Suckline. " 

To Promove. va. L. to forward; 
to advance; to promote. "A 
.cord little used." Seckling. 

Quaint. 2. subtle;sftful. tful. "Ob- 
eolete. " Chaucer. 5. ';'uaint, 
is, in Seenser, ,uailed; de- 
pressed. I believe by a very 
licentious irregularity . " 

6. affected; fopeish. This is 
not the true idea of the word, 
hich Swift se ms not to hnve 
'Ell under et rod. " 

:wart. ns. 1. the fourth part; 
a quarter. "Not in use." F. Cá.. 

Quietsome. calm; still; undistur 
Ed. '' penser. 

Raft. torn; rent. :.: penser. 

Raiment. ne. vesture .. "`'. word 
now little used but in poetry. 

To Rebut. vn. Fr. to retire back. 
"Jtselete." í+'á. ßu. 

Recourse. 1 frequent p' usage . "ob- 
solete." Shak. [L.: runnin;:' back.] 

R-lative. 3. articular; ;o- itive; 
close in connection. ''Not in use" 

"ha,. Meeb. 

Remain. ns. fr. v. L. 3. abode; 
habitation. "Not in use." r.hak. 

Macb.: "A. must miraculous work 
in thi good Ina, which, often 
since my here remain in England 
I 've seen him-TO-7-11. relic, 

the body- -both in Pope.] 

To Res ge. va. to sent again. )b- 

solete." Spenser. 

To Retain. vn. 2. to keep; to son- 
tinue. "Not in use." Donne. 

To Revolt. vn. 2. to change. "Not 

in use." Shak. 

Riched. ?r. enriched. "Jbsole' e" 
`'has., 4. Lear. _ap'-etic ;] 

7'o1L. 9 wnrrent. "Not in use." 
Ehak. Meas. for Meas.: '' e 
have, 'kith special roll, e- 
lected him or absence to 

To Ruffle. 3. to be rough; to 
jar; to be in contention. "Out 
of use." Shak., Ba,so Z. 

rain. "cor- obscure preoednce, 
that path tofore been sain. 
E'hak. 

a1Lience. ns. Fr. the act of 
issuing forth; sally. "A word 
not Lne1:e nt, but out of use. 

Fa . 

To ::iok. vn. fr. n. `'FAX. to 
sicken; to take ä dise= se. 
"Not in use. " Shak. "A little 
time before Our greet grand 
sire Edward sick' d and died." 

as. Fr. 3. seat; throne 
Obsolete." Fa. ;,u. L piace; 
rank. "Obsolete. Shak., Jth. , 

Hamlet. 

To siege. va. Fr. to besiege. 
"A word not now in use." 12'a. 

Slipper. adj. .sli,ipery; not 
firm. 'Obso ir: te. ''Perhaps never 
in use but for poetical con- 
venience." Spenser. 

Sorrowed. ac_.;ompenied with sor- 
row. "Out of use." :_hek. 

Zorrewful. 2. deeple serious. 
"Not in use." á. SGrn. : "Hannah 
said, no, my Ler î, I am e wo- 
man of a sorrowful sairit .. " 

To Sperse. va. to disperse; 
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to scatter. "A word not now 
In use." Spenser (2.) [aphe- 
tic?) 

To Spire. vn. 2. L. to breathe 
"Not in use." ``penses [no q j 

To rquire. 2. to quarrel.; to ap 

to opposites sides. "Obso- 
lete." h)hsk. Titus Andr. 

To Stage. vs. fr. n. to exhibit 
tiublickly. "jut of use." 
.haK. M. for Mea s., tant. & C. 

Studied. 2. havin-; any peeuLisr 
inclination. "Out of use." 
::hak:. 

To Subscribe. 3. to contract; 
to limit. "Not asee." chak. 

subscription. is. 4. submission; 
o'bedtence. "Not in use." Lear. 

Sudden. =adj. 2. h.ety; violent; 
rash; passionate .. "Not in 
use. ' "hak.: 'I prit him Sud- 
den, malicious, smackin? of 
every sin. " 

To Suggest. va. L. Fr. 2. to 
seduce; to draw to ill by in- 
sinustion. "jut of use." 3. to 
inform secretly. "Out of use." 
Shall. has both uses. 

To Surcease. vs. to sto :); to put 
to an end. "Obsolete." `opens. 

Termination. ne:. 5. word; term. 
"Not in use." Shak.: " .. every 
word stabs; if her breath were 
as terrible as her terminations, 
there were no livings near Tier." 

'traditional. Fr. 2. observant of 

traditions, or idle rites. "Not 
Shak. used, but proper. 

t. 

Shsk. Rich. 
II: "God forbid should -In- 
fringe the holy privilege Of 
sanctuary: - -You are too sense- 
less obstinate, my lord; Too 
ceremonious and traditional." 
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To Trsnsmew. va. L. to trans- 
mute; to transform; to meta- 
morphose; to change. "Obso- 
lete." F'ä. ¡cu. 

To Underssÿ . vn. to eHy by way 
of «erogation: "Not in use." 
Spenser. 

To Ur.dertaks. 2. to assume 
a shsrFacter. "Not in use." 
rhfak. 

Uneasy. 6. difficult. "Jut. of 
use." Shak., Boyle. 

Union. ne. 3. a pearl. "Not in 
use." Shak. 

To Unlace. va. 3. to .cake 

loose; to put in d ''nger of 
being lost. "Not in use." 
Shak. Oth.: "You un,ace your 
reputation." 

To Upbraid. Sax. 6. to treat 
with contempt. "N-'r in use." 
Fa. Su. 

To Upswarm. va. to mise in s 

swarm. "jut of use. " Chsk. 
[intr. today] 

To Use. 3. to frequent. "Obso- 
lete." Milton. 

To Vade. vn. L. to vanish; to 
pass away. "A word useful in 
poetry, but not received." 
Spenser, `potton. 

Validity. ns. 2. vniue. ''A sense 
not used. " Shak. 

s s. Sax. 1. the visible 
region of the sir. "Out of use, 

except in poetry." Ohsucer, , 
Shak., :moi lt. , r hilipe. 

', ildernese. :)s. 2. the state of 
being wild or disorder L,y. "Not 
in use. A.iton. 

`;ood. Sax. &c. mad; furious .. 
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"Obsolete." Tusser,_`a. 

Yold. Sax, &c. for 'yielded.' 
"Obsolete." Spenser Eno q.] 

(Others. ) 

Attendance. 5. expeo tet.ìon, a 

senee nDW out of use. Hooke 
`''That which ceuseth bitter- 
ness in death 1;3 the len,g- 
uiehing attendance end ex- 
peotrttion thereof ere it 
come." 

Bache tor. 3. knight of the low- 
est order. "This sense is now 
Lit!: lei used." (no q. Dis- 
apaeersnee f feudality &c.1 

3e tte Lion. 2. an arey. . "This 
sense 1.- not now in use." 
he's. (speciaiiz -oti )n in 

meening1 

By. Sax. 15. for; notin.- con - 
tinunce of time. "This sense 
is not now in use." Becon; 
"Ferdinand end Isebelta re- 
ceived the kingdom of Grena- 
de from the Moors; h- ,ring 

been in the posses .ion there- 
of by the space of seven 
hundred years." (Hen. VII.) 

Clear. 17 used of persons .. 

To Connect. vn. to cohere; to 
have just relation to things 
precedent and subsequent. 
"This is seldom used but in 

Eno converestion. 
r! Eno quet. J 

Despis bie. contemptible .. "A 

word scarcely used but in low 

conversation. I am extremely 
obliged to yiu for teeing no- 
tice of s poor :old distressed 
courtier, commonly the most 
de aisabie thing in the world:' 
Arbuthnot to Pope. 

To Expropriate. va. to make Long- 

er our oen -.our property. "Not 
in use." Boyle. 

Mediocrity. Fr. 1. moiler. tion; 
temperance. "Obsolete. 
Hooker. (2.) 

ULtimity. ns. L. the Lest stage; 
the lest consequence. e word 
very eonv ^n ent, but not in 
use. Âltereti ;n of one body 
into enother, , from orudity to 
perfect coraooction, ie the ul- 
ti:eity of that process. Bacon" 

(Change in Meaning: .alevation &e.) 

To Blend. Sax. 3. to pollute, 
corrupt .. "This sienifics- 
tion was anciently much in use 
but is now whoLly obe lete." 
periser (2. ) 

ro Bolster. vs. `'a . 4. to 
support, hold up, maintain. 
"This 13 now en expression 
somewhat coarse and obsolete. 
.. not to bolster errour. 
Hooker. .. to bolster up 
their crazy, doeting con- 
sciences. South." 

Customer. Fr. 2. s common women 
31c1 "This sense is now obso- 

lete." Sh`àk. tth. 

effeminate. [1. womenish ] 2. 

womanlike .. "a sense not in 

use." Mh ?k. R. III. 

Gaffer. :.ax. "A word or respect 
now obsolete, or a plied only 
in contempt to a mean person" 
Gey's Pastorals. 

Knave. Sax. 1. a boy; a male 
child. 2. e servent. "3oth 
these ere obsolete." ".idney 
end. Dryden quoted. 

Lewd. Sax. 1. lay; not clerical. 
"Obsolete." Bishop -i usthesd. 
Dsvies. 

Lust. ne. Du. 3. vigor; active 
power. "Not. used. '1 Bacon. 

*:iroAA t ^ .n y -:" i n r. t,. 
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"Oh5olete. " iocker, Cpenser. 

Paramour. ns. 1. a. Lover or 
r,oer. 2. a mistress. It is 
obsolete in both senses, 
though not ine legent o:. un- 
musical." Fa. Qu. , : i Lton, 
Shak. 

Nowy. L. strong; vigorous. "lot 
in use." S hak. 

Promoter. Fr. 2. informer; 
nakebete. "An ohs>>Lete use. 
Tusser, Drummond. 

gon. ns. Sax. 2. F3 charfot. 
"Not in use." Spenser. 

TisEac4e. 1. a wise, or sen- 
tsntious man. ".'Obsolete." 

[no quot. J 

(`Jbdolr^:te thLngs. ) 

Bosnberd. .,. a great cannon: 
"it is a word noir: obsolete.'' 
1Lnolles' Hist. 

Chloppine. a high shoe, for- 
merly worn by ladies. Shak. 
aamlet, Cowley. 

Fmberin ;. ne. the ember days. 
"A word used by old authors, 
now obsolete." 

Fontenge. ns. ''[from the name 
of the first-wearer.] a knot 
of ribbons on the top of the 

he yddre ss. "Out of use." Ad- 
dison. 

Gas'ele s. ne. :fir. ' eseoL;ne.' 
wide hose .. breeches. "An 
old ludicrous word." Shak. 
12th N. 

Henchman. xx. peg e, attendant. 
tbeelete." ,'-hee:. , Dryden. 
obs. name ry 

eee others below 

Prisage. now °ailed butter- 
age, Is a custom whereby the 
prince chalLenges out of 

every bark loaden with wine 
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.. two tons of wine et his 
price. Co." 

Rail. 4. Sax. 9 woman's upper 
garment. "This is preserved 
only intthe ford nightrell. " 
[homophony; ' nt httrsll' ape. 
not in J. J 

`:tar-chamber. ns. cemera stell- 
a ta. ; 

<, 
<_ ind of criminel 

court oC equit,;E. "Now abolish- 
.ed. " Chak. 

,".'eb. :ax. 2. some part of e 

ieword. "Obsolete." Fairf. . 

Webster. ns. Sex. a weaver. b- 
so lete . " Camden. [ ocoupe. 

, 

(Names, concepts, customs) 

To Blaze. ,pax. 2. to blazon; tp 
give an secount of ensign 
mortal in proper terms. ''T'nià 

is not now used." Peachem. 
Lhereldry. 

Carack. ns. j. a is r ;e ship of 
burden; 'the same with those 
which are now celled gslleons 
tsa le ;ugh , `se L ler . 

Ceroche. r?r. e coach; a e r-rta;ge 

of p esure. "It is used in the 
comedy of ALbumezor, but now 
it is obsolete. Lno quot.1 

Chuet. n.. +. "An old word, es it 
seems, for forced meet." Bacon 

'remote. ne. the cur t of the 
hundred. "Obsolete." [n.. q.) 
[:axon life end rule.] 

To Imp trenize. to g in to one's 
self the power of sny sover- 
eignt "This woe is not usu- 
al." Beacon. 

L-^ncely. suitebLe to ß lance. 
"Not in u-e. ' 

Sidney. L war - 

iere, feu!...1;,ty. 1 

Lancepesec9e. ns. the officer un- 
der the corporal: "not now in 
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use among us." Cleveland. 

Portgrave. L. -Teut. the keeper 
cf a gate. "Obsolete." Lno q.] 

: tomachous. : t,ut; angry; sul- 
len; obstinate. 'Obsolete." 

&11, t form; th° ory of 
17.7üror s ? a 

(Ernergency gord) 

MaliTnant. ns_'. 2. "It was a 

word used of the defenders of 
he church and -monarchy by 

the rebel sectaries in the 
civil wars." 

To Howe L. fr. the noun. 
the church.? 

USE 

Little Us 

(Dictionary Mords) 

Annoieance. Fr. fr. 'annoy' 
(from Blount] 

To Dorr. Teut. va. to deafen 
or stupify with noise. "This 
word I find only in _inner," 

Doucet. rr. custard. 7:inner. 

Çprobably others) 

(Pere !Jae) 

Actuose. L. strong powers of 
action: "a word little 
used." ' no quot. ] 

Adacted. driven by force: "a 

word lit Le used." (Diet.?] 

Addulce. Fr. ,,weilten. Bacon. 
"©. word not now in use." 

Adjube. help; "a word not now 
in use." B. Jonson. lisola. 
in root in these last two ?) 

Admire. 3. "It is used, but 
rarely, in an ill sense." Cha o. 
_degenera. ?l 

Aperture. L. 4. enlargement, ex- 
p1an~ tIon; 'a sense se ld p,n found 
T.ay l3r . 

Attain. 2. overtake; "a sense now 
little inew ;e. " Bacon. 

Behave. 2. govern; "this is not 
no use . " FR. u. "But who 
his 1'nbE, with labours, and his 
rind Behaves with cares." 

Citess. á city woman. Dryden 
only ( "a mord peculiar to -- 

Coactive 2. acting in concur- 
rence. "Obsolete." Slink. 

Conserve. ns. 2. a conservatory 
for keepin atthing. "This 
sense is unusual." Evelyn. 
V. ;.b. f. -!t ens: . I 

tendìn;;; to exter- 
nal objects. 'This sense is, I 

think, onl, to be found once, 
though agreeable enough to the 
derkvation. " Norris: I find ín 
me a great deal of ec tetio9l 
1ßv8. - - -- 

Mediate. 2. [realty 2.] acting as 
a means. "Unuaual. " ;otton. 

To Meeken. to o bfe.e meek; to soften 
"Chis word î have fou ló no where 
else." Thomson: 'The gL.arin? 
Lion saw, hi" hcr,. id heert Was 
nreekRn'd, end he .jo.in'd his 
a u Le n joy." 

Req L?n. 2. in,, Ly -eovernme nt. "This 
sense is not frequent." Pope. 

(Sc -lso--) 

Adventin,. -{ivr-.nt.Ltious; ''-- word 
scarcely in u: e.'" Bacon. Er t. ] 

Adunation. united: word of 
little use." Bayle: ''any real 
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union or adunetion . 

Arootn 

Adventive. the thing Dr pereon 
that comes rrom withut: "a 
word not now in use. Bacon: 
"That the nRtives he not PO 
many, but thot there may he 
elbow-room enoweh for them, 
and for the -Alventives also. ' 

Affectu-,us. full of paseion. 
word littte ueed." 1no 

To Agerete. to eirnee. treat 
with civiLities; "e word not 
now tn U9C. Fn.au.: "And 

each one sought his Lady to 
eg7rotea 

Agnize. ecknewlede; own; vow. 
"Thls word Is now obsolete. 

Oth.: "I do a7ntze i. 
natural and prompt elacrit,;." 

Aleger. gay, sprightly; dis- 
dainful; "a word net now 
used.' Baoon, "Certainly, 
this berry aoffee .. do.. 
make them [the Turks] strong 
and alto,.er." 

Amenence. behavior: mien: "a 

word disused. '',Ioenser (2. ) 

A'sper, L. rough. "Thie word I 

hove found onLy in the fol- 
lowing pesee.,e. {Bacon:I All 
base notes, or very treble 
notes, e0.V7 an asoer 
for that the base striketh 
more Pir than it cari well 
strike equally." 

Incolumity. ne. safety; security 
"A worn very LittLe in use." 
Rowel: "The parliament is 

necessery to afert et-1 

preeo:rve the national rights 
of a people, with the incolu- 
mity, end welfere of a oDuntr:J." 

Whither. Sa). 4. to what degree: 

"Obsel-te, rhaps never in 
use." 3. Jonsn. 

(Idiom-Ate.) 

To Dispose. vn. L. to bargain; 
to make terms. °Obsolete." 
Chak.: "Then she sw y:,u did 
euepect ',?he hed dieoos,7d with 
Caesar." 

To Faint. va. Fr. to deject; 
depreee; enfeeble. "e word 
Little in uee. It faint me 
To think Nht fDLLDes71"-Bhlk. 

To be Turned of. Sax.Fr. to bd- 
venee to an age beyond. "An 
odd. uogratmaticei )hrise." 
Ovid-Addison. 

To Befall or. 5. to boom e of; 
to be the st'ite or condition 
of: 's hr 'se little ueed." 

,. 2/3M. of irr. 

To Lny Uoo. to importune; to 
re uest with earnestness and 
inceseently. "Obsol,te." 
Kn..;Iles: the peopl, lekid 

S3 earneetly upon him to take 
that veer in hand .. " 

To Like. L. to br pleased with, 
with of before th. thing. ap- 
proved. "Obsolete." Hooker, 
Knolles, Dryden. 

Mtter. !Lon th: Jilatter. "An 
old ,Arise now out of use, im- 
oorting, considering the whole; 

with respect to th, main; near- 
ly." Bacon, Fiunoerson, CLarel. 

don, TilLotson. 

(Improper 'Uses) 

Regard. ne. Fr. 7. prospect; 
object of olsht. Not proper, 
nor in uee." Throw out our 
eyes for breve ',)thelao, Even 
till we wir.e the main and th' 

serial blue An indistinct re- 
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e ". . 
tt 

Po Replenish. vH. 2. to finish; 
to con.>wamAte; to co.n:plet7. 
"Not proper, nor In use." 
Wh :k. 1.: "We smether' d The 
most replenished sweet work 
of nature, rent from the prime 
creation E'er she fr!?rn' ci. " 

Aze in 7:órd ,s 

Allige. Sax. to lay, Allay, throw 
down; subdue; "now wholly for- 
Rotten." Spens. 

Behoovefui. Sax. ueel ul. profi- 
table. "This word is somewhat 
antiquated. Fpenser on Ireland: 
"It is very behoove.ful to the 
country .. that the [gr' ssi 
sh)uLd be eaten down." 

Be Live. °. x. speedily .. : "a 

word oat of use." Fe. :ìu. 

Eenempt. :ax. marred ut; "an 
obsolcte word." '_pens. 

Beseem. á Minnr. "Thie word 1 

found o,7;..ÿ' 

adapted; adjusted; bcc o ming 
Fa. i..1 . bk i. 

To brwray. va. 2. to shew; to 
make visible: "this word is 
now little in use." Z idney , 

Fairfax. 

Bountiheed, -hede , -hood. Sax.? 
oodn'_ss, virtue. "It is now 

wholly out of use." Fa. Qu. 

Braid. Sax.? brede; deceive; 
decettfu1; old word." 
Chaucer , Shakspere. 

Brand. 35.X. .. word. 7,11to,n. 

Whence br ndish. 

Burden. :.x., 3. birth. Now 
obsolete.' Shak. 

Camp -fight. "An old word." 
combat. Temple. 

Car k. S.ax, care, anxiety, so- 
licitation, heedfulness. tiid- 

ney. :,_:ens. Fa. C,u. wo also 
the 7. 

Carle. Sax. churl. Fa. u. Gay 
(a case of phonetics!) 

To Clepe. ax. to _i 'Obso- 
lete.' , ha k. ,W. T. 

Cope. smate. drinkin,s- companion. 
"An old word. " hub. Tale. 

To Corn. va. Sax. 1. to salt; 
to ?rinkle with salt. "The 
word is so used, as Skinner 
observes, by the old Saxons. 
Lno quot. 7 

tt 

Dsyeman. "An old word for um- 
pire." 

Desrnly. Sax. secretly .. "Obso- 
lE te . " 

na .,ä. 2. L. 35. 
' 

iulvfr. Sax, "An old word.'," a 
pigeon. F'a. mou.. Thomson. 

Defly. Sex. dexterously, s ,.i- 

fulLy. "Obsolete." Properly, 
dertLy. :"penser. . 

Deft.' `7:L. "Obsolete.' 1. neat; 
handsome; spruce Lno quot. 3 

2. proper; fittin,. 3hak. 
such Ado. 3. ready, dexter - 
Ous. Dryd . 

To Lere. va. sax. to hurt. 
".bwol- te. " Fa. ,:u. b. ii 

(the famous passage about 
"dnr.ring doe.") 

D^rn. :::ax. 1. g,:d6, solitary. 
'Obso- 

lete. 
barbarous; crue/. Obso- 

lete. (no auot.3 

Drearihead. ne. ax. horrour; 
dismalness: "s nord now no 
longer Epens. Also 

1. sorrow; melan- 
choly. 2. horror "This 
word is now obsolete' Spens. 

(2.) 
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Fame. na. Sax. uncle: "a word 
still used in th,: wilder 
LJBrts of Staffordshire.'' 
eairf ex q. See Lme be to' ;:. 

Eath. Ca.x. easy; not difficult. 
"An old word." Fa. u. , Fair- 
fax. Also the adv. 

?;ftsoons. Tex. soon efterwords. 
"An obsolete word." Spenser, 
Knalles, Gay, 

Eme. ne. Sex. unkie. "Now ob- 
solete." Te. Qu. bk. ii. 

Erke. ne. ^ax. idle; le7y; 
slothful. "An old word." 
Chaucer: "And or that dove 
he not erke." 

Falser. ns. L. Fr. a deceiver; 
an hypocrite. "Now obsolete' 
2penser, Pest. (p. .1 

Faxed. ex. hairy. "No% obso- 
lete." Camden: Remains: "Trey 
could call s comet a faxed 
'ter." 'R. G. White on the 
obsolescence of literature: 1 

Foernan. enemy in war. "An ob- 
solete word." Via. Qu. , shak. 
not obs. today, though not 

perhaps so comnon as 'foe. ' I 

Poison. Sax. plenty; abund', nc e . 

"A word. now out of use." Tus- 
ser, (2. ) 

To Fobbid. 79N. 4. to eccurse; 
to blsst. "Now obsolete 
sha k. Aga cb. 

To Foredo. ve. Sax. 1. to ruin: 
destroy. A'`? word obsolete. 
Op.losed to _making happy." Fa. 

u. (2.) 

To Forewa st . . va. Sax. to de eo- 
late; to d(, stroy. Out of use" 
Fa. Liu. (2.) 
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r"ren. ne. Sax.? a worthless 
woman. "An old word wholly 
forgotten. ' spens. Pest. 

Fro. sax. 2. contraction Jr 
from; "not now used." Jonson. 

To Fulfil. sax. 1. to fill till 
there is no room for more. 
"This sense is not now used." 
ç he k. , Troll. 

^deed. 'fax. a hot glowing coal. 
"!k provincial end obsolete 
word." [no quot.] 

Glitte. sax. sneer, scoff, flout 
"low out of use." "hak. 

To Greaten. vn. S9X. to ag- 
gra,ndize; to enlarge; magni- 
fy. ''A word little used. li 

Raleigh. 

Hendfnst. Sax. hold; custody. 
''O; solete." Sha,i. 

Hardihead, -ihood. stoutneee, 
bravery. "Obsolete." Fa. u. , 

Milton. 

To Hery. sex. to hallow, re- 
gard as holy. "Now no loner 
in use: ".penser (3.) 

To Hie. vn. Sax. 1. to hasten. 
Via. Ole., , shako Carew, Daniel, 
others. 2. It wee anciently 
used with the reciprocal pro - 
noun. It is now almost ob- 
solete in all its senses." 
cruel, austrr. Crnshsw. 

Hight. C,ax. J.. way nFlmed. 2. 

pool. called, ncimed. "It is 
now obsolete, except in bur - 
lesque writing." Hub. Tale. 

Moult. Sax. a small wood. ',Jo- 

solete." Fairfax. 

Need. Sax. re wrd . recompense. 
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'Now rarely used.' Hubberd. F. C6u., Milton, Pope. 777 
present, gift--not obs.1 

Meynt. mingled. "Obsolete. 
Spenser. 

Mickle. Sax, much; greet. "Ob- 
solete. In Scotland pro- 
nounced muckle." Spens., 
Camden, Shsk., Milton. 

Nethless. ed. S. neverthe- 
less. "Obsolete " Spens., 
711ton. Nathmore, never- 
the-more. with 1. only from 
Spenser, Is not merked obs. 
Johnson. 

Nayword. ne. Sax. 2. 9 

word. Not in use." Mak. 

Neaf. ns. Islandick. a fist. 
"It is retained in Scotlend; 
and in the plurel neeves." 

k. 

Niding. Sax. "An Old len;?ilee 

word signifying abject, bese- 
minded .. Crew. 

Olden. ';:;ex. el.? ancient. "This 
word is not now in use." Mek. 

To queme. vn. Sax. to please. 
"An old wD-A-" Skinner. [no 
quot.] 

Bede. ns. counsel. advice. 
"Not in asee" Hamlet. 

rieeve. ns. 7e.e. "Obsolete.' a 

stewerd. Dryden. 

Rote. ns. Sax. e harp; e lyre. 
"Obsolete." Chaucer, Spenser. 

SelOomness. Sax. uncommon- 
ness; infreeuenc..; rereness 
"Little used." Hooker. 

Cith. adv. '2ax. since; seeing 
that. "Obsolete." Shak. 

:omedeal. edv. sax. in scme dee 
e:ree. :penser (2.) "Obsolete" 

Somewhile. once; for a time. 
"Out of use.4 Spenser. 

Sooth. Ssx. truth; reality. 
"bsolete." Shak. (21) Camden, 
L'Estrenge, Howe. 

Sprent. sprinkled. "Obselete." 
idney. 

7tsffieh. stuff. hersh. "Obso- 
lete." hscham; ''11, wit in 
youth not over dulL, heavy, 
knotty, end lumpish, but 
herd, tough, end though 
reomewhat stffish, both for 
learninp; and whole course of 
living, preveth alweys best." 

Stour. ne. Sax. assauLt; incur- 
sion; tumult. "Obsolete." Fa. 

U. (3.) 

TD _wink. Sax. te leb,ur; to 
toil; to drudge. "Obsolete." 
Fs. Lv. a. not marked 
obs.; Milton quoted. Noun 
marked obs. , with 2 qs. from 
,5pe r 

Thilk. Eax. that same. 'Obso- 
lete." Spens. 

Thrawe. ns. cax. t. a herd; a 
drove. "Out of use." 

Tofore. adv. Sax. before. 'Obso- 
lete. " Shag. , Spect. No. 607. 

To Trow. vn. Sax. to think, ima- 
gine, conceive. "A word now 
disused, end rarely used in 
ancient writers but In famil- 
iar language." Sidney, Hooke' 
Shak., Gay. 

Uneeth. Sax. 1. not eesily. "Out 
of use." Shak. 2. "It seems in 
Spenser to signify the same 8,7 

beneath." ?a. qu.: "And seem'd 
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uneath to shake the steofast 
,round." 

Unkent. unknown. "Obsolete." 
rpenser to his book. 

Unneth, Unnethes. Sax. scarcely; 
hardly .. "Obsolete." Spenser. 

''arefulness, sax. cautiousness. 
"Obsolete." 'idney. Dryden has 
the verb. (not obsolete./ 

-arre. °ax. wo-rEe. "Obsolete." 
"penser. 

To 7ayrnent. vR. -x. to lament. 
.. "Obsolete." "penser, Fa. riu. 

To Ween. vn.. Sax.. to thine-; to 
i:negine ; to form e notion; to 
fancy. "Obsolete..." Spenser, 
rhek. 

Weerish. Sax. "This old word is 

used by Ascham in a sense which 
the lexico ;re.'hers seem not to 
hove known. Applied to testes, 
it means insipid; applied to 
the body, weak and weshy: here 
it seems to .~neen sour; surly -- 
.. P countenenee net weerish 
and crebhed, but feir end come- 
ly. ß scham' s Schoolmaster." 

to ye t. vn. to know; to be in- 
formed; to hove knowledge. "Ob- 
solete. :penser, Shak., Prior. 

:tisht. ns. Sax. a person, be`_ng. 

` ?Obsolete." hak. , Davies, Doni 
Hudibse, Milton, Dryden. The 
adjective ie also out of use; 
Spenser.. 

To Wis. va. to know. "Obsolete. 
S.hak. , Asaharn, Fa. mou. , al Les. 

7itcraft. Sex. contrivance; inven- 
tion. "Obsolete." Camden's Re- 
mains. 

To ,son. vn. Sex. to dwell, .. have 
abode. "Not in use.' Fa. u. , 
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Milton. The noun, "d:elling," 
is oleo obs. Fia. .,,u. 

To j+ot. vn. Sax. to snow; be 
awere. "Obsolete." Hooker, 
Hub erd, May.. 

To Yead, Yede. vn. Sax. to go, 
march. "Jbeel?t e." Spe ns. 1)4.) 

Again in Use. 

To Activate. to make sative. 
"This word is perhaps ue-ed 

only by the aut'-or alleged." 
Bacon, Nat'l Hist. No. q7: 
"As snow and ice, especially 
being ho/pen, end their cold 
ct iv'-.ted by nitre, or salt" 

(ßco. ) 

Aidsnce. help, support; "a or 
little used." Shea, 

Allegi nt. loyal. "A word not 
nora used." Sha k. 

Approval, Ap_oroh' tion. ''I. word 
not _rush used." Temple: "Iherr 
is a censor of justice and 
!canners, without whose appro- 
val no ce :ita 1 sentences -;re 

tb be executed." 

To Blatter. vn. L. to roar, 
make e senselees noise. "It is 
e word not now used." Spens. 
Ire. 

In Casa, nel ease, It. "If it 

=,e 
should he peen; upon the suppo- 
sition th t: a form of spe 'oh 
now little used." Bacon, Hook- 
er. 

Celebrious. a. L. [The NED has 
j. record this word as obs., 
but It is not so mar_ced in the 
175'_: ed. , where the entra; is:] 
"fared; renowned; noted." 
Grew. 

Ohaliced. L. having the cup of 
a flower. Sha.. Ç;rbe line . 
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Cheverel. [The NED has J. call 
this word obs., but Ln the 
1755 ed. (1st.) the only en- 
try is chever-i1, á kid; kid - 
leather, with three ouotat ion.- 
from haks,jere, Ind no nota- 
tion as to obsolescence.) 

Chivalrous. .. knightly; war- 
like; drin 7, . .' A word n o w 

out of use . ' 

,'The 
age .. "'7 ) 

Co also Chivalry. 7, ' . a 

word not much ueed , hut in old 
soemQ or romances" [no quot. 1 

(hromatick. 2. re Lat.ing to a cer- 
tain species of music, now un- 
known. Arbuthnot and Pope. 

Cliente Le. the condition or- 

office of a client. "A word 
sear;;:.. 

Ly used." Jonson. 

Country. "[scarcely lsed but in 
com)ositian.l" rustic, remate, 
Io. Locke, Speot. 301, "coun- 
try dances .. 

Deftly. : ax. "Obsolete." 1. 

neatly, dexterously. 2. in a 

skilfuL manner. ;;N,r,lc. Macb. 

Dell. L. va ,ley, hole 
in the groun(1. "Obsolete." 
Milton. 

Dtspite uc. Du. Fr. malicious 
fur i.Dus. "A word now out of 
use. tea. emu. i. 2. 

Despot. absolut_ ortnce. ''This 

word is not in use, except as 
appli-d to some Ds..;ian prince; 
as, the despot of Servia." 

Divers. L. several; sundry; more 
than one. "It is now grown out of 
use.° Whitgift, Bacon, Knolle, 
Boyle. 

Dividable. L. separate; different; 
parted. "A word not used." Shale. 

To Eschew. va. 0 'r. to fly, a- 
void, shun. "A word almost 
obsolete." Sidney, =:pen= er, 
L ̂ ndys, AtterburJ . 

To EstnbLish. Fr. vq. 6. to 
found; to build firmly. 
sense not in use.' xxiv. 
12. 

Estate. 6. person of high rank. 
"Thi r1 e is disused." 
Lati-:er, ' :ark (gospel.) . 

[pre isely obs. today?) 

To Extort. to practice oppres- 
sion and violence. ''Now dis - 
used." .:Toenser, Davies. 
Lv. t. today.] 

Factionary. is. .. a party man. 
" d: not in use." Shak. 

oernan. See above. 

Fortitude. L. 2. strength; 
force. ";'got in use." Shak. 

'ragment ;ar-y. _J. com used of 
fragments. "A word not elegant, 
nor in use." Donne. 

Frequentable. conversable; ac- 
cessible. "A word not now 
used, but not inelegant." 
Sidney; "While youth lasted in 
him, th,_ exercises of the age 
and hic humour, not yet fully 
discovered, rn dr_ littsomewhat 
the more freTuentable and leas 
dangerous- Sidney. 

Gilt. ne. Fax. ;olden show; 
gold laid on .. "11,w obsolete" 
ha.ì . (3. ) 

,sory. "ax. bloody; murtherous; 
fatal. "loot in use." Shak. 

Grstefutner s. L. gratitude; duty 
to benefactors. "Now obsolete:' 

'A La.conian_cntght, h vin;g 
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sometime srved him with more 
grtefu1nes ti geod cjur- 
SSE' " Oldnee. r.Lso Herbert. 

Guerdon. ns. Fr. a rewerd; a 

recoTpense. "e word now no Loes- 
er r1 use." Fa. (2,u., Knolies, 

To Hitch. vn. 7ax. to ceteh; to 
move by jerks. know not 
wtrther it is used but in the 
following paseeee." Pope's 
Herece q. 

Hopefully. ?. :Ith hope; without 
dese,eir. "This sense is rel.-E.' 

alanv. 

To Jeopgrd. hgeord. ',-)bsolete." 
2 Ma-. XIV 3? 

Jeopardy. ha-nr; danger; peril. 
"e worr'; not now in 1.1:6e. Hub. 
T. , Shak., Bacon. 

Imminence. gny ill.imoending; 
neer drier. f word not in 
use. `Alek. 

Incomprehensible. 2. not to he 

contained. "Not now used." 
Hooker. 

Inptinct. L. moved,e'Snitteted. 
word net in use." Milton. 

Likely. 1. such as may be 

liked; such as may please. 
"Obsolete." Sidney, Shak. 

To Lip. ve. fr. n. te 

")bsolete." .2hak. (2.) 

To Listen. VS. to hoer; to at- 
tend. ")bselete." Shak., 
Milton. A.Iiiterate without 
'to,' (e to listen tel ),todeyi 

To Mar. vs. Sax. to injure; to 

spoil to hurt; to mischief; 
to demage. "Obsolete." Fa. 

AE3HRM, Sha., Fairfex, Dan- 
iel, Bacon. 

Dierveli. Fr. e wonder. "Little 
in use." Hooker, Shak. 

To Marvel. vn. to wonder; to 
be aetenished. "Disuwed.", 
ff:hek., eccies. 

Maugre. Jr. in spite of; not-, 
withstending. "It le IjW out 
of use.' Shak., Alton, Hudi- 
bres, Burnet. 

Mavis. no. Fr. a thrush. "An 
old word." Epenser, Bacon. 

Meet. fit; proper; qualified. 
"Now rerLy used." SpenSer, 
ehitgift, Shakspere (2,)' Jer., 
Bentley. 

To MeLl. vn. Fr. to mix; to 

meddle. "Obsolete." Spens. 2.) 

Meiocoton. ns. Sp. a quince. 
"Obeel.te." Bacon. 

41.ghtily. 3. in g great degree; 
very much. "This is sense 
scarcely t) be admitted but 
in low iangugee." Ehek. (2,). 

L'Estrange, Speet. No. 57g. 

More. Sex. 2. greater. "Now out 
of uoc.'' Acts xxvi. 12. 

f'ence. eurpose; design; intent. 
'Not now in use." Epenser, 
Carew, Shae,., Jonson, Cleve- 
land, Cotton. 

Opera Fr. active; heving 
power to produce any fect. 
'e word not in use." (2) 

To Overcast. 2. to cover. "This 
sense is herdly retained but 
by needle-eomen, who cell that 
which is incircled with e 

thread, overcast." Hooker, 
Spenser. 

Over-flowingly. exuberantly; in 
great abundance. "A word not 
elegant nor in use." BoyLe. 
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Overspent. [today?] 

To Pattern. va. 1. to make in 
imitation of something; to 

' copy. 2. to serve as an ex- 
emple to be followed. Tea. 
[the idea of "to copy" is 
in use today. 1 

Perk. pert; brisk; cary. "Dbso- 
lete." Fpeneer. 

To Personate.. va. 4. to coun- 
terfeit; to feign. "Little 
in use." Hammond, r1envi11. 
[other obs. senses in J. 1 

Pictorial. L. produced by a 
painter. "A word not adopted 
by other writers, but ele- 
gant 5nú useful.' Brown. 

Pinguid. L. fat; unctuous. 
"Little used." Aortimer. 

Plagiary. L. 2. the crime of 
litez ry th.. ?t. "Not used." 
Br own. 

To P1each. va. Fr. to bend; 
to int erwe ?ve. "A werd not 
in use." `hak. (2. ) 

To Fosse t. va. fr. n. L. to 
turn; to curdle; as milk. 
with acids. "Not used." 
Hamlet. 

To Propose. vn. L. to lay 

schemes. "Not in use. 
Shale.: "Run thee into the 
parlour, There s hsi t, thou 
find my cousin Beatrice, 
Pro3os ing w'.th the prince 
and Claudio." 

To Prescribe. va. 2. to in- 
terdict. "Iot in use." 
Dryden: "...21o.e_c_rib' d this 
happy gr eund.'- 

Rather. edv. F: x. 'soon.' 
"Now out sf use. One may 
still say, by the same form 

of speakin._., I will sooner do 
this than that, ; th't is, t 

iike better to do this. more 
wil Line- .y; wIL th better llkint. 
Common Pra; er, Locke, Leyden, 
Shale. (2.) 

To Reason. vi. 2. t' debate; to 
discourse; to talk; to take or 
give an a .c:ount. "Not in use." 
Shak. (2,) Sam. 

To Reck. vn. ;;ax. to care; to 
heed; to min;'; to rate et much 
.. "Gut of use. Reck is still 
used in >catlend. °r` fens. (2,) 
Fa. mau. , di Lton, .ehake.pere. 

TOS Redargue. va. L. to refute. 
"Not in use." Hakewili.. 

redressive. succourin.t;; s.fford- 
inF?, remedy. 'A wordnot author- 
ized." Thomson. 

To Remit. va. ?. to restore. 
'Not in use." Hayward. 

To Fepeal. va. L. to z ecall. 
"Out of use." -ha's.. (2. ) 

Repro' .. ns. Fr. 2. censure; 
,lender. ;?ut of use." Ps. 

1x ix. 7. 

To Respond. vn. 1. to anaw.r. 
"Little used." euot. ] 

Right. edv. 3. in a great. de- 
gree; very. ""ow obsolete." 
.Pe. xxs , ..liv 5, Sïudibres, 
others. [very much alive in 
° }ímrrice. 

Ruination. "r. 'ruinete.' sub - 
eversion; demolition; over - 
throw. "- 3bsAete." Camden. 

Sans. prep. =r. without. ''Out Of 
use. " Shay. (2. ) 

Scrutinous. captious; fuLl of 

in;uiries. "t`: word Little 
used." Denham. 
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Sensed. perceived by the een- 
ses. A word not in uv.e. 

Glanv. Scene.: " .. is i the 
ecio.list'l surf that objects 
are not otherwise sensed by 
others, than they ere by 
himfî'? 

'f 

"equent. ns. L. n feâ,},iower. 

"Not in use." what. 

To Shape. 3ax. 4. le m. ke ; to 
create. "Obsolete." P. 1 5: 

"I was $hepen in jr iTeu1ty." 

Should. vn. 'ax. `1. 'There is 
another si ;nì.fi ce ti )n now 
little in use, Ln w'lich 
Eh uld hee scarcely eny distl 
ttn t or explicpble mess'ree. 
It should be differs in this 
sense very Little from it is. 
There is e fabulous nerrs - -- 
tion, that in the northern 
countries there should be an 
herb .. .Bacon's Nett. Hist." 

Shrift. ns. Sax. confession made 
to a priest. "A word out of u 
use." Shek.. , Rove. 

`Co Shrink. ve. `.ax. to rrn k e to 
shrink. "Not in use. " Shak. 
(2,) Tcrylor, Mortimer. 

To Sickly. va. to -Take diseased; 
to taint with the hue of die.- - 

eese. 'Not. in use." Shak. 

To 2igh. 177. tax. to lament; te 
mourn. Not in use.'' 7rior. 

To Sotourn. vn. Pr. to dwell any 
where for s time; to live ss 
not at home. ''Almost out of 

use." She's. (2, ) Donne, s$ od . 
x i i 4 0, i%y w°r C, e i L t J¡,-_t- 
tErcury. 

To'psrft. r.. to emit particles 
of fire; to sparkle. Not in 

use. Spenser. 

Spienitive. hot; ':fiery; passion- 

ate. "Not in use." Hamlet. 

Spr iney. Sax. fut of springs; 
Jr f 3i,znts. "Not Qfed:." 
Mortimer. 

Staggers. ns. fr. the v. 2. 

madness; wild conduct; ir- 
regular behavior. "Out of 
use." S':ak. 

pax. u,e,, . to intents or 
augment the sienificetion of 
., Acrd: star'_: med. "It is now 
little used but in low ian:e- 
ueee." ;idn y, ,penser, Locke, 
Hayward, irbuthnot. 

To ^'tend.. va. fr. n. ax. 1. to 
help; te advente e; to support 
.. "A word somewhat obs..lete." 
idney, :hsk. , Rowe. :J.'s 2d 

use is prob. obs. today --''to fils th:; blase of eu Cher." ] 

:ubduement. ns. 'r. va. L. con - 
quest. "A word not used, nor 
worthy to be u ed." hale. 

To Suberdinete. va. L. to range 
uneer another. "Not in use, 
bat or aper and elegant. " 7,ot- 
ton.. 

`substantive. 1. solid; depend - 
in; only on itself. Not in 
use." Bacon. 

To Swinge. via. Sax. 2. to move 
5s 73 Leah. "Not in use." 
Milton. 

Tottery, Totty. shekine; un- 
steady; dizzy. "Neither of 

those words is used." Fpens. 

Turmoil. ns. derived by Skinner 
fr. tremouille, Fr. .. trouble 
disturbance... "Little in 

use." Denser, , Lhak. , L- niel, 
Denham. The vs. elso obs. 

[and obs. today. 

Twain. Sax. two. "lin old word, 
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not now used but ludicrously." 
Mak., Mlton, Dryden. E"Never 
the twain," "Mark Twain.") 

Tyrannous. L. tyrranical, .. se- 
vere; cruel .. "Not in use." 
?.idney, Spenser, 4';:nak., Milton, 
Temple. 

Unk-Tpt. not combed. "Tosolete." 
Speneer. 

Unshakeable. Fqx. not subject to 
concussion. "Not in use." Shak. 

To Unwit. V9. Sax. to deorive of 
understanding. "Not used." 
Sheksore. 

To Voice. V9. L. to rumor; to re- 

port. lOut of use." Ba- 
con, Dnniel, 

To Voice. vn. to clamur to 
make outcries. "Osoiete." 
Bacon, South. 

Upon. prep. 6. in consequence of. 

"Now little tn use." Shk., 
13ncon,(4,) Clarendon, South, 
Burnet', L'":,.strange, Locke, 
7711,3ot No 164, Swift. 

Vacillation. ns. L. the act or 

state oP rellog or sta7er- 
tr17. Derham. 

To Valance. \FP. fr. n. (A.ty) 
to decorate 1.th drapery. "Not 
in use." Shakespeare. 

To Ventlinte. va. L. Ventilation. 
ns. 2. utterance. 'Not 
in use. .. for natural venti- 
lation of his tholghts " 

Wotton. 

Wattage. ns. carriage by water 
or Pir. "Not in us..." Chak. 
(2. ) 'rafture. n3. the act of 
wav11,7".Not in use." '.',17111E. 

[poetical today?] 

To V9. to make war upon. "A 

word not any longeruused': 
S2Enser, Daniel. 

arrant. ns. fr. v. Fr. 4. right 
lewality. "aosolete." 

To 'Tend. V2. 1. to 7,0; to 
pass to or from. "This lard 
is now obsolete, out its 
preterite went, is still in 
use.' Mak, Arbuth,',4t.ltolo 

to turn around. "It seems 
to be an olr term." 

There. 6. "It has the nP- 
ture of a noun. Not now in 
USE." Spenser, :hakspere. 

Wholesome. S.3.x. 3. preservin3, 
salutar. 'Obsolete." Ps. 
xx. 6. 

1;omanhood, -head, ns.Cax. the 
charter and oolleotive 
qualities of a woman. "Obso- 
lete." . Shak., Lome. 

To -Aomanlse. va. Sax. to e- 
masculate; to effe:ninate; to 
soften. "Proper, but not 
used." Sidney. 

Wont. ns. fr. v. Sax.accustom; 
use; hThit. ''Out of use." 
11<iney, Hooker, Shak., Milt. 

Tontedness. os. Sx. state of 
beinpz ncJa tome() to. "Not in 
use. a King Charles. 

Snx. 13. a collection of 
woners; n wondr. "Obsolete." 
7,nolles: 'The bassa having 
recom-n-nded Barbaros, it was 
a world to see, how the court 
was chansed upon him." 

To wreek. va. Sax. to rEvenge. 
"Old pret." F. III. (2,) Fair- 
fax. 

wroth. Sax. angx. "Dut of use. 
Gen. iv. 
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OTHRRS 

Forted. fr. 'fo-5t.' furnished 
or goard?d by forte. "Not 
ueed now." Fhak. M. for M. 
Pfortlfied's stronfir sort 
of synonym?) 

Inzannition. ns. It-1. cheat; 
fraud; deception; jug71e de- 
lusion; importuie; trick; 
flio-tit. "A word neithir used 
nor neces-nry. 7110,3oever 
shall resign their re-sone, 
either from the root or' de- 
ceit In them elves, or in- 
ahillty to re:--ist such trivial 
ing?nnations from o hers, are 
rithin the 1,11,- of vulgf)rity. 
Tirown.° 

Naturity, ne. fr. "n%tuie.' L. 

the state of bin g produced 
by nature. IA .ord not tk(3." 
'drown, 

To Particulate. va. Fr. to make 
mention singly. "Obsolete." 
Camden. 

Preceptial. L. con&isting of 
preo?ot. i7ç. 

word not in use." 
?hqk. LohonetIcecl 

Pres-ntifick. 'prisens,"facio' 
oki-vr present. "Not in 
no quot.] 

Principiation. ns. L. analysis 
into constitoent or eleolental 
parts. "A word not received." 
3-con. 

To Provioolete. va. Fr. to turn 
to a provinos. "L word not in 
use." 

n3. L. thIns received 
'Not in use.' brown. 

Regreet. ne. fr. v. return or ex- 
change of salutotIon. "Not in 
use." :hak. 

Fkilless. Eslandick. waltIng art. 

"Not in use." ShaK. (o) 

Tpleenless. kind, gentle, mild. 
"Obsolete. :;hapman. 

.711.bterranity. n$. a piace 
und:r ground. ''Not in use. 
3rown. 'semas. of suffix 
'-ity'?) 

Archaic Today. 

Arrcar. "T-ì io is the prim- 
itive sio:yilifloE:tion or the 
word, which, thoughlInot now 
inouse, seems to be retained 
by Sonser.4 Fa. . 

To Astound. Fr. to estonish; to 
confound with fer or wonder. 
"This word is somewhat obso- 
lete." Milton. 

To , striot. L. to oontract; 
oposite to relax: "a word 
not so Tuch used as oon- 
stringe." Arbuthnot on Ail- 
ments. [today 4n: use 'os- 
tringe.'] 

Asyometrs. 71-r. "ThiE tern is 
dpmc.timee ooed in mnthemntios 
for ohat Is more usuily, call- 
ed IncommensurabiLity." [no 
quot. 

To Lout. vn. Sax t3 o- 
beis?n(;e; to bend, bow; stoop. 
"Obsolete. ' It waa used in a 
7,00d ,,ens." F. u. , Jonson, 
Under'., Drayton. 

Quell. ne. fr. v. murder. "Not 
in use." ak. Maob. 

To to dirr; to make 
difference; to interest; to 
matter. "Not ln Hooker, 
Herbert, 3acon. 

(Thus scveral others ... ) 


